SALE 24 PART 1 - 11.00am SATURDAY 28th JULY 2018
COINS & BANKNOTES
Australian Coins
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1891 QV Sovereign from Melbourne. VF
1892 QV Half Sovereign from Sydney. VF
1892 KGV Half Sovereign from Sydney. VF
1892 QV Sovereign from Melbourne. UNC
1892 QV Sovereign from Sydney. UNC
1895 QV Sovereign from Melbourne. VF
See lot 27 below for 1871 Queen Victoria Sovereign (out of date order)
1910-1962 range of Halfpennys, Pennys, Threepence & Sixpences. Mixed cond. 2.2kg
1922/21 3d overdate. Rarer than the 1930 Penny. Vg with slight bend. Cat. $8,500
1927 KGV Sovereign from Melbourne. UNC
1927 Threepence, 1934 Florin & 1939 Shilling plus 1959 Melbourne Proof set of 6 (toned)
1927-1960 range of Florins x 9 incl 1927 Canberra Parl House issue & both designs for 1951 & 1954. EF to Unc. (9)
1937 Crowns x 5. VF to aUNC
1937 Crowns x 5. VF to aUNC
1938 Crown. Scarce EF+
1942-1962 range of Sixpences x 7. Mainly EF to Unc. (7)
1943-1964 range of Threepences x 10. Mainly EF to Unc. (10)
1951 Federation Florin Ch/Unc
1953 Florin. Unc
1953-1964 "Coinage of Queen Elizabeth II" pre-decimal set of 6 coins in pres folders in 2 diff designs. Exc cond.
1953-1964 As above.
1954 Royal Visit Florin Ch/Unc
1954 Royal Visit Florins x 6. EF-Unc (6)
1961-1964 range of Halfpennys x 10 & 1927-1961 range of Pennys x 6. Mainly EF-Unc. (16)
1966 50c round coins x 23
1966 Proof set of 7 in blue RAM case. Slight toning around 50c round. Retails from $250-400.
1968 2c Frilled Neck Lizard, Unc
1871 QV Sovereign, shield reverse. UNC
1977, 1985, 1989, 2000, 2001 x 2 & 2004 Unc sets in RAM folders plus a set of UK's first decimals. Retail $380+
(8 items)
1979 & 1980 Unc sets of 6 with each 50c having the "double bar" variety. Unc Retail at $70 the pair.
1979 & 1983 Unc sets plus "The One Dollar Five Coin Set", $5 "The Don" Bradman RAM folder & PNC. Also NZ 1990
5 coin silver proof set with a 1975 Unc set in folder. (7 items)
1988 "Arnott's Snack Foods" Aust Commemorative Coin Collection in blue wallet. Unc.
1988 $10 Bicentennial plus 1992 & 1993 $10 State silver coins in RAM folders. Retail $65 (3)
1988 $5 Parl House x 8. Unc in Commonwealth Bank commem packaging. (8)
1990 $5 Anzac 75th Anniv Aust & NZ boxed proof coin pairs x 3. Outer box on one a little worn otherwise fine.
Retail at $75ea (3)
1990 $5 Anzac 75th Anniv x 7 with 6 in RAM folders. (7)
1990 $5 Gallipoli Coin in pres wallet with $5 Fraser Higgens banknote. Unc
1990 QEII Holey dollar & Dump in silver in Perth Mint case.
1997 $1 Old Parl House 1oz silver in RAM case. Retails $40
2000 $1 "Australia's First Victoria Cross" Unc RAM pack. Exc cond. Retail at $220
2000 Proof coin set of 6 in RAM pres box (some box wear). Retails $120+
2000 Sydney Olympics Coin Collection. 28 x $5 uncirculated coins each depicting a different sport in pres packs &
album. Folder with a bit of insect damage but coins & holders fine. Beautifully presented. Retails at $300+ & reserved
at FV of coins. (28)
2000 Sydney Olympic Games Mascot Medallion & Bronze Sports Coin Collection. Contains the 28 x $5 sports coins
with neighbouring colour medals incl the "Subscribers Medallion". Beautiful presentation & in exc cond. Retail $300
2002 Commonwealth Games Three $5 Coin Set in RAM pres case. Exc cond. Retail $60
2005 $1 60th Anniv End of WWII 1oz silver moving image proof coin in Perth Mint pres tin & box. Exc cond. Ret. $90+
2006 50c Commonwealth Games x16 with diff sports plus 50c Student Design Comp in original RAM wallets. Unc (17)
2006 Decimal Currency Anniv Unc set in RAM wallet ovptd "ANDA Special Release Coin Show 2006". Exc cond.
Retails $80+
2008 $5 Scouts Cent silver proof & 50c Scouts both in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Retails $70+ (2)
2009 20c Decimal Pattern silver proof in "Perth Mint Show Special ANDA Gold Coast 2009" folder. No. 1879.
Exc cond. Retails $125
2010 "100 Years of Australian Coinage" 4 x $1 coin pres folders x 2. Exc cond. Retail $25 ea. (2)
2016 "Anzac to Afghanistan" RAM Coin Collection in presentation folder with all 14 coins in individual wallets. Exc
cond. Retails $110
2016 $1 Kangaroo & $1 Wedge-tailed Eagle 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint boxes. Exc cond. Retail $200+ (2)
Range of RAM issues plus Perth Mint 1990 $5 kookaburras 1oz silver x 2 plus UK 1985 Unc set, 2000 Olympics Pin
collection & world coins in small bags. Also a couple of pages of Aust & US common stamps. Weighs 2.7kgs
Small tub with variety of coins & banknotes incl 2009 Kookaburra/Koala 1oz silver x 2, 1988 x 2, 1999 & 2001 Unc
sets (retail $130), $5 Bradman x 2 plus 2 albums a bag & tins (possibly collectable in their own right?) of World
coinage in mixed cond. Banknotes in poor cond but face value of $30+. Viewing recommended. (100s)
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China-Taiwan 1965 5, 10, 50 & 100 yuan Sun Yat Sen Centenary Birthday set of 4 coins in presentation box/plate.
India c1790 ½ rupee Proclamation Coin
India Range of 1700's reproductions plus others incl UK Maundy coins x 3. Mixed cond. (33)
New Zealand 1933-1967 range with 1940-1967 Halfpennys, 1940-1965 Pennys, 1993-1965 Threepences incl 1945,
1933-1965 Sixpences, 1933-1965 Shillings, 1933-1967 Florins (excl 1936) & 1933-1963 Crowns plus other odds.
Mixed cond. (approx. 240)
Russia 1843 2 Kopeks. VF
Straits Settlements 1929 $1 silver. aUNC
UK 1537/53 Edward VI hammered 1/-, undated. GF
UK 1797 2d Cartwheel. gF
UK 1806 Penny VF
UK 1895 2/- Victoria nEF
UK 1900-1971 ranges of farthings, halfpennys & pennys displayed in British printed album. Mixed cond. (approx. 200)
UK 1902 Shilling. aUNC
UK 1937 Crown EF
UK 2013 Defin Coin Set in commem Melbourne International Coin & Banknote Show pres folder making up the shield
design x 3. All in exc unopened cond. (3)
UK accumulation in bags & various containers etc noting some medallions & odd Australia. Also some silver. Mixed
cond. Needs careful viewing to discover full potential. Weighs 8.5kgs. (100s)
UK Florins 1902-1967 range of Threepences, Sixpences, Shillings, Half Crowns, Farthings & Florins plus some odd
Penny in parts sets in Whitman folders. Mixed cond. (approx. 230)
USA 1838 1c large. VF
World in Quality Street tin noting GB, NZ & Europe. Mixed cond. 2.75kgs
World Selection in Renniks album incl NZ, UK & US with many silver noted. 2.2kg
World Collectable "Elastoplast" tin with a World accumulation noting some Ancients & medallions incl 1929 WA Cent
x 2. Mixed cond. 2.4kgs
World Range in Renniks album with many silver incl UK & US. Also Fiji noted. Weighs 3+kgs
World in tub with variety of countries incl Australia with Threepences x 60, China (Memorial set from Shanghai Mint) &
some QV UK. Noted set of 1808 Pattern reproductions & some silver incl 50c rounds. (100s)
World Foreign coins in "A - F" volume from Algeria to French Polynesia with strength in Canada numbers. Mixed
cond. Weighs nearly 4.5 kgs. (100s)
World Foreign coins in "S" volume ranging from Saudi Sarabia to Switzerland with strong Singapore in diff dates.
Cond above average. (approx. 280)
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319-297BC Kassander AE 17
205-180BC Ptolemy Epiphanes bronze Drachm
168BC-378AD range of 3 diff coins incl AE3, AE4 & AE18 plus 1316/18 billon denier tournois. (4)
50-30BC Antioch Seleukis + Peiria AE20. aEF
69-79AD Vespasian Denarius Rev. Pax. F
95-117AD Trajan Sestersius. AF
95-117AD Trajan Sestersius. AF
138-161AD Antoninus Pius bronze.
141AD Faustina Snr Sestersius. F
161-180AD Faustina Jnr Sestersius. F
165-224AD Julia Maesa Sestersius F+
222-235AD Severus Alexander Sestersius F+
222-235AD Severus Alexander Sestersius. F+
244-249AD Antoninianus VF
268-70AD Gothicus Antoninianus F
300-400AD Roman bronze with 10 different. F-VF (10)
300-400AD Roman bronze with 10 different. F-VF (10)
380AD ½ Fallis Constantine VF
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1933 £1 Riddle Sheehan. VF R28, Cat. $300
1952 £5 Coombs Wilson. F R48, Cat. $90
1952 £10 Coombs Wilson with V22 first prefix. aF R61f, Cat. $800 fine
1961 10/-, £1 & £5 Coombs Wilson. aUNC R17, R34b & R50, Cat. $650 (3)
1966 "2" to "100" training notes for the decimal currency changeover. Unc (6)
1979 $1 Knight Stone x 6 in consecutive numbers. Unc R77 (5)
1985 $2 Johnson Fraser x 19 in consecutive numbers. Unc R209a, Cat. $850+ (19)
1985 $100 Fraser Johnston. VF R609
1988 $2 & $5 World Expo notes. Legal tender on Expo site from 30th April to 30th Oct. UNC with original env.
1988 $10 Bicentennial/Aboriginal Fraser Johnston Polymer in 2 consecutive notes. Unc R310b, Cat. $60ea
1988 $10 Bicentennial/Aboriginal Polymer with AB first prefix. EF
1990 $20 Fraser Higgens x 10 in consecutive numbers. aUnc/Unc. R412 (10)
1991 $10 Fraser Cole x 10 with consecutive numbers. Unc R313a, total cat. $550+ (10)
1995 $5 Evans Fraser HG 95 992299 & $50 AA 95 first prefix. EF (2)
1992 $5 Last paper note & first Polymer note with "7 July 1992" imprint in pres folders x 2. Both pairs of notes in
consecutive numbers. Unc in exc cond. Retail at $75 ea. (2)
1996 30 Years of Decimal Currency 45c QE b'day stamp & $5 Macfarlane/Evans Polymer banknote pres folder. No.
2674 of 3000 with black ovpt. Exc condition. Retails $120
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1996-2002 $5 note range with 1996 Evans & Fraser first & last signature "BA 96" & EA 96" x 2 of each & Macfarlane &
Evans first "BA96" prefixes x 2 plus 1997 & 1998 with "BA 97" & "BA 98" first year prefixes & 2002 Macfarlane &
Henry with "02" prefix x 2. All Unc. R217bF x 2, R217bL x 2, R218aF x 2, R218bF, R218cF & R220a x 2. Total cat.
$800+ (10)
1996-2006 $20 note range incl 1996 Fraser & Evans with first year "AA 96" prefix x 2, 1998 Macfarlane & Evans first
year "AA 98" prefix & 2002, 2005 & 2006 Macfarlane & Henry with "02", "05" & "06"prefixes. All Unc. R416cF x 2,
418bF, 420a, 420c & 420d. Total cat. $1170 (6)
2005 $50 McFarlane & Henry with "05" & "06" prefixes. Unc R520c/d Cat. $225 (2)
Range of paper notes from $1 to $50 consisting $1 x 28, $2 x 17, $5 x 1, $10 x 2 & a $50 varying in cond from VG to
Unc. Total face value is $137 (49)
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Japan Invasion/Occupation Money. Album of various notes from 5c to $10 vals with diff prefixes incl "M", "O" & "P".
Usual mixed cond. Incls odd notes form other countries. (60+)
UK 1990's Armed Forces currency with £1 consecutive notes x 19 from the 4th series. Unc (19)
Zimbabwe Inflation notes from $10,000,000,000,000 through to $100,000,000,000,000 (Yes, One Hundred Trillion
Dollars!) Face values are 10, 20, 50 & 100 Trillion notes. Unc. (4)
World Range of countries incl Aust, UK & early Chinese. Also a selection of Japanese Invasion Money. Mixed cond
but many interesting with viewing suggested. Aust face value is $47. (approx. 110)
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1904 Education Dept of Western Australia silvered School Attendance & Punctuality medal. VF
1970 (26th Feb) Western Australian Government Railways Commission commemorating the inauguration of "The
Indian Pacific" passenger service 26 Feb 1970. (9 Unc)
1979 150th Anniv of WA produced by the Shire of Boulder in cooperation with the Commercial Bank of Australia &
Kalgoorlie Mining Associates. 1.6 grammes of gold (99.99% pure). Unc in pres folder.
1980's-1990's Australian commem examples for Beaconsfield Mine Centre, Capt. Cook, 1996 Perth Mint Nugget
Anniv, Bicentenary etc. Unc (9)
2005 "Sands of Gallipoli" pair of medallions finished in polished silver & frosted gold, one encapsulating the sand from
Gallipoli. Most attractive in pres case with COA. Exc cond. (2)
2010 175 Years of Melbourne Macquarie Mint part set of 8 medallions in presentation case with Schooner, Tram,
Cooks Cottage, Flinders St Station, Parl House, Princess Theatre, Royal Exhibition Building & Shrine of
Remembrance designs. Each 28g proof like quality & finished in silver. Retailed at $49.95 each. (8)
2010 175 Years of Melbourne as above (8)
2010 175 Years of Melbourne as above (8)
Australian, UK & NZ plus odd world with both forces & general in very mixed cond as received from deceased estate.
Noted "BFA Railway F.C.", "THE WELSH" plume, "South Africa 1901-02 4th Regt Otago", "The Suffolk Regt" & "Royal
Artillery N.Z." to name a few. (approx. 70 items)
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SALE 24 PART 2 - 1.30pm SATURDAY 28th JULY 2018
BOX LOTS
Please note Box Lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY and must be collected on the day
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Suitcase lot with PNG 1970's MUH, Poland CTO issues, thematic birds & ships with odd better MUH set & a P&P
Sports & Entertainment programme from 1955, usual world selection in Chinese stockbooks noting some Canada
MUH issues & on/off paper in tins & envs. Also GB & Aust 1970s/80's FDC's plus other random world commem
covers. Noted AAT 1956 5d Mawson part MUH sheet of 80 & 1934 1/- Vic Cent used x 10 (faults on some). Worth a
good rummage! (1000s)
Donations of stamps received by animal lovers for the RSPCA. Incls Aust 1980's FDC's, stockbooks of world
accumulations noting Territories with 1970's/80's MUH sets & odd vals, world on/off paper in bags plus random world
covers. (1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
370 Hagner type pages in 6 padded binders plus an old stock album with mostly "packet quality" Belgium, France &
Colonies with other Europe sorted by country. Nothing highly catalogued noted & random with majority used. (1000s)
Useful pickings in this Great Britain collectors autumn clean out noting 1970-1986 FDC range with selection of predecimal QEII plain covers incl Coronation. Also 1d red with both perf & imperf on covers, QV Jubilee used vals to 1/(faults) & SG QV Spec Vol. 1 & 2016 Concise catalogues. Also some random world off paper & some additional
Benham silk covers. A mixed lot but above average cond on most. (1000s)
Australia off paper filling 9 cigar boxes sorted by type comprising KGV 2d scarlet, 5/- & 10/- Arms & low value KGVI
incl 1/- lyre. Possibly worth sorting for postmarks & varieties. (1000s)
Norfolk Is stockbook with Ball Bay, 1970's-1982 sets & M/S's (no UPU) with dupl MUH, 1975-1987 FDC range in
Cumberland albums x 3, AAT Seven Seas leaves & Hagners with MUH/MLH & used plus 2001 FDCs. Also binder
with Seven Seas Cocos 1963-1987 pages with MUH/MLH plus 1963/69 used extras. Finally PSE's/covers with special
cachets in photo albums & Nauru 1915-1984 on Seven Seas pages complete from 1935 with earlier heads to 2d &
S.S.Century to 1/-. Also GB "Windsor" album in 2 vols with very basic range to 1970's. Useful pickings for a new
"Territories" collector. (1000s)
Mainly used duplicates from Czechoslovakia, France, Netherlands, Romania & South Africa on over 300 Hagner/AP
pages in padded binders & lever arch files. Main value in sheer quantity of pages with these now retailing at $1.40
each! (1000s)
Switzerland 1970's-1980's MUH sets in packets, on Hagners & in presentation folders plus FDC's, a few 1980's
booklets, postcards & other postal stationery. Also M/S's similarly dupl in a total of 5 FDC albums/Hagner binders with
6 volumes in all. One contains some MUH France, Spain, Germany & Italy of same period, the other 5 all Swiss plus
UN (Geneva) issues & FDC's. Clean lot with dupl to x 3 in most issues which appear comprehensive for period. (100s)
World in 7 stockbooks plus biscuit tin with glassines & small box of used Aust with some F/U high vals. Noted
extensive Portugal from Ceres types to 1970's & Aust booklets CTO with FDI (18). 1000s' of used stamps in quality
well-filled stockbooks with duplication. Useful for packet maker or circuit sheets & get your purchase price back on the
Lighthouse stockbooks! (1000s)
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Australia decimals heavily duplicated used in carton with 270+ Hagner/AP pages etc in 5 binders, 1 leaver arch file &
2 ring binders. The reserve is based on the pages at 30c per page as in VG to "as new" cond & would cost $370 retail.
Massive range of material noting World & Aust collections with vals to 1/- Kangaroos, 1/4d KGV & commems/defins to
£2 Arms used before some useful CTO or F/U decimals in sets plus odd China & Samoa & PNG MUH sets in envs.
Also Bophuthatswana 1980's MUH issues incl imprint blocks, Noted some C/W varieties from Urch Harris MUH,
numerous covers incl GB FDC's plus GB QV to KGVI used with vals to 10/-. Also Aust 1970 Royal Visit unaddressed
(retails $75), AAT pre-decimal FDC's, Norfolk Ball bay to 2/- & later to 5/- noting UPU M/S (retails $45), WWF album
with MUH issues & FDC's, 1976-78 UN FDC collection (62), a 1864 USA Mortgage doc with 10c Washington
revenues (separated on folds), QV- KGV earlies on stockcards & a 1965 US Armed Forces Vietnam map env with
Aust FPO cds plus some unused YMCA WWII headed notepaper. Noted AAT 1966 Defins to $1 Mock Sun (MUH),
page of WA swans used in 2 albums plus some London Custom Duty & Revenues. Also Canada 1986 & 1988
Yearbooks with MUH issues complete & 1977 QEII SJ FDC collection (52 covers). Mixed lot, plenty to sort. (1000s)
Glassines & loose World housed in 2 old cigar boxes appearing common plus Australia 1969-1985 FDC's with 150 diff
mainly unaddressed. Also a similar box of World 1896-1940's postal stationery/postal cards (90) & some modern
Netherlands. Noted two Irish newspaper wrappers. (100s)
Asia on nearly 200 Hagner/AP pages. Appear common with mixed MUH/MLH & used sorted by country. Very few
sets with bulk of reserve attributed to the pages. (1000s)
British Commonwealth modern assortment in box noting GB packs, 1st & 2nd class & £1.46 booklets, Singpex M/S of
Solomon Is & Niua Fo'ou, Tristan da Cunha sets & M/S, Christmas Is & PNG, Cocos sets in glassines, Ireland £4.80
"Wild Geese" booklet, Singapore Orchids "joint issue" M/S & more incl 2 small FDC albums. Also 1981/82 British
"Royalty" omnibus in original packaging, GB & Australia on leaves plus Jersey 1969 to £1 in PO pack. (100s)
Charity lot with huge quantity of world & Australia on/off paper in albums, packets & old school boy/girl albums.
Incls album of Aust 1970's/80's FDC's & "The Falkland Islands Year of Liberation Collection" with MUH issues.
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
Display book with China arranged on album pages from Junks, lots of SYS incl ovpts, new currency post-1949 incl a
few Hong Kong & Taiwan mostly used. Also 1952 Gymnastics with 7 vals in blocks of 4 plus FDC's, postal cards &
Specimen M/S's circa 1980. More China in mini albums with early 1980's MUH plus some Hong Kong incl 1992
"History of H.K. Definitive Stamps" prestige booklet etc. Finally a small box of world telephone cards & some early
1870's Dutch used PS postcards & later covers. A clean & diverse lot. (100s)
Boxes of used Australia plus MLH pre-decimal & stockbook with a few 2d & 2½d 3rd wmk kangaroos before common
later used to 1980's. Also pack with $5 uncirculated coin commemorating Bicent of Tasmania, stockbook with high val
defins dupl used, 1913/45 on album leaves noting 2/- Silver Jubilee F/U with common States & more on Vario sheets.
Americas Cup "Gift Pack", small stockbook of heavily dupl postage due low vals, a few literature items finally 4 British
Crown coins for 1965, 1972, 1976 & 1977 & a 1951 Australian penny. Potential in off paper. (1000s)
Used Australia from kangaroos to post-2000 on over 100 Hagners in 4 ring binders, stockbook & in a bag of Hagners
with on paper vals to 5/- with kangaroos incl 4d (2), 5d, 5/- 3rd wmk (parcel cancel) & CofA (2). KGV dupl in
ascending value order to 1/4d with CofA x3. 1927-1938 commems (no 5/- SHB) in mixed cond but 2/- Silver Jubilee is
fine with defins incl Robes 10/- (both papers) & £1 thick. Also Arms to £2, Navigators to 10/- (excl 7/6d) & MUH/MLH
in binder with low val blocks plus a few Hagners of low val states. Mixed cond but viewing suggested. (1000s)
Aust Post 1981 & 1982 Year Albums, "40 Years of Royal Stamps", "Between the Lines" & 1988 Bicentennial packs
plus various AP 1980's-1990's FDCs. Also Christmas stamps & M/S's from various Commonwealth countries,
"Butterflies" pres cards & common Aust decimals used on Hagners plus GPO info books & some empty s/books etc.
Hagners x 277 in binders & lever arch files plus 4 Chinese stockbooks of low value dupl material from China, Hong
Kong, Japan, India, Pakistan & various world islands. Overwhelmingly common & estimate is based on the value of
the sheets, so any useful "finds" amongst the stamps will be a bonus! (1000s)
Diverse lot with GB & Aust presentation cases of last pre-decimal & first decimal coins, 1d kangaroos loose in card
box plus a few other kangaroos & KGV low vals used incl CofA 1/4d x 3. Also better on stockcards incl kangaroos to
5/- used, 1930's MUH/MLH incl 1/- lyrebird, Kingsford Smith, Silver Jubilee, SHB "OS" pair, SA Cent with later in bags
to early decimal mainly used. Needs careful viewing & conservative estimate to kick it off!
Range of Australia & Territories with shoebox of 1970's FDCs, 1966-1981 MUH on Seven Seas hingeless leaves
basically complete, PNG 1952-1983 complete (excl Specimens & Postal Charges) on Seven Seas Hingeless leaves
with the 10/- & £1 1952 issues F/U & others MUH/MLH (many stained) plus more PNG mixed MUH/used/packs in ring
binder & yet another with 1952-1988 MUH/MLH with some gaps incl first Postal Charges set used. Also Christmas
Island, Cocos Is & Norfolk FDC's (100+) in 2 bundles, Christmas Is 1958-1994 MUH complete in Seven Seas
hingeless album but unfortunately the pre-1980 issues have many stained. High original cost in FV MUH with
reserve based on "postage" value.
Australia & Territories to 2016 on covers & Hagners noting 2016/17 Christmas Is, Norfolk Is & AAT FDC's, Aust 5/booklets x 2, $5 "Archive" sheet stamp & a $20 FDC plus a few packs Also Hagners of common "rest of the world".
Clean lot with useful pickings. (100s)
Australia 1913-1966 patchy used (odd MUH/MLH) on Seven Seas standard leaves, 1913-1969 Aust with some Cocos
used in Lighthouse hingeless album plus springback with 1966-1990 MLH on leaves with mixed used incl common
States. 1937-1965 range on Lighthouse Hingeless leaves mainly MLH but cond varies e.g. £1 Robes stained, 5/white paper cattle no gum etc. 1949/50 Arms to £1 MLH with £2 used but incls 1963/64 Navigators MUH. Also
stockbook of 1970's Fiji MUH with dupl used in another & PNG FDC's (50+) from mostly 1960's-1980's period. Finally
1966-1991 MUH in 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums missing several pre 1980 but later over 90% complete & the first
few years of Gilbert Is/Kiribati & Tuvalu issues on Hagners. (100s)
Deceased Estate lot as received from family. Obviously non-collectors as any stamp related material found in the
house was added to this tub so very mixed. Usual world & Australia used off paper sorted in a variety of envs & tins
noting the old Bear Tape tins. Also 1960's-1980's Aust colour postcards in shoebox. Aust Terrs & PNG covers, packs
& MUH (incls Nauru sheets) mixed in noting a Hagner of cinderellas & NZ KGVI/QEII bundleware. Also a tin of Aust
pre-decimal MUH/MLH blocks & singles (appear common). One for the patient sorter. (1000s)
Useful lot with Stanley Gibbons Part 1 2013 catalogue, stockbook with 1000+ Commonwealth stamps, Iraq on album
leaves, UK used on 8 double sided stock sheets, India & States in white binder (100s of stamps) plus a large number
of retired club circuit sheets of Commonwealth. Finally a plastic envelope of miscellaneous covers & stamps with
others on Hagners & stockpage. An entertaining lot. (1000s)
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Accessories & albums incl Cumberland FDC album with 12 black pages x 2 (brand new) & another in good cond plus
Lighthouse small peg FDC album in red, Kanga binder with slipcase in blue (brand new), Lighthouse FDC album
(small) plus 2 large FDC's binders with slipcases all in blue & brand new (latter cost $50 each), SG Avon leaves with 2
unopened packs of 50, Invicta loose leaf sheets (50) & brand new pack of 2 division Cumberland FDC sleeves. Also 2
x Lighthouse 16page stockbooks in red (VG cond) plus a third 8 page with divided centre. Many useful & save on the
high original retail.
Australia off paper used in 3 plastic tubs with majority appearing to be 1970's-1990's. Incls S/A's & odd pre-decimal.
One for the winters nights! Weight 4.5kg. (1000s)
Briefcase containing low val NSW & Victoria incl Victoria Chief Secretary Frank Stamp, various
unaddressed/addressed 1970's-1990's Aust, GB, NZ & US FDC's (40+), a few GB 1970's packs & folders with album
sheets of Aden MLH noting 1939 to 10R (excl1R), ovpts to 5/-, QEII to 5/- & few later plus Singapore & S.Africa (100s)
Plastic tub of mainly Great Britain with mixed MUH/MLH & used incl FDC's to 1999. Noted some QV 1d reds on
covers (mixed cond) plus an interesting array of KGV & KGVI advertising PTPO postcards & envs. Also a 1949 £1
Silver Wedding used so odd "finds" with a careful sort. (1000s)
1970's-1980's Germany with 90% being West with both stamps & Airmail commercial covers plus various old
collectable place mats, drink coasters, matches & playing cards from a variety of places incl Airlines. A mixed lot!
Australia 1978-1994 FDC's complete in 6 vols plus some Maxicards etc. noting vals to $20. (approx. 500) with
additional Decimal CTO or F/U in 6 vols with useful pickings incl S/A's & Int Post (100s) plus a patchy used range on
SS photocopied pages & used modern on piece in s/books, one being a quality Lighthouse 32pp. (100s)
Poland 1919-2003 with duplication of lower vals with over 90% used on c60 Hagners plus two files with additional
stamps on computer generated pages. Main value is in the APO sheets. (1000s)
Great Britain with printed album, "ACE" albums (2 vols), stockbook of MUH/MLH early decimals incl blocks plus used
from KGV in another stockbook. Lots of "off paper" uncancelled with many Wildings & Machins. Albums are nearly
empty but stockbooks have heavily dupl common ranges with odd pickings in used KGV. Very little post-1980. (100s)
Australian decimals on/off paper incl recent envs plus box of covers with underpaid mail marking. Smaller boxes with
loose GB & Germany post 1970 also noted. One for a winters night!! (1000s)
Suitcase with World material but predominantly Great Britain noting Benham, Cotswold, Sturt & Mercury FDC's from
1970's-1980's & GB Yearbooks for 1984, 1985 & 1986 (Retail on these 3 is £230). Odd pickings in other countries but
really one for the GB collector/Ebayer. (1000s)
Australia heavily duplicated used low val pre-decimal defins & decimal common to 1980's on approx. 120 Hagners in
3 binders plus two stockbooks. Unlikely to yield flaws/varieties with strength in quantity & value in Hagners! (1000s)
Collectors cleanout with GB 1970's-1990's FDC's, small collection of Malta noting QEII to 2/6d MUH (Cat. £50+),
Samoa 1958-1996 MUH on Hagners appearing complete (STC £500+) plus the usual stamps on/off paper & other
random covers. (1000s)
Mixed world lot with folders of loose album pages noting Ireland 1954 Antostal used & other useful 1950's, Batum
SG 45-53, Cook Is 1949 set MLH, 1960s British Commonwealth omnibus sets MUH & CTO (not compete but useful
dupl in ITU) & Ethiopia 1947 to $5 MUH & 1965 Airs to $5 MUH. Also foolscap pages in file with British
Commonwealth mainly used to 1960's with duplication but sighted no high cat items with quick glance. Germany in 2
Lighthouse, Prinz & another quality stockbook with mostly dupl common items but better noted incl "Inselpost" ovpt
on 1942 Military Field Post stamp, 1951 30pf Pestalozzi x 2 used, 1952 30pf Rein (50), 1955 & 1956 Relief Fund sets.
Also Finland 1949/52 Anti-TB sets MLH & pre-war Poland plus some others in old peg album. Interesting lot. (1000s)
Loose stamps in large flat box noting some kangaroos & KGV on part album pages. Many CTO common Eastern
Europe etc plus on/off paper Australia. A useful lot for market days or club "rummage". (1000s)
Australia & Great Britain mixed lot with GB 1970's-1990's Benham silk covers (approx. 200) plus some FDC's noting a
couple of 1971 with Strike Mail cachets. Aust appears to be predominantly used with some useful pre-decimal F/U & a
couple of pages of States incl WA with odd revenue & PD. Also world off paper & in albums with no obvious highlights.
Possible "finds" with time. (1000s)
Europe arranged by country with majority "packet material" on approx. 200 Hagners. No "better" items sighted whilst
counting the Hagners. Ideal for packet makers or circuit sheets. (1000s)
Australia pre-decimal off paper used accumulation in old leather school case. Nothing valuable likely to be found
but many thousands of stamps. Noted odd perfin & low val kangaroo. One for the brave prospector! (1000s)
Germany & Italy carton lot of mainly common housed on Hagner/AP pages in 4 padded binders & 2 lever arch files.
Over 250 pages with some well filled but considerable duplication in basic defins. Best sighted was a 1952 Berlin
Olympics set used. (1000s)
Charity contributions as received from the general public in large box noting album of Malaysia & Singapore, Tonga
Tin Can mail covers x 2 different, India used on Hagners, Japan 1980's/90's pres folders with CTO sets attached
(approx. 80), Aust pre-decimal from kangaroos onwards with duplicated vals arranged on pages (1000s) & the usual
run of world in old time albums incl some GB 1960's/70's FDC's, packs & a few complete MUH sheets of common low
vals. An enjoyable weekends sorting project. This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer
Council, so please bid generously.
Plastic crate crammed with Great Britain & Channel Islands issues with both stamps & FDC's. Incls some IOM noting
1970's-1990's Benham covers. Various MUH/MLH & used GB on Hagners plus stockbook with KGV to QEII defins &
commems MUH/MLH. Noted SG QEII Spec cat & tin of stamp mounts also. (1000s)
Heavily duplicated ranges of common material from Monaco, San Marino & World with thematic-ranges of trains,
nudes, orchids & Disney on 268 Hagners/AP pages in 4 padded binders. Useful to sell at stamp shows at $1 each
with stamps included-just an idea! (1000s)
Australia Seven Seas hingeless album to 1981 missing kangaroos & KGV with MUH/MLH sparse commems to 1940.
No 1937/48 Robes, 1949/50 Arms or 1963 5/- to £2 vals but decimal basically complete incl 1971 Christmas block of
7. Also Christmas Island to 1987 MUH/MLH on Seven Seas pages c90% complete. Australia 1982-1987 FDC's in
binder plus 1978-1991 FDI PSE's & another 530+ FDC's in shoebox from 1970's-1980's period.
Albums of GB & Channel Islands noting Alderney MUH sets (Cat. £40+) & others in sets with vals to £1. Also world
stamps loose plus some random commem covers. Huge quantity, useful to circuit books & small club auctions (1000s)
MUH/MLH & used South America on nearly 300 Hagner/AP/Prinz pages in padded binders & lever arch file plus
Ecuador on leaves & old stocksheets. All periods & countries represented but overwhelmingly common. At least
sorted by country & with labels on some sheets indicating attempt at chronological order. Suit stampaholic! (1000s)
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West Australian related philatelic material in small suitcase containing "WA Introduction to adhesive postage stamps"
by B. Pope, "WA place & date stamps" 1st ed 1976 by J. Dzelme, "Pictor Marks" publication, "WA Postal Stationery to
1914" by Pope & Thomas & back editions of "Black Swan" plus file with Swans on Hagners (approx. 300) with more
off paper in small tin. Also a couple of Bunbury street scenes on early postcards, SG stockbook with few GB early
decimal & Hagners of GB KEVII/KGV odds to 5/- Seahorses. Possible "finds" with care & attention to detail!! (100s)
African countries sorted with duplicated common MUH/MLH & used oddments on 150+ Hagner/AP pages in 4 lever
arch files. Has the appearance of being made up from common off paper & is unlikely to yield anything scarcer than
"packet material". (1000s)
World used off paper. Hours of entertainment in sorting with the potential of that "special" find! Weight 1.5kg. (1000s)
Suitcase of Australia & world on/off paper sorted in bags & stockbooks. Some early US used noted, 1978 History of
Flight cover collection on printed written up pages & various incoming envs with an array of issues. Incls some old
catalogues, phonecards & 1980's MUH Aust (approx. $30FV). Also 1937 China Clipper FFC but damaged. A diverse
lot that needs sorting & weeding? (1000s)
Huge box crammed with World & Australia on/off paper in bags & shoeboxes with some useful Aust high vals F/U on
piece. Noted s/book of GB with KGV/KGVI used to 10/-, India & States QV used on pages, Singapore FDC's,
Southern Rhodesia heads MLH to 1/6d, a bag of AAT FDC's incl some base cancels & random world odds in another
s/book. Diverse lot ranging from a 1940 cover with 1d AIF & "RAAF Station Headquarters Rathmines NSW" cachet
through to 2008 Kalamunda Stamp Club P-stamp on cover! Days of sorting potential! (1000s)
Russia in 6 padded binders housing 270+ Hagner/AP pages with common oddments from all periods plus heavy
Soviet era album with 1921-1950 heavily picked over remainder collection with blank pages to 1964 added. 95% of
the value is the "as new" pages. (1000s)
Australia duplicated common pre-decimal & decimal to 1980's on Hagners & in cake tins plus large commercial covers
to recent & stockcard with Norfolk Is 1953 set to 5/- with both MLH & CTO. A "balance of consignment" lot. (100s)
Middle East range on 200+ Hagner sheets in 2 AP padded binders & on other Hagners with Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, Syria
etc. May repay close inspection but nothing obvious in value great than £2 catalogue. (1000s)
Great Britain used with some MUH/MLH plus FDC's with majority QEII. Noted Guernsey & IOM MUH sets to 1990's,
world random used in small s/books etc & a Russia Space commem cover collection. (1000s)
Large tub with collectors "unwanted" noting Aust used in 3 diff colls with kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d plus F/U
pickings in pre-decimal up to 10/- Arms. World in various stockbooks/albums & loose in bags. Noted AP SES sheets
for 2004 Golf cent, Marvel Comics, Dockers AFL, Cricket & Melbourne Cup. Also Israel commercial mail with some
MUH & a massive "Citation" album weighing 5kgs sparsely filled but plenty of room for additions!! A fun lot. (1000s)
Material donated to the RSPCA charity as received with a mixture of "collecting styles" from albums well laid out to
masses of world & Australia in bags etc. Noted a couple of specialised cats, a light-up magnifier, a couple of KGVI
Ceylon Postcards unused, random cigarette cards, album of world coins, world commem covers strong in Canada incl
odd pack & boxed, 1980 Olympics Cover collection & "History of Transport with MUH issues on cards. Masses to sort.
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
World with various pre-1970 appearing to be mainly common on leaves, 1937 Coronation part omnibus in special
album with 145 stamps hinged on selvedge only, stockbooks of duplicated inflation period & post-WWII German defins
(nothing scarce) & another stockbook of DDR 1950's CTO & MUH with many in blocks but missing the key sets &
M/S's. Also sheet file of CTO DDR officials in sheets, Austria 1924 Charity MUH, Samoa KGV 3d vertical pair (SG
140b MLH, Cat. £17), 1893 to 2/6d & Canada in folder etc. Wide range of countries represented in the folders, as is
the cond! Estimate is conservative. (1000s)
Due to the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing them and taking them to the auction
venue, we have listed them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as they are being
delivered by the vendors on the auction day. Since all box lots need to be paid for and collected on the day,
we rely on the bidder to view them before bidding. The conservative reserves combined with past box lots
from such vendors suggests they are worth taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with full descriptions
have all been viewed by the describers here at Ace Stamp Auctions & we can vouch for the contents.
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Aden 1937-1963 complete MLH on Hagners with flags indicating date of issue. Odd used extra incl 1964 15¢ & 50¢.
Many useful. Cat. £1500 (103)
Aden & States 1937-1966 MUH/MLH collection incl Dhows to 1R, KGVI 1939/48 to 10R MLH, RSW MUH, 1951 to
10/- & 1953/58 to 20/- (both) missing one 70¢ shade only. All commems excl 1954 Royal Visit but missing 1964/65
changed wmk (1/25d present. States incl Seiyun 1942 to 5R MLH, RSW MUH, 1951 surcharges & 1954 to 10/- MLH
with 1964 additional vals MUH. Shihr & Mukalla 1942 to 5R, RSW MUH, 1951 surcharges, 1955 to 10/- & 1963 ditto
MLH. S.Arabia 1963 & later omnibus issues with 1965 to 1 dinar MUH. Incomplete range of ovpts on Seiyun MLH with
vals to 500f on 10/- incl "History of the Olympics" MUH, "World Cup" MUH & "Astronauts" MLH plus used collection
with Dhows 9p to 1 rupee, 1939 to 10R with odd extra, 1951 surcharges to 10/-, 1953/58 vals to 20/- (black centre) &
States vals to 5R with both 1942 sets. Also 1963 to 10/- with sparse later. A clean lot. Cat. £900+ as MUH. (approx.
250 MUH/MLH, 130 used)
Aden States MLH on Hagners with 1942 Seiyun & Shihr sets to 5/-, RSW in both States, Shihr 1951 surcharges,
short sets, UPU, Hadhramaut odds & 1966 ovpts to 10/- MUH plus Churchill & paintings sets CTO. (131)
Aitutaki, Anguilla & Antigua Mainly MLH arranged on Hagners. Strong in Antigua from QV to 6d with mixed
MLH/MUH & used, 1932 to 2/6d, Silver Jubilee & RSW plus KGVI to 5/-. Also 1966 to $5, some commems to 1978 &
odd extra incl KGVI 2/6d shade. A clean lot. Cat. £300+ (216, 7 M/S's)
Ascension KGV to 1969 MLH on Hagners noting KGV ovpts to 3d plus 2d used, Silver Jubilee, RSW, UPU, KGVI
defins incl perfs & key 1d & 3d but 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- perf 13 only. Also 1956 to 2/6d, 1963 to £1, 1968 & 1969 fishes plus
other commems. Odd small fault but all mentioned items fine. Cat. £350+ (109)
Austria 1850-1974 in Schaubek album with MLH &/or used range to 1959 then comprehensive with many MUH.
Cond varies at first, later used are fine. Cat. £1950+ (100s)
Austria 1945 ovpts on Hitler heads complete set of 23 MUH, the 25pf to 5RM with selvedge MLH. A photocopy of a
cert however does not match the set instead showing the thick ovpt on the RM vals. SG 830/48, 853/6, Cat. £700+,
Mi Cat. €650
Austria 1980-1990 virtually complete MUH pairs (face value of 3400 schilling (A$390+) plus official year packs
1976-1985 complete plus duplicates for 1976 x 10 & 1984-1986 all x2 with stamps fixed in place, ditto 1983.
Total face value of all MUH is c1100 schillings (A$500+). (100s)
Bahamas 1882-1968 MLH on Hagners with 1882 1d & 1/-, 1912 vals to 1/-, 1918/19 War Tax (13), 1929 Tercent plus
extra 1d, 3d & 5d, KGVI to 1/-, 1942 5/- ovpt, 1948 to £1, RSW, 1954 to £1 plus later short sets & commems. Fine with
some used extras. Cat. £400+ (186)
Bahamas 1884-1935 MUH/MLH on computer-generated leaves noting 1884/90 1d in 3 shades, 2½d (2), 4d, 6d,
1902/10 4d, 6d & 1/-, 1906/11 to 6d with various "staircase" singles & multiples to 3d plus 1921 Script 1d, 5d & 2/-.
Also War Tax ovpts, KGV 1921 vals to 1/-, 1930 Cent set, 1931 2/- & 3/- with shades & 1935 Silver Jubilee plus
8d flamingos & 1917 Special Delivery (SG 82). Estimated at c10% of current SG cat. val. (112 stamps)
Bahawalpur (30 cheaper to 10R), Bahrain (62 incl RSW & 5R on 5/- KGVI), Bangladesh 1978 Coronation M/S,
Barbados QV to QEII (181) MLH incl 1882 ½d, 3d, 1/-, 1892 10d, 1897 to 2½d, 1906 Nelson to 6d & 1907 wmk
change ¼d, 2d, 2½d & 1912 to 3d plus Specimen ovpt 2d to 3/-. Also 1916/26 large badge to 1/- with extra shades,
KGVI badge to 5/-, 1939 Tercent, 1948 RSW, 1953 to $2.40 & various commems. Also Barbuda (14 + M/S) fishes
25¢ to $5 & odd commem. Cat. £400+ (Total 287 + 2 M/S's)
Barbados 1892-1965 MLH & used on leaves with 1892 to both 2/6d MLH but odd tone spot on a few incl both 2/6d.
1920 Victory simplified to 3/-, 1925 Bridge to 3/- & 1938 to 5/- with these mainly F/U before 1939 Tercentenary MLH,
1950 to $2.40, 1953 ditto (both sets used) & 1965 to $1 MLH plus a few commems. Cat. £550+ (108)
Basutoland MLH range on Hagners with KGVI to 4d, Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 10/- (excl 5/-), RSW & QEII to 10/- plus
odd others (total 58), Batum SG 52-60, Bechuanaland (126) with QV low vals, ovpts on GB incl 1/- "British" &
"Protectorate" to 6d, KGV to 1/- plus 2/6d, 5/- seahorses & KGVI to 10/- incl shades with extra 5/-. Also RSW, 1961
surcharges to 25¢ MLH plus 25¢, 50¢ & 1R used & a few others. A useful lot. Cat. £400+ (Total 193)
Bermuda 1880-1969 MLH on Hagners noting QV 1/- perf. 14x12½ (SG 11), "Galleons" to 1/- (15), 1936 pictorials to
1/6d & 1938 to 1/- plus 5/- (perf. 14) & £1 in both perf. 14 & 13. Also RSW, QEII 1953 to 2/6d, 1962 to £1 & a few
commems. Cat. £400+ (156)
Bhopal (4), Biafra to £1 (31 + 2 M/S's), Botswana (31 + M/S's), B.A.T. to £1 map set of 15 plus 1969 25th Anniv set
of 4, Br. East Africa (2), Br.Guiana (90, incl KGVI to $3 with both 24¢ upright & sideways wmks, QEII to $2),
Br.Honduras noting 1922 vals to $1, Silver Jubilee, 1938 to $2, RSW, 1953 to $5 (50¢ used), 1968 to $5, B.I.O.T.
ovpts to 10R & 1969 watercraft (129) & finally BMA Eritrea low vals. Cat. £600+ (343)
British Antarctic Territory 1963-2013 complete in Davo hingeless album. 1973 defin set & some 1970's/early 1980's
commem sets are MLH but others MUH. Useful thematics especially in Birds. Massive retail price with a cat of £2000+
British Levant & Morocco Agencies MUH/MLH & used range with Levant (48) incl QV 80p on 5d (faded/washed
used), 4pi, KEVII 4pi MLH & used & 12pi & 24pi MLH plus 6d & 1/- MLH & KGV 45pi used with Sterling 2d to 1/- (6
vals MLH). Morocco Agencies (348) incls QV Type I ovpt on Gibraltar (excl SG 3) to 2 pesetas, Type II 10¢, 40¢ & 1
peseta & 4 x KEVII vals to 1 peseta all MLH. Sterling KEVII SG 31-36 (excl 35) & 2/6d (SG 41) before KGV vals to 1/MLH & to 6d used. KGVI to 5/- MLH & to 1/- used. Various French & Spanish currency to 6f on 5/- in both MLH &
used), 45p on £1 RSW MLH, £1 RSW Tangier F/U & 10/- KGVI F/U plus castles MLH & used & 1957 Centenary ovpts
to 10/- used. Nice clean lot.
British Virgin Islands (122) with KGV 1922 to 5/- in both wmks, Silver Jubilee, 1938 to 2/6d RSW, 1952 to $4.80,
1956 to $4.80 & 1962 surcharges to $2.80 plus a few commems to 1969. Also Brunei (55) with 1947 to $1 incl perf
changes, 1974 to $10 MUH & few other odds plus Burma (97) mixed MUH/MLH & used with 1938 part set to 1R,
1945 ovpts & 1946 changed colours to 10R MLH. Also 1946 Officials to 5R & a few Jap. Occ pictorials. Cat. £500
(274)
Cambodia 1951-1971 complete MUH/MLH (except M/S's) incl 1971 Khaier Rep Anti-Racism set & odd later
Kampuchea. Housed in Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook. Superb lot with much seldom-seen material.
Total Cat. £900+ (300+)
Canada QV-QEII mainly used on leaves with QV vals to 10¢, a few KEVII & KGV incl 1927 Anniv set of 9, 1928/29 to
$1 (8¢ MLH) & 1930/31 to $1 plus 5¢ Air. Also 1932 Conf. (6¢ Air MLH), 1932/33 set to 13¢, 1933 grain ovpt MLH,
1935 Silver Jubilee, defins to $1 & KGVI 1937/38 to $1 plus 1951 $1 fisherman & 1953 $1 Totem Pole both MLH.
Odd later. Mixed cond but cat. £700+ (186)
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Canada 1876-1986 on Hagners. QV in mixed cond but noted 1868/90 15¢ dull grey purple mint (SG 61c, Cat. £325),
1897/98 "4 leaves" to 8¢ (excl 6¢) mint with hinge remnants & similar 1898/1902 3¢, 5¢, 7¢ & 10¢ before KEVII to 20¢
& KGV 1912/21 1¢ & 2¢ coils perfs x imperfs (Cat. £130) plus defins incl 20¢ olive mint (2). Solid later range mainly
MLH incl 1935 coils & 50¢ defin, 1937/38 coils, 1942/48 to $1 & coils. Only scattered odds after 1968. Odd Special
Delivery incl 10¢ "OHMS" ovpt. Huge cat value but conservative estimate reflecting gum variability. (100s)
Canada Strong in 1960's-1970's MUH/MLH with defins to $2, a few PD's & bag of used. Also noted some coils &
booklet panes MUH. (100s)
Canada & Hong Kong 1980's-1990's majority with MLH & used incl mini sheets in SG album. Mainly clean with many
MLH se-tenant blocks in Canada plus commem sets, M/S's & blocks. Hong Kong incls 1973 defins to $20 & 1987 to
$50 all MLH. Used not included in reserve. (100s)
Cape of Good Hope (14 incl KEVII 4d & 6d mint), Cayman Is 1900-1969 range of with 163 noting 1926 10/-, 1938 to
10/- incl perfs, RSW, 1950 9d to 10/- (excl 2/-), 1953 to £1 & 1969 to £1 & surcharges to $2 plus commems.
Cat £500+
Cayman Islands 1900-1970 MUH/MLH on printed leaves incl 1900 QV, 1901/03 & 1905 KEVII sets, 1907 1/- & 5/ovptd Specimen with same ovpt on KGV 1912 10/- white back & blue-green back. 1921/26 Script wmk to 10/-,
1935/36 pictorials to 10/- & KGVI simplified 1938/43 to 10/- before RSW & 1950 to 10/-. QEII 1953/59 to £1 all MLH
with 1962 to £1 MUH & 1969 ditto plus a few commems. Cond fine throughout. Cat. £1000+ (160)
Ceylon 1857-1968 with mainly MLH all on Hagners. Noted 1857 1d (no gum) & 2d (mint, creased) with less than 3
margins & 1867 2d olive bistre (MLH) plus sundry later QV & KEVII incl 1903 to 2R25 (excl 1R50), 1904 to 1R50 grey
& 1910 to 50¢. Also KGV various to 1R, 1936 pictorials & KGV vals to 5R plus 10R postal fiscal (Cat. £100). Later
mixed MUH/MLH & used. A useful lot though QV in mixed cond. (260+)
China 1932-1941 on Hagners with 1932/41 Martyrs extensive range of ½c to 50c in all printings MUH/MLH/MNG &
used, 1940/41 Hong Kong printing & imperf selection including ½c, 1c & 20c pairs plus 20c block of 4. 1932/34 Peking
print set to 50c plus imprint blocks, 1940/41 Hong Kong set to 50c, no wmk plus 1c part sheet of 100 incl no secret
mark error. Also the wmk set to 50c with 1c part sheet of 80. Plenty of shades & postmarks hence ideal for further
study & research. Many MUH. (approx. 3,000)
China Provinces & Japanese Occ issues written up on leaves. Incls Provinces (c150) with Yunnan, Szechwan,
Sinkiang, NE Provinces, Manchuria, Turkestan & Shanghai (local). Occupation issues (47) incl N.China, Mengkiang,
Shanghai & Nanjing. Also noted early "Chinese Post Office Express Letter" in green & Temple of Heaven set of 3
MLH with extra 7¢ & odd others. (200+)
Cook Islands 1892-1972 MLH range on Hagners noting 1892 1d, 1½d, 2½d, Queen Makea incl 10d x 4 & "One Half
Penny" surcharge, Torea birds in diff perfs to 1/- (14), ovpts on NZ to 1d & 2/- Rarotonga deep blue "Admiral" plus a
modest later selection incl 5/- Arms (SG 119), 1949 to 3/-, 1966 Churchill & Airu to £1 & 1967/71 to $4 plus $10 & later
commems. Also 6 early Penrhyn. Cat. £350+ (240 + 5 M/S's)
Cook Islands 1893-1950's dupl MLH/MUH & used plus random later used odd vals. Queen Makea types from 1d to
10d mixed MLH & used plus "One Half Penny" surcharge unused. Also Torea bird vals to 1/- mixed MNG & used,
ovpts on NZ KGV to 7½d incl vertical pairs 3d (2 pairs), 1920 to 1/- with extras & later pictorials MUH/MLH with some
blocks. KGVI to 3/- (8 MUH of latter) plus used, 1949 to 3/- MLH, 1953 Coronation plate 1 blocks plus extras, 1963 set
to 5/- MUH & 1967 $4 & $6 MUH. Specialist lots ex Mowbray auctions cat. £200 at back of album. A bit haphazard but
good value at reserve. (100s)
Cook Islands 1962-1980's range of M/S's & Sheetlets MUH individually protected in glassines. Incls 1976
Bicentennial $3 & 1978 Cook. (78)
Cuba 1875-1957 MLH/used collection in Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook. Nothing scarce but many elusive items
in 1940's/50's. (400+)
Cyprus 1880-1969 mainly MLH on Hagners. Noted 1880 1d plates 217 & 218 plus 5 other QV. KEVII x 4 with good
KGV incl 1924 45pi & 90pi, 1928 pictorials to 9pi before KGVI defins to £1, RSW & QEII 1955 to 250m. Also 1960 to
50m plus used 100m with later commems incl Europe. Cat. c£600 (188)
Denmark 1851-2005 mostly used in 3 quality Safe hingeless albums incl range of imperf plus other early issues incl
several inverted frames & useful surcharges. Also 1929 Cancer Fund, 1970's-1980's Stamp Exhib M/S's MUH & used
with back-of-the-book incl 1921 PD ovpts. Mixed cond at first but seriously faulty are excluded from the cat. of £4450+
Dominica 1903-1972 range on Hagners plus 3 later M/S's. Mostly MLH with a few 1903/23, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1938
to 10/- with many extras, RSW, 1951 odds to $1.20, 1954 to $2.40, 1963 to $4.80 & 1968 ovpts to $4.80 plus various
commems. Cat. £250+ (170)
Falkland Islands 1946-1995 complete in Scott printed album with 1949 UPU in plate blocks plus a few additional
varieties & booklet oddments. Some earlies MLH but majority MUH. SG 164/756 Cat £1550+ (100s).
Falkland Islands & Dependencies Mainly MLH on Hagners noting 1918 War Stamps to 1/-, 1938 to 1/3d, RSW,
1952 to £1, 1968 to £1 (2 sets), 1971 surcharges & 1972 defins to 25p plus a few commems & 1974-1982 odds incl
M/S's & ships booklet. Dependencies incl 1944 missing 3d Graham Land but others complete with some used extras
& both thick & thin maps sets. 1948 & 1958 omnibus types & 1954 ships to 10/- used plus £1 MLH. Cat. £700+ (250+)
Falkland Islands Dependencies 1954 QEII Pictorial range mostly in large blocks & multiples incl a few imprints &
plate nos. Incls ½d (28), 1d (34), 1½d (185 incl DLR imprint), 2d (42), 2½d (39), 3d (42), 6d (38), 9d (35), 1/- (35),
2/- (5), 2/6d (5), 5/- (6) & 10/- (2). Also 1856 Expedition x 60 sets with a few extra. Generally Fine & fresh MUH.
SG Cat. exceeds £2500
Faroe Islands 1975-2004 MUH on stockpages with 1975-1988 & 1995-1999 complete. Solid range of other sets
from 1989-1994 incl M/S's plus a useful range of 2000-2004 issues. Fine MUH throughout & a rarely seen country.
Mi Cat. €750+ ($1160) (360+)
Faroe Islands 1980's-1990's MUH sets, M/S's, panes & booklets on 16 Hagners with all items "flagged" with dealer
prices totalling $400+. Cat. approx. £800. (100s)
Fiji 1876-1965 majority MLH noting 1903 to £1 (latter MVLH), 1907 to £1, some KGV to 6d, Silver Jubilee & KGVI to
£1 incl dies & perfs plus odd extra used. Also RSW, 1954 to 5/- MLH & used to 2/6d with later defin odds to 5/-, 1969
to $2 & most commem sets. Cat. £1100+ for just the KEVII & KGVI sets to £1. (188 + M/S)
French Colonies MLH & used with pickings in pre-1930. Those catalogued £1+ total £650+ not including faulty items
amongst the MLH, some of which are snagged to some degree. Should be viewed. (100s)
Gambia Mainly MLH on Hagners with 1922 to 10/- & a few earlier vals to 1/- plus later with Silver Jubilee, KGVI to
2/6d, RSW, 1953 to £1, 1966 to £1 & commems to 1969. Cat. £450+ (123)
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Germany Colonies & PO's Abroad Range with ovpts on Germany, "China" ovpts set of 6 (Cat. €90), 1906/19 wmk
set of 10 (Cat. €70), German East Africa 1896 set of 5 (Cat. €45) & Yacht key type 1R & 3R used with rest MLH/MH
for New Guinea, Cameroon, Caroline Is, Kiautschou, Marshall Is & S.W.Africa. Missing New Guinea 1m & 5m
otherwise complete simplified (no wmk where cheaper). Useful. Mi Cat. €800+ (90)
Germany 1872-1923 MUH/MLH & used range with majority in 1920's all in quality Lindner Hingeless album which is
worth as much as the stamps! (100s)
Germany 1872-1940 accum in 2 stockbooks with useful early issues with a good later range of commems, surcharges
(postally used) & Allied Occupation. Noted West Berlin 1949 UPU set mint but with gum faults (Cat. £1000 for MUH).
MUH, MLH & used with cond varying in places. (100s)
Germany 1872-1945 MLH/used with "wants list" inside front cover indicating only 26 missing items (all Zeppelin ovpts
& 1933 Welfare Fund ovpts, 1935 Ostropa & few 1872 arms types plus 3mk & 5mk Reichspost & 1924 200 & 300pf
Airs). Mixed MLH & used with sometimes both present incl 1927 President's 80th B'day. No wmk or perf changes or
M/S's but does incl Officials plus a random range of Danzig & Saar. 1945/49 German "Zone" issues remnant dupl
range also included. (100s)
Germany 1999-2016 Year Albums with slipcases & all stamps complete MUH except 2001-2003 which are ETB
collections with CTO stamps on info sheets plus a 2014 ETB. Huge face value with the 2016 vol FV alone being
€72+ (A$115). (19 vols)
Germany Pre-1945 remainder collection of used in old Schwaneberger album with basic earlies & odd better noting
1912 "Gelber Hund" 1mk on piece with 5pf both tied by Flugpostan Rhein 18 6 12 cds, set of 3 (10, 20, 30pf) MLH &
1922 Charity pair used plus a range of inflation period. Also 1928 4mk Zeppelin unused, 1934 Colonisers & Airs
before patchy later incl Officials, sundry Saar, Danzig, Memel, States & Colonies. Mainly fair to good cond. (100s)
Germany-Czechoslovakia Occ 1938 (Sept-Oct) range of ovpts on Czech stamps all on piece tied by cancellations in
black, blue or violet. Cachets of Niklasdorf & Karlsbad (30th Sept & 4th Oct) are plain cds whilst the swastika is
incorporated in cachets of Rumberg, Reichenberg (both in Gothic script), Maffersdorf (8th Oct commem cachet
marking birthplace of Konrad Henlein) & the ovptd "Wir Sind Frei" items. Apart from Czech stamps with ovpts, there
are 2 pieces with Sudeten Lowlands "map" design on 60h (2) & 1k tied by Gothic script Rumberg cachet showing "Heil
Hitler" 22.9.38 ("Liberation Day"). Mi cat. value exceeds €15,000 & incls Karlsbed I.X.1938 ovpt on 4k air (Cat. €3,500
used) & 2 Purkyne pairs (Mi 43/4, Cat. €1600 per stamp). Despite the astounding cat. value & absence of certs, all
pieces appear genuine but estimate allows for possibility of forged ovpts &/or cachets. Sold "as is". (27 pieces)
Germany-Poland Occupation "General Government" 1940-1945 collection on leaves with mainly MLH from ovpts
on Poland (set of 26), complete plus used 1940 Red Cross Fund with 1944 defins MUH & others MLH incl Officials &
1943 Copernicus sheet of 10. Also Polish Govt in Exile set of 9. Odd adherence or gum disturbance on ovpts,
otherwise fine. Cat. £150 + M/S (159)
Germany-Allied Occupation Used collection of general issues with British, American, French & Russian Zones plus
a few Saar. Also modest ranges of West Germany & West Berlin to early 1960's. Cond varies. Cat. £1000+ (400+)
Germany Mostly post-war from "Bund", DDR & Berlin in no particular order but neatly arranged & fine MUH & CTO
throughout. Noted 1959 Beethoven Hall M/S. Light dupl throughout but heavy in one vol with inflation MLH issues.
Some slogan interest in "on paper' odds. 2000-2005 "Euro" period MUH also included. Substantial proportion of value
is in the Vario sheets, of which there are c150 in "as new" cond. (1000s)
Germany-Berlin 1949-1990 noting 1949 ovpts to 5mk in black MLH & to 80pf used in red before pictorials to 5mk &
ovpts to 1mk. Also1950 ERP used, Orchestra MLH, 1951 Lorzing & Bells sets MLH & Stamp Day MUH with complete
later incl many MUH. Cat. £2000+ (c800)
Germany-East 1949-1974 MLH & used in Schaubek quality black leaved stockbook. No Marx M/S or other 1950's1960's M/S's but incls 1950 Debria M/S MVLH & 1951 China Friendship set (50pf MLH) plus 1950-1970 commem sets
which appear complete incl "blocked" vals. Defins simplified so missing the 1952/53 portraits. Fine throughout.(c1500)
Germany-East 1949-1990 collection in 5 quality German illust albums, 4 with slipcases. Volume 1 to 1958 is mixed
MLH & used missing only Academy of Sciences, 1951 China Friendship, Debria & Marx M/S whilst the last 4 albums
appear complete MUH incl M/S's & sheetlets. Clean throughout with a high cat value. (1500+)
Germany-West 1949-1988 in 3 quality Lindner Hingeless albums. Lots of gaps pre-1960 then approx. 90% complete
to 1988 with many issues present both MUH & used. Lovely albums with a high original retail. (100s)
Germany-West 1949-1997 in large Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook from 1949 Parl used incl Stamp Cent MLH,
1950 Bach MLH, 1951 defins used, Wuppertal Exhib MLH, Relief Fund MLH & Rontgen used plus 1952 (excl Relief
Fund 10, 30pf) before being just about complete MUH/MLH/or used later with useful dupl e.g. 1955 Relief Fund extra
set used. Incls M/S's from 1959 Beethoven Hall MUH & 1964 20th Anniv CTO. (c1700)
Germany-West 1952-1967 used selection on "Safe" leaves in binder plus 1949-1974 MUH/MLH/used on Lighthouse
& KA-BE hingeless leaves in Senator binder. Noted 1950 Bach pair MLH, 1953 Relief Fund set used & IFRABA pair
MLH plus other useful 1954/56 incl 1955 Relief Fund MLH. A clean lot. (100s)
Germany-West 1966-1975 Safe album with approx. 80% MUH complete plus used on leaves from 1991-2001 &
some Berlin & DDR all in boxed ring binder & Safe Dual album with c200 MLH early 1920's. (3 vols)
Germany-West 1985-1990 near complete collection both CTO/fine used & MUH including M/S's all in KABE
hingeless album. Fine & fresh throughout. (100s)
Ghana (186 + 6 M/S's) & Gold Coast (90) 1889-1953 MLH on Hagners with some MUH. Main value in KGV to 2/6d,
Silver Jubilee, KGVI 1938 to 10/- with some extras to 5/- & a used 10/-. Also RSW, &1952 mixed MUH/MLH & used
with Ghana to £1. Cat. £200+
Gibraltar 1898-1970 mainly MLH on Hagners noting Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 2/- incl some better perf varieties, RSW &
1953 to £1 plus 1960/62 to £1 & short set of ships. Also various MUH commem sets. Cat. £750+ (132)
Gilbert & Ellice 1911-1969 range noting 1911 Palms, 1935 Silver Jubilee, KGVI 1939/51 x 2 incl some F/U,
RSW, 1956 to 10/- plus extras with vals to 2/-, 1968 to $2 & various commems. Majority MLH arranged on Hagners.
Cat. £250+ (118)
Great Britain 1843-1984 covers & fronts starting with 1843 QV PSE struck with black M/C over 1d pink embossed
before jumping to 1948 2½d RSW pair & 7d KGVI on airmail to S. Rhodesia, 1948 Olympics plain FDC & 1951 (3rd
May) Reg'd FDC. 1952 onwards incls a Coronation Reg'd FDC & Wilding fronts with later pre-decimal incl 1969 (5th
Mar) high value Machins. All arranged in chronological order, decimal to 1984 accounting for 120 of the 196 covers.
Great Britain 1887-1988 MUH/MLH collection in peg fitting album. Defins incl QV with 7 vals to 6d, KEVII in 14
shades with vals to 7d, KGV Downey heads x 16 (Cat. £240+), Mackennals x 36 with various shades & wmks to 1/-.
KGVI incls 1939/48 £1, 1951 to £1 & all lower vals (mainly MLH) before QEII Wildings in all wmks incl graphite &
phosphor/graphite, largely MLH. First Castles in Waterlow printing with some later incl Machins. Commems from
1924/25 BEE incl £1 RSW x 2 & all better phosphors mixed MUH/MLH. Clean & comprehensive. (100s)
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Great Britain 1895-1947 selection of mail items to Germany with majority pre-1916 & comprising pre-stamped
postcards, wrapper & covers. Mixed range of postmarks & types Well worth close examination & mostly in good cond.
Opening at less than a $1 each! (47)
Great Britain 1937-1947 stampless military mail covers mainly WWII with odd WWI. Variety of censor marks & FPO
cds's. Some corner damage from photo corners. Good value opening at 50c per cover. (56)
Great Britain 1953-1990 commems in 2 boxed Safe Dual albums to 1980 plus loose pages to 1990 (no stamps).
Some sets missing to 1966 then largely complete MUH incl 50+ 1970s decimal sets. High original retail on the
quality albums. (c350)
Great Britain 1972-1996 FDC's with 1972-1984 in albums. Neatly addressed & fine cond. (278)
Great Britain 1984-2003 Collectors Yearpacks complete. Total FV £330+ (A$590) & STC £1180. Opening at only
65% of FV. (20 packs)
Great Britain 1984-2004 Yearbooks complete in exc cond. Total FV £350+ (A$620+) Opening at a conservative
65% of FV. (21 vols)
Great Britain 1999 "Men of Letters" Benham series with vals from £1.50 to £5 & "Millennium Countdown" set of 12
Benham Silk FDC's plus 3 diff Benham PNC's. Exc cond with high original cost. (20)
Great Britain Range of QV 1d red "stars" (52) & plate numbers (28) plus other QV incl 1d red imperf (6), 1841 2d
blue imperf (2) & 1858/76 2d perfd (2). Also surface printed to 10/-, the latter attractive but thinned on lower perfs.
KEVII to 5/- (18) & 1912 low val shades range (52 to 1½d, 2½d) with accuracy of sorting not guaranteed. Suggested
viewing for "finds". (c200)
Great Britain QV & KEVII used range starting with 1d red imperfs (17, poor to good) & 2d blue (4 margins, Cat. £90)
with later in very mixed cond & should be viewed but respectable examples incl 1873/80 4d sage green pl.16 x 2,
1880/82 1/- orange brown with plates 13 & 14, 3d on 3d & 6d on 6d, 1883/84 2/6d & 5/- with inferior extras & 1887/92
1/- dull green with true colour (+ 30 inferior "ok" to washed out). KEVII to 1/- heavily dupl with average 2/6d (7) & 5/(3) plus odd ovpt. Picking required to extract the fine used. (c1000)
Great Britain QV-KGVI on Hagners noting 1840 1d black (2 broad margins), 1870 ½d rose-red in plates 1, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 13 (straight edge) & 19 plus pl.15 strip of 3 all MLH, 1858/70 plates to 208 (missing some & mixed cond) & a
few surface printed to 1/- noting Army Official 2½d mint, KEVII mixed mint with most vals to 1/- & used (2/6d faulty).
KGV incls some MLH & more used to 1/- incl control pairs & singles (19 units), 1924 BEE, Seahorses used plus 2/6d
yellow brown DLR MLH. Later average used incl 10/- dark blue KGVI & some MLH incl £1 RSW & 19 control number
singles. Good value at estimate. (100s)
Great Britain QEII pre-decimal collection on Hagners in padded binder noting 1955 castles with both DLR & Waterlow
sets MLH, Mult wmk & no wmk sets plus no wmk 2/6d & 10/- corner blocks, 1953/58 Wildings with booklet panes,
control blocks & phosphors mixed MLH & used plus regionals. Also Machins to £1 incl decimal corner blocks of 6 x 35
with vals to 50p incl some x2, a misperfed coil strip & 13 booklets before commems from 1953 MLH & used (some
issues both) with most earlier phosphors. Needs to be viewed as cond & coverage varies but low reserve. (100s)
Great Britain Extensive duplicated lot in various stockbooks & albums with MUH/MLH QEII in stockbook incl no wmk
castles to £1 MUH, commems with some dupl to early decimal, page of low val ovpts on Wildings, two pages of KGVI
commems & low vals plus dupl used from QV low vals with cancellation interest amongst KEVII, less so in KGV. Later
in average used cond noting 2/6d & 5/- seahorses (c50 ea) with mainly heavy parcel cancels plus c20 items postal
history incl KGV/VI registered letters (formular, uprated in some cases), KEVII doubleton ½d + 1d PSE with Stockport
1925 machine cancel & 1940 Cent set on FDC. Useful pickings with care. (1000s)
Great Britain-Guernsey 1941-1986 simplified complete incl 1969, 1971, 1977 & 1982 PD's. Regionals & some
commem sets are used but defins to £5 are all MUH. Clean lot. (440 + few duplicates)
Great Britain-Isle of Man 1958-1986 incl defins & PD's to £2 MUH 1973 issues are used, later nearly all MUH
incl 1983 £5, complete incl few extras, neatly arranged with P/Ds on last page. (c360)
Great Britain-Jersey 1941-1984 complete MUH plus some later MUH/used incl all PD sets. Fine. (406 MUH,33 used)
Great Britain-Jersey 1969-1983 Stanley Gibbons Hingeless illustrated album with slipcase incl all MUH issues to
1983 missing about 10 items. Empty "as new" pages on to 1992. Fresh. (100s)
Great Britain-Channel Islands & IOM plus Ireland. 1960's & 1970's glassine bags of duplicated commem sets &
defins (some short sets) largely MUH/MLH or CTO/fine used with odd M/S. Majority appear common. (100s)
Hong Kong Mixed MUH, MLH & used on Hagners with smattering of pre-1935 common, before Silver Jubilee set,
KGVI most to $2 MLH, 1941 MLH with entries to 15¢, RSW & 1954 to $10 plus useful commems incl 1968 watercraft,
1970 Year of the Dog & defins MUH/MLH to $20 & many used. A few commems post 1970 in MUH pairs & 5 PD's in
blocks of 4. Last Hagner with 9 "China" ovpts on KGV to 50¢ MLH. Cat. £800+ (194)
Hungary 1949-1989 in Schaubek 3 albums with a good range of used. Some MUH/MLH incl M/S's but cond varies &
rather untidily presented reflected in low reserve. Cat. £3500+ (100s)
Iceland 1925-1956 range on Hagner incl 1925 Views MLH (tanned gum from stockbook storage), 1930 Millenary to
40a & Airmail all with Official ovpts, 1926 1k surcharge, 1940 World Fair set with "1940" ovpt MUH, 1950/54 to 5k
MLH, 1948 volcanoes & 1956 waterfalls plus hydro set of 8 all MUH. PTSA $660+ (48)
India & States MLH & used on Hagners with a few QV to 12a, KEVII ditto, KGV to 1R, 1929 Airs (8a used), 1931,
1935 Silver Jubilee sets MLH & 1937 to 2R MLH with 3a used plus 1940/43 to 14a. Later patchy but incls 1952 poets
MLH, a few Officials, CEF & IEF ovpts on QV (CEF) & KGV plus Convention States odds incl Chamba QV & KEVII
officials to 8a (plus KEVII 1R). Ends with Gwalior, Jind, Nabha, Patiala & Native States noting Jaipur 1931 2a & 2½a
MLH (Cat. £64). Definite pickings. (c350)
Indochina 1892-1946 in Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook. Main value in post-1930 with 1933 Airs set of 22 MLH,
1936 Annam (Cat. £35) & Cambodia (Cat. £24) MLH sets with later missing only 1939 Fr.Revolution set. Japanese
Occ period all MNG as issued. Odd perf fault. Incls a few dupls. (300+)
Indonesia 1948-1973 MUH/MLH/used collection missing only four 1948/50 vals before mainly MUH/MLH to the end
incl M/S's & "back of the book". Clean throughout with cat. £1100+ (1300)
Iraq Used range on printed pages noting ovpts on Ottoman Empire to 10R, Official ovpts to 1R & on Iraq pictorials to
10R incl both 2R colours on King Faisal to ½ dinar & 1 rupee. Also various surcharges, 1934/38 King Ghazi to 1 dinar,
1941/42 & 1948 to 1 dinar plus Officials. Later odds to 1983 with majority generally fine. (100s)
Ireland 1922-1992 in Lighthouse stockbook. Incls a few 1922 ovpts to 9d then c95% complete mixed MLH/used incl
1929 Emancipation MLH, 1932 Congress MLH, 1948/63 Airs used, 1950 Holy Year MLH, 1953 An Tostal MLH, 1959
1/3d Guinness used & 1961 1/3d Europa used plus other 1/3d vals mostly used to 1982, then mainly MUH. Clean lot.
Israel 1948-1973 Mostly without tabs to 1960 with mixed MLH & used (odd MUH) then mainly MUH with tabs folded
under. Missing 1948 1000m, 1949 Tabll M/S & 1963 Halbaron sheetlet otherwise complete incl 1960 Taviv sheet (Cat.
£47). Neat, clean collection. Total Cat. £650+ (100s)
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Israel 1950-1971 duplicated in 16pp black-leaved stockbook. Mixed tab/no tab pre-1960 incl 1000pr Menarch MLH
(no tab), later with tabs throughout. Some overlap with the other Israel MUH accum in this auction. Incls booklet panes
SG 299a (15, in 5 sheetlets of 3 pairs, Cat. £4.75 per pane). (100s)
Israel 1950's-1980 duplicated MUH in large "as new" black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Most have short or full tabs
up to 1962 before all full tabs thereafter with most x 3 & some x 5. Not complete e.g.: El Al M/S x 3 is best of various
M/S's that are present. However noted 1960/61 scenes (Cat. £25), 1962 £3 Air x 2 (Cat. £27 ea), 1963 FFH tete
bêche pairs (Cat. £25 x2), 1966 Museum x 4 plus extras (Cat. £28 per set) & 1963 £1 "Shalom" x 3. (1000+)
Israel 1966-1994 but starts at 1968 & arranged backwards to 1966, then 1970/78 & odd later to 1994 in 64pp blackleaved quality Lighthouse stockbook. Some overlap with other vols in this sale. Mostly duplicated in strips/blocks with
up to 10 sets of each. M/S's mostly x7. Stock. Stockbook retails at $75 alone! (100s)
Israel 1974-1976 MUH duplicated up to 20 of each but mostly 13-15. Starts at Jewish Art (11/6/74) through to Jewish
New Year (17/8/76) in quality 16pp black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook. (100s)
Israel 1976-1982 sets mostly x 13-15 of each MUH in "as new" large Prinz black-leaved stockbook. Some earlier &
noted later up to 1994 with x 5 of each to 1994 incl Frama sets. Overlaps other vols in this sale with stockbook
retailing at $75. (100s)
Israel 1979-1980 similarly housed to above lot but uneven quantities & some overlap with 1974/76 & earlier. All clean
& fresh. (100s)
Italy 1989-1992 Yearbooks with slipcases. Beautifully presented incl the 1990 World Cup sheetlets & 1992 Columbus
set of 6 M/S's plus high val defins. Exc cond. SG Cat. £360+ (4 albums)
Jamaica 1860-1994 MUH/MLH/used with main value in QEII MUH with 100+ commem sets MUH. No Bob Marley set
otherwise appears complete & nearly all MUH. (100s)
Jamaica 1868 (1d revenue) to 1977 range on Hagners noting 1921 2/- MLH, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1938 KGVI to 10/with odd extra, RSW, 1956 to £1, 1962 Independence ovpts to £1 & 1969 to $2 plus commems to 1977 with odd sets
only incl 1977 butterflies M/S. Also some Ireland (c100) with dupl MUH/MLH & used. Total cat. £350+ (100s)
Japan 1880-2000 mixed mainly used collection on leaves missing key items but still about 80% complete for period &
largely good to fine throughout. (100s)
Japan 1947-1965 M/S's x 39 & 1944-1964 MUH/MLH stamps (34). M/S's incl 1951/56 National Parks with folder
(couple with surface stains), 1949 UPU, 1959 New Year (2), 1964 Tokyo Olympics with 2 sets of 6 plus Specimen set.
Stamps incl 1948 Philatelic Week, 1949 Postal Week, 1944/53 x 4 sets MLH & 1964 Olympics set of 20 MUH. Some
mint without gum as issued. Many useful.
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika KGVI MUH odds noting singles of 3/- in both perfs (Cat. £50 ea), 2/- perf. 13¾x13¼
(Cat. £43), 1/- perf. 13x11¾ in 2 shades (Cat. £50), 50¢ perf. 13x11¾ x 6 incl imprint block of 4 (Min. Cat. £125) &
perf. 13x12½ with dot removed (Cat. £28). Also lower vals incl plate number blocks of 1¢, 10¢ black & green, 15¢, 20¢
& imprint blocks of 1¢, 5¢ (2 ea of both colours) & 15¢ black & red plus odd vals in singles. All fine & fresh. Cat. £400+
(14 blocks, 21 singles + 2 Kenya used)
Kuwait 1923-1966 MLH/MH on Hagners with ovpts on India (1923) to 8a (6 vals) & 1929 ditto plus 1933 Airs (excl
4a), 5 x KGV officials, 1939/48 odds & RSW plus other ovpts on GB. Also 1958/60 to 10R, 1961 to 3D & 1966
University. Total Cat. £230+ (104)
Kuwait/UAE 1980's-1990's parcel dispatch note/cards with registered labels with a good range of adhesives. (25)
Laos 1951-1969 mainly MLH with all issues to 19/11/69 (excl M/S & 1969 ILO). Incls scarce 1954 Golden Jubilee
MLH set (Cat. £400) & 1956 2500th Anniv set used (Cat. £90). Total Cat. £1200+ (273)
Libya Printed leaves from Italian colonial period to 1981 with the last few years sparse. Nearly all used noting 1952 &
1955 defins to 200m, 1960/62 to 500m & 1966 to £1. (approx. 300)
Macau 1976-1999 in quality Lighthouse hingeless album. Excls a few low cat 1990 sets, 1991-1995 stamps from New
Year booklets & 1996 Legislature Assembly M/S otherwise complete incl all M/S's, booklets (excl 1994 Year of the
Dog) & 1998/99 Amizade Lusa-Chinese Exhib ovptd M/S's. 1993 Sailing Ship M/S has some paper bends otherwise
appears very fine & fresh MUH throughout. Catalogue annotations totalling £5400 are from the SG 10th ed cat. but in
the current 11th edition the total cat. is approx. £6400 (100s)
Malay States Range on leaves comprising Sungei Ujong (9) & N.Sembilan (89) incl tigers to 15¢, 1935 to $5, 1948
RSW, 1949/59 to $5, 1949 UPU & 1957/63 to $5 plus commems to 1971 all MLH. Cat. £700+ (107)
Malaysia-Johore 1890-1965 on Hagners with mainly MLH/MH from "Johore" ovpts (SG 15, Cat. £27) with 1904/41
odds to 40¢, 1940 8¢ bicolour in both MLH & used, 1948 RSW MLH, 1949 UPU MUH & used sets & 1949 mixed MLH
& used to $1 plus a few later. Cat. £200+ (86)
Malaysia-Kedah 1912-1965 range on Hagners noting 1912 MCA to $5 MLH (Cat. £325), 1921 script wmk to 40¢ &
1922 Exhibition set of 8 (Cat. £150) plus 1937 $1 & $5, RSW, 1949 to $1 (excl 30¢) & 1957 to $5 (Cat. £110). Also
1959 to $5 (Cat. £50). Fine throughout. Total cat. c£800 (100)
Malaysia-Kelantan 1911-1965 MLH selection incl 1911 to $2, 1921 to 50¢, 1922 Exhibition set (Cat. £375), 1948
RSW & 1949 vals to 30¢ plus 1957/63 to $5 MUH/MLH. Cat. c£550 (64)
Malaysia-Malacca 1948-1965 range on Hagners with value in MLH incl RSW, 1949 to $5, 1954 & 1957 QEII to $5.
Cat. £330+ (68)
Malaysia-Negri Sembilan 1891-1965 on Hagners with 1895 8¢ tiger, 1935/41 shields (excl 15¢) to 50¢, 1948 RSW &
1949 vals to 35¢ plus UPU & 1957/63 to $5 all MLH. Cat. £170+ (60+)
Malaysia-North Borneo Ranges of Labuan 1885-1896, Br.North Borneo 1886-1892, N.Bornea 1894-QEII noting
1950 vals to $10 MLH, 1954 to $2 used, 1962 to $5 & 1964 Sabah ovpts set to $10 (excl $5) used plus ranges of
Johore, Sarawak, BMA & Singapore plus some 1951-1954 Philippines MLH on leaves. (100s)
Malaysia-Pahang 1889-1965 mainly MLH on Hagners. Noted 1889 2¢ pale rose (SG 4), RSW, UPU with MLH & used
sets & 1957/62 to $5 MLH plus used extras to $2. Cat. £140+ (51)
Malaysia-Penang 1948-1965 MLH & used range with MLH incl RSW, 1949 vals to $2, UPU, 1954 to $5, & 1957 to $5
plus 1960 to $1 mostly used. Cat. £150+ (100+)
Malaysia-Perak 1892-1965 MLH on Hagners incl 1935 to 50¢, 1938 vals to 40¢, RSW, UPU & 1950 to $1 (excl 40¢)
plus used extras. Also 1957 to $5 with MLH & used sets & 1965 orchids duplicated. Cat. £280+ (143)
Malaysia-Perlis 1948 RSW, 1949 UPU & 1957 to $5 all MLH plus a few low val used pickings. Cat. £95 (31)
Malaysia-Selangor 1891-1965 on Hagners noting 1935 to 50¢, RSW, UPU, 1949 defins to $2 all MLH plus used
extras. Also 1957 to $5 MLH with later odds used. Cat. £160+ (93)
Malaysia-Straits Settlements QV low vals through to better KEVII MLH to $1 plus fiscally used $5 before KGV in
both wmks to $2, Exhibition ovpts to $2 MLH plus 2¢ & 5¢ used on pieces. Also 1936 to $1 with KGVI mixed MLH &
used to $1. Cat. £250+ (145)
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Malaysia-Terengganu 1910-1965 mainly MLH on Hagners incl 1910 to $5 (Cat. £475), 1922 Exhib set of 11 (Cat.
£600), RSW & 1949 vals to 35¢ plus 1957 to $5. Also Thai Occupation of Kelantan 1944 1¢ to 8¢ (Cat. £70). A
few remnant fibres on gum of Exhib set but overall fresh & fine. Total cat. £1250+ (81)
Malaysia-Federated Malayan States Mixed wmks with MLH vals to $1 elephant incl 50¢ tiger x 2, 2 x PD's & ovpts
on Negri Sembilan 1¢ & 3¢. Cat. c£140 (39) Also BMA ovpts MLH & used duplicated x 55but no $5 green &
red/emerald however with shades & dies. All arranged on Hagners. (94)
Malaysia incl Malayan Federation 1957-1990 selection on Hagners. Basic lot with MLH & used plus some
multiples of latter. (140)
Malaysia 1950's-1960's "Radio Malaya" postcards x 78 addressed to Kuala Lumpur from a wide range of places using
low value Malayan States defins. Also 1968-1977 FDC's cancelled Kuching with some registered to addressee in
Singapore each individually glassine-protected but some showing tone spots. (27 covers) (Total 105)
Mauritius 1858-1969 collection mainly MLH on Hagners, noting 1902/04 badge types to 50¢, 1910 values to 1R,
KGV incl 2R50 & 10R Die II, 1926 script wmk to 20¢, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1948 RSW, 1950 to 10R, 1953 to 5R,
1965 2R50 to 10R, 1968 colour changes, 1967 ovpts to 10R, 1969/73 Marine Life to 10R, most commems. Mainly
fine. Cat. £400+ (261)
Mauritius 1950 KGVI to 10R MUH & 1938 to 2R50, QEII 1953 & 1965 to 10R MUH, 1967 ovpts & 1969/73 Marine
Life to 10R MUH plus commems to 1970 & 1963 change of wmk defins. Also Tannu Tuva Part sets & odds on leaves
(47). The Mauritius alone Cat. £300+. (169 Mauritius, plus 47 T.T.)
Montserrat 1903-1969 MLH range on Hagners with a few KGV to 6d, Silver Jubilee set, 1938 to £1 incl perfs, RSW,
1951 to $4.80 & 1953 to $2.40 plus commems & short defin sets. Some used pickings. Cat. £230+ (159)
Morocco Agencies & Br. PO's in Eastern Arabia ovpt collections on Hagners. Mainly MLH incl 3 RSW sets, ovpts
on KGVI to 5/-, QEII Tangier ovpts to 10/- & 2/6d seahorse plus other useful pickings. (277)
Netherlands 1852-2000 MLH or used in quality Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook. Noted 1852 imperfs, 1864 perfd,
1867 (excl 25¢) to 50¢ (faults), 1872 to 2g50, 1891 to 1g small plus 50¢ large, 1913 Independence to 5d (excl 2½g) &
all welfare fund sets from 1923. Also 1928 Olympics, 1931 Church Restoration, 1932 Tourism, 1933 Seamen's Fund,
1946 high vals & 1949 to 10g. No 1950 "Bombed Churches", 1951 Airs or 1952 ITEP otherwise incls all key sets. Also
a few PD's at the back. Odd early fault but later clean & fine. Huge cat. value. (c1900 stamps)
Netherlands 1852-2003 in 3 Davo albums incl 1852 imperfs used, 1867/76 Arms used, 1893/98 2g50 used, 18981923 17½¢, 20¢, 22½¢, 25¢ & 60¢ all perf. 11½ MLH, charity sets from 1924 MLH with later MUH & 1928 Olympics
MLH plus 1933 Seaman's Charity MML & 1940 surcharge also M. LH. Legion M/S's are MUH (12½¢ + 87½¢ has
blemishes), 1946 high vals used, 1952 ITEP MLH, 1956 Europa MUH with a good later range incl M/S's, some
booklets & International Court of Justice. Cond varies at first but largely fine from 1960. Cat. £6650 (100s)
Netherlands 1966-2001 booklets with both defin & charity issues in Davo standard album with mounts added.
Useful later booklet issues frequently missing from collections. Fine cond. (118)
Netherlands 1997-2005 MUH range on 25 Hagners with strength in early Euro period incl M/S's & sheetlets (53)
plus c90 stamps. Priced to Sell at $250++
Netherland Antilles 1949-1997 comprehensive used/CTO with some MUH incl M/S's & booklets in Davo standard
album with mounts added. Noted 1950/79 defins to 10g (on 5¢ & 21¢), 1952 Seaman's Fund & PD's to 50¢. Patchy
range to 1960 then missing only a couple of booklet stamps of 1979. Incls 1977/78 commems in tete-beche gutter
pairs. Cat. £1000+ (c900)
Netherlands-Colonies Importa album with Netherlands Indies incl 1864 10¢ imperf used, 1868 10¢ perf used (faults),
1870-88 range to 2g50 incl perfs & shades, 1900 2½g on 2½g MNG & 1922 Bandoeng full opts (excl 2½¢) MLH but
toned plus later range to 1949. Netherlands New Guinea & Suriname incl 1900 50¢ on 2 ½g used & several 1928-38
Charity sets MUH/MLH/used. Mixed cond but seriously faulty are excluded from the cat. of £2600+ (100s)
New Hebrides 1908-1969 on Hagners with 1908/10 ovpts (13), various surcharges (8) & short defin sets incl 1938 to
1f, ditto for 1957 & a few commems plus FNH. Majority MLH. (124)
New Zealand 1855-2004 in 4 printed albums with duplicates in thick stockbook. Best by far is 1931 Smiling Boys pair
fine used with rest of collection missing expensive commems & M/S's but remains respectable with useful used incl
some 1990's M/S's & F/U high vals to $20. (1000s)
New Zealand 1900-2000 mainly used on stockpages noting 2/6d Queen on Horse F/U, 3/- (3), 10/- (2), KGV ½d pair
with a Grey Lynn-Arch Hill cds & 1935 Airs MLH. Also QV "long toms" fiscally used to £1 (excl 7/6d) with some
punched holes. Well worth estimate. (100s)
New Zealand 1935 Pictorials with MLH & used remnants on exhibition pages comprising 1½d perf. 13½x14 block
used & single with retouch, perf. 14x13½ (3) with flaws annotated, 2½d MLH & used blocks plus a MLH pair with
upward shift of vignette & 5 others with alignment variations of vignette plus perf. 13¾x13½ 3d in two shades. 3d
MUH/MLH block perf 14x13½ & 4 singles with retouches, two more ovptd "Official" & ditto for 4d perf. 12½. 5d perf.
13½x14 with 3 shades incl one small spur on left "5d". 6d perf. 13½x14 (4) & perf. 12½ (3) plus 2 ovptd (early printing
MLH, other used), 8d perf. 12½ (6) & perf. 14x14½ with shades & varieties & perf. 14x13½ in 2 shades. 9d perf.
14x14½ (pair mult wmk) & 2 others, one with centre panel out of alignment. 2/- ovptd "Official" x 3 with minor varieties
& 3/- perf. 14-13x13½ x 2 used plus perf. 14¼x13½ & 13¼x13½ x 3 all used. Cat. $1255 (71)
New Zealand 1953-1985 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with pages. Virtually empty after 1976 however prior to
this stamps appear largely complete (excl 1953/59 defins & M/S's) & mainly MUH. (100s)
New Zealand 1967-1986 MUH/MLH range on 50+ Hagners. Incls 1969 Cook M/S's x 2 & Health M/S's. Basically
complete plus some 1967 counter numbered coil pairs for 4c with 1, 9, 10 & 12; 10¢ timber 1, 2 x 2, 3, 9, 12, 18,
19 & 15¢ Tiki 9-16 (ex 13). Odd extras such as imprint blocks & booklets. Fine cond. (100s)
New Zealand 1967-1997 MUH Decimals complete in two Seven Seas Hingeless albums incl M/S's & Airs missing
only 3 Framas. Retail incl albums $2000+ (100s)
New Zealand 1982-1991 range of unaddressed FDC's & Tokelau for the same period noting sets with vals to
NZ$10 all in 2 Cumberland albums. (100+)
New Zealand MLH & used on Hagners noting 1862/64 6d brown imperf (2 margins, lightly used), 1931 2d Health
used, 1932 & 1933 Healths MLH (spot on each) & 1931/35 Airs (no 3d) plus various Govt Life (13) incl 1891 6d &
1899/1900 PD's (13) good to F/U to 4d, 1906/13 ½d (4), 1d (4) & 2d (2). Odd minor fault, but many fine. (43)
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New Zealand Pre-decimal on Hagners from 1882 before 1898 to 5/- (gum disturbed) in various perfs, 1900 low vals
with 5d (2), 9d & 2/- MLH, 1906 3d Exhibition, 1909 to 1/- simplified & 1913 ½d & 1d Auckland ovpts. KGV MLH to 1/-,
1920 Victory, 1925 Dunedin & all Healths MLH plus 1931/34 Airs, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1936 defins incl perfs. KGVI
incl 1½d purple brown MLH & used, 1955/59 6d counter coils 1-19 complete, 1958 2d "stars" & most Health M/S's incl
1964 MUH. Arms to £5 simplified (no 12/6d or 30/-) with the £3 MUH but £4 & £5 stained at top. 1940 5/6d, 11/- & 22/surcharges MLH or MUH & Officials with KEVII 1/- MLH, 1935 mixed MLH & used with 1938 vals incl 1½d purple
brown & 2/-. 1940 is mixed MLH & used, 1954 to 1/- & finally Govt Life odds incl 1967 set of 6 surcharges plus 1968 &
1982 sets. Cond varies, so please inspect but huge cat. value & conservative reserve. (100s)
New Zealand Post QEII on envelopes/paper fine used from NZ dealers noting "Best of 1999" set, QEII 90c, $1.30 &
$1.50 imperf sheets of 25, Narnia sheetlets plus various stamp show M/S's. Also 1960-1975 Health M/S's MLH or
used (25) & a $10 Mt Ruapehu pair F/U with other later MUH M/S's incl Kong & 2005 Stamp Anniv pair. "On piece"
material is well cancelled. Useful for later issues F/U. (100s)
New Zealand-Niue 1902-1950 specialised collection with some earlies removed but noted 1920 to 1/-, 1927
pictorials, 1932 no wmk perf. 13 incl blocks of 1½d, 2½d, 6d & perf. 14 pairs (3) of 4d plus 1932/36 wmkd to 1/-.
Also ovpts on NZ 2/- & 2/6d "long toms" &1941/67 to £1 (SG 83/86) & 2/6d, 10/- (SG 79, 81) Arms plus £1 but
fake cancel. Cat. £300+ (c100)
New Zealand-Niue 1969-1984 mostly MUH & nearly complete incl M/S's. Odd light toning on 1969/73 otherwise
fine incl ovpts to $3.70. (c200 + 58 M/S)
Newfoundland Range on Hagners from 1877 1¢ roulette unused (SG 40), 1880/82 1¢ (3 shades MH/unused), 1894
colour changes, 1897/1918 MLH/MH plus 1¢ carmine used, 400th anniv set (Cat. £300), 1910 perf. 12 to 6¢ (excl 2¢),
2¢ perf. 12x14 & 1911 recess printed set of 6 (Cat. £300) plus 1923 vals to 20¢. Average later range incl 1937 "long"
set & 1941 to 48¢ with dupl to 25¢. Also New Brunswick vals to 17¢ (10) & British Columbia 1865 3d in 2 shades.
Also Prince Edwards Is (11), Nova Scotia 1857 3d (3 margins) used, more Newfoundland from 1857 1d lake brown &
1860/61 imperfs MLH to 1/-, 1865 & 1870 MLH (2¢ no gum). Gum varies on this lot but catalogue value is huge &
most are above average cond for this period. (270+)
Nigeria 1914-1969 noting KGV 1914 to 2/6d, 1921 to 4d, 1927 2d & 3d, 1936 to 1/- incl both perfs of 3d & KGVI to 5/incl 4d orange, 2/6d & 5/- x 3 perfs ea plus RSW, 1953 to £1 & 1961 5/- to £1. All MUH/MLH with odd used incl a
range of commems. Also Niger Coast with 4 vals to 1/- mint. Total cat. £350+ (190)
North Borneo & Sabah 1886-1965 MLH range on Hagners noting 1916 surcharges set of 3, 1¢ to 10¢ Red Cross
ovpts in vermilion, 1939 to $1, 1945 BMA to 50¢, 1947 Cypher ovpts to $5, 1948 RSW, 1950 to $10 (20¢, 30¢, 50¢
used), 1954 to $10 & 1961 to $10 plus Sabah ovpts to $10 & a few PD's. Useful lot. Cat. £1300+ (219)
Philippines 1880-1971 MUH/MLH/used in Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook noting 1932 pictorials MLH, 1932 von
Gronau Airs used, surcharges on 4p, 1933 Rein Airs MLH & aeroplane ovpts MLH plus 1935 defins to 30¢ MLH. Also
1943 Jap Occ to 5p MLH or used & 1945 Victory with 1946-1971 Independent issues missing only M/S's. Fine cond.
Philippines 1880-1995 pickings with Spanish period on leaves (17), US admin (36), Jap Occ incl 2s & 5s
Corregidor/Bataan full sheets of 50, 1942/44 censored covers (5) & Independence 1946-1990's MUH/MLH issues all
in glassines noting 1959 10th World Jamboree M/S & 1979 ovptd (2) plus 1982 FDC's (6) with St Teresa set of 3 x 2
in blocks of 4. Also Philippines-Japan Friendship souvenir pack with stamps & coins, 1948 Scouting pair perf & imperf
in blocks of 8 MUH & several 1970's/80's issues & M/S's all MUH. Mostly fine. (100s)
Pitcairn Is 1940-1994 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album & on Hagners. Noted 1940/51 set of 10 x 2 MLH,
1948 RSW MLH, 1949 UPU on plain FDC & then all MUH missing only 1967 set of 5 & 1991 Bicent M/S otherwise
complete to Feb 1994. (c400)
Pitcairn Is 1940-1997 MUH/MLH collection in "Senator" binder containing hingeless pages to 1970 before later mixed
pages. Noted 1948 RSW 10/-. Some 1960's missing but a good starter collection incl M/S's & many complete defin
sets. (100s)
Pitcairn Is & PNG 1960's-1990's MUH sets on 60+ Hagners. Incls defin sets to $2 & K1. All fine & fresh. Ideal for
re-sale with useful duplication & at 50c per set reserve. (250+ sets)
Poland 1959-1986 in 4 albums excl some M/S's & occasional odd value otherwise comprehensive MUH, MLH or
used incl some imperf issues. Mainly fine & beautifully presented. Cat. £1650+ (100s)
Rumania 1906-1931 used in two albums incl an attractive range of earlies & PD's. Also 1906 Welfare Funds (SG
481/92), 1906 Jubilee Exhib set, 1934 Jamboree Fund set & 1941 Endowment Fund with overprints plus later issues
largely complete to 1950. STC £2000+. Also pickings of Russia MLH & used noting 1930 Flight to Mexico 40k, 1931
Airship Construction Fund set & 1933 Ethnographic set. A very clean lot at a conservative reserve. (100s)
Russia 1963-1974 "sports" on leaves incl 1964 Tokyo M/S in green (SG MS3024c, Cat. £425 as MUH ) & other
M/S's plus imperfs etc. A clean MLH lot cat. £650+ (100s)
Samoa 1877-1969 range with a few later M/S's. Mainly MLH all on Hagners incl 1886 to 1/-, 1914 GRI ovpts on 1d,
2½d, 4d, 5d, 6d & 9d, ovpts on NZ to 2/6d incl Victory set before 1921 Huts & 1935 Silver Jubilee (no 1d). Also 1952
to 3/-, 1967 birds to $4 (2 sets) & most commems. The GRI ovpts Cat. £685+ with other £100. (199 + 11 M/S's)
Samoa 1899-1980 remainder collection on Hagners with MUH, MLH & used. Pre-1930 oddments before 1935 set to
3/-, 1939 Stevenson MLH & used & 1952 to 3/- MUH & used (total Cat. c£100) plus 1963-1980 sets & oddments incl
fruits to $5 MUH. Mostly fine. (100s)
Sarawak 1869-1965 MLH on Hagners noting 1869 3¢ MH, 1928/29 set of 15 in top right corner plate 2 pairs
(Cat. £150++), 1945 BMA ovpts to $3 MUH/MLH & 1947 to $5 plus RSW & 1950 to $5 before later odds mostly
used. Cat. £500+ (163)
Sarawak 1869-1978 MLH on printed leaves noting 1869 3¢ with gum, 1899/1908 to $1, 1918/23 to $1 (latter stained),
1932 to 50¢ (excl 25¢ & 30¢), 1934/41 to 50¢ (excl 2¢ black, 20¢ & 25¢) & 1947 ovpts to 50¢ plus 1948 RSW. 1950 to
$5 MUH/MLH (excl 2¢, 8¢ & 10¢). No QEII defins but orchids & butterflies in both crests are complete. Mainly fine.
Cat. £500+ (122)
Sarawak 1871-1978 used range on printed leaves with 1899 surcharges, defins to $1, 1918/23 vals to $1 & 1934/41
complete to $10 fine used. RSW & 1950 to $2 plus 1955/57 to $5 with orchids & butterflies in both crests complete.
Some commems incl UPU & odd earlier defins. Clean lot with the 1934 set alone cat. £350 & others £300+ (167)
Saudi Arabia 1980's-1990's in singles & multiples. Clean & fine MUH throughout with many se-tenant blocks &
sheetlets. Needs sorting & weighs 1.5kg! (1000s)
Seychelles 1892-1969 sparse early range with 1917 to 1R50, 1938 to 5R (no 1R green), RSW, 1952 to 2R25 & 1969
to 15R MUH plus short sets & oddments from 1954-1968. Cat. c£500 (122)
Sierra Leone 1884-1969 MUH/MLH/MH selection with a few QV incl 1896/97 vals to 1/-, KGV to 10d, Silver Jubilee,
1938 to £1 incl scarce 1½d & 2d colours & RSW plus broken later sets. Cat. £200+ (110+)
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Singapore 1948-1969 on Hagners plus 1974-1979 incomplete. Noted 1948 perf. 14 50¢ & $2 MUH with lower vals
used, perf. 17½x18 to $5 mostly MLH (40¢ MUH) plus used extras. RSW, UPU (MLH & used), 1959 set of 6 & 1968
$2 & $5 also MLH. 1969 Raffles set of 6 MLH with most thereafter MUH. Cat. £550+ (200+)
Solomon Is 1907-1969 noting 1922 to 2/- & 5/- before 1939/51 to 10/- with duplication of most vals. Also RSW, 1956
to 10/- MLH or used & 1968 to $2 plus a few commems. Majority MLH & all on Hagners. Cat. £300+ (110)
South Africa-Boer War 1900 set of 8 "South African War" Postcards published by Geo Stewart & Co, Edinburgh &
numbered 1-8 with the latter used & bearing Newmills-Fife cds of 1900. The others all unused incl two diff colours of
the same Baden-Powell photo on No.7. A scarce lot & value opening at $10 per card. (9)
South Africa-Boer War 1901 censored fronts x 3 to Ahmednagar, India from POW to different addressees. Variety
of censor markings franked with Natal QV 1d (PO Nolksrust cds), OFS 1d VRI surcharge on 1d mauve x3 on one &
x 2 on the other. Rare postal history items. (3)
South Africa-Boer War Pre-1910 Postcards of General Sir Redvers Buller, V.C. commemorative pre-1910 cards
mainly from Great Britain. Also celebrates his statue unveiling in Natal in 1905 with both b&w & tinted photos. Mixed
unused & used (1905-1910 usage) from different card producers. Odd one duplicated. (38)
South & S.W. Africa Range on pages, dealer cards & Hagners noting first War Effort 1/3d pairs (3 MUH), JIPEX 1d
sheet of 6 CTO & other useful on part circuit pages incl 3d War Effort (SG 91) pair, 4d & 6d all MLH. "Bantam" units to
1/- MLH with odd used, 1943 PD "bantam" units to 2d plus other dues. Also a few CGH, Natal, OFS & SW Africa ovpts
on KGV incl close setting SG 29/37 pairs to 2/6d, 1931 2/6d, 10/- & 20/- vertical pairs MLH, 1935 Silver Jubilee &
ovpts on 1933 S.Africa, & a few PD's to 1961. A useful lot. Cat. £375+
South West Africa 1923-1954 with MLH starting at 1923/26 1/3d pair SG 23 (Cat. £26), 1937 1½d Mail Train pair
(Cat. £29), 1938 pair of pairs (SG 109/10, Cat. £38) & 1941/43 & 1943/44 War Effort sets plus 1954 to 10/- with extra
low vals. Cat. £220+ (110)
Spain 1930 Goya to 10p MUH, Columbus to 10p MUH & Goya Airs to 10p MLH & all incl Express ovpts plus 1960
Murillo & 1961 El Greco sets MLH. Michel cat. of MUH sets is €245 with the Columbus comprising 29/9/30 sets of 16
& 12. One El Greco missing. Total cat. by SG cat. as MLH is £260 plus premium for MUH. (79)
St Helena 1856-1970 mixed MLH & used noting QV 6d blue cut close used (SG 1) & 4d imperf pen cancelled (SG 5)
with the perfd range mainly used incl forgery of 5/-, CA wmk items mostly MLH/MH & used incl 2½d forgery. 1890/97
½d, 1d, 1½d & 10d all MLH with other various used or CTO. KEVII to 2/- MLH with 1/- used, 1908 MLH & used to 6d
(2½d mint only), KGV 1912/16 vals to 1/-, 1922/37 5/- MLH, ½d MLH & 2d used both with "broken main mast" variety.
1d & 2d used with "cleft rock" before later Silver Jubilee F/U, 1938/44 to 10/- MLH & used & 1948 RSW MLH plus
1953/55 to 10/- MLH & used & 1961 & 1969 to £1 MLH. Most commems to 1970 plus Lundy (16). Cat. £540+ for
KGV varieties + £100's more the rest (100s)
St Helena 1884-1969 with MUH/MLH QV/KGV oddments then 1938 to 5/-, RSW, 1953 to 10/- & short sets plus
commems. Also St Kitts Nevis with KGV defins to 6d, Silver Jubilee, 1938/48 to 5/-, RSW, 1952 to $4.80, 1954 to
$4.80 (48 c used) & 1969 to $5 MUH plus intervening commems. (170+). Then St Lucia 1886-1969 noting 1936 to
10/-, 1938 to 10/- incl perfs, RSW & later short sets with commems plus 1970 to $5 MLH. (173). Finally St Vincent
(163) 1871-1970 noting useful QV to 1/-, KEVII (13) incl 5/-, 1938 to £1, RSW & later short sets & commems incl
1970 birds to $5. Fine throughout. (625)
Sudan Range on Hagners incl 1902 to 1pi, 1931 Airmail ovpts, 1932 2½pi Air surcharge, 1931 to 5pi (10 vals) perf.
14, 1935 4 of 6 surcharges & 1938 3 of 4 surcharges plus 1950 Airs & sundry others with a total Cat. £50 (79). Also
Swaziland incl Silver Jubilee, 1938 to 2/6d, 1948 RSW, 1956 & 1961 short sets plus 1962 to 2R & 1968 ovpts to 2R.
Cond generally fine with some dupl in low vals .(142 + 1968 sheetlet of 20)
Switzerland 1850-1989 in Davo album mostly used incl 1850 10r "Rayon II" (SG 11), 1852 15r "Rayon III", 1854-62
5r-20r & 1867-78 40¢ grey before a strong range with many better Pr Juventute sets noting 1923-40, 1932 & 1935-37
Airs, 1945 Peace to 1f plus 3f. Cond varies but many later issues are very fine used. Cat. £6800+ (100s)
Switzerland 1850-1997 MUH/MLH/used with light dupl in Lighthouse 32pp black-leaved stockbook. Simplified layout
with 10 early imperfs incl "no margin" 1f lavender plus comprehensive Pro Juventute & other charities. Missing only
1919/20 Airs, 1945 Peace & all M/S's. A clean lot & fine throughout. Cat. £3000+ (1000+)
Switzerland 1850-2002 largely used in 2 albums with useful array of early imperf & perf issues in mixed cond but
seriously faulty are excluded from total cat. value. Good later range incl commems & Charity issues with some covers
incl 1937 Pro Juventute M/S on registered cover to New York, 1959 PTT opts on FDC, etc. Cat. £3450+ (100s)
Switzerland 1861-1960 used defin accum with value in first pages with 1862/64 to 1f & 1867/78 to 50¢ numerals
heavily dupl with most vals but only 2 of 15¢ yellow. All in cat order & sorted by shades with mostly perf varieties.
Useful "Tell" & "Scenery" booklet se-tenants & tete-beche pairs. Few faults in earlies but from 1900 majority fine.
(2000+)
Switzerland 1913-1998 Pro Juventute duplicates with majority F/U. Missing key vals in first few years but quite
comprehensive from 1927 noting 1928 30¢ Dunart block & 7 singles plus plenty of early 1950's incl 30¢ & 40¢ vals.
Clean lot with over 90% cds strikes. (100s)
Switzerland 1920's-1986 MUH/MLH & used blocks of 4 incl defins & pictorials. Also useful 1952-1988 Pro Patria &
1938-1993 Pro Juventute issues plus some M/S's incl 1960 Pro Patria & 1978 Lemanex both CTO. Noted 1955 40¢
publicity block MUH. (100s)
Switzerland 1922-1996 Air & Pro Patria used duplicates with majority appearing fine used. Noted 1923/40 50¢ black
& red (3), several 65¢, 1f, 2f on mixed grilled/ smooth paper, 1935/37 surcharges 30¢ (3), 40¢ (1 blue, 2 scarlet) &
1941/48 (no 30¢ slate blue) plus other vals all with dupl to 5f. Also a good range of 1936-1996 Pro Patria with plenty
of key vals. (100s)
Switzerland 1936-1956 ProPatria sets complete fine used. Cat. £500+ (72)
Switzerland 1936-1960 Pro Partria issues complete with the 1938 single having grilled paper (Cat. £33). 1958 & 1960
sets are MUH with remainder MLH, mainly light from 1950. (100)
Switzerland 1938-1965 collection in Lindner Hingeless album with gaps but noted 1948 IMABA & 1955 Lausanne
M/S's. Also a range of Pro Juventute & ProPatria issues with 1963 ProAero & 1961 high vals. Mainly MUH/MLH incl
all those mentioned. (c200 + 6 M/S)
Switzerland 1939-2000 vast used accum with many F/U. Nothing of great value but much useful dupl in items of £2£10 cat. val incl 1953 40¢ airport (16), 1954 25¢ & 40¢ publicity (30+), 1955 40¢ publicity (18) & 1961 high val
carvings with over 30 sets. No Charity issues but fine selected copies throughout. (1000s)
Switzerland 1966-2007 selection in 3 slim stockbooks plus envs of used duplicates, 2010 Year Packs x 2 with CTO
plus odds in smaller book. Noted PTT M/S with no postal validity issued to standing order account holders. Also
Specimens & Stamp Printing Branch samples, a few CTO Framas, 2006 Balen City Tower M/S MUH & CTO & a few
other 2007 singles. (100+)
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Switzerland 1969-2006 Lighthouse Hingeless album with 1969-1999 approx. 95% complete with sparse later but
incls 2000 Embroidery S/A M/S MUH (Cat. £375). Other issues nearly all used/CTO from standing order account. Also
a "New Age" binder with 1960-2006 se-tenants in various sheet positions CTO on Swiss album leaves. (c1000)
Switzerland Forgeries & facsimiles with lots of early imperf facsimile (obvious) & more deceptive forgeries incl 1843
Zurich & Geneva, 1849/50 4¢ (2), 5¢, 1851 Neuchatel 5¢ (6) & essay on card. Also 1850 2½R Zurich, Orts Post
unframed cross 2½R (3) & framed (2), Poste Locale 2½R (3) plus 1845 "Basler Taube" (5) before a few M/S
reproductions (obvious). Useful for study. (100s)
Tristan de Cunha 1952 ovpts, 1954 to 10/- plus extra set to 1d, short sets marine life, 1965 to 10/-, commems to
1969. Cat. £250 (90)
Turks & Caicos Is 1887-1970 noting 1887 6d & 1/-, odds to 1921, 1922 to 3/-, 1928 to 1/-, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1938
to 10/-, RSW, Centenary, 1950 to 10/- & 1957/60 to £1 plus 1969 surcharges & a few commems. Cat. £400+ (148)
Turks & Caicos Is 1985 Youth Year to 1998 fish with defins, commems & M/S's very nearly complete. Fine & fresh
MUH with lots of thematics. Cat. £1340 (100s)
United Nations 1950-1970 in Lindner Hingeless album. MUH incomplete but incls 1955 M/S. (153 + 2 M/S)
United Nations Extensive collection in 3 cartons with New York office 1960-1997 MUH (few early sets MLH) & 19841997 CTO; Geneva office 1969-1997 MUH & CTO & Vienna office 1979-1997 MUH & 1985-1997 CTO plus FDC's for
all 3 offices from 1977-1997. Also many souvenir folders. MUH & CTO issues to 1991 are housed in Lindner hingeless
albums with later in envs, folders & packets. Also noted UN catalogue plus French UNESCO issues 1961-1978 MUH
& 2 new Lindner binders. Very fine cond. A massive Cat. value £5000+ (many 100s)
USA 1851-2000 mainly used in quality Prinz & Lighthouse 24pp stockbooks with black leaves. Noted 1890 "no
triangles" set to 30¢, 1893 to 30¢ (latter repaired at base), 1901 to 10¢, 1904 Louisiana, 1913 Panama Canal incl both
10¢ colours & 1922 defins to $5 plus 1924 Huguenot MH & 1938 to $5. Also 1940 Famous Americans & 1954 to $5
before being approx. 90% complete. (1000+)
USA 1857-1992 in old Minkus album & on Hagners. Useful pickings from earlies incl 1857 5¢ Jefferson, 1893
Columbian Expo to 50¢ (latter F/U), 1898 Trans-Mississippi to 50¢ used with 4¢ unused, 1901 Pan American, 1904
Louisiana, 1913 Panama incl perfs, 1902 "Series 1902" to $1 & 1912 $5 Franklin with solid later incl a MUH/MLH FV
of US$200+. Only a few PD's but a good basis for upgrade/expansion. Mainly good used. (1000+)
USA 1980-2002 complete yearpacks & then yearbooks from 1987 to 2002 plus2004, 2008 & 2010. Also a variety of
other USPS commem folders/books incl 1989/90 Definitive stationary. Most attractive. Min cost US$900+ ($1210) with
a much higher retail. Opening at less than a third of cost. (46 packs/books)
Vatican 2005-2014 Pope Benedict XVI collection of MUH stamps, M/S's, PNC's, FDC's, Framas (labels) & booklets in
14 large quality German made albums with notes & slipcases plus "extras" in 2 other folders. A real feast for the eye,
with all pages complete for Vatican issues of the period incl joint issues with France, Germany, Romania & others.
Also stand-alone issues from a host of other European & Commonwealth countries noting strength in Germany &
countries which had visits from the Pontiff. According to the vendor, the collection cost, plus p&h from Germany, over
$3500 & the catalogue value would be staggering. (100s)
Vietnam-South 1945-1956 ovpts on Indo China, then 1951-1975 complete (excl M/S's, second & later PD sets &
1969 Military Frank) plus 1963-1976 National Liberation Front issues complete unused (no gum as issued & cat.
£350). Majority MLH with some South MUH & used. Remarkable collection with many elusive items incl 1974/75
surcharges. Total Cat. £1200 + £350 for NLF.
Zambia (37) & Zanzibar (100) on Hagners with minor pickings in the latter incl 1936 set of 4 & 1948 RSW. Also
Zululand ½d (SG 20). Majority MUH. (135+)
Africa Various on Hagners with majority MLH. Incls Somaliland 1903-1960 oddments with pickings incl Silver
Jubilee, 1938 vals to 1R & 3R, RSW (2 pairs) & 1953/58 to 1/- (83). South Africa various se-tenant pairs to 5/-, 1939
Hughenot pairs (used) before average later incl 1954 to 10/- MLH & used. Southern Cameroons to £1, Sthn Nigeria &
Sthn Rhodesia 1924-1964 oddments incl 1937 defins to 5/- MLH plus extras & 1953 to 10/- (excl 5/-). Mostly fine.
Antarctica Selection of issues incl AAT 1957-1973 complete, BAT 1966 Churchill, 1971 Treaty, 1973 RW singles &
pairs, 1977 Whales, Jubilee 1980 Geo Soc. & 1981 Treaty both in plate no blocks & 1983 Seals. Also Ross Dep 1967
both decimal sets (retail $100 each). Fine MUH. (109)
British Commonwealth 1880's-1970 MUH/MLH in Prinz stockbook. Not many sets but arranged in alpha order with
useful pickings incl Hong Kong $5 lilac & scarlet, India 1949/52 vals to 1R (12) & Rhodesia 1905 1d & 2½d Falls.
Reserve represents approx. 5% of SG Pt.1 cat. value. (100s)
British Commonwealth QV-KGV group of pre-stamped postal stationery mainly used with an interesting range of
postal markings with Canada KGV 2¢ PSE & large 1897 registered formular letter Cape of Good Hope to Germany
(faults). Noted unused "Perak" ovpt on 1¢ Straits p/c, Seychelles QV 3¢ on 4¢ p/c with "Local" h/s, Falkland Is QV
1½d post & reply card unsevered, CGH p/c to Germany 1909 with Assegai Bush PO cds & 1908 Transvaal 1d p/c to
Windhock SWA (German at the time). Mostly good with odd faults. (10 used, 9 unused)
British Commonwealth QV to QEII from "L-N" countries plus some PNG 1950-1965 in quality stockbook. Modest
pickings with not many sets but useful pickings & majority fine used or fresh MUH/MLH. Over 1900 stamps & good
value at this reserve.
British Commonwealth QV-QEII mainly used with majority former auction lot remnants with strength in pre-KGVI.
Noted Straits Settlements KEVII to $1, S.W. Africa 1937 1½d train pair MLH, S.Africa 1939 Huguenot Anniv set MLH,
1941 War Effort pairs/blocks, St Helena 1896 set CTO remainders, Rhodesia Admirals (28) to 1/-, Double Heads (5)
to 1/- & Hong Kong QV 48¢ plus other useful QV/KEVII & 1941 set of 6. Also early India incl 1865/68 4a green, 1895
rupee vals, 1929 Airs, Jamaica from 1860 incl 22 QV & a good range of other "islands" & NZ incl 1898 6d green. No
Australia/states, Canada or GB. Mainly fair to good cond. (4800 stamps)
British Commonwealth 1856-1970 range in 32pp quality stockbook with many short sets & odd vals noting Bermuda
QV surface prints to 1/- (3), Cook Is 1949 to 3/-, Gambia QV "canoes" (14) to 1/-, Hong Kong KGVI $5 lilac & red
(usual tropic gum), 1954 $5 & $10 MLH, Jamaica QV (8) incl 2/- purple on blue, 1923 Child Welfare (Cat. £25),
Mauritius 1878 13¢ & 38¢ surcharges (no gum), 1891 2¢ on 38¢ & Montserrat 1876/83 ovpt on 6d Antigua MH (Cat.
£70) plus other items of interest. Main val in QV issues. Hingeing varies & some earlies without gum but worthwhile at
this estimate. (900+)
British Commonwealth KGV-QEII used range on Hagners plus a stockcard with 31 aircraft stamps of Chile,
Argentina & others. Majority commons in mixed cond. (c400)
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British Commonwealth First KGVI issues in "Simplex" binder. Mainly MLH &/or used short sets & odd vals but some
items to top value incl Aden 1939 used, Ascension 1938 originals to 10/- (excl 3d black & blue) used, Br.Solomons
1939/51 very F/U, Cayman Is 1938 to 10/- with matching JU 10/39 cds & Ceylon to 5R simplified plus Falklands 1938
to £1 very F/U & Gilberts 1939. Also Hong Kong 1938 to $5, Malta 1938, Papua 1941 1/6d Air, Pitcairn 1940 used
plus 1951 4d & 8d MLH, St Helena (excl 3d blue), Sierra Leone & S.Rhodesia. plus other issues with vals to 2/6d or
5/- in some cases. Clean lot, no dominions. Cat. £900+ (100s)
British Commonwealth Selection on cards comprising Fiji "VR" ovpt on 1d SG 28a (pen cancel), 6d SG 30a
ditto, KGV 5/- script wmk F/U (Cat. £85), Hong Kong KEVII 10₵ SG 67 MLH (Cat. £65), N.Borneo 1886/87 10c
blue with suspect cancel, $1 BMA ovpt F/U & St Kitts KGVI 5/- (SG 77b) with bold 1948 cds plus Sudan 1897 10pi
used (Cat. £60). (8)
British Commonwealth Harrison & Sons Presentation Sample Packs for Norfolk Is, Gambia, Pitcairn & Jamaica
definitive sets. The printer appears to have attached the stamps in place (we only opened the Gambia 1963 birds)
so assume the other 3 unopened packs are the same. Printing numbers of such sample packs are low. (4)
British Commonwealth Old peg-fitting album with Australia to 1972 with basic pre-decimal in mixed cond noting
1935 1/- ANZAC unused, 2/- Silver Jubilee used, KGV to 1/4d (grubby) incl 5d "OS" ovpt used. Decimals mainly MLH
with vals to 35¢ plus a few PD's to 5/- used. Also Fiji KGVI vals to 10/-, India 1912 10R F/U, Tas 1900 pictorials to 6d
MLH, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1959/62 £1 good used (Cat. £65) & reasonable NZ incl PD's & Officials. (100s)
British Commonwealth SG Canada album to 1996 with sparse used, more Canada used from QV to QEII in large
Lighthouse stockbook plus a few "back of the book" & 1967/68 PD's incl 6 vals to 16¢ in imprint blocks MUH. GB,
Australia & Victoria amongst others plus a springback album with a "Chalon" theme incl Tasmania (15), Queensland
to £1 (19), Bahamas (2), Grenada (17), Canada (3), Natal (6) & NZ x 12 perf to 1/- in mixed cond. Also a "Warwick"
24 ring binder with second-hand leaves & mainly used lower vals to KGVI with duplication in old s/book. Main value in
Chalons despite mixed cond - should be viewed. (100s)
World "J-K" Countries incl Jersey MUH/MLH range on Hagners noting 1943 set of 6, 1969 to £1 & 3 other commems
sets plus Jordan (16), Kenya (17), Br.East Africa 1890 & East Africa/KUT/Uganda with useful incl 1922/27 to 1/(excl 12¢) & 2/50d all MLH, KGVI to 10/- mixed MLH/used with some perf changes. Also 1941 pairs MLH, RSW, 1954
to £1 MLH with 2/- to 10/- used before Uganda birds to 1/- & flowers to 20/-. Useful pickings. (188)
World "L" Countries incl Labuan (2), Lagos (4 KEVII), Leeward Is (87) incl KGV to 4/-, KGVI £1, RSW & 1954 to
$4.80 with extras to 24¢, Lesotho 1966-70 (60) & Levant (10). Also Br.Occupation of Former Italian Colonies
(37 vals to 2/6d) & Madagascar (4 vals 1895)., Mostly MLH on Hagners. (200+)
World "M" Countries with Malawi 1966/67 (47 + M/S), Maldive Is incl 1933 to 1R, 1950 to 1R & later commems to
1970 & 1978 M/S (70), Malta from 1885 ½d, a few KEVII to 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6d, Silver Jubilee set, 1938 to 5/- &
1948 mixed MLH & used to 10/- RSW plus 1956 to 10/- mixed MUH, MLH & used & most commems to 1969 (317).
All on Hagners with most fine. (430+)
World "N-O" Countries with Niue 1902-1970 vals to 3/- & $2 (93), Northern Nigeria KEVII to 1/- & KGV to 9d all MLH
(17) & Northern Rhodesia with KGV to 6d, Silver Jubilee & 1938 to 5/-, RSW plus a few low vals used (82). Also
Nyasaland 1897-1964 noting 1897 surcharge, 1903 1d, 4d, 1908 to 4d, 1913 4/-, Silver Jubilee, 1938 to £1 & 1945 to
10/- plus RSW & 1953 to 5/- (120). Finally Orange Free State (15). Nyasaland alone is Cat. £370+. (Total 327)
World "P-R" countries on Hagners incl Pakistan 1947-1969 MLH & used (315) with vals to 10R, page of Palestine
(26), Pitcairn 1940-1969 incl 1940/51, 1957, 1964 & 1967 defins complete plus 1969 to 40¢, RSW & other omnibus
issues incl 1980 M/S (92). Qatar oddments (12), Queensland (29) incl 1900 Patriotic Fund with both creased but
MLH, Rhodesia/R&N (144) with the earlies patchy & best being R&N 1962 set to £1 MLH. Finally Ross Dependency
1957-1982 with first 4 sets. (630+)
World "T" countries on Hagners in binder comprising Tanganyika incl 1965 to 20/-(31), Tasmania with vals to
10d(49), Tokelau to 1986 (78), Tonga incl 1894/95 surcharges, 1897 to 5/-, 1920 to 10d, 1923 2½d surcharges (4
diff) & 1938 set of 3 plus 1942 to 2/6d with later part sets to 1969 (157). Also Transvaal (44), Trinidad/Tobago (188)
incl 1938 to $1.20, RSW, 1953 to $4.80 in both perfs plus used, 1960 to $4.80 mixed MLH & used & 1969 to $5 with
most commems. (Total 365+)
World 1946-2012 M/S's & blocks on 36 Hagners with mixed MUH/MLH & used noting GB 2010 £1 Accession, 2012
Olympics, Gugh Island 1974 UPU local M/S on cover, exhibition souvenirs, Afghanistan, Australia $5 "Archives" FDC,
$10 wildflower M/S with Canberra Stamp Show ovpt (2008) & Nepal 1973 costumes sheetlet of 16 MUH etc. many
worthwhile thematics. (200+ items)
World 1949 UPU issues from foreign countries "C-Y" incomplete (no Berlin or Hungary) written up on leaves. Incls
Colombia set & M/S, Lebanon, Syria, Venezuela & the "Vienna prints" of Indonesia & Yemen "prepared but unissued"
perf & imperf sets. 29 countries issues are present in MLH cond incl M/S's .
World 1950-1980 Miniature Sheets on album leaves. Noted Albania 1965 space M/S perf & imperf, Spain 1961
Velazquez set of 4 (Cat. £34), Yugoslavia 1961 insurrection 500d (Cat. £170), Honduras 1964 Olympics (Cat. £60),
Bhutan "records" set of 7, 3D fungi & space sets, Japan 1950 National Park in folder, Laos 1966 (2 diff) & Jordan
1962/65 with 4 diff plus Saudi Arabia 1962 malaria (Cat. £38). Also China (Taiwan) 1961 Chiang Kai-Shek (Cat. £20,
toned at right), various St Tome & Principe, ex-French African colonies (Chad etc) & others with some with stain spots
however majority fine. (approx. 100 items))
World 1950-2000 period off paper filling 220mm square box to a depth of 60mm. That's many thousands of stamps!
Wide range of countries with mixed MUH & used/CTO. Great "10₵" box for market days or long lasting entertainment
for early to medium collector. (1000s)
World 1990's International Official Postal covers, mostly registered with various cds's & endorsements. E.g. "Jomo
Kenyatta Int Airport Nairobi Mailing Unit" cachet in mauve on Kenya Reg'd cover. (c260)
World Selection in old Philatelic Society of Natal exchange books x 5 comprising a book of early Romania & one of
Austria (these all uprated) plus others with mainly British Commonwealth to KGVI with odd foreign of little value. Noted
Hong Kong KEVII vals to 50¢, KGVI to $1 & S.Rhodesia "Admirals" to 1/- (excl 6d) with others mainly used. (100s)
World Accum of "packet material" mainly used in 6 stockbooks but best is a stockcard with NZ 1940 Centennial set to
1/- MLH. Lots of colourful "back of the book" disreputables. Suit beginner or someone wanting quality
Lighthouse/Prinz stockbooks at a good price! (1000s)
World Better items in display book noting France 1936 Charity & 1949 & 1957 Airs; French Guiana 1947 Airs; Saar
1949 Horse Day MUH; Austria 1955 10th Anniv set MUH; New Hebrides 1920/24 surcharges CTO; Basutoland QEII
10/-; Malta "Pnney" error in pair with normal; Luxembourg 1949 UPU set & Vatican 1929 5 lire & 1933 1l, 1l25 & 2l all
used plus West Germany 1955 Relief Fund MLH & Gambia "cameo" 2d rose, 2d orange & 6d olive green used. Also
WA 2/6d MLH; NZ KGV 1½d vertical perf change pair; Gibraltar 1960 2/- & £1 MUH, 10/- MVLH; Berlin 3mk ovpt in
black & Br. Solomons 1940 PD's MLH plus many other useful sets. STC by vendor at £1730 plus varieties & covers.
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World on Hagners noting 2 pages of Indonesia unissued Vienna printings, old "newsagent" stamp packets with predecimal pricing, late 1950's Russia, a few odd 1940's China, Iran reprints & PNG sailing ships to 3k MUH plus various
1970-1984 common MUH & a Sri Lanka "Gems" M/S. (100s)
World Booklets loose in wallet with mostly GB (Greetings x 2) & some Australia QEII plus odds from Finland,
Germany, Malaysia, Japan & Sweden. High cat. value. (64)
World Old "Meteor" album with "Census" figures penned into intro page stating 2369 stamps at April 1953. Certainly
nothing more recent has been added. A few common MLH sets indicate that "pocket money" was spent on collecting
with majority "packet material" used however odd better incl Cyprus KGVI 45pi MLH & used, UPU set, France 1936
3f50 Air used & Japan & China mixed together! Mixed cond. (2369?)
World Miniature Sheets on Hagners. Mostly post 1970 mixed MUH, MLH & used but noted 1952 Trieste Zone B 50d
MUH (circle crease), 1939 Romania King Carol I, Brazil 1938 Rowland Hill "Brapex" & Guatemala 1938 Exposition. A
wide range of countries with odd cinderella/exhibition item or card. Odd fault but largely fine. (150+)
World Selections on 11 Hagners noting German States, German WWI ovpts on Germania heads, France with 1932
defins in gutter pairs MLH, 1954 Airs to 1000f used, Hagner of MUH Berlin with 24 pairs of 1946 Victory used & early
Mexico used plus Cuba to 1940's with useful MLH. Also Austrian PO's abroad & Saarland set to 300f MUH/MLH.
Worth a good look. (100s)
World to 1950's in well filled Movaleaf album. Not many sets but quite a few pickings e.g.: Aden 10/- on 10R KGVI,
Br. Solomons 1939 to 10/- (no 4½d) MLH, France 300f Marseille Air used, Gilbert & Ellice 1956 2/-, Italy 1951 60l
Verdi used & Japan 1955 Phil Week MLH plus Malta 1956 10/- used. Hingeing is reasonable with most fine. (1000s)
World "Paquebot" & "Posted on High Seas" cachet handstamped mail from a variety of ships on covers addressed
to Australia (72), UK (34), Western Europe (13), NZ (3) & USA (2). Rarely seen in such quantity reserved at less
than 50c each total! (124)
World on small stockcards incl Aust PD's MLH, NZ QV 6/- "long tom" 1891 postal use, 1/3d, 15/-, £1 Arms MLH with
$6 & $10 used, Tonga 2/6d bird plus 3 others & Thailand 1883 SG 4. Also GB 1841 2d blue (3 margins), pre-decimal
high val Machins MUH, Antigua KGVI 2/6d used & Grenada 1967 Expo $1 & $2. All fine. (24 & 3 blocks of PD's)
World Cover group comprising Australia 1948 "ANARE Macquarie Is" with cds tying 2½d Newcastle addressed to
Qld with tow line Research Expedition detail in violet, NZ 1935 "Bluff to Christchurch Wheelbarrow Push of 400 Miles"
illust cover, 1947 "USS Mount Olympus" signed cover to NZ with handstamped "Operation Highjump Antarctic
Expedition 1946 & 1947 Task Force 68", cover mailed at Little America Antarctic base & USA 1969 special John
Fairfax in "Britannia" cover "Rowing Across the Atlantic Alone in 180 Days" signed & addressed to England. Also 1936
SA Cent & 7th Australasian Philatelic Exhib cover with 3d tied by hexagonal Exhib cancel, 1969 "Cutty Sark" Cent
cover with info folder & 9d "Cutty Sark" GB stamp tied by cachet on illust "ship & map" detail. Interesting group. (6)
World Mainly used middle period in 3 binders. Cond mixed but some useful Netherlands & Portugal odd vals noted.
Has been picked over but estimate is conservative. (1000s)
World Selection in individual glassines each with dealer desc tags. Incls Bermuda KGVI 12/6d x 14 all with fiscal
punch holes, "MEF" ovpts to 2/6d x 8 in multiples MUH, Australia 1902 4d "blank at base" PD MLH & recess values
to 1/- MUH, 1929/34 (13 stamps MLH) incl 2d Macarthur "Dark Hills" & GB 1940 Stamp Cent MUH plus NZ 2/- "long
tom" MLH. (c100)
World Group of better items too small for separate lotting. Noted 14 FE 66 cds on 6 postal stationery items, 1999
Birdsville to Birdwood "Last Mail Truck" covers (2), NZ 1967 first decimal currency to $2 FDC (addressed), 1953/54
covers of Fiji, Newfoundland, S.Africa/Tristan paquebot covers 1975 & 1985, Germany 1990's MUH, Mauritius
KGVI/QEII short defin sets, Cyprus KGV 90pi (SG 117) heavily cancelled (fiscal) spacefiller, 1988 "Goldfields Trek"
set of 7 covers, 1938 Tonga Tin Can Mail cover to NZ, 5/- kangaroo CofA wmk CTO & Western Australia "approvals"
from C/wealth period on stockcards. (100s)
World to 1940's in "Strand" album. Mixed cond with Australia KGV vals to 1/4d, Hong 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory
& KGVI vals to $2. Interesting page of 1920's-1930's Philippines at back. (100s)
World Miniature Sheets in 4 ring padded binder with mixed MUH, MLH & used. Noted Norfolk Is $2.50 & $4 Seabirds,
exhibition cinderellas, Japan 1960's-1970's New Year/ lottery, Czech 1979 20k bridge & 1945 Kosice MUH, Iraq 1968
Olympics, Hong Kong 1985 Dragon Boat Festival & various NZ to 1990's. Also Russia 1946 30k 30th anniv (used),
Guatemala 1939 150th Anniv, Liechtenstein 1949 Stamp Exhibition (gum faults), Macau 1985 butterflies & Hong Kong
1985 Jockey Club Centenary plus other useful items. Odd fault but majority fine. (220+)
World Oddments & sets in 11 small/medium stockbooks. Strength in KGVI period with dupl short sets MUH/MLH &
used. Heavily duplicated KUT incl 3/-, £1 & smaller qty of other vals, Dominica short set in F/U blocks plus some
good MUH incl Iraq 1948 to 1d, Sudan 1948 to 20pi & useful KGV/VI Canada incl Special Deliveries. Also Germany
1950's used, GB 1960's commems (no phos) MUH & Zanzibar 1952 to 10/- MUH. Many other countries with useful
pickings in similar period. A clean lot with careful inspection recommended. (100s diff & 1000s in all)
World Sheetlets & M/S's noting both Europe (strong in Russia) & Commonwealth plus St Vincent 1979 to $10 in pack,
Kiribati to $5 & Year Pack & Canada blocks all MUH, most protested in glassines. High thematic content. (100s)
World Hagners & 4 stockbooks noting used KUT 1938 2/- (11), 3/- (11), 5/- (9), 10/- (5) & £1 (3); Germany in quality
stockbook noting ovpts on Danzig to 2RM MLH, DDR 1952/53 80pf varnished MUH plus other vals in singles MUH &
various blocks; Nyassa PD's set of 5 MLH; Australia 1968 20¢ WWW (9) & 25¢ Intelsat (14) all MUH; France 1969
Concorde block of 20 MUH; Ethiopia 1947 $5 & $10 Airs MUH & F/U plus other useful 1950's. Also a stockbook of
Switzerland used to 1960's with heavy dupl. Odd better British Commonwealth incls Hong Kong 1941 set used,
1960's Cyprus & KGVI short sets in Solomons, Pitcairn & Somaliland. Stockbooks are in good cond as are the
stamps, though disorganised. (100s)
World 3 Lighthouse stockbooks with an untidy lot of oddments in very mixed cond. Incls Europe, USA, Japan,
Thailand & more. Most value is in the stockbooks which are in good cond. (100s)
World in "International Junior Postage Stamp Album" (1924) plus odd album pages & stocksheets in ring binder.
Odd better incl Johore 1940 8¢ MLH (Cat. £25) & Brazil 1991-1994 in MUH blocks. Majority is pre-1950. (1000s)
World Lovely old Rapkin Challenge album still with "Philatelic Atlas" maps in in the inside cover. Sparse in places but
useful items remain e.g.: Br.Solomons KGV MLH to 1/- (excl 2d & 5d), China $1 & $2 bicolour earlies, Germany 1926
2mk & 3mk F/U & GB 1887 1/- dull green good used with some used KEVII/KGV with perfins. Also Japan 1936 10y
National Park used & Nyassa Postage Due triangulars x 9 MLH. Mostly pre-1930 with some 1950's-1960's loose or
mounted. Plenty of character! (100s)
World Miniature Sheets from various countries both MUH/MLH & used with over 230 sheets plus odd strip & block.
A few pre-1960 but mostly 1980's-2000's. Mainly fine.
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World Covers & Cards in old cigar box with much of interest incl GB 25 Nov 1840 stampless entire with tombstoneframed "E Paid 25 Nov 1840" in red, used Zieher cards (2) showing stamps of NSW & Qld, 3d BCOF on cover to WA
with "AFPO K…RAAF Japan" cds of 23 JY 48, Bavaria 6kr brown imperf on 1854 internal letter plus similar franking
on smaller cover & German Inflation cover 2.10.23 with 100,000mk single & 250,000mk surcharge x 14 . Also 1955
Cocos Is cds tying 2/- Cobb & Co to Qantas cover addressed to UK, Aust 1950 8½d "new rate" regd "Wide World"
FDC plus items from Saudi Arabia (2), Fiji, S.Africa, Sudan & India incl 1945 censored cover to S.Africa. (c40 items)
World MLH & used to 1980's in 7 Senator & Simplex binders. A clean "budget" lot with many short sets MLH but odd
complete set from Persian Gulf area noting Abu Dhabi 1964 MLH, Cat. £110, Muscat 1955/60 to 5r & later pictorials to
10r MLH). Also Australia 7/6d Cook & £1 Bass x 2 used plus good range of India used incl KGVI 15R, 25R. Foreign
mainly common used but some better 1950's Portugal mint to 50e. Three of the vols contain only Commonwealth.
Worth a good look with approx. 90% more in good cond. (1000s)
World to early 1950's in sparsely filled "Globe" album. Odd better incl NZ 1906 ½d Christchurch Exhib, Australia 1934
1/- Vic Cent perf. 10½ cds example, KGV single crown 1/4d, 1946 Peace plan FDC with typed addressed, Ireland
1953 1/3d Emmet average used & GB KGV 8d. (100s)
World on Hagners noting Egypt 1969-1979 MLH (25), Bulgaria, Romania on 6 Hagners with mixed MLH & CTO,
Vietnam, Korea, Colombia & UNO 20th Anniv from various countries MUH. Also France Red Cross sets from 1960's
plus 1962 & 1975 booklets & 1944 Slovakia sheetlet of 8 with a few other countries odds. (100s)
World Range in ancient (1887) Schaubek album smelling of moth balls. Nearly all are pre-1990 with useful Denmark
& odd pickings like GB 1883 5/- perfin. Sparse remnants in places where damage to pages has occurred in removing
stamps but overall a timely classic. One for the bookshelf as the spine & cover look tremendous!
World Covers from Australia, GB, Oman, India & a few others with mixed unaddressed/addressed & majority from
1970's-1980's however some earlier incl couple of Field Post/Censor items. Very diverse with inspection
recommended. (300+)
World Returned & uncirculated club sheets with mainly British Commonwealth. Odd better noting QV 1863 & 1868
entires, 1899 uprated PSE with 1½d tied by Burnley duplex, shipletter postmarks, W.Germany 1953 30pf Rontgen
MLH & useful pre-WWII Canada plus GB incl 2/6d, 5/- seahorses used. Also Switzerland 1954 ProPatria MLH,
Bahamas QV 1d (3), 2½d, 4d all MLH & Bermuda QV 3d grey MLH plus NZ (900+) dupl on Hagners in display book
noting 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH, 1938 1½d purple brown MLH & used, ovptd Official used, 1953 10/- QEII & various to
1970's. Worth a look & should keep purchaser busy for days. Good "sale by the page" potential. (1000s)
World Stockcards & Hagners noting Kangaroos & KGV common used range, KGV 1½d scarlet MLH pair showing
"Halepence" flaw, 1966 Navigator Specimen set MLH, Qld Flood Relief S/A sheetlet before Corfu ovpts on Greece
(7 vals), Tonga freeforms on large cover, Pitcairn 1988/89 M/S MUH plus other flora & fauna thematics mainly CTO
from various countries. Also some early Wallis & Futuna MLH. A mixed lot. (100s).
World USA, UN & various common European mounted on black leaves in springback binder. Mixed MUH/MLH/used
majority packet material. Cond varies from average to fine. (100s)
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Kangaroos 1913 ½d with 5 MLH/unused & 8 used & 1d x 4 MLH & 108 used plus 11 inverted wmks. Divided into
listed & unlisted varieties incl some on "OS" or "OS NSW" perfins. (130+)
Kangaroos 1913 1st wmk range on 2d (10), 2½d (2), 3d (2), 4d (6), 5d (5), 6d, 9d (2), 1/- (4) & 2/-. All showing
various ACSC listed varieties incl inverted wmks on 2d & 1/-. Also noted 2½d & 9d NWPI ovpts & range of large &
small "OS" perfins. All annotated on Hagner page. ACSC cat. $6170 (33)
Kangaroos 1913 range on stockcard comprising MLH 2d x 2, 2½d x 2 plus one no gum, 3d pair plus 2 singles &
one no gum, 4d, 5d superb MVLH, 6d (centred high) & 1/-. A fresh group, the 3d Die I with shade variations. (14)
Kangaroos 1918 3rd wmk selection incl 6d dull ultramarine, chestnut (2), 9d (7), 1/- (9), 2/- brown (5), maroon (3),
5/- (4) & 10/- (perf OS) (2). All good to F/U on Hagner with annotated varieties as per ACSC. Some heavy cancels
but many (incl both 10/-) good to fine & fault free. See website for images. Total ACSC $8675 (33)
Kangaroos 1918 3rd wmk vals for 2d (15), 2½d (8), 3d (10) & 6d ultramarine (3) all with annotated varieties incl
inverted wmk 2d (2) & 6d & inverted date slug on 3d. All used except one 3d. Cond varies but many F/U with cds's.
ACSC Cat. $3000+ (36)
Kangaroos 2d grey x 44 in mixed wmks with a range of wmk & annotated varieties. Good to fine used.
ACSC Cat. $2400+ (44)
Kangaroos 2d to 5/- MLH & used range on Hagners arranged in wmk order with some perf "OS" or with identified
ACSC varieties. Noted 2½d 1st wmk with interesting offset, 5d with CTO cancel (Cat. $100), 9d perf "T" unused, 1/small "OS" MUH, 3rd wmk 2d (4 MLH plus 2 with NWPI ovpt MLH), 2½d NWPI, ditto 3d (2 MLH), 2½d x 4 MLH with
shades, 3d (2 MLH, 4 used), 6d x 2 in 2 shades MLH & 5 used incl NWPI & 2 perfined "OS". 6d chestnut MUH plus
perf "OS" & 2 used, 9d MLH, used & perfined "OS/NSW" & 1/- MLH plus NWPI & 3 used. The 2/- brown is MLH with
4 used incl 2 perfins, 2/- maroon MLH & 2 used & 5/- used with parcel cancels. 1929/30 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- MLH plus
used & 5/- used. 1931/36 10/- & £1 Specimen, 6d "OS" ovptd vertical strip of 3 & single MUH. 5/- CTO x 2, 2/- x 5
MLH & 17 used plus assorted varieties on Hagner with vals from 2d to 5/-. Careful viewing will show this to be a very
rewarding lot with a huge ACSC value with many in fine cond. (c190)
Kangaroos Accumulation sorted by wmk & dies noting inverted wmks in 1st wmk ½d (3), 1d, 2d (2), 3d (2) & 1/-; 3rd
wmk 2d, 6d blue, 9d (2), 3d perf "OS" all used. MLH in 1st wmk incl ½d, 1d (3), 2d, 2½d, 3d (2), 4d, 5d (2), 6d (2), 9d,
1/- & 2/- (surface disturbance) with good to fine used to 2/- & a parcel cancelled 5/-. Large "OS" to 2/- used & a 9d
MLH before small "OS" to 1/- (excl 9d) used incl 4d orange-yellow. A few perf "OS/NSW" & "7", 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d &
9d MLH with used to 2/- plus perf "OS/NSW" 6d & perf "OS" to 5d (latter incls 5/- inverted wmk). 3rd wmk MLH incls
2d (2), 2½d (pair), 3d (3), 6d blue, chestnut, 9d, 1/- & 2/- maroon plus used to 5/- & faulty £2 "Specimen". Also
perfined "OS" 2d (2), 2½d, 3d (2), 6d blue, chestnut (2), 9d & 1/- MLH with used to 10/- (average cond) & perfined
"OS/NSW" vals to 2/-. 1929/30 SM to 2/- MLH & used plus 5/- used & £2 with pulled corner. MLH perf "OS" 6d, 9d &
1/- & used to 5/-. "OS" ovpt 6d MLH & used, CofA to 2/- MLH plus "OS" & ovptd Specimens (excl £1) & used to £1
(average) incl 6d "OS" ovpt. Should be viewed to check perfs, cancels etc. (300+)
Kangaroos Massive range of 2d, 2½d & 3d values in 1st & 3rd wmks. Used but cond is far above average for an
accum of this size which has been sorted by type & wmk but not "flagged" for varieties so may yield some "finds".
Contains 2d large "OS" (45), small (57), "OS/NSW" (22) & 3rd wmk (139). 2½d 1st wmk normal (26), 2nd wmk (9) &
3rd wmk (219). 3d 1st wmk inverted (5), normal (173), 3rd wmk (1000+). Only the 2d vals are perfined "OS" or
"OS/NSW". A substantial percentage are cds examples & this lot is highly recommended for kangaroo specialists
prepared to spend hundreds of hours examining items for varieties. Mind boggling! (1800+)
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Kangaroos ACSC varieties incl 9d violet CofA used with 29(3)e & g, 29(4)p MLH & normal MUH but off centre, 1/blue green, perf OS, 33(3)g & 1924 2/- maroon used with 28(1)g "colour spot of WA coast". Also 9d violet 3rd wmk
creased & mint not incl in reserve. Total Cat. value $900+ (8)
Kangaroo Range of 1st & 3rd wmk MLH kangaroos with minor faults e.g. toning, short corners, light thins, etc.
1st wmk ½d green x 3, 1d red pair, 4d orange & 5d chestnut all with fine colour & centring. 3rd wmk 2d grey x 2,
3d olive Die I, vertical pair perf "OS", 6d blue & 6d chestnut pair with "broken leg" variety & a single plus 1/- green x 2.
High cat. value with most having a very good frontal appearance. (18)
Kangaroos 1931/36 CofA wmkd 6d "OS", 9d (3), 2/- (19), 5/- (7) & 10/- (3, incl Specimen which is MH) all with ACSC
listed varieties. All good to fine used & annotated on Hagner with condition above average. Total Cat. $3000+ (33)
Kangaroos Most appear to be 3rd wmk with vals to 5/-. Cond mainly good to F/U with mixed centring & perfs. Incls
2d x 19, 2½d x 17, 3d x 15, 6d blue x 24 incl 3 inverted wmk (2 x perfined "OS"), 9d x 15, 1/- x 11, 2/- brown x 13 & 5/x7. Useful pickings. (127)
Kangaroos Small Mult wmk selection incl 9d MUH & MLH (2), 5/- with 2 used, 10/- used & with "SPECIMEN" ovpt
with curved "C" MLH plus CofA wmk 10/- "SPECIMEN" MLH. Overall reasonably centering. (8)
Kangaroos "Monopole" cigar box with vals to 1st wmk 2/- plus noted small & large "OS". This lot should well & truly
keep you busy. (100s)
Kangaroos ACSC varieties with "flags" identifying 3d 3rd wmk Die I & Die IIB used, 2½d blue with "heavy coastline
to WA" (ACSC 11(2)d, Cat. $60), 1st wmk 2½d indigo mint (ovptd N.W.Pacific Islands) showing ACSC 9(2)p plus
ACSC 33(4)d, Cat. $90 used without ovpt & 2/- brown 3rd wmk F/U perfined "OS/NSW". Cat. (excl 9d) $600+ (6)
Kangaroos Useful range incl some ACSC varieties. Incls 2d (2), 3d x 6 incl a NWPI with cds, 6d ultra vertical strip of
5 perfined "OS/NSW", a normal & "OS" singles used & NWPI & "OS" MLH plus 6d chestnut Mullett imprint block
(toning). 1/- normal & "OS" MLH & 9 used incl NWPI, 2/- brown used x 2 plus NWPI MLH, 2/- maroon 3rd wmk MLH &
CTO. Also 5/- 2nd wmk "OS" used & 3rd wmk cds plus 2 with parcel cancels. Finally a 2d "OS/NSW" vertical pair
MUH, 5/- CofA x 2 used & 10/- F/U (ACSC 50(V)vn) plus 10/- & £2 Specimen. A good lot with specialist appeal. (48)
Kangaroos Group noting 5d CTO, 1913 2½d unused, no gum, 3d MLH in Dies I & II (light toning), 1915/28 2d Die IIA
with right pane constant variety R42, MUH but album shadow line & 3d Dies I (toned) & II MLH plus 1914 6d engraved
Kooka F/U (retails $50) & 1902 4d blank base unused & 1931/36 perf II 2d MUH (D107) PD's. Cat. £500+ if fine (10)
Kangaroos Low value used accum noting ½d inverted wmk plus c100 normal good to fine used & a further 300+ with
faults, 1d (c70) mainly good 2d (250+) incl 7 inverted wmks. Cond varies, but possible varieties could make
investigation fruitful. Nearly all Eastern States cancels. (750+)
Kangaroos Used range on Seven Seas pages with 1st wmk to 2/- brown with latter F/U (1 short perf at top). 2nd wmk
complete to 5/- with 2d to 9d good used & 1/- & 2/- F/U (surface scruff on 2/-) & a good used 5/-. 3rd wmk complete
except for £2 with 2d to 2/- F/U, 5/- light parcel cancel, 10/- heavy cancel & £1 brown & blue with light but smudged
cancel (off centre with fluffy perfs) plus £1 grey F/U. SM Wmk to 2/- F/U & CofA complete to 5/- which is also F/U.
Also both 6d ovptd "OS" F/U. A useful lot for expansion. (42)
Kangaroos Mainly MLH array representing all wmks incl 1st wmk ½d, 1d, 2d x 2, 2½d, 3d, Die I x 3, 4d, 5d, 6d x 2,
9d x 2 & 1/-, 2nd wmk 2d & 2½d & 3rd wmk 2d x 2, 2½ x 3, 3d Die I x 5, 6d blue x 3, 1/- Die II & Die IIB x 2 plus 2/brown (MH, fluffy perfs but well centred). Also SMW with 6d x 3 & 9d & CofA wmk 6d, 9d, 2/- Die I & 2/- Die II x 2
with a 6d OS. Mixed centring & perfs but a better than average lot with high at. value. (44)
Kangaroos Small selection incl 1st wmk vals to 5d chestnut MLH & well centred & 9d violet, Die IIB, 3rd wmk
selvedge pair MUH (couple short perfs) plus CofA wmk 2/- maroon, Die II top left selvedge single MVLH with
"chopped neck kangaroo" variety ACSC 40(1)da in 2nd state. Useful with a conservative reserve. Total cat. value
$2300+ (17)
Kangaroos Varieties on Small multiple wmk examples incl 6d chestnut (4), 9d (6), 1/- (6) with broken "O" in "ONE" x 2
in both MUH & used, 2/- maroon (5) & 5/-. Identified with ACSC cat. numbers. Good to F/U range apart from MUH
mentioned. Total cat. value $2265 (22)
Kangaroos & Postage Dues Arranged by wmk, perfined large & small OS & those with "minor" varieties. Incls ½d
(13), 1d (125), 2d (14), 2½d (10), 3d (3), 4d (6), 5d (2), 6d blue (16), 6d brown (9), 9d violet (21), 1/- green (23) & 2/brown (4) plus 2/- maroon (11) & 5/- (3). Postage Dues with monocolour (50) & bicolour (500+). The kangaroos are
mainly good to fine used while PD's have many heavy & MSS cancels. Should provide hours of sorting fun.
Kangaroos & KGV Accum in 48 page stockbook with 3rd wmk 1/- green Die IIB with sideways wmk, KGV vals to 5d
incl blocks, imprint pairs, plate blocks, positional blocks pair & singles. Lots of 1d greens & 1½d reds incl varieties.
Also pre-decimal commems & defins in quantity but few high vals. Very high cat. value but unfortunately the rusty
stockbook has taken its effect on many so pickings but with care. Viewing suggested to appreciate the problem.
One for the salvadge expert!! (100s)
Kangaroos & KGV Used accum plus some Tasmania pictorials & low val Papua Lakatois used to 4d. The kangaroos
are mainly 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- vals whilst KGV are largely 3d & 4d's. Mixed cond but pickings. (c300)
Kangaroos & KGV Flaws & varieties annotated incl ½d x 11 with perf "OS" pair MLH, 1d (83), 2d (7), 2½d (2), 3d
(10), 6d blue (7), chestnut (16 incl broken leg), 9d (12), 1/- (12) & 2/- brown plus maroon x 21 with 4 CofA MLH. KGV
incls inverted wmks on 1d red (11), 1½d scarlet (3) & 2d scarlet (2) plus good 1d red varieties (c200). Also 1d violet
(c20), green x 100+ incl 3 MLH blocks & a marginal MLH pair showing "run "N"" variety). This is a very good lot with
many perf "OS", a used pair showing "RA joined" & MLH with same plus other similarly sought after varieties. Viewing
will impress. (500+)
Kangaroos & KGV Range of used perfined "OS" plus some "G/NSW". Starts with ½d large "OS" (8), small (6), 1d
large (100+), 2d large (1), small (9), 3d large (6), small (15), 2½d mixed 1st & 3rd wmk (30+), 3rd wmk 3d inverted
wmk plus c60 normal, 4d large (7) & small (5) & 5d with 2 each. 6d ultramarine mixed 1st & 3rd wmks (11), chestnut
mixed wmks (60+), 9d large (1), small (c30), 1/- small (100+), 2/- brown (2) & maroon (6) plus 5/- (small mult wmk)
with various "OS/NSW" (38). KGV ½d green (60), orange (13), 1d red (57), violet (3), green (100+), 1½d green (5),
chocolate & red brown shades (c80), red (c80), 2d orange (c50), brown (7), red (c80), 3d (c100), 4½d (27), 5d (50+) &
1/4d (4). Also OS ovpts incl ½d (5), 1d (c20), 2d red small mult (10), CofA (c70), 3d (4), 4d & 5d (6) plus a Hagner of
"OS/NSW" KGV heads to 5d. Cond overall is good with possible varieties given the huge quantity. (c1500)
Kangaroos & KGV ACSC listed & unlisted varieties mostly used but noting SM wmk perf. 14 4½d MVLH, 6d "OS"
ovpt CofA wmk pair & single MUH with heavily dupl 2/- maroon used (100+). Also an old tin with off paper KGV &
another with kangaroos incl many 6d perf "OS" (100s in each tin) & box of glassines with dupl used to c1970 & some
NZ low vals. Will delight both kangaroo & KGV specialists, even if all the varieties has been identified & those in the
tins are "normal". (1000s)
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Kangaroos & KGV Used in bag & Hagners all perfined "OS", "G/NSW" or "OS/NSW" plus 1/- lyre & 6d kookaburra
plus others similarly punctured. Also odd better kangaroo used incl 2/- 2nd wmk, 5/- 3rd wmk (heavy parcel cancel),
10/- CofA (Airmail cds) & 6d "OS" ovpt (CofA wmk) used. Range from good to fine used. (80+)
Kangaroos, KGV & States Accum on 32 Hagners noting a few WA Railway parcel stamps amongst the WA used
swans with odd useful pmk incl some "bullseye" cancels, kangaroos to 5/- incl 3d olive 1st wmk Die I MLH & a KGV to
5d with many F/U & a couple on piece. Also a page of perfins in diff issues. Early commems incl 3d Vic Cent Ash
imprint pair (stain) & 1/- P. 11 F/U. Viewing suggested as late lot! (100s)
Kangaroos, KGV & States Low value States (approx. 100) with kangaroos in mixed wmks to 2/- (32) & KGV to 5d
(approx. 100). In total about 250 with cond varying widely from good to F/U to CTO with the odd MLH. (approx. 250)
KGV 1½d annotated varieties with all colours present. Mainly used except marginal MUH blocks of 1½d scarlet ord &
perfined "OS" SM perf. 13½x12½ & red brown CofA plus 3 single crown 1½d scarlet blocks with odd other. Suit
specialist with some "unlocated" varieties which appear minor but still a worthwhile lot. (c400)
KGV 1d green, single wmk, MUH/MLH annotated variety accumulation with some duplication noting block of 4 (MLH,
light crease) with "ferns" & "RA joined", 3 pairs with "secret mark" & "run pearl", "neck flaw" plus normal & "secret
mark" plus normal. 13 MLH singles with varieties plus inverted MLH & F/U. Total ACSC cat. value is $540 as mint
singles. (16 singles, 3 pairs & block of 4)
KGV 1d reds on Hagner annotated with shade & variety details which incl "ferns", "secret mark", "substituted cliché"
(ACSC 71(2)u), "wattle line", "thin One Penny" & "RA joined" (this one MUH) & more. Majority used with attractive
cds strikes. (32)
KGV 1d reds large remainder collection arranged in "G" numbers with plenty of useful material. Single-line perf G1 &
G2 (21), smooth paper shades G10-G33 (no salmon Eosin) which appears reasonably accurate (24) & rough paper
shades G60-G77 (no G78) once again looks accurate (13). The next section has one page per "G" number & displays
a range of sub shades with smooth paper examples x 500 & rough paper examples x 140. The final less wellorganised section contains a range of varieties incl rough paper x 59, LMW shades (7), Die III shades (16) incl an
inverted wmk & smooth paper varieties x 63. In all there are over 800 stamps ranging from good to very fine used.
+Viewing highly recommended. (800+)
KGV 1d violets, single wmk on 3 DIY annotated pages incl 4 x "OS" & a range of shades with 3 pairs. 62 stamps in
total, 37 with listed varieties incl "dot before dot" perf "OS". Good to very fine used lot with some duplication. Viewing
recommended. ACSC total cat. $1000+ (62)
KGV Collection sorted by wmk, noting inverted wmks on Cr/A ½d green used, orange MUH & used, 1d red
rough paper, green MLH & used, 1½d black brown, red brown, red, 4d orange (3) & perf "OS" 1½d black
brown. Range of MLH ord & perf "OS" to 1/4d, ditto used with some perf "OS/NSW" & "T". No wmk 1d ord &
perf "OS" MLH plus 3 ord & 2 perf "OS" used. 1½d ord & "OS" MLH & used, Large Mult with wmk inverted ½d
green, 1½d black brown (2) & red brown all MLH plus upright MLH & used incl shades, perf "OS" &
"OS/NSW". SM perf. 14 MLH to 1/4d incl 1d green & 1½d red with wmk inverted & all vals used. Also perf "OS"
1½d red pair & single & 4d MLH with used to 1/4d incl 3d wmkd (2). SM perf. 13½x12½ 1d Die I/II MLH pair &
others with shades also MLH to 1/4d (2). CTO 4½d Die II "OS" ovpts on 2d & 4d MLH & used plus perf "OS"
MLH to 4d & CTO to 1/4d. Finally CofA to 1/4d MLH & used, "OS" ovpts to 5d MLH & used, perfined "OS",
"G/NSW" & "WA" used plus "G/NSW" 1½d SM perf. 13½x12½ block MLH & 5d perf "WA" CofA corner block
also MLH plus a 3d "OS" ovptd imprint block with 1933 cds. Awesome collection with a few items extracted to
be offered as separate lots. Cond varies but fine material a higher percentage of total. (720)
KGV MLH selection on Seven Seas Hingeless pages. Missing only 1d red Die II, 4½d violet SMW perf. 13½x12½
Dies I & II, 5d brown & 1/4d turquoise otherwise complete to Seven Seas. Also good to F/U on Seven Seas standard
pages with no Die II 4½d violet SMW p13½x12½ otherwise also complete. High cat. val with many useful pickings.
KGV Varieties collection arranged by wmk & all with varieties annotated. Contains 1d green (c90), ½d green (32),
orange (40, incl "OS" ovpt imprint block used), 2d orange (23), scarlet/red (100+), red brown (8), 3d (28), 4d orange
(10), violet (3), blue (7), olive (16, incl 2 "OS"), 4½d (22), 5d surcharge (5), brown (14) & 1/4d. Then identified varieties
of minor significance with odd better incl 1927 1½d "half mast" MLH, 6d violet Kingsford Smith MLH "FO/LD" double,
3d Vic Cent pair MLH with "flag on tower" (ACSC 152d), KGVI 2d mauve medallion flaw MLH & 1938 NSW 2d "man
with tail" used. Useful lot in fresh cond. (500+)
KGV MUH/MLH & used incl 4d olive single wmk MLH, 1½d red-brown SMW perf. 13½x12½ (MUH) & 5d yellow brown
(MLH). Also used with vals to 1/4d SMW perf. 13½x12½ CTO & 2 x 1/4d CofA wmk F/U. (14 MLH & 56 good-F/U)
KGV Blocks of 4 incl ½d green, crown A wmk, MUH, ½d orange SMW p13½x12½ MUH/MLH, 1d red perfined "OS"
crown A wmk (MUH - gum disturbance), 1d green SMW p13½x12½ MUH & (v) 1d green, no wmk MUH. Attractive
group with average to very good centring. (5 blocks)
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KGV Used collection arranged in ACSC order using the old "F" numbers. Note: there are no penny reds in this
collection but virtually all other areas are represented. The General approach has been to present shades,
major varieties, minor varieties & "unlisted" varieties for each category. Whilst no rarities appear to be
included there is a considerable number of very useful items & careful inspection will reward. ½d green S.W.
(F23 x 4, total 135), LMW ½d green S.W. (F5 & 6, total 112), ½d orange S.W. (F7 & 8, total 28), SMW perf. 14 (F9,
total 27 - no perf OS), SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F10, total 40), CofA (F10, total 9), 1d violet (F12, total 141) noting
"kangaroo's tongue out" perf OS, 1d green S.W. (F13, total 161) with 3 "dry ink" varieties, LMW (F14, total 35),
no wmk perf. 14 (F15, total 21), no perf OS & SMW Perf. 14 (F16, total 138) plus SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F17, total
103) incl 6 x Die 2. CofA wmk (F19, total 154), 1½d black-brown S.W. (F20, total 69), 1½d brown S.W. (F21, total
143) incl several "tin shed" flaws, 1½d black-brown LMW (F22, total 59), 1½d brown LMW (F24, total 89), 1½d
red-brown S.W. (F25, total 40), 1½d green (F26, total 113), 1½d red S.W. (F27, total 258) incl 12 x "8 wattle"
varieties & no wmk (F28, total 25) incl a perf OS. SMW perf. 14 (F29, total 125) noted 2 with blurred print, SMW
perf. 13½x12½ (F31, total 142), 1½d red-brown SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F33, total 17) & CofA wmk (F34, total 12),
2d orange (F35, total 95), 2d red S.W. (F36, total 123) noting dry ink perf OS, 2d brown S.W. (F37, total 28).
SMW perf. 14 (F30, total 7), SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F39, total 41), 2d red SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F40, total 35) &
SMW perf. 13½x12½ 2d surcharge (F41, total 14) Die III, SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F42, total 36). CofA wmk (F43,
total 60), 3d blue S.W. (F44, total 29), S.W. (F45, total 21) incl very fine A & B pair with M.O.O. Yarrawong cds &
2 x dry ink examples. SMW perf 14 (F46, total 22), SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F47, total 25) & SMW Die II perf.
13½x12½ (F40, total 33) plus CofA wmk (F49, total 30), 4d orange (F50, total 49) incl lemon-yellow. Also noted
line through four pence on 4d violet (F51, total 8), 4d blue (F52, total 21) "thin fourpence", 4d olive S.W. (F54,
total 14), SMW perf. 14 (F55, total 9), SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F56, total 22), CofA wmk (F57, total 41), 4½d violet
S.W. (F58, total 25), SMW perf. 14 (F59, total 2) & SMW perf. 13½x12½ (total 2 incl perf OS) but no Die II's. 5d
chestnut S.W. SLP (F62, total 5), S.W. (F64, total 13), SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F68, total 10), CofA (F69, total 40)
noting "missing frame behind kangaroo" variety. 1/4d turquoise S.W. (F68, total 4), SMW perf. 14 (F69, total 1),
SMW perf. 13½x12½ (F70, total 2) & CofA (F71, total 4). This collection is offered as received with no items
extracted by us. There are over 3000 good to very fine used with many more annotated varieties than those
listed above. Very high cat. value.
KGV MUH/MLH & used remainder lot in 32 pp Lighthouse stockbook. Incls single line perf MUH strip of 3, a pair & 3
singles, MLH block 4, pair & 3 singles (17). Smooth paper MUH (13), MLH (26) & 2 MUH pairs plus strip of 3. Noted
perf OS, perf OS/NSW, inverted wmk, some annotated varieties & a few NWPI ovpts. 63 smooth paper MUH/MLH & a
strip of 3, 2 pairs & 3 singles MUH & 1 MLH on rough paper. Incls Postal Stationery cut-outs x 13 before LMW MUH x
5, MLH x 3 & used x 6. Die III MH x 3 with 21 used. Noted "N-Y joined" varieties pair & 3 singles F/U. The last 3 pages
contain more used single & pairs with engraved issues x 9 MUH, 4 MH & CTO, block 4 & 1 single & finally NWPI ovpts
with 5 x 1d incl Die II (MUH) plus 6 other vals with ½d, 2d (F/U), 4d x 2 & 5d x 2. Ideal for specialist or re-seller. (160)
KGV Postal Stationery Incls a 1d "Mt Gambier Sth Australia" illust Lettercard fine used, three diff types of 1d
newspaper wrappers (2 x used, 1x used) & an unused 1d embossed env plus 1d red, Die I env unused. In average
cond. (6 items)
KGV Range of random misc. incl 1d reds with Military Camp postmarks incl Armidale, Rutherford, Liverpool,
Menangle & Duntroon (12), KGV on cover (24) incl Elder Smith & Co perfin (torn flap) cover front only (8) plus a few
covers from the 1940's. Also 3 unused postcards. 4other postal stationery, 10 x Vic Railway stamps from the 1930's &
a Bank of Victoria cheque dated 21 Feb 1889. Interesting group.
KGV Multiples with pairs & blocks on 3 Hagner sheets incl ½d orange block of 6 & block 4 ovptd "OS", 1d green SMW
perf. 13½x12½ with 2 varieties (ACSC 51(3)d & e), 2d surcharge block 6, 2d red SMW "OS" ovptd block 4, 1½d red
SMW perf. 14 Mullett imprint pair, 1d green SMW perf. 13½x12½ incl "saddle emu" & 2 blocks of 4 with "ferns", "wattle
line retouch", "nick left frame", & "neck flaw retouch" varieties plus CofA 2d red MUH block of 20. Nice clean lot.
KGV Substantial MUH/MLH accum with singles, pairs, blocks & imprint blocks. All vals represented with a range of
wmks & shades. Noted 1/4d SMW perf. 14 MLH, 4d orange, 4d violet, several 5d browns & 10 Ash imprint blocks in
low vals plus block of 5d chestnut ovptd "OS". Well worth inspection. (approx. 480)
KGV Used accum incl 1d red shades incl rosine on rough paper, scarlet aniline on thin paper (G19) with "thin G"
variety good used, inverted wmk Die II also F/U, Tin Shed flaw, LMW with "run N" variety, sub cliché Die II on both
rough & smooth papers, 1/4d SMW perf. 14 pair & 3 singles F/U plus CofA 8 x F/U examples. Also 1d red with JBC
monogram (heavily reinforced) on rough paper MLH, 4d blue x 100 in good to F/U cond & 5d chestnut SLP on rough
paper perfined "OS". Careful viewing should reward. (300+ )
KGV MUH, MLH & unused range to 1/4d arranged in ascending order of face value. Gum cond varies from fresh to
evenly toned but noted ½d selection in single crown wmk inverted, 3 x N.W.Pacific Island ovpts with 1d red, 1d violet
& 4d orange) & inverted wmks on 1½d black brown, 1½d scarlet & 2d scarlet. Also OS ovpts 1d (4), 2d (2) & 4d.
Conservative reserve. (139)
KGV Various blocks of 4 plus 2 single stamps. Incls 1d engraved block MLH, 1d red single-line perf block (MH), 1d
green single wmk block of 4 perfined "OS" with ACSC 77(3)d + e varieties MLH & 1½d red single wmk block 4 also
perfined "OS" MH/MVLH. 3d blue single wmk MUH/MH with some tone spots & ½d orange CofA wmk blocks of 4 & 2d
red block of 4 (bottom perfs trimmed) with inverted wmk. Total Cat. $1000+ (10 items)
KGVI Group of commems & defins all with ACSC listed varieties annotated on a Hagner. Noted 4d koala F/U with
"colour spot below right border" variety but on watermarked paper. (previously only recorded on no wmk paper, ACSC
199h) Majority good to F/U. with a total ACSC cat. of $670 plus "new find". (28)
1887-1955 range covers not in chronological order noting WA 1897/1905 local (4), 1931 FFCs Perth-MelbourneHobart, 1929 Air covers Perth-Adelaide, Adelaide-Guildford (WA) & Windsor (SA) to Guildford, 1934 Australia-PNG
FFC's (2), 1937 NSW Sesqui FDC, several 1950's Air covers to USA & London all paid 2/- incl one with 6d & 1d x18!.
Also "Unclaimed/unknown by Letter Carrier" covers, 1950's private FDC's incl John Murray/Geraldton Stamp Club (5),
1931 FFC Australia-England posted reg'd Guildford WA via Melbourne with 2/6d franking (12 adhesives) & another
with 9 adhesives incl Kingsford Smith set x 2, 1929 3d Air, KGV 2d x2, 31/12/63 Melbourne-Perth cover with 11/5d
franking & incorrectly handwritten "First Day Cover", Qantas covers (4) incl S.Africa, Coronation Day Aust-Eng &
reverse, 1957 2/- AAT Airmail generic FDC & 1957 A.R. cards Wiluna-Yalgoo & Leederville-Yalgoo plus 1957
Dalwallinu-Yalgoo Airmail cover with 4d affixed & 6d in PD's (correct rate 7d). Finally WA postcards ½d brown (2
unused), 1907 (2) used, 1901 ½d on 3d used to Brussels (damaged at left) & 1d blue unused with other items incl
1945 RAAF Air concession cover (damaged), 1937, 1950 Exhibition & odd WCS. Approx. 90% good to fine. (120+)
1913-1951 duplicated used in quality stockbook starting with over 150 kangaroos used plus CofA "OS" 6d pair MUH
before KGV heads (c100) to 1/4d & 1937/49 zoologicals MUH incl 1- perf. 13½x14 & 10/- Robes used. Also various
imprint blocks & other low val multiples MUH/MLH. Cond varies from fair to fine. (100s)
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1913-1965 Kangaroos incl 5d F/U, 3rd wmk 2d, 2½d, 6d perf "OS" (creased) MLH, 6d chestnut CofA marginal pair
MUH, £1 grey CofA wmk with "Airmail" cds of 1938 & 3rd wmk with "Specimen" ovpt. Page of KGV noting used vals
to 1/4d in both Cr/A & CofA incl very F/U 4d milky blue & useful MLH odds incl 1d red Small Mult wmk x 2 & 4d & 5d
CofA pairs. 1914 6d kookaburra is F/U with average used range of 1930's commems noting 2/- Silver Jubilee pl.1
marginal single CTO & Robes to £1. Ordinary later with top vals missing. Also 1937 NSW Sesqui, 1940 AIF, 1955
Cobb & Co & 1958 Kingsford Smith FDC's. Haphazard lot but good pickings. ACSC cat. for the two £1 kangaroos
is $825! (100s)
1913-1965 assorted stamps & covers with a cross section of items incl 1931 Kingsford Smith MLH incl "extra islands",
1931 Airmail cover to England with 6d sepia & 2d KGV tied by Wolumla NSW cds, 1931 1st England Australia Airmail
Imperial Airways cover with 1/- x2 tied by Darwin NT cds & with Imperial Airways London b/s, a few PD's with
varieties, 1923 cover with unclaimed & "not known ..." boxed handstamps & kangaroos x 22 mainly used on s/card
showing varieties plus ½d, 1d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 6d (chestnut) & 1/- MLH. Also 1915 OHMS cover franked with 1d
kangaroo perf small "OS", a loose ship letter strike on cover with 1d kangaroos & NZ 1d Universal tied by Sydney 17
Fe 14 cds, taxed NSW 1901 p/c to Finland plus many other interesting cards & covers with kangaroos & KGV. Other
stamps incl CofA 5/- kangaroo marginal with "open mouth kangaroo" variety (MLH, light crease), 6d chestnut 3rd wmk
block showing "broken leg" on one MUH/MLH, 6d ultramarine 3rd wmk inverted used & 5/- 3rd wmk used perf "OS"
with kangaroo misplaced into Bight. Other varieties on stockcards with ACSC details shown plus small stockbook of
mainly 2/- kangaroos used. Viewing highly recommended!
1913-1965 used collection in standard Seven Seas album with mounts added. Noted kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to
1/4d complete simplified (excl "OS" 5d) in average cond. 1914 6d kookaburra fine cds example as is 1932 1/- lyrebird
"OS" with later only missing Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpts but otherwise simplified complete (excl £2 Navigator). The
5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge is very fine, as is the 2/- SJ. Clearly an effort has been made to obtain cds examples of
all issues. (100s)
1913-1965 in Invieta album lovingly written up but in very mixed cond. Incls 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge which is
commercially used & will look better after a wash! Also a nice looking 10/- CofA Robes with couple of short perfs,
respectable 9d Macarthur & 10/- Robes used. Many MUH/MLH from 1950's incl some letter rate blocks. 5/- SHB
is worth more than the rest of the collection put together. (300+)
1913-1965 accum in Lighthouse 32pp stockbook. Mainly used in average cond but with 100's of kangaroos sorted by
face value to 2/- possibly unchecked. Also a few KGV before lots of 1930's 3d commems. Odd MUH/MLH incl 1937
2d Sesqui imprint block. (100s)
1913-1965 on Hagners. Noted 1935 Silver Jubilee with 2d & 3d MUH imprint blocks (3 of each value), 1962 covers (2)
addressed to a passenger at sea with oval "Mansfield & Co Ltd Received 22 Feb 1962 Travel Dept" struck in violet on
each. Also kangaroos used to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d plus 1d KGV Ash imprint block, private perfins on used KGV, some
Custom Duty & other WA Revenues with some ovptd "A.M.P. SOCIETY PERTH. Also some Victoria & WA surface
printed at the back. Mixed cond as to be expected. (100s)
1913-1965 range of used in Lighthouse 64 black page stockbook noting Kangaroos to 5/- x 3 (47 altogether), (KGV
to 1/4d (2), 1934 1/- Vic Cent x 13, 1935 1/- Anzac, 1938 9d NSW x 4, Robes to 10/- (latter MLH), Arms to 10/- x 5 &
Navigators to 10/- x 3. Cond very mixed but s/book in exc cond!
1913-1965 in Seven Seas hingeless album with used incl 5/- kangaroo 3rd wmk x 2. Some items put in wrong places
as mount from right place is broken. KGV heads in each space but 1d green Die II & 4½d Die II are incorrect. Also a
stockbook with 1913-1980's common with 700+ used & a few AAT. Mixed cond is reflected in low estimate. (2 vols)
1913-1965 Used on Hagners & Seven Seas pages. Useful kangaroos incl 1st wmk to 2/-, ditto 2nd wmk & 3rd wmk to
5/- cds with ditto for SM & CofA wmks. KGV heads incl both 1913 1d shades F/U before complete surface prints (excl
1d Die III, 1d green Die II & 4½d Die II, 4d & 5d "OS" ovpts). Mixed cond later with odd better noted incl 1/- Vic Cent
perf. 11½ with cds & 1/- SA with hexagonal exhibition cancel. Reserved on the kangaroos & KGV only. (330)
1913-1965 in Simplex album. Neatly written up noting range of used kangaroos incl average 2nd wmk 5/-, 3rd wmk 5/(2 with parcel cancels), Small Mult wmk 5/- (3) & 10/- sound used & CofA 5/- (3) before solid KGV heads to 1/4d in all
wmks & perfs (no 1d green Die II or no wmk 1½d). 1914 6d kookaburra MLH before 1927/38 commems with MLH &
used for each (no 5/- SHB, 9d Macarthur used only & 1/- ANZAC MLH only). Noted 2d Silver Jubilee bright scarlet
MLH & defins with KGVI 3d Die I MLH & all dies used. Also 5/- Robes MLH in both papers, 10/- MLH on thin paper &
Arms to £2 MVLH & used plus 5/- cattle again in both papers MLH. Various coil & booklet pairs, Helecon (8 vals),
Navigators set of 6 to £2 MLH & used plus extra used 10/- & £1. Finally, a range of "OS" ovpts incl KGV heads to 4d,
a few perf "OS" heads & bicolour PD's to 5/-. Mostly fresh & fine lot attractively presented. (100s)
1913-1965 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas hingeless album. Sparse to 1930 but incls 1st wmk 2d MUH & ½d, 1d, 3d & 5d
MLH, 3rd wmk 3d & both 6d colours, SM wmk 6d & 2/- before CofA 6d & 9d. KGV CofA set to 1/4d, SM perf. 14 4½d
MUH with ACSC "break in frame over left wattles", perf. 13½x12½ 5d MLH & surcharges. Also 1931 Kingsford Smith,
1932 6d kookaburra & 1/- lyrebird, 1/6d Hermes all MUH with later only missing top vals with 10/- Robes on thick
paper MUH. No Arms of Navigators but most vals to 2/3d present. A few MLH/used PD' s to 2/- plus 1968 Melbourne
Emergency Mail MUH & Jan 1971 Aust & GB imperf M/S & perfd sheetlets. Good percentage fine MUH. (200+)
1913-1965 neatly displayed in SG Senator album with some sections affected by toning or rust. Most issues are
represented from a few low val kangaroos & KGV. 6d engraved kookaburra F/U & 1928 Kookaburra M/S MUH but
tone spots. MUH sets incl Silver Jubilee, ANZACS, Melbourne Cent, Macarthur, Robes, Arms & Navigators etc. Most
used stamps are good to fine used . Viewing suggested to appreciate the "gems in the rough". Very high cat. value
with a conservative reserve. (100s)
1913-1965 oddments with best being kangaroos 10/- vertical pair & £1 with 1937 cds CofA A wmk both needing a
clean up. Kingsford Smith 2d plates 2, 4 & 8 with 2 of each. Also noted 9d NSW x 3 used). Mixed cond. (200+)
1913-1965 pre-decimal plus some States in 3 stockbooks with 64 page Lighthouse stockbook of states, a few
kangaroos & 2 pages of KGV defins plus lots of pre-decimal commems & other defins. The second contains a few
kangaroos with 100s of KGV from ½d to 1/4d plus 4 pages of early Newfoundland all in quality 30 page s/book. Finally
a small stockbook with kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d with useful F/U pickings. One for the patient sorter! (100s)
1913-1965 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase (vg cond) with minor odds in kangaroos & KGV but noting 3d
Sturt MUH, AIF & Arms MLH before 5/- Cattle on white paper & Navigators to both £1 MUH. QEII period seem
complete otherwise & MUH. A clean & fine lot.
1913-1965 used artistically arranged in old time album with KGV to 5d (no kangaroos), common commems with odd
later MLH incl birds to 3/- & Navigators set of 6 to £2 (retail $140). Smattering of basic used States. Mainly fine.
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1913-1970's accum in shoebox with sleeve of MUH decimals in one noting 1971 Christmas pane of 25 x 2 &
loose decimals to $2 with over $100 in FV. The used is mainly pre-decimal from kangaroos in mixed cond with
useful oddments on stockcards incl 10/- Robes Specimen MUH, 3d Cable imprint block, 1931 6d brown Air MLH
plus additional kangaroos & KGV MLH & used but in mixed cond. Even more in envelopes noting a 1914 (7th Oct)
censored cover Melbourne-Netherlands with 2½d machine cancelled & envelope handstamped "PASSED". Finally
some KGV cards/covers (17) to 1936 & 1½d Parl House in large MUH blocks. A mixed lot with a conservative
estimate. (1000s)
1913-1976 MUH/MLH in Senator binder. Smattering of kangaroos incl 1d perf large & small "OS" & 10/- & £2
Specimen (CofA, average MLH) before a good range of KGV heads to 1/4d incl 4½d Die II CTO, 5d "OS" plus ½d to
3d. "OS" ovptd 1/- lyre, 6d Kingsford Smith, SHB pair, 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs, Macarthur (2d "dark hills" offcentre), 1/6d Hermes perf 11 (horiz crease), 1935 1/- ANZAC pl.1 cnr example MLH in selvedge only. Also Silver
Jubilee & all later commems with 1937/39 incl 3d x 5 (excl "white wattles"), zoologicals in mainly common perfs &
Robes in both thick & thin to 5/- incl imprint pair with £1 thick only x 2, one MUH, other with bends. Missing Arms &
Navigators (one 10/- present). Decimals incl some coil strips & 1970 Cook M/S incl ANPEX ovpt. Clean lot with BCOF
to 2/- & extras as a bonus. (100s)
1913-1981 used in Seven Seas album with kangaroos to 5/- incl 6d "OS" ovpt, KGV to 1/4d incl some perf "OS" & to
4d (excl 3d) ovptd "OS". Commems well covered (no 5/- SHB or 2/- SJ) but many faulty. 10/- Robes has thin spot
however Arms & £1 Navigator are F/U. Later common range with a few basic PD's. Very mixed cond reflected in
reserve. (100s)
1913-1982 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Pre-decimal is patchy with most key items missing & pre-1930
sparse. 1966-1982 is complete as per leaves incl 1971 Christmas singles, block of 7 & pane of 25. No perf varieties or
booklet panes. FV $140+
1913-1986 Mainly used on hingeless leaves in Schaubek binder. Incls 2/- 2nd wmk & 10/- 3rd wmk (heavily used),
6d "OS" ovpt CofA wmk MUH & Small Mult used, CofA 5/- F/U, 10/- (crayon line & blunt corner) & £1 cds but envelope
stain plus £2 Specimen MLH. Good range of KGV heads plus perfins "OS". Commems missing only 5/- SHB with
Robes heavily used in both papers, BCOF 5/- thin paper F/U, Navigators used to £1 with £2 MLH. Average commems
& decimals but good range of PD's with 1902 "blank base" 2d, 3d, 4d, completed design monocolours to 5/- (2x 2/-),
bicolours to 2/- (some in wrong place) & a few AAT to 1972 incl 1966 set used/CTO. Also "OS" ovpts incl 2d & 3d
Kingsford Smith CTO. Collector has not been fussy about cond which varies considerably or has correctly identified
all stamps, so careful inspection is advised but conservative reserve to compensate. (100s)
1913-1988 Lighthouse hingeless album with used noting 5d kangaroo x 2, 1914 6d kookaburra, 1915/24 5/-, KGV
heads to 1/4d with mostly 2 of each, CofA 10/- & a few perf OS large & small to 2/- (latter small only). Also some
ovpts, PD's, commems to 2/-,plus Robes to £1, Arms to £2 incl 10/- & £1 Specimen MUH & Navigators to £1.
Commems complete incl 1971 Xmas block of 7. AAT to 1982 with a few covers at back. Lovely album with most
stamps in good to fine cond. (1000s)
1913-2000 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless albums in 3 vols. Pre-1940 is sparse but does incl 1/- ANZAC MLH &
Robes on thick paper with later missing 10/- to £2 Arms but including 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 MUH. Decimals
basically complete incl ANPEX M/S, 1971 Christmas singles, block & pane of 25 plus later S/A's, gutter se-tenants &
odd booklet. Clean throughout. FV $930+
1913-2002 in 3 quality Lighthouse Hingeless albums with slipcases. Kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d in mixed cond
used & not complete before mixed MUH/MLH & used missing 5/- SHB & £1 Robes. 1949/50 Arms set is used with
later all MUH/MLH incl Navigators to £2 with set of 8 MUH. Decimals over 90% complete to 2000 missing only a few
S/A's & perf changes. 2001-2002 patchy missing Int Post. Also incls first Cocos set & AAT issues to 2000 excl M/S's.
Wonderful albums to build on. FV approx. $700. (100s)
1913-2015 lightly duplicated used with kangaroos x 23 to 2/- (both colours), KGV heads x 70 to 1/4d before average
1930's commems to 1/-. Later pre-decimal missing high val Robes & £2 Arms but incls £1 & £2 Navigators. Otherwise
nearly all different simplified missing only 7/6d Cook. Decimals near complete to 2005 less so for later issues.
Generally fine with cds cancels in majority. Clean lot. (1000s)
1914-1936 KGV & commems selection with KGV ½d green (59), ½d orange (10), 1d red (280), 1d violet (33), 1d
green (240), 1½d brown (62), 1½d green (13), 1½d red (220), 2d orange (28), 2d red (70), 2d brown (9), 3d blue (28),
4d orange (38), 4d violet (7), 4d blue (15), 4d olive (16), 4½d violet (12), 5d brown (17) & 1/4d turquoise (5) plus the
commems. Most vals set out by wmk, shades, OS & varieties with some annotated. Careful inspection & sorting will
reward. (over 1200 stamps)
1914-1965 in Lighthouse stockbook starting with 4 pages of large blocks MUH of 1940's-1960's, then page of used
KGV noting 4d olive ovptd "OS" & 1/4d turquoise Small Mult wmk perf. 13½x12½ CTO followed by more pre-decimal
large blocks incl 2/- crocodile (wmk) & 1953 Coronation set in blocks of 4. Noted a few better singles incl 2/3d ANZAC
(3) & KGVI 1/4d part pane of 40. Clean lot with majority MUH. (100s)
1914-1965 MUH/MLH & used nearly complete on Hagners. No kangaroos, KGV or 5/- SHB but most BCOF (vals to
1/- present on pieces), Kingsford Smith 2d & 3d "OS" used, £1 Robes Specimen & Arms Specimen set MLH. Coils in
pairs or strips (excl KGVI 2d red) plus other extras incl coil testers & a few blocks. 1927-1931 commems incl perf "OS"
complete MLH & used incl 3d Air in both types A & B. £1 Robes in both papers MUH but toned. Used is all fine used
with neat cds cancels. Huge retail. (100s)
1914-1965 Collection of MUH/MLH presented on leaves in 3 vols. Largely in blocks of 4 with top stamps MLH, others
MUH. Noted 1914 6d Engraved Kookaburra single MLH, 1931 2d Kingsford Smith plates 1-8, 10, 11 & imprint block,
1930 1½d Sturt 1-8 (excl 2) & lower val commem imprint blocks with both perfs of zoologicals (1/- perf. 13½x14
toned), 5/- Arms & 10/- irregular block of 3 plus Navigators to £2 MUH. Also 1953 food blocks of 9 plus 3d gutter block
of 6, 1962 2/3d Games imprint block with marginal block of 24. 1964 birds incl 2/5d in both papers all in blocks plus
singles of 5/- cattle in both papers. A worthwhile collection with majority fine. (100s)
1914-1981 Accum with MUH/MLH plus some used. Noted 1929 3d Air (4), 1934 Macarthur set of 3, 1936 SA 3d block,
1/- pair, 1940 AIF (2 sets), 1953 food strips (2 sets) & 1963 Navigators (excl £1) MUH. Modest decimals plus dupl
used KGV 3d small mult & CofA (c20 ea), 4d in various wmks majority with cds cancels (c50) & 5d small mult & CofA
with approx. 20 of each also mainly cds. A clean lot with conservative reserve. (100s)
1927-1965 Range of issues in blocks of 4 incl some imprints. Majority MUH but some MUH/MLH. Noted 1d & 3d
BCOF & 2/3d ICY & flowers. Useful for re-sale. (230+)
1927-1982 MLH common in pre-decimal with decimals incl 1971 Christmas & Beef sets x 2 & PM's & FA's in tabbed
sets. Total FV $200++ (100s)
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1929-1978 blocks of 4 in quality Lighthouse block album. Excellent range of plate number blocks MUH/MLH incl 1929
1½d swan 1-12 complete & 1931 Kingsford Smith 2d 1-8 & 3d 1-3 plus imprints of both vals & 6d plus 6d Airmail strip
of 3. Also 1929 Sturt 1½d 1-8 & 3d 1-2, 1932 3d SHB 1-4 plus imprint, 1935 3d ANZAC pl.1 in all 4 positions & ditto
for 1936 cable. Imprint block sets of 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF with various later lower val imprints or marginal blocks.
Incls 1937/49 5/- thick & 10/- thin imprint blocks with various decimal low vals ($30 FV). Clean throughout. (117
blocks, strip of 3 & 1976 NSW M/S (7))
1931-1984 covers, cards, airmail etiquettes, aerogrammes, exhibition cards & related ephemera. Noted 1932 3d
SHB on Sydney cancelled cover address to France, Romania 1939 metered registered cover to passenger on board
"Strathaird" & on-sent with "Outer Harbour Sth Australia" cds, range of 1974 Australian pictorial cachets on 7¢
covers & Cook aerogrammes (9 unused) with his portrait at lower left plus quaint ephemera incl ANPEX 1972 $5
tickets inscribed "Barossa Valley Tour Reserved Seat". (approx. 80 items)
1956-2000 The Australian Olympic Stamp Collection in gold embossed Lighthouse album with various Olympic MUH
issues presented on 22 pages. Opening at the FV of $40 plus the pre-decimals. Exc cond.
Pre-decimal small auction lot purchases on Hagners, stockcards & protector sleeves. Noted 3d Sturt with pl.1 blocks
MUH, KGVI 3½d blue imprint pair with pre-printing paper crease resulting in aberrant perfs in selvedge, doctor blade
flaw on 5d Inland Mission corner block, plate blocks of 2d cable (all 4 plus extra 1 & 2), "VG" perfins on KGVI & QM
blocks, 1945 Peace blocks of 30, 10/- Robes Specimen (faults), BCOF 3d with "B" of ovpt nearly missing, AAT to 2/3d
in MUH blocks of 6, 1929 1½d Swan plate pairs 1-12 incl 8 & 9-12 blocks of 4, 1974 35¢ Christmas pl.3 pair & various
other 1930's imprint & plate blocks incl 3d SHB pl.1&2, 1936 Cable 2d pl.1-4 with extras, 1931 3d Kingsford Smith 1-2
& KGVI 2d mauve block of 9 with medallion flaw. Oddments to 1965 with many accompanied by dealer/auction
receipts from 1990's. Also GB 1854/79 1d pl.130 on 1873 cover, 1d imperf on letter & Australian WWI formular "Active
Service" cover to WA with Field Post Office 86 stampless cds. Interesting lot! (100s)
1966-1973 range of complete MUH sheets of 100 incl 1966 4c Christmas, 1967 Bible, 1969 Flight (2 sheets), 1970 5c
Grasslands, 5c & 30c Cook (latter sheet of 40), 5c Royal Visit, 5c Railway, 1971 6c RAAF, Aust/Asia set of 3 (sheets
of 50), 1972 7c Accountancy, 7c Christmas, Rehabilitation set of 3, 7c CWA, 7c Metric set of 4, Olympics set of 4,
1973 7c Radio, 7c WHO (2 sheets) & 7c Telegraph. All MUH & unchecked for specialist varieties. FV $260+
1966-1984 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Appears complete MUH incl 1971 Xmas in pane of 25. Total FV $170+
1966-1985 & 1987-1994 collection in Seven Seas Hingeless albums in 2 vols. Complete simplified with odd extra perf
variety, Framas & Navigators set of 4 ovptd "SPECIMEN" (latter unused without gum). 1971 Christmas incls block of 7
& pane of 25. Appears complete MUH. Total FV $520+ (100s)
1966-2001 good to fine used on photocopied Seven Seas pages in 2 vols. Many useful incl Int Post & M/S's with
majority fine used. 95% complete incl S/A's & some gutters etc. (100s)
1966-2009 Fine to good used incl CTO range on 85 Hagner/Prinz pages in "as new" cond. Noted $10 Kakadu block of
4 with central cds & some later Territories incl AAT $1 Mock Sun. (100s)
1988 Bicentennial Benham Silk Cover collection in quality Lighthouse album with slipcase. Incls all First Fleet issues
plus Living Together sets & joint issues. Beautiful presentation & usual high Benham quality. Reserved at less than
$1 each. (42)
Cinderellas 1920's-1950's range noting Parramatta 150th Anniv x 100 with scenes/people (some dupl), "Victory
Stamp" in blocks of 4 & 8 showing old rig ship (?), 1950 Aust Nat Philatelic Exhibition sheetlet of 12 plus ovptd single
with date in green, 1951 Bendigo Cent blocks of 4 in 3 colours, 1955 Anpex strip of 3 plus random PP imprints, a
selection of 28 x 2d Vic Stamp Duty on pieces with a range of cachets & datestamps incl some earlier imprint types
with vals to 4/-, other revenues for WA & NSW & cigar labels. Good to fair cond (approx. 150, excl modern cut-outs)
Cinderellas 1966-1993 range of MUH issues & on covers/cards. Incls 1966 WAPEX Perth block of 9, 1980 1st Nat
Philatelic Convention, $1.20 Dubbo Tram Service sheetlet, 1984 Leigh Mardon Cricket M/S, Palmerston Stamp Centre
at Ausipex (2), 1987 Lions Christmas Seals, 1988 Sydpex Lottery, 1991/92 $8, 1993 & 1993/94 $10 Duck stamps plus
a range of Hutt River issues.
First Day Covers 1956-59 Range of Guthrie hand addressed covers incl 1956 3½d Govt pair, 1957 4d SA Govt pair,
Christmas pair, 2/- AAT, 1958 War Memorial pair & 1959 4d Qld Govt, 5d QEII, 3/- Waratah & 5d, 8d, 1/- & 2/3 AAT
plus 1956 4d, 7½d, 1/- & 2/- Olympics in blocks of 4 on unaddressed covers. Odd minor fault but majority sound & all
pmkd Wembley Pk West. (14)
First Day Covers 1959-63 range of WCS pre-decimal all with typed address & neat GPO Perth cds's. Vals to 5/Cattle. Some corner wear but mostly clean. (45)
First Day Covers 1970-1986 unaddressed official covers incl 1970/72 low val commems, 1971 Christmas block of 7,
1972 Primary Ind & 1974 Paintings. Only 2 covers are post-1978. Clean lot. (93)
First Day Covers 1970-2000 in 8 APW albums missing only 1970 5¢ small Cook otherwise complete. Huge cost &
even bigger retail. Opening at less than $1 each. (550+)
First Day Covers 1970's-1980's are the majority unaddressed but incls some later to 2012. Incls booklet panes of 10,
Framas, AAT base covers & odd pictorial cancel on addressed cover. All in 3 Cumberland FDC albums. (227)
First Day Covers 1980-2010 range with high degree of completeness & presented on Hagners in 8 vols. Total FV of
issues is $1200+ (100s)
First Day Covers 2000-2014 range in 4 SG New Pioneer cover albums & a Lighthouse. High degree of completeness
including 2000 Gold Medallists (retail $160), last Frama issue in all postcodes, prestige covers with various
attachments (cost $9.95 ea), joint issues, S/A's & Int Post with vals to $20. Also incls PSE's for this period. Patchy in
last couple of years but huge retail. Total FV of just the stamps is $620+. Exc cond. (270+)
First Day Covers 2007-2016 incl M/S's & Int Post. Exc cond with a high retail for these hard to find later covers. FV
$240+ (80)
Hutt River Province 1979-1994 range of issues with the rarely seen later issues in sheets & sheetlets. All MUH & fine
with some used on piece with Hutt River cancels. FV as a guide to cost is $460+
Maxicards 1990-2002 complete incl AAT plus Int Post, Vals to $20 & Framas. Superb cond in 7 Cumberland albums.
216 issues with an approx. new issue price of $650+. Opening at less than $1 per issue!
Maxicards 1992-2007 appearing complete consisting of 282 issues incl Framas, AAT & Int Post. All still in original AP
wrapping. Massive original cost. (280+ sets)
Maxicards 2008-2015 selection in quality album with 30+ issues represented incl Int Post vals. Exc cond.
Medallion Covers 2007-2011 selection in Cumberland album incl 2007 "Blast Off", 2008 Olympics, WYD/Pope, AFL
Hawks, Megafauna 2009 Earth Hour, Dolphins, NRL Storm, AFL Geelong, 2010 Kokoda, Ashes, AFL Magpies, NRL
Dragons, 2011 Royal Wedding, RAAF -111, Presidents Cup & Mythical Creatures in both designs. Many limited
editions & all in fine cond. Retail totals $825 (18)
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Miniature Sheets An imperforate range incl 2005 Rotary, 2007 Architecture, 2013 AAT Antarctic Expedition, 2013
$10 Kangaroo & Map, 2014 Fireworks & 2016 AAT Ice Flowers. All MUH with both AAT having printers colour bars.
Retail at $300+ (6)
Miniature Sheets Selection of MUH & F/U noting AAT 1995 Whales ovptd Capex & Singapore (Retail $80+) & 1999
A99 perfined navigators pair all MUH plus CTO 2010 Coinage & 2015 $5 Heritage. Also a variety of other recent
issues fine used on large pieces incl International Post $10 x 4 with others to $5. Many useful with a high retail if sold
singerly. (100s)
Miniature Sheets - Exhibition Overprints 1970-2013 incl 1970 Cook ANPEX, 1976 NSW Philas House Appeal,
1996 Indonesia '96 on Joint Issue, USSR Joint Issue with NZ 1990, PhilaNippon on $1.05 Exploration, Genova '92 on
Aust Day, 1992 Space Year & Aust day with World Columbian Stamp Expo, 1993 Dinosaurs with Bangkok WPE &
Sydney Stamp & Coin Show, 1996 Pets with Melbourne NPE in gold, 1997 Brisbane Stamp & Coin Expo on Dolls &
Bears sheetlet, 1997 Shanghai Expo & another ovptd "Dromana 2004 Peninsula Stamp Club Inc" in black, 2000
Olymphilex on Sports sheetlet, Federation with London Stamp Show, 2004 Tasmania with Le Salon Du Timbre &
China 2004, 2006 China with $1.25 Int Post, 2008 Megafauna with Beijing & logo & 2010 Canberra Stampshow Exhib,
Bangkok & Adelaide Stampex M/S. Also 2012 Indonesia with $2.35 pair, 2013 WSE & 2013 OPBCC (No. 58 of 100)
on Surfing. All fine MUH FV $66+ (26)
PNC's 1994-2011 range incl the scarce 2000 Anzacs, 2001 Army, the 2000 $5 Olympic Sports pair, 2002 QEII
Accession & 2007 Ashes. These 6 along retail at $900. Also 1994 Family, 1995 Dunlop, 1997 Bradman, 1998
Bass/Flinders, 199 IYOP, 2003 Jubilee, 2004 Eureka, 2005 Tennis ($5), Baton Relay ($5), 2006 Dame Edna,
Lifesaving, QEII B'day, C/wealth Games ($5), 2007 SAS, SHB, Kangaroos, 2008 Beijing, WYD/Pope, Remembrance,
Scouting, Quarantine, Football, 2009 AP in both types, Stargazing, 2010 Fromelles, ATO, Burke & Wills, Girl Guides,
Memorial, Melbourne Cup, Macquarie, Shanghai, Flight, Coinage, 2011 Navy, Melba, QEII B'day, Volunteers, Bush
babies (5 diff designs), Ryder Cup, Duntroon, Royal Wedding, Remembrance Day ($5) & Christmas. All in fine cond.
Total retail $2350+ (55)
PNC's 2000-2008 range incl the scarce 2000 VC - Valour, Legends -Anzacs, the 2000 $5 Olympic Sports pair, 2002
QEII Accession & 2008 Army. All in fine cond. Total retail $950+ (6)
Postage Dues 1902-1960 collection arranged in cat. order with annotations. "Blank at base" monocolours to 5/- mixed
MLH (incl 8d) & used, "Base completed" excellent range to 5/- (D33) pair & single used, noting 10d MUH (corner
crease) & used 1908/09 Crown/A wmk 5/- pair F/U plus 1909/10 bicolours incl 5/- F/U vertical pair & vals to 2/- MLH.
Also 1913/23 to 1/-, 1922/30 to 6d & 1931/36 CofA wmk to 1/- incl 6d used (Cat. £325). 1928 & onwards with range of
shades & odd MUH/MLH multiples. STC by collector on 16/7/15 at $11,838. (100s)
Postage Dues Blocks & varieties with all used vals having cds cancels with vals to 1/- surface printed & 5/- recess.
MLH vals to 1/-. ACSC Cat. $1760+ for blocks & $2375 for listed varieties on singles which comprise 24 monocolours
to 1/- & over 200 bicolours mainly used. Varieties on PD's seldom offered in such quantity & appear to be correct.
Postal Stationery selection noting Airletters, letter cards, registered letters & aerogrammes unused with 12 from
1954-1966 period & 1967-1986 with 43). Also 10 used between 1959-1967 with aerogrammes & registered letters
(1/0½d, 2/5d & 24¢). The 1/0½d QEII is uprated with 6½d. Modest lot. (96)
Presentation Packs 1969-1977 complete in quality APW albums with info inserts. Incls scarce 1970 Expo & Royal
Visit in Japanese (retail at $195), 1970 Defins in original pack with stamps neatly in place (retails at $650), 1971
Christmas, Paintings to $10 & 1975 Gift pack. All in excellent cond. Total retails $1400+ (53)
Underpaid Mail 1970's-1980's commercial mail with a variety of Tax markings on small & larger covers in open box.
Useful for research. (100s)
Varieties A selection of decimal varieties & printing flaws incl 1966 4c QEII plate 24 block of 20 x 2 & blocks of 4 for
24, 27 & 28 plus 7c QEII Plate 14 block of 16 & $1 Flinders Plate 3 selvedge. Also 7c CWA red dot var. & 1974 $2
Gums also with a large red ink spot, 40c Pioneer Shelter strips of 4 x 2 retouched, $1 Lighthorse man with ink run,
1979 Nat Parks block of 10 with a "mottled oil effect" on last 2 units & 2 shades plus 20c bird pair & 40c Performing
Arts with Dr blade flaws. MUH (18 items)
Varieties Decimal range with 1971 7¢ A/Asia marginal block of 3 with left pair missing pink, right stamp partially
missing pink & a separate single with missing pink at base, 2¢ Desert Rose coil pair with strong offset on gum, 7¢
Desert Pea buff omitted & green misplaced, 1972 Olympics 7¢ running positional multiples showing ACSC 601da,
601g, 601zb & 7¢ swimming pos block with ACSC 603da retouch & 1973 25¢ Iron & Steel block with red doctor blade
flaw. Also 18¢ flower with black omitted, 1978 18¢ Kingsford Smith marginal pair grossly misperfed resulting in
"Australia" nearly cut off at top, 1984 Vic 150th Anniv vertical pair with double perfs resulting in spectacular shift 5mm
down & to right plus a mint single "short" stamp with top horizontal perfs misplaced (no "Australia 30¢"). Many useful
and some unlisted. (c200 stamps)
WWII Censored & military covers in individually protected glassines many with price stickers of $10 or $15 ea.
Excellent variety of strikes with numerous interesting items e.g.: 1936 "Paquebot" cover Papua to HMAS Canberra c/PO Port Moresby, redirected to HMAS Canberra C/- PO Jervis Bay & additional New Caledonia & Australia franking
applied. Odd other non-Australian item incl Cuba 1944 censored cover to Canada, GB "Royal Navy" censored
formular envelope to Victoria. Must be viewed to fully appreciate. (200+)
Yearbooks 1981-2017 complete & all unopened with stamps still in original packaging. Cost $2540 from Aust Post
with a FV of $2130+ (37)
Yearbook Sheetlets 2000-2016 MUH & CTO sheetlets only available in the Annual AP Yearbooks incl 2000, 2004,
2008, 2012 & 2016 Olympic Gold Medallists plus the late Tellent M/S from 2012. Also 2005 Parrots, 2006 QEII B'day,
2007 Gardens, 2009 Species at Risk, 2010 Reef Fish, 2011 Qld Flood, 2013 Personalised Stamps, 2014 Concession
pair & 2015 Princess Charlotte. Total retail of $1000+ (32)
NSW 1855 5d green imperf with 3 margins unused with dealers mark on reverse (Cat. £1200 mint) plus other vals incl
5d & 8d "diadems" ovptd "OS" MLH & 6 other "OS" ovpts 2d to 1/- & dupl common used. (50)
NSW Accum of mainly used on Hagners & in envs starting with 5 neat 2d imperf Laureates in diff shades with margins
from "jumbo" (ultramarine) to close. Imperf 6d "diadems" x 2 imperf & 3 perfd, 8d yellow (3), orange & 1/- x 2 imperf &
2 perfd plus later range incl 9d surcharges x3, 7½d (4) & 5/- "coin" (3) & map (1). Heavy duplication in 2½d to 1/surface printed types with odd MLH/MH incl 10d (2) & 1897 2½d Jubilee marginal block of 12. (1000+)
NSW Range of used incl imperf 2d, 6d in 2 shades & 1/- diadems, perfd ditto incl 5d & 8d, 1861/69 5/- "coin" &
1859/62 "registered" rough perf plus others incl 1891 12½d & ovpt "OS". Also stockcard & glassine with 1d, 2d & 5d
perfins. Many good used examples. (c100)
Queensland 1860 2d & 6d clean cut perf 14-16 lightly used (Cat. £180) plus range on leaves with 45 stamps
incl postal fiscals. Also duplicated low values on Hagner plus Qld Railways 5d & 2/- roulettes. Some faults but
worth estimate. (100+)
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Queensland Queen Victoria "Impressed Duty" selection of 55 different to £500 (no 9d, 2/6d, 6/- or £12-£15 range). All
MLH with large part original gum with no fiscal impression or cancels. The 11/-, 17/6d & 18/- vals are mint without
gum. Odd stain or minor imperfection but a scarce group. (55)
Queensland Specialist used with dupl on Vario sheets identified by SG numbers on stickers. Condition of earlies
varies as usual but first two pages is STC c£1700 with small Chalons to 5/- & large to £1 with 5 incl 3 postally used.
Later mixed postal/ fiscal cancels plus MLH/MH vals to 9d incl blocks of ½d (2), 1d (6) & 2d (2). Should repay careful
study. (100s)
Tasmania 1924-1945 Revenues on documents. Mainly receipts & receipt pieces in favour of Storey's Creek Tin Mine
(14). Also 6 receipts from Vic, 3 from NSW & 1 from SA. All are clean but about half with tears &/or creases. Duty
stamp vals to 1/- noting 9d red ovpt on Platypus on small piece. Useful pickings at this reserve. (26 items)
Tasmania Range on stockpages, Hagners & glassines noting imperf 1d (5), 2d (4), 4d (5) & 6d (2) plus other Chalons
to 1/- in mixed cond. QV heads with wide range of shades & some cancellation interest e.g. 2½d surcharge pair with
"Insufficiently Stamped" s/l handstamp. Also 1892 10/- F/U, 1899 pictorials with dupl & a few Platypus types. 6 covers
incl 1895 2d mourning cover Hobart-Launceston, 1905 Deloraine-Launceston with 5d pictorial paying registration,
1905 Frankford-Launceston redirected to Low Head, 1905 "More To Pay" on local Launceston cover franked with 1d
pictorial, 1904 cover franked 9d (correct) Deloraine-Launceston & 1899 unstamped Hobart-Auckland with Aug 2 1899
"1d Postage Paid" strike in black & "Undeliverable" handstamp in red. Heavy dupl of 1d & 2d pictorials in glassines.
An interesting & worthwhile lot. (100s)
Tasmania Revenues group incl 2/6d perf. 11½ with BN"56", impressed 1/6d & 2/6d pieces overwritten in m/s, 1944
Mutual Fire & General Insurance policy in exc cond bearing 2/6d & 2d surface printed Stamp Duty types, 1938
Municipality of Hamilton "Analysis of Voucher Expenditure" (total £26/5/1d) with Stamp Duty 5/-, 1/-, 6d (5), 2d & 1d
affixed & 1919 Tasmanian Auction Mart invoices with receipt attached bearing m/s cancelled QV 5d on £1 ovptd
"Revenue" (receipt is for £60/6/8d). Also 1967 Reserve Bank of Australia cheque for $364.80 to "Ace Bus Service"
with 12¢ Stamp Duty cancelled on reverse side. Interesting group for specialist. (6 items)
Victoria 1870's-1890's accum of used with vals to 5/- noting 2/6d orange Stamp Duty with "Motor Transfer" ovpt.
Heavily dupl 1d in glassine, 4 covers to Tasmania incl 1864 with 6d black tied by Melbourne duplex & Ship Letter
Inward Free cachet in red. Very mixed cond with viewing advised. (100s)
Victoria Nearly all common heavily duplicated low vals used however standing out like a beacon is the 1901/10 £1
carmine rose perf. 14 & £2 deep blue perf. 11. Fresh mint with approx. 50% o.g. (Cat. £2000)
States Bundleware in old tobacco tin with NSW 450, Vic 250, Qld 50 plus NZ with QV 1d red x 100 & GB 1d KEVII x
50. Could be anything here amongst these 1d & 2d stamps which look as though they've been in bundles for about
100 years - good luck! (approx. 900)
States Range on illustrated & plan album leaves with used in very mixed cond. Odd mint noted incl S.A. 1891/93
5d on 6d (Cat. £19) but majority common. (c360)
States Selection in individual glassines noting NSW 1860/72 6d violet perf. 12 no gum (Cat £650 mint), S.A 1886 5/rose pink used (Cat. £20), Tasmania 1/- platypus perf. 12 "Revenue" ovpt with 1901 cds (fiscally used) & 1871/91 1/orange red (no gum). Some misdescribed in glassine but remains a conservative reserve. (15 items)
States Useful collection in quality black-leaved stockbook with WA used range incl 1854 1d black (3 margins), various
recess Swans to 1/- incl "One Penny" & "½" surcharges before surface printed to £1 with "R" cancel incl 10/- F/U & 5/x 2. Internal Revenue selection with 1d to 5/- & postally used to 1/-, the 2/6d & 5/- Crown over A wmk appearing to be
postally used though not authorised. Also a few Qld, SA ("Long Toms' to 10d & 1/- "Postage" types), Tasmania
pictorials MLH & used to 6d with 4d & 6d used only, latter "A" perfin & Victoria vals to 2/-. NSW to 5/- mainly used incl
2d "laureate" imperf. Over 60% of total val is in WA. (266)
AAT 1957-1995 MUH in Seven Seas hingeless album. Complete bar ovptd M/S's. Incls 1954 Expedition cinderellas
plus 1977 Tourist Flight label. Fine cond.
AAT 1957-2007 complete MUH in "as new" Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Incls all gutters & 1995
Whales M/S's ovptd Capex & Singapore. Retail $500+ with album.
AAT 1957-2011 range on Hagners & Seven Seas pages. Incls 1966 Defins to $1 MLH with balance MUH & used with
useful duplication. Incls some gutter pairs. FV $80+ (100s)
AAT 1972-2013 selection of base postmarked FDC's incl Treaty pair (3 sets), Cook set & single on individual covers,
1973 Defins to $1 (set of 8, retail at $300), 1980 Flight (4 sets), Ships series I, II & III (2 complete sets of each, retail
$90 per set), 2013 Law & 2013 Expedition. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail $850+ (approx. 100)
Christmas Is 1958-2011 in 2 stockbooks with first few issues MLH then MUH with occasional extras incl used. No
wildlife sheetlet otherwise appears complete incl ovpt M/S's & Lunar Cycle M/S's with odd gutter block. Also incl mint
53₵ Registered letter & useful "ring ins" incl 1938 ½d kangaroo registered FDC bearing ½d x 16 cancelled Brisbane,
addressed to Bowen. A clean lot with a FV $200+ (100s)
Christmas Is 1958, 1963 & 1968 sets to $1 plus a few commems to 1980 (49, 2 M/S's). Cocos Is 1963 MUH imprint
blocks set of 6, 1969 to $1 MLH, 1976 to $1 MUH & 1984 M/S all on Hagners. (Cocos 39, 6 blocks, 1 M/S).
Christmas Is & Cocos Is 1950's to 2012 with mixed MUH & used. Noted Christmas Is 1995 Year of the Pig M/S
ovptd Melbourne Stamp & Coin Fair & Int Post vals. Some light duplication. FV $65+ (100s)
Cocos Is 1963-1994 MUH complete collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album incls 1990 Booklets, 1990/91
Provisionals with Official CTO & ovptd M/S's. Retail $1000+ (c300)
Cocos Is 1963-2011 complete in quality stockbook. First two defin sets & 1994 provisionals are MLH but all others
MUH with odd extras incl 2009 set of 4 in gutter strips of 10 & occasional used. The $5 on 65₵ has rounded top left
corner with rest fine. FV $150+ (100s)
Nauru 1915-2000 overlapping collection in Seven Seas Hingeless albums & on Hagners. One volume starts with
1927 Ships to 1/- missing other pre-decimal except on FDC's (11) with 1937 & 1954 sets complete, other FDC's with
1954-1966 range plus MUH decimals sets & M/S's to 1987 with some in blocks. Second vol starts with 1935 Silver
Jubilee F/U with later all MUH incl 1980 Christmas in full sheets, 1982 Scouting M/S on FDC & MUH & Energy sheets
with later largely complete to 2000 Millennium & Sydney Olympics sets. These later issues difficult to locate. (100s)
Nauru 1916-1980 mainly MLH on Hagners with 2/6d (B.W.) & 5/- & 10/- ( DLR) Seahorses, 1924/47 S.S.Century
duplicated to 2/6d with one of latter plus Silver Jubilee before comprehensive onwards range incl duplicated Republic
ovpts. (127)
Nauru 1916-1994 near complete in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Starts with 1916 set of 11 to 1/- before 1924 S.S.
Century to 10/- MUH/MLH (latter tone spot). MUH thereafter incl all M/S's & 1977 "black print" of surcharges set of 4.
Majority fine. Retail $500+ (400+)
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Nauru Neat collection starting with 3 pieces showing "Nauru Marshall Inseln" cds tying 3pf, 5pf & 10pf yachts, KGV
ovpts MLH & used to 1/- plus MLH Seahorses (5/- stained perfs), 1924/47 ships MLH &/or used to 1/- on dull paper &
also a set MLH to 10/- on shiny paper & to 5/- used before complete MUH/MLH &/or used to first decimals. (154)
New Guinea-NWPI mixed setting ovpts MLH & used with vals to 2/- on Seven Seas leaves. MLH incl 9d type C of first
setting, 6d & 2/- type A & 1/- second setting plus similar vals used. Second setting with MLH 2½d & 3d kangaroos plus
½d to 5d KGV. Also 2d & 3d kangaroos used & KGV ½d to 4d violet used. Blunt corner on used 2/- otherwise all fine.
Total cat. £350+ (27, of which 14 are MLH)
New Guinea-NWPI range showing varieties on 2d "abc" MLH strip with middle stamp having ACSC 5(2)I, 2½d vertical
block of 8 with top left stamp variety 9(1)o, 2/- brown MLH singles x 3 with wmk inverted & 3d singles MLH in 2 shades
plus 5/- with radio station cancel & showing "break in right frame opposite Cape York" ACSC variety 44(D)u. Also 3rd
wmk 3d MUH perf "OS NSW". Total cat. $750+
New Guinea-NWPI collection with 7 used "yacht" types, 16 GRI ovpts on vals to 40pf, GRI Kawieng 3d reg label
(SG 37) with stain, 5pf & 10pf yacht post & reply cards unused x 8 cards. NWPI ovpts incl ½d vertical block of 10 with
"abc" format shown & varieties annotated, 1d red (2 shades in "abc" strips plus 2 MLH singles & 4 used), 4d orange
"abc" strip, orange & yellow singles, orange used x 2, 5d "abc" strip with 2 singles ea MLH & used, 2d kangaroo
(SG 73) "abc" strip & MLH/used singles with variety & 2½d SG 74 with 11 varieties annotated plus 3d SG 76 a, b, c
singles MLH & 6 blue x 2, one showing short "l" in "islands" & a pale "abc" strip (no gum) with wmk inverted. Also 9d
SG 79 MLH x 2 & used, 1/- SG 81 "abc" strip MLH & the three settings used singles. 10/- SG 84 a, b, c in MLH with
latter used, 2d SG 84 "abc" strip plus used single, 6d SG 88 in two shades in "abc" strips, 9d SG 89, 1/- SG 90, 3d
SG 96 & 2/- SG 97 in similar strips before a range of singles incl 2/- wmk inverted MLH & used. Finally 1918
surcharges MLH & a 1/- used (stained perf) SG 102, ½d to 4d all represented often with both MLH & used. Also a
"OS" perfined range incl SG O12 2/- (Cat. £350 used) with others incl 4d violet (Cat. £120). A lovely lot. STC $9000+
not counting the 8 postcards. (236)
New Guinea-NWPI balance of specialised collection in Lighthouse hingeless album. Incls 115 stamps & 11
"type a,b,c" vertical strips of 3. All 1915/16 KGV heads are in strips & singles, kangaroos ditto for 1st wmk 2d
& 2½d whilst 3d (2) & 6d (3) are in singles. 9d & 1/- are in strips & singles with 2nd wmk 2d & 6d singles with 3
types of ea. 9d & 1/- strips, singles with 1/-in types "b,c" only & 5/- in all types. 3rd wmk 2d & 3d singles with
latter also strip & 2/- singles in all types, ditto inverted wmk. Also 1918 "One Penny" surcharge on 5d plus 1/x 3. 1918/22 setting in all vals to 5/- incl 9d, 2/- & 5/- x 2 of each & 1/- x 3. No Die II 1d but KGV shades in most
vals. Excellent lot in mainly MUH/MLH cond. Cat. £2000+ (115 + 11 strips)
New Guinea & Papua Mainly MLH/MH on Hagners with NWPI ovpts (10) incl KGV "One Penny" surcharge on 5d
used, 1925/28 Huts to 5/-, 1931 dated birds to £1, Air Mail ovpts with 6 vals to 5/-, 1932 undated birds to £1, ditto in
Airs before 1935 £2 & £5 Bulolo F/used, 1939 Airs to £1 & 1925/31 Huts Officials to 2/-. Papua incls 1901/05 BNG
fresh looking set to 1/-, 1917 One Penny surcharges plus on 2/6d in imprint block & 2½d both imprints (CA & JBC).
1916/31 bicolours to 10/-, 1932 9d, 1926 1d Harrison imprint block of 6, 1½d "Postace" in 2 blocks showing rift &
retouched rift & 1930 6d Airmail Harrison imprint block of 10. Also "Two Pence" on 1½d in upper left marginal block
with "Postace" flaw, 1931 5d Air on 1/- Ash imprint block of 6 & 1932 pictorials to £1 MLH. Later Papua complete but
"OS" 1931 ovpts with 5 vals to 1/- only. PNG 1952 to 2/- in imprint blocks & single set to £1 incl 1958. Postal Charges
ovpts (SG D1 toned) & set of 9 to 3/- yellow. Other pre-decimal complete plus £1 QE Specimen with decimals
incomplete MUH/MLH to 1978 incl 1966 to $2 & 1968 to $2. Generally fine. Cat. £3000+ for NWPI & New Guinea &
£1460+ for Papua/PNG. (100s)
New Guinea & Papua MLH & used noting 1925 Huts to 1/- incl 2 x 6d shades in both MLH & used, "Stamp Duty" ovpt
on 1d, 2d & 6d, 1931 Airs to 5/- MLH & to 6d used, 1931 Dated Birds to 1/- MLH & used (excl 6d used), Air ovpts to 5/mint & to 6d used (excl 5d) & 1932 Undated Birds to 10/- with 5/- in Ash imprint pair MLH (excl 3½d, 4d) & used plus
marginal block of 9 x 2/- MLH. Also Air ovpts to £1 complete MLH & used, 1935 £2 used, 1939 to 2/-with £1 MLH & to
5/- used (excl 6d & 9d). "OS" Huts to 2/- MLH plus used (excl 1½d, 4d & 1/-), 1931 Dated to 2/- MLH plus 1d, 5d & 9d
to 2/- used. 1932 Undated to 2/- MLH & a set used excl 1½d, 3½d & 6d. Papua section incls 1901 BNG Lakatois MLH
& used to 1/- in mixed papers & wmks, large "Papua" ½d, 1d, 2d & 6d MLH with 1d, 2d, 2½d, 6d & 1/- used. Small
"Papua" to 2/6d MLH & used, 1907/10 & 1910/11 MLH & used in good cond (one 2/6d stained), 1911/15 monocolours
to 2/6d MLH & used & 1d "Stamp Duty" MLH plus 1916/31 bicolours to 5/- MLH & used. "One Penny" surcharges MLH
& used plus monogram single of 2/6d & 3d Airmail ovpt before 1929/31 Airs incl diff printings & 1932 CofA 9d & 1/3d
MLH & used. 1932 pictorials to 5/- MLH (incl ½d buff, but no 2/-) & used with commems to 1941 (no 1/- or 1/6d used).
Perfined "OS" x 14 with 1907/10 types & 3 monocolours, then ovptd "OS" to 2/6d MLH & used (excl 9d & 2/6d used).
Finishes with 1947-1952 range of pieces (6) & off paper (10) Australia with PNG (incl Relief No.13) cancels. Lovely lot
with some toned gum & heavily hinged but majority fine. Cat. £4500+ (approx. 570)
New Guinea 1931-1939 MLH/used range on Seven Seas leaves with low val 1931 Huts Airmails, 1932 Undated birds
to 10/- (excl 2½d, 6d & 1/-), used to 5/- (excl 1½d) & Airmail ovpts MLH to 5/- (2/- damaged). Also 1935/37 Silver
Jubilee & Coronation (former also used) plus £2 violet used & 1939 to 1/- & £1 MVLH. Cat. £750+ (62)
Norfolk Is 1947-1980 on Hagners with FDI & other cancels on imprint blocks of 1947 Ball Bay with 12 vals plus 3d
green MLH imprint block before pre-decimal complete MLH (one 10/- Specimen) plus 5/- bicolour imprint block.
Decimals missing UPU M/S & most 1970/71 birds. Still a useful lot at this estimate. (224)
Norfolk Is 1947-2011 with the pre-1970 issues mixed MLH & MUH (latter incl 10/-) with all later MUH incl ovptd M/S &
$10 "Jasmine" scented booklet. Some extras incl 5/- brown. A good clean lot with a complete run of the later issues
which retail well over reserve. (100s)
Norfolk Is 1949-1994 MUH complete in Seven Seas Hingeless album. 1959 2/- blue is CTO & low value white paper
Ball Bay (to 2d) is not included but incls 10/- "Specimen". All fine with a retail of $800+. (100s)
Papua 1906-1941 range on Seven Seas leaves with "Small Papua" ovpts on BNG ½d, 1d & 2d, 1907/10 Papua
"small" to 4d, "large" to 2/6d all MLH plus extra 2d used, 1911 2/6d rose carmine used, 1917 surcharges MLH & used
(latter set missing ½d) & 1919/31 vals to 2/6d used with 2 shades of 6d MLH plus ½d, 1d & 2d. Also Airmail &
surcharges simplified both MLH & used & 1934-1941 complete MUH with 1931/32 "OS" ovpts complete MLH. Lovely
lot in much better condition than often seen. Cat. £600+ (100+)
PNG Noting BNG to 1/- & first Papua bicolours to 1/- mixed MLH & used with rust evident but later mainly clean with
duplicated oddment in low vals only. New Guinea Hagner of poor/average cond with used low vals before PNG on
circuit sheets noting 7½d Hut very F/U, 2/5d cattle MUH & a few decimal ovpts used. Mixed sets/odds MUH & used
plus 50¢ shell booklet, 70¢ shell & Telecom booklets. (100s)
PNG 1952-1966 Butterflies complete MUH. 10/- Map has light toning but others fine & fresh including both Postal
Charges sets incl SG D1 (Cat. £850). (107)
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PNG 1952-1975 complete with mainly MUH with 10/- map, 10/- Rabaul & a few lower vals MLH. Also incls a few
Papua MLH/used with monocolours (5) to 6d, 1917 surcharges set of 6 MLH & bicolours (9) incl 9d & 1/3d MUH plus
Airmail & surcharges (6) & 1934/39 complete MUH/MLH (couple of 1938 set stained) & New Guinea undated BOP
Airs to 2/- MUH. Useful pickings at this reserve. (100s)
PNG 1952-1994 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Complete bar provisional set of 12, 1st Postal Charges & 10/- Bird
"Specimen". The 1952 £1 is without gum, 10/- Map "Specimen" & later 1963 ovpts in all settings are MLH. Decimals
appear fresh MUH. (100s)
PNG 1957-1965 & Norfolk Is 1947-1965 with PNG incl 1952/58 to £1 MUH & used plus 10/- & £1 "Specimen" MLH
(latter tone spot). Later complete MUH/MLH & used plus both "Specimen" sizes on 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII MUH/MLH
before 1964 10/- bird Specimen MLH. Missing SG D1 & used set of 1st Postal Charge. Norfolk Is similarly
comprehensive incl 2 settings of 10/- Specimen & Ball Bay white papers both MLH & used. 1953 set is MUH only with
1960 MLH set missing 2/5d flower, otherwise complete. Clean lot. (200+)
PNG 1997-2006 near complete CTO with FDI cancels. All stamps & M/S's in excellent cond. A very difficult period to
find fine used/CTO. Cat. £580+ (439 stamps & 40 M/S's)
Territories 1977-2012 range of FDC's for AAT, Christmas Is & Cocos Is plus some Hutt River (Territory!!). Incls Aust
Postage Paid Lunar envs & the CI M/S's & sheetlets plus later Int Post issues. Exc cond. (c90)
Territories Norfolk Is 1947-1973, Christmas Is 1963-1972, Cocos 1963-1969 all mainly MUH & Fiji 1938-1972. Fiji
1938 is simplified to 5/- with 2d Die I used, 1954/56 to 2/6d mixed MUH/MLH or used, 1959 to £1, 1968 to £1, 1972
birds & flowers to $2 plus all commems. Norfolk 1947-1959 complete MUH with gaps later & 1960 to 5/- only. Later
complete to 1970/71 birds plus 1973 35¢ Cook. Christmas Is MUH incl 1963 & 1968 defins (no 15¢, 30¢) & 1977 ships
part set of 8 to $1. Cocos 1963 & 1969 sets MUH. A clean lot. (100s)
Territories MUH, MLH & used collections up to 1983 on Seven Seas leaves with mounts added. Approx. 80%
complete for Christmas Is, Cocos, Nauru, Norfolk & PNG plus a sparse range of AAT. Good clean lot, generally
missing the higher priced items in pre-decimal period. (100s)
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Cars 1982 FIA Great Automobiles of the World stamp & info card collection from the Aston Martin Tourer to the
Vauxhall Prince Henry. 108 beautifully illustrated cards with MUH issues in quality Cumberland album.
Dogs, Butterflies, Birds, Art & Fungi Similar to the above with a selection of M/S's priced on Hagners . Again a run
of a "rouge" issues noting Turkmenistan (?), "Jewish Republic", Benin, "Palestinian National Authority, etc, MUH or
CTO with some duplication. PTS at $1200+ (approx. 200)
Marine Life Attractive collection with main value in MUH noting Belize 1984 to $10, BAT to £3, Mauritius 1969 to 10R,
Bahamas fish (15) to $5, Barbados defins (17) to $10, Palau 1986 Ameripex sheetlet of 40, Aitutaki shells to $5, Cook
Is corals set of 77 to $10 & Singapore 1977 defins to $10. Over 200 MUH sets & M/S's featuring fish, shells, turtles etc
incl Wallis & Futuna plus many African issues (not back of the book) & a range of CTO & short sets amongst the rest
on approx. 200 Hagners in 6 binders. All fine as are the Hagners. (1000+)
Music An extensive thematic collection attractively presented & typed up on leaves. Divided into sub-themes for
"Great Composers", "Theatres & Stage", "Musical Instruments", "National & Sacred", "Opera & Ballet", "Conductors &
Orchestras", "Singers & Dancers", "Festivals & Concerts" & "Famous Musicians" plus a variety of related
miscellaneous stamps & covers. There are 400+ leaves but unfortunately most of the best items like Germany 1927
IAA ovpts & Hungary LEHE M/S have obvious grease stains from tape used around the mounts & in previous
mounting. This is reflected in the conservative estimate as this collection needs careful attention to salvage the
unaffected material such as the Germany 1946 Weimar Theatre M/S in 2 papers & both imperf, Cuba 1960 Christmas
se-tenant blocks & Bolivia 1945 Hymn M/S's (2). Other items incl a 1962 ticket to Carmen for performance in Madrid &
related Lottery Tickets. There are still worthwhile pickings at this reserve. (900+ stamps, 40+ M/S's & 80+
cards/covers/booklets etc)
Music 1950's-1970's Related MUH/MLH & used stamps plus slogan cancels on piece & odd M/S in envs, loose & in
glassines (approx. 250) with single items in some & sets in others. Noted Germany 1959 Beethoven Hall M/S, South
Korea instrument M/S & Hungary 1960 Liszt M/S. Cond in one env varies with some toning seen but others appear
fine due to glassines. (1000+)
Music A lot to compliment the 2 above with mainly MUH sets & singles in alpha order by country with minor pickings
incl Suriname 1970 Beethoven M/S & earlier better 1950's MLH & a few CTO but mostly 1960's-1970's MUH. Also 2
books, "Stamps & Music" by James Watson (1962) & "Theatre Philatelic" by Harrold Shiffler (1969). (100s)
Music Romania 1924 opened-out registered cover addressed to the famous Australian singer Gladys Moncrieff c/J.C. Williamson Ltd in Sydney with latter's re-address label covering original & redirecting item to London. Franked
with 1 leu defin x 12 & tied by Bucharest 5 July 24 cds, Port Said Transit of 14 July & Sydney receival 12 Aug 34, then
London Regd receival 21 Sept 24. Sent by Nell Roman of Bucharest. Nice complimentary cover to the other lots listed!
Navy Cancels & cachets incl US & French Navy ship postmarks & a USS Tarawa sticker. Fine cond. (10 items)
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See lot 1620 for the Australia 1956 7½d Olympic Games blue die proof. Also lot 1681 for the 1988 Olympics
from Australia with Photographic Proofs largely in colour featuring 27 different items.
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Olympics 1896-2008, the first volume of three for 1896-2004 whilst the others are all devoted to Beijing 2008 with
stamps, M/S's & booklets from 125 countries with a massive cat. value. Vol 1 contains 2002-2004 Greek stamps &
M/S's plus historical descriptions of the modern Olympics with colour copies of stamps & covers to illustrate the
history. This set of 3 German-printed albums is superb in presentation, the commentary on each page being in
German. A very modest reserve by vendor against cost. (100s)
Olympics 1984 USA Games commem 22carat gold stamp issue from the British Private Local PO of the Bernera
Islands with "Distribution in Australia of no more than 2000 of each design"! Each of the 39 "stamps" encapsulated on
card with description. Also the Zambia Olympics gold stamp set of 5 in pres folder. Highly philatelic & probably cost a
lot more than this reserve!!
Olympics 1984 Olympic Committee Official First Day Cover boxed collection with 120 covers & info cards. Some
outer box wear but covers/stamps in exc cond. High original retail. (120)
Olympics 1988 Winter Games in Calgary & Summer in Seoul commem illust FDC collection each with descriptive text
on reverse. Set of 60 in quality album.
Olympics 2012 issues in two matching quality albums to the collection above (also in German). Contains issues from
Algeria to Vietnam plus 72 other countries in between with stamps, M/S's & sheetlets plus the odd "gold" special.
Massive cat. value e.g. Uganda M/S's x 2 cat. at £20. Cost $500+ according to vendor. A massive original cost, they
gave up on the 2016 collection!!
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Royalty 1935 Silver Jubilee complete (excl Egypt) set of 249 in Rapkin album. All in blocks of 4 with one
stamp in each horizontal row MVLH & the other stamps all MUH. Very scarce as a complete set of blocks. The
Egypt block is offered separately being MUH on all four stamps. Superb cond throughout. No constant
varieties seen. SG £1400 for MLH set hence £5600 + at least a further £2500 for MUH premium on 2 sets (996)
Royalty 1935 Silver Jubilee complete Commonwealth omnibus good to fine used on Hagners plus some additional
values incl 2 GB covers. Mostly good to fine used examples. Rarely used, Cat. £2000+ (300+)
Royalty 1935 Silver Jubilee complete Commonwealth omnibus MLH with some MUH attractively arranged on album
leaves including Forces in Egypt MUH. Odd toning in places but majority fine. Cat £1500+ (250+)
Royalty 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation sets & oddments in 2 quality Lighthouse stockbooks. The Silver
Jubilee incls 18 complete sets plus many odd vals with some used in & duplicates. No varieties "flagged" or sighted.
1937 Coronation with c60 sets with odd one both MLH & used. Noted Bermuda in F/U blocks. Clean lot, possibly
unchecked for varieties. (100s)
Royalty 1978 25th Anniv of QEII Coronation album incl slipcase with all sheetlets incl three black prints with one
ovptd "Proof" & set of sheetlets on FDC's plus 6 booklets for IOM x2, Tuvalu & 3 special "In Aid of Cancer Research"
campaign examples. Also "Summer Isles", Lundy, Tokelau & Tuvalu sets, GB 7p set of souvenir sheets (retail at £40)
& odd other related items. Better than the average album for this occasion. (25 MUH sheetlets, 21 covers, 6 booklets,
4 sets & stationery)
Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding range of C/wealth MUH issues incl sets, sheetlets, booklets, Specimen ovpts & M/S's.
Also various GB commem & souvenir covers with diff pmks & other odd royalty issues arranged on Hagners. (100s)
Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding & 1982 "Royal Baby" complete in commem album & stockbook. Album empty with the
stockbook having 250 stamps & 84 M/S's plus extra album & pages in slipcases. STC £750+
Ships 1984 Lloyds Anniv. Omnibus collection with 17 British Commonwealth countries. Lovely presentation. High
original cost. (64 stamps, M/S & 17 FDC's)
Ships/Maritime 1970's-1980's photos, cards & covers featuring drilling rigs & ships. Written up on leaves with variety
of cachets plus some signed by Commanding Officers etc. Majority in good cond. (43 items)
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Bond, Alan & Bertrand, John signatures on 1983 Americas Cup Victory Ball Programme & Menu booklet. Good cond.
Queen Salote, 1950 (1st Nov) Salote 50th Birthday FDC signed by her at base with covering letter from Palace &
signed by her private secretary. Horiz filing fold not affecting stamps or signature. Most unusual as letter shows it was
done by request.
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Australia 1913-1965 "Old World Stamps" produced full colour hingeless album. Incls Specimens & OS's. Brand new
cond & most attractive.
Australia 1913-1965 Seven Seas Hingeless album. Very good cond in green SS binder with slipcase & incls PD's &
BCOF page. Retails at $165+
Australia 1913-1991 Stanley Gibbons Hingeless illustrated albums with slipcases. Both vols "as new".
Australia 1966-2016 Seven Seas Hingeless albums complete in 4 vols with in blue. Incls some of the early optional
pages. Very good to "as new" cond. Retails at $1000+
Australia 1980-1991 Schaubek Hingeless album with black cover plus sundry annual supplements for various
countries circa 1990.
Small tub of Hawid mount strips (c 20 packs) in various sizes with some unopened & singles in bag plus perf gauge,
tweezers, pens etc. Useful.
Hagners 2 strips x 300 in 6 Aust Post/Seven Seas binders. Majority in vg to "as new" cond. Ideal for covers, booklets
or large sheetlets. Retail $500+ with binders. (300)
Hagners x 590 in lever arch files. Nearly all "as new" with mixed strips comprising 1's (40), 2's (66), 4's (26), 5's (126),
6's (74), 7's (205) & 8's (53). Room bidders only please.
APW Stamp Pack albums x 3 with sleeves & insert cards for Pack Nos. PO1 (1969) to PO149 (1987). Good cond with
some stickiness associated with these pages but useful binders. Retail for these 3 vols is $375 brand new.
Stanley Gibbons Senator binder in black with 100 Senator pages. Brand new in original SG box. Retails $85+
Prinz mounts in strips & "leftover" off cuts all in black in small case with 2 magnifiers with lights, tweezers plus odd
stamp catalogue.
Stanley Gibbons Guernsey 1969-1992 Hingeless illustrated album with slipcase. "As new" cond.
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Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogues for Kangaroos (1996 & 2013), King George V (2001), King George
VI (1995) & Postage Dues (1999). The KGV has loose pages from heavy use by collector, the other volumes are in
very good cond. (5)
Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogue for KGV (2014 Edition). VG cond. Cost vendor $120
Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogues for Postal Stationery (2013), Kangaroos with hardback & in colour
(2013) & King George V (2014). All in "as new" cond. With an original retail of $450+ (3)
2016 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. In nearly "brand new" condition & boxed. Treat
yourself for Christmas!! Current retail for 2018 is $695!
Collect Autographs - An illustrated Guide to Autographs, 3rd Ed (2010) by Frasers Autographs (Stanley Gibbons).
Illustrated in full colour with prices & colour coded by category. Brand new cond.
"Australians Awarded", 2nd Ed (2015) by Clive Johnson. A comprehensive reference for military & civilian awards,
decorations & medals since 1772. Hard cover with some corner damage but brand new & still shrink wrapped. Retails
at $75
2018 (May) The "Besancon" Collection Aust States & Australia 1850-1960 Corinphila hard backed auction catalogue
with 1854 4d inverted swan on front cover plus many other stunning items all in full colour. Cost $50+ with airmail
postage.
"The Chapman Collection of Australian Commonwealth Stamps" by Ray Chapman (1999) Hard back in colour. Still
referred to as invaluable work for Kangaroo & KGV study. Brand new in original wrapping. Seen advertised at $200
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Great Britain related books incl "The Postage Stamps of Great Britain" parts I & II, Billy's Philatelic Handbook parts I &
II, "Guidelines to the Penny Black" (Litchfield), "The Local Posts of London 1680-1840" (Brunell), "The Postal History
of Great Britain & Ireland" (Willcocks), "British Postmarks" (Alcock & Holland), "British Post Office Numbers 18441906" (Brumall), "Penny Posts of Edinburgh & District" (The Scottish Postmark Group) & Stanley Gibbons Specialised
in 4 vols (decimal is 2nd edition, 1979) & "Queen Victoria: The Plating of the Penny 1840-1864" (Brown) plus various
extracts from articles in "SG Stamp Monthly" related to GB research. All in good cond. (18 vols)
Range of titles from a prominent philatelist's library incl Gartner 2010/11 hard bound "International Rarities"
catalogues (4) profusely illustrated plus old but valuable references with the Sanabria Airmail catalogue, "Hong Kong
& the Treaty Ports Postal History & Markings", "Cyprus: It's Postal History & Postage Stamps", "The Postal History of
British New Guinea & Papua 1885-1942", "The Henry F.Allen Collection of Black Jacks", "The Oneglia Engraved
Forgeries", "The Gambian Cameos", "The Postal & Monetary History of Latvia", "The Postage Stamps of South
Australia" & "The Fiscal Stamps of Western Australia", "Lakatoi II & III: The Territory of Papua" plus a catalogue of
Japanese private perfins with some appropriate stamps loose between the pages & a London Philatelist 2006 article
on "Labuan 8¢ Inverted Frame Postage Due Stamp". Upgrade your philatelic library with this quality lot! (17 vols)
Another treasure trove from the above vendor's library comprising "The British Occ of German Samoa, A Postal
History 1914 to 1921", "The Travelling Post Offices of Ceylon", "The Postal Censorship in Barbados During the First &
Second World Wars", "Postcards of Labuan", "Malta Picture Postcards 1898-1906", "Victoria: The Second Type of
Obliteration", "Lakatoi I, British New Guinea & De La Rue", "Victoria: The Butterfly & Barred Oval Cancellations 18501855", "The Railway Parcel Stamps of Finland", "Postage Stamps in the Making" (Fred Melville), "The Postage
Stamps of the Native Protected States of Malaya" part I, "Philatelic Forgers: Their Lives & Works", "Pitcairn Islands:
The Stamps & Postal History", "Tasmania Stamps & Postal History", "The Postal History of Papua New Guinea 19451998", "Le Premier Emissions de la Guyana Anglaise", "The Dragon Stamps of Japan 1871-1872" incl English
translation & "The Stamps of the Straits Settlements Surcharged for Use in the Native Protected States". A well used
but sound assembly & a rare opportunity to acquire so much elusive philatelic literature in one lot. (18)
"Between the Lines A Short History of the Development of the Post Office in Western Australia" by Wim Smits (1979)
boxed set with both vols. Colour plates & lots of historical background, continues to be used for reference. Exc cond.
"The Bill O'Connell Collection of Rhodesian Double Heads, Admirals & Postmarks" (2018) Stanley Gibbons Auctions
catalogue in full colour. Useful reference for shades & varieties also. Exc cond.
Stanley Gibbons Stamp Monthly Archive Edition 1890-2009 complete on 5 CD's in original packaging. Great for
research with searchable access to over 1650 issues. Vendor's duplicate birthday present. Original cost £199. Incls
Lumagny 30x illuminated pocket microscope with new batteries in original box. Treat yourself!
Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 British Commonwealth catalogue (2016) catalogue. Hardback cover with 700 pages in
full colour. Exc cond.
New Zealand "King George VI - The Half Penny Issues & Postal rates" by Prest & Skinner (2010) Full colour & well
illustrated with rate usage incl Postal Stationery. VG cond.
China 1878-1949 Specialised Stamp Catalogue (2010) based on the original work of Shiu-Hon Chan. Full colour in 2
vols & bilingual with English. VG cond.
Singapore Post Offices & Registration Labels by William Lyons & published by Malaya Study Group, London. (1990)
Incls Islands administered from Singapore during the Jap Occ. An exc reference work in good cond.
"British New Guinea and De La Rue" & "Territory of Papua" Lakatoi I, II & III in 2 vols by Hamilton Croaker. Later vols
II & III with colour illustrations. Good cond.
"The Postal History of British New Guinea & Papua 1885-1942" by Roger Lee (1983). A good reference for scarcity
ratings & postal rates. Good cond.
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WWII 1936 Royal Engineers Pocket Book with 1940 Amendments published by Govt Printer, Canberra. Various
chapters covering Railways, Water Supply & Survey incl drawings. Good cond & a rare survivor.
Cigarette & Hoadleys Chocolate cards in old time album featuring WWI scenes, "War Incidents", "Wild West" & cars in
b&w. Good to fair cond. (158)
Cigarette Cards Wills floral satin cigarette cards which were inserts for large packets of "Three Castles" & "Vice
Regal" cigarettes. "Popular flower series" no.5, 7, 10 (ink stain on back), 15, 20, 23, 24, 28, 39 & 43. Very good cond.
(10)
Australian stamps totalling $1.00, the current postage rate, on 1000 window envelopes ready for in-house use by
businesses. They have a maximum of 3 stamps on each & are NOT the illegal reused glued-on issues as offered by
some companies. Save on the cost of stamps & envelopes at only 70c per env. (1000)
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS
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Western Australia 1854-1912 used range with typed descriptions on leaves. Noted 1854 1d black cut close on 2
sides, clear on 2 with light dumb obliterator with similar cancel on 4d light blue, 1860 2d orange (1½ margins) with BN
"20" before a basic range from 1863. Vals to 2/6d with shades to 1/- noting 1864/79 1/- bright green x 3 & sage green
x 2 plus surcharges & some nice numeral cancels. (160)
Western Australia 1860-1912 MUH, MLH & used with 2d pale orange imperf cut close (SG 24), 1863/64 1d lake
(perfs removed), 1861 2d blue clean cut perf. 14-16, 1876/81 1d yellow ochre mint (Cat. £85), 1861 6d purple brown
intermediate perf. 14-16 (no gum), 1884 "½" surcharge perf. 12 (2), 1871 3d shades (Cat. £55 ea), 1885 5d bistre,
6d violet & 1/- olive green all mint. Also 1893 & 1895 surcharges MLH, 1902 2d, 8d, 9d (2), 2/- orange on yellow &
2/6d, ditto perf. 11 5d & 9d. Also 1905/12 Cr/A 2d & 4d pale chestnut, 9d & 10d (2 shades of former, 3 of latter) & 5/(wmk inverted) all MLH plus a few low vals used. Noted 8d & 9d perfined "WA" & 38 revenues in mixed cond.
Conservative reserve. (215)
Western Australia 1890-2010 Postmarks in SG Devon album. Part 1 from Abbotts to Kurrawang with many better
than average strikes. Locations incl Agnew, Beria, Big Bell, Black Range, Black Flag, Burbanks, Burnakurra, Collie
Cardiff, Collie Fields, Collie Burn, Cuddingwarra, Davyhurst, Edjudina, Eucla, Fields Find, Gindalbie, Goongarrie,
Grants Patch, Hoffman's Mill, Ida. H, Ivan(hoe), Kunanalling, Kurrami(a) & Kurawa plus many others. Viewing will
impress with many strikes on swans, kangaroos & KGV. A great collection to develop further or to enhance an
existing collection. (approx. 600)
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Western Australia 1890-2010 Postmarks in SG Devon album. Part 2 from Lake Brown to Zanthus, the companion
to previous lot. Locations incl Lakeside, Leinster, Lennonville, Lyons Camp, Marrinup, Mt Monger, Mount Palmer,
Menzies, Mulline, Mulwarrie, Mundaring Weir, Nevoria, New Norcia, Niagara, North Kalgoorlie, Nullagine, Nungarra,
One Arm Point, Ord River Dam, Paddington, Pear Hill, Porphry, Reid, Siberia, South Kalgoorlie, Tuckanarra,
Widgemooltha, Windara, Wittenoom Gorge, Wuraga, Yaloginda, Yillminning & Yunndaga etc. Viewing will impress.
(approx. 500)
Western Australia 1960-2012 Postmark selection with approx. 70 diff modern on mainly unaddressed cancelled per
favour covers in quality Lindner album. Nothing rare but many quality cancels. Vendor travelled all over WA to get
these cancels incl Halls Creek, Warmun, Pannawanica, Widgemooltha, Forrest, etc. Exc cond.
Western Australia Accum incl a page of swans with 1854 1d black 4 margin imperf (with surface thin) plus other vals
to 1/-, three large blocks of ½d green swans plus 7 smaller blocks & strips (91). Also 1912 "one penny OPT" (57) incl
blocks of 21, 9 & 6 as well as 6 pairs. Also incls a useful array of good to fine used KGV with vals to 5d. (130). Other
states are also represented by a small number of low val stamps. Viewing may reward. (100s)
Western Australia Range of swans with numeral postmarks with either 12 or 15 bars. Nothing rare but some nice
strikes incl neat 12 bar 26 of New Norcia. (approx. 80)
Western Australia Accumulation in old biscuit tin with vals to 1/-. Useful for research & possible postmark interest
with "OS" & multiples present. (approx. 1500+)
Western Australia Range on Hagner with 1861 1d rose perf. 14, 2d blue clean cut perf. 14-16, 1864 1d bistre, 2d
chrome yellow, 1876/81 2d, 1882/85 1d & 2d plus 1885 "CA" ½d to 2½d. Also 1895 "Halfpenny" surcharge, 1898
"W Crown A" wmk set (excl 6d) plus 5/- long Internal revenue & 1902/11 vals to 8d. 1905/12 perf. 12½, 3d, 4d, 8d &
perf. 11 3d & 5d. Original gum present on all but some heavily hinged. Cat. £1000+ (25)
Western Australia Mint & used selection on Hagner from SG 38 (1d rose) to SG 146 plus fiscals F11, 12 & 20. Each
item showing cat. number & price. Most mint have hinge remnants but no rust. Total cat. value over £1000. (37)
Western Australia Postmarks Albany to Yalgoo selection on 2 Hagners with each annotated. Many nice strikes
with majority on swans. Noted "bullseye" Parcel Post Kalgoorlie on 9d kangaroo (stamp damaged) & No. 18 Pinedale
Relief dated 15 NO 53. Useful pickings. (44)
Western Australia Postmarks on 1d & 2d swans with many c1903 noting "Telegraphs Perth WA" & "Loose Ship
Letter" sl partial strikes plus various barred numerals on 1d & 2d recess printed incl some perfined "WA" & "OS" on
various 2d & 4d vals. Selection of average used to 2/- surface printed noting 1d Telegraph with BN cancel & 2d grey
(1885 type) with "swan" obliterator in violet possibly indicating official use. Ex non-collector of this material so "finds"
possible. (100s)
Western Australia Postmarks with matching pictures of post offices for Kellerberrin (1894), Narrogin (1892) &
Northam (1847) together with appropriate cancellations incl BN"7" of Northam, 1907 Mt Barker-Hobart cover with
crown over "REGISTERED" handstamp bearing 1d x 2 plus 3d to cover registration & 1896 Gingin-Guildford stained
cover with b/s plus 1899 Kelmscott-Guildford cover dated JU 30 with same day b/s of Guildford together with
photocopy of enclosure. Interesting lot. (11 items + pictures)
Western Australia Postmarks on two Hagners with identified barred numeral cancels on Swans. Nice clear strikes of
21 locations incl Albany (5), Australind, Bridgetown (2), Bunbury (3), Cossack, Dardanup, Dongara, Fremantle (3),
Geraldton incl one complete strike on 1d IR, Irwin, Jarahdale, Northam, Roebourne & York plus others. (32)
Western Australia Postcards with 9 unused incl cards by Bon Marche, Robinson, Western Mail, VSM Series, etc in
good to fine cond plus 6 1905-1909 used cards incl "Hannan Street Kalgoorlie" (WTP) & "General View of Kalgoorlie"
with Kanowna duplex 1905. Also 2 early but faint photographic cards & a greeting card from Kamballie dated 24 NO
1908 to Clunes, Vic. Generally good to fine. (15 cards)
Western Australia Railway Parcels stamps on Hagners incl decimal with 5th series no wmk $1 x2 & 10₵ to $2 in
other dupl vals (23), 6th series dupl vals x 53 from 5₵ to $2 plus 3 diff pre-decimal issues with 2nd series 3d, 1/- & 4th
series 1st issue 4/-. Semi-sorted & in fair to fine cond with WR Cat. number "flags". (90+)
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See lot 1615 for the Australia 1954 3½d WA Stamp Centenary die proof in black.
1854 1d black with light void grid. 4 clear margins & most attractive. SG 1, Cat. £275
1854 1d black unused with close to touching margins. Lightly hinged with minimal o.g. SG 1, Cat. £1300
1854/55 4d pale blue swan good to fine used with 15 bar 5 numeral cancel for Guildford in blue. Displays a
pre-printing paper fold resulting in a void area through '"TERN" of "WESTERN". Good to large margins all sides.
SG 3, Cat. £200 as normal
1854/55 4d pale blue block of 4 with "bleeding swan" variety in top left stamp. Barely visible diagonal paper
crease at upper left with pressed vertical crease between impressions otherwise superb unused without
gum & BPA London (2007) Cert. SG 3 (see front cover)
1854/55 4d pale blue showing "tilted lower border" variety. Fine unused without gum with 4 clear even
margins. Ceremuga Cert. (2015) SG 3i, Cat. £3000
1854/55 4d pale blue swan F/U with light 15 bar 6 cancel. 2 full margins with 2 touching. SG 3 Cat. £200
1854/55 4d pale blue swan unused without gum. Large to extra large margins. A premium example. SG 3, Cat. £375
1854/55 4d blue unused with 4 generous margins. Superb example. SG 3a, Cat. £450
1854/55 4d blue with 3 clear margins & just touching at top. MLH with original blackboy gum. SG 3a, Cat. £450
1854/55 4d blue with 4 large to close margins with small nick in right margin into design. Otherwise fresh unused
without gum. SG 3a, Cat. £450
1854/55 4d blue with neat BN "8" obliterator. 3 close but clear margins just touching at base. SG 3a, Cat. £250
1854/55 1/- deep red brown imperf with 3 clear margins, just cut into at right. BN cancel. Strong rich colour.
AG 4a Cat. £1000
1854/55 1/- grey brown. Close margins in 3 sides with small nick at right but huge bottom margin. Unused without
gum. Strong colour. SG 4b, Cat. £650
1854/55 1/- pale brown swan, clear margins all round, cancelled with BN "8" obliterator. Ironed out horiz crease at top
but not visible from front. SG 4c, Cat. £325
1855/55 1/- pale brown with 4 close to touching margins. Fine used with light numeral cancel. Surface scuff to left
reflected in reserve. SG 4c, Cat. £325
1858 2d brown-black on red "printed both sides" fine used with neat void grid cancel. 2 clear margins & 2 just
touching. SG 15a Cat. £800
1857 6d grey-black swan fine used by void grid cancel. 4 close to just touching margins. Attractive. SG 19 Cat. £550
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1859 6d grey black with broad margins right & base, other sides just touching. Lightly used. SG 19, Cat. £550
1860 2d orange vermilion fresh unused without gum. Even clear close margins. Quality example. SG 25, Cat. £140
1860/64 4d blue with close to touching margins. A scarce fine used example with 15 bar numeral cancel. Small
scissor cut at left. Lovely rich colour. RPSV Cert. (2016) SG 26 Cat. £325
1860/64 6d sage-green F/U with light numeral cancel. All margins touching & very slightly cut into reflected in reserve.
SG 28 Cat. £400
1860/64 6d sage-green with close to large margins. Superb used with crisp central 15 bar "3" numeral cancel. A lovely
stamp. SG 28 Cat. £400+
1861 2d blue used (SG 34), 2d blue very good used (SG 41), 6d purple-brown F/U (SG 42) & 1d carmine rose x 2
(SG 44) F/U but one with faults. Total cat. value £210+ (5)
1861 4d vermilion, perf 14, Somerset House. Fine MLH with average centring. SG 40, Cat. £450
1861 6d dark lilac swan colour trial on unwatermarked paper. Imperf with 4 margins, 1 very close. Fresh appearance.
1861 6d purple brown, perf clean-cut 14-16. MLH with part original gum. Well-centred with good colour.
SG 42, Cat. £550
1863/64 1d lake. MLH with usual rough perfs on thick rough paper. SG 50, Cat. £70
1864 ONE PENNY on 2d yellow vertical pair. Fine used with light crisp "G.P.O." strikes. SG 67 Cat. £55 + premium
as multiples of this stamp are scarce.
1865 (25th Nov) mourning cover Fremantle to London franked with 4d carmine (SG 56) & 6d violet (SG 57) tied
by numeral "8" with "FREEMANTLE" datestamp below. "Via Marseille" in m/s top left. London arrival in red
front & back. A little edge wear otherwise fine & a very rare & desirable two colour franking. (see front cover)
1865 1/- bright green, wmk crown CC, Perf. 12½. Better than average MH example. SG 61, Cat. £250
1872-1912 MUH/MLH singles selected for their with excellent colour & fine appearance. Centring varies from average
to fine but the overall appearance is well above average (see website for scans). SG 87, 90, 91a, 94, 96, 97a, 98, 99,
100, 102, 107, 110, 112, 113, 114, 115, 169 + 172, Total cat. exceeds £420 (18)
1877 6d lilac. MLH with part o.g. SG 75, Cat. £200
1878 1d ochre. MLH with large part o.g & strong colour. SG 68, Cat. £90
1879 1d bistre & 6d lilac, perf. 14 Telegraph pair good to fine used. SG T1/T2 Cat. £250 (2)
1882 5/- Internal Revenue. Superb MVLH with Ceremuga Cert. SG F18
1882/85 1d yellow ochre (SG 76), 2d chrome yellow (SG 77), 4d carmine (SG 78) & 6d reddish lilac (SG 79), all wmk
crown CA, perf. 14. MLH with good colour & centring. Cat. £400+ (4)
1882/95 3d red-brown De La Rue imperforate proof gutter block of 8 on wmk crown CA sideways gummed paper.
MUH with odd light gum bend. Strong, fresh colour.
1883 1d yellow ochre. Good to fine used. SG 81, Cat. £170
1884 "½" surcharge in red on 1d yellow ochre vertical pair with upper unit MVLH & lower MUH. SG90
1885/93 4d chestnut De La Rue imperforate proof bottom marginal block of 4 on Wmk crown CA sideways gummed
paper. Fine MUH.
1888 1d to 4d red brown set of 3. MLH (4d with light gum bend). All excellent, rich colour. SG 103/05, Cat. £200 (3)
1889 (21st Feb) WA 1d blue swan Postcard PC2 sent from Albany with duplex DxL1 to Sydney. VG cond.
1890 (22nd Aug) env with 2d swan tied by Perth duplex cancel DxB in 5 & addressed to The Rev Geo Sadler,
Guildford with 1-b b/s & "TOO LATE" h/s. Incls the contents being his wine account from P&A Gugeri, Wine & Spirit
Merchant for Sep 1890 to Jan 1891 totalling £19/19/9. Good cond & attractive with enclosure.
1892 1½d on 3d green swan Postcard (PC5) with a picture of homesteads & barns in blue ink on the message side.
Below this is a message in German & addressed to Hannover. Postally used from Kalgoorlie with duplex DXPO-d
in 2 dated 27 JA 98. Perth Ship Mail Room transit & Hannover arrival cds's. Central fold & a little tatty but a rare
Goldfields survivor!
1892 1½d on 3d green swan Postcard (PC5) with photo of man riding a bicycle in front of mining works printed in
blue (possibly lithographed) on the message side with neighbouring message in German to an address in Hamburg,
Germany. Endorsed "Brownhill 25/5/98" in m/s but no evidence of postal processing. Slight water stains/soiling. Sold
by Status Auctions in 2008 for $1050. A most interesting item.
1893 1/- & 2/6d Coolgardie Cycle Express marginal examples. 1/- with usual gum disturbance but the 2/6d has full
MUH original gum & is seldom seen thus. The service was closed in Dec 1896 after being suppressed by the postal
authority. It had been opened to expediate mail delivery when the Post Office provided only a weekly service. (2)
1893 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d & 1/- Internal Revenue swans. MLH range, 1/- with light vert crease. SG F11/15, Cat. £900+ (5)
1893 2/6d Internal Revenue, wmk CA over crown. Unused without gum.
1893 3/- Internal Revenue, wmk CA over crown. Unused without gum.
1895 (24th Mar) DO13 obliterator with Hannans 3b below tying 1d red swans strip of 3. Addressed to Dresden,
Germany with Perth transit & Dresden arrival b/s's Fine cond & an excellent proving cover.
1895 (15th July & 15th Aug) South Australian 1d post cards PTPO x 2 for "The Lake View & Boulder East Gold Mining
Company" to advise shareholders of the forth-coming Sixpence dividend payable on the 1st August & 3rd September
1895 respectively. Each with different company secretaries & printed "No Liability. Both postcards are in VG cond. (2)
1896 (12th Aug) 1896 "Hannan's Croesus Gold Mining Company" share certificate in exc cond. Attractive Goldfields
Mining Ephemera.
1897 (30th June) Kalgoorlie duplex DxL3K tying mixed swan franking with ½d & 1d x 2 on cover to London with
hooded 2 AU 97 b/s. Repaired tear at top.
1897 (20th Sept) H. Watson & Co Ironmongers, Grocers & Importers, Fremantle PTPO Postcard (PC2) with Perth
duplex DxF-1 GPO/D in 14 in violet ink. Watery Black Flag 3b-a backstamp. Light crease otherwise clean & fine.
1897 6d pink Lake Lefroy Goldfields Local Post "Cycle Mail". Unused without gum. Horiz crease but
"unusually deep & strong colour" noted on Ceremuga Cert (2016) A lovely example of a scarce stamp
with only 40 recorded. (front cover)
1897-1906 postcards to UK addresses with WA 1½d surcharge on 3d green from Albany 26 Nov 1897, UK post card
with Fremantle PAQUEBOT & 2 Feb 05 cds & b&w "Princess Royal Harbour, Albany" (Todd's Book Arcade) dated
26 Aug 1906. (3)
1898 (21st Oct) Gingin 3b on cover with 1d swans x 2 addressed to Rev Geo Sadler, Guildford. Good cond.
1898/1907 1/- WcrownA, 1902/11 8d, 9d (2), 2/- (2), 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- all very fine CTO examples. The 9d & 2/- show 2
positions of wmk VoverCrown. Cat. £255 (9)
1899 (14th Aug) "Princess Royal South Gold Mining Company", Norseman, West Australia embossed share certificate
in exc cond with matching m/s in mauve on receipts. (2 items)
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1899 (4th Nov) Kalgoorlie duplex DxPO-b in 3 strikes x 2 with one tying 2d swan pair. Clear & bold 100% strikes.
Addressed to Fremantle with arrival b/s. Good cond.
1899/1901 Land Title Department Registered covers similar to those above but different postal markings. One has
been opened & has "Re-sealed at General Post Office" labels attached. This cover is in fair cond, the other fine. (2)
1899/1901 OHMS registered Land Titles Department covers, both RTS with department frank stamps dated 8 Mar
1899 to Fremantle with Registered Perth WA ORS, "UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" cachet & several Dead
Letter Office markings plus 3 Jan 1901 similar to Perth but rectangular Registered, Perth, WA rubber h/s & additional
"UNCLAIMED". An attractive pair in fine cond.
1899-1955 selection of 7 postcards & 3 covers incl WA postcard PC 2 with Coolgardie duplex & LC room cds (lovely
clear strikes) to Perth, NSW postcard from Trafalgar, WA to Maylands (1910), "Miss Marie Sudholme" coloured card
from Fimiston to Broad Arrow (1907) & 1904 cover to USA. Cond from fair (some foxing) to very fine. (10)
1900 (5th July) WA 1½d surcharge on 3d green postcard with neat Kalgoorlie duplex cancel & Hannan's Club cover
with Kalgoorlie duplex for 13 Apr 1902. Also "Barrack Street, Perth, WA (towards river)" (Austral Stores) postcard
dated 16 Oct 1905. All addressed to UK. (3)
1900 (14th Dec) Onslow 3b tying 2d swan to env addressed to Melbourne with Ship Mail Room, Perth transit &
Melbourne arrival b/s's. Some foxing, mainly at edges.
1900 Bank of New South Wales covers addressed to Adelaide. Each with duplex cancel for Ship Mail Room Perth,
Coolgardie & 2 diff Fremantle strikes, 1 with 2d swan, the others with 4d swans. Good cond. (4)
1900 OHMS RTS Registered covers from Land Titles Office Perth with frank stamps from Perth to Boulder with
Registered Perth WA ORS & Registration Branch PO Boulder, WA ORS both front & back as well as Dead Letter
Office marking (clean but two large closed tears) plus another similar cover to that addressed to Kalgoorlie & readdressed to Comet Vale also Registered Perth with WA ORS on front, Registration Branch Kalgoorlie & WA RRS
on back together with Dead Letter Office markings. Opened & officially sealed (a little worn). (2)
1900-1973 postcards & covers with 6 addressed within WA, 2 to Vic, 1 to SA & 1 from the Sanatorium Woorooloo to
Canada censored (1943). Also incls scarce Relief "No.33" (Bentley) dated 1st Oct 1973 & an attractive 1st July to 31st
December 1950 back to the Goldfields Celebrations cover. VG to fine cond. (10)
1901 2½d blue imperforate horizontal plate proof pair on gummed W crown A paper from the imprimatur sheet.
MUH. ACSC W1PP(1)
1901-1978 inward mail to WA from interstate x 3 & overseas x 3 incl 1901 Melbourne to Norseman, 1904 USA to
Boulder, 1907 Adelaide to Cue, 1913 Germany to Day Dawn & 1978 Pakistan to Wembley. (6)
1902 (16th July) Perth duplex DxF-4 GPO/R in 6 on "SS Omrah" sepia postcard with Parramatta arrival on front &
S.M.R. Perth transit. Small tear at left not affecting stamp or cancels.
1902/11 1d carmine red, 8d apple green, 10d red, 2/- bright red/yellow, 2/6d deep blue/rose & 5/- emerald green
with V crown wmk, perf. 12½. All MLH/MH (5/- has small gum thin). Fresh vibrant colours & average centring.
SG 117, 121, 123, 124, 125 & 126, Total cat. £300 (6)
1902 2/- brownish red/yellow with "retouch to "A" of postage & "IL" of shillings 10/12" variety. MLH.
ACSC W58Ad, Cat. $300
1902 2/- brownish-red/yellow, wmk V/Crown inv, with "retouch to "a" of postage & "il" of shillings 10/12" variety.
MLH/MH. ACSC (2004) W58Ad, Cat. $300
1902 2/- brown-red/yellow with perfs "officially repaired" at top. Fine MLH & unusual. Ex Vestey coll.
1902 2/- shades on page with bright red/yellow x 2, orange/yellow, brown-red/yellow x 3 & 2/6d x 4. Mixed perfs
12½ or 12½x12. Fine MLH, ex Vestey. SG 124/25, min cat. £580 (10)
1902 10/- deep mauve. MLH & well centered. SG 127, Cat. £170
1902 £1 orange-brown, superb fine used with crisp Kalgoorlie postmark dated 4 JU 03. SG 128, Cat. £190
1902 £1 orange-brown fine used with light full Kalgoorlie MR 7 94 cds. SG 128 Cat. £190
1902 £1 orange horizontal pair fine used with Beverley 11 OCT 10 cds's. Left hand unit with damaged perf & thin
at left. SG 128a, Cat. £325 each
1902 £1 orange brown. MLH with strong vibrant colour & fresh appearance. SG 128, Cat. £425
1902/12 4d chestnut, perf 11. Used with machine cancel. SG 131, Cat. £425
1902-1908 small selection with 1905 Greenbushes to Tas cover & 5 Postcards with the following cds's South Boulder
(1908), Day Dawn (1902) & Boulder (1907) plus a later Dampier (1984). Mostly good cond. (6)
1903 (24th June) OHMS long env from Perth with Ship Mail Room duplex cancel & rare Perth M.O.O. square
cancel in mauve (not recoded in PMI or PMC). Addressed to Rutherglen, Vic with arrival backstamp. Tatty but
a rarely seen handstamp.
1904 (15th Sept) 2d QV Printed Env (EN3) from Mt Malcolm 3b-b in 2 (1) to Kalgoorlie with arrival duplex & Brown Hill
3b in nil (1) transit b/s's. VG cond.
1904 (7th Dec) Registered cover from Eucla with 1d swans x 5 tied by crisp Eucla 1 cds's (1-2). Addressed to Hobart
with Fowlers Bay, Adelaide transit & Hobart arrival b/s's. Partly concealed spike hole but remains an attractive cover.
1904-1947 intrastate mail plus cover to UK. Incls 1904 Boulder to Kookynie, 1908 Kalgoorlie to Fremantle, 1935
Youanmi to England, 1942 from Mining Registrar, Southern Cross to Burbidge & then re-addressed to Melville Camp
with INSUFFIENTLY ADDRESSED" cachet & a 1947 No.5 Pumping Station cds on env to Perth. (4)
1904-1962 intrastate or interstate out-going mail incl 1904 with Boulder duplex to Tas, 1955 Big Bell to Perth, 1962
Wittenoom Regd cover, 1958 Kalgoorlie Express Delivery cover to Perth & 1937 Titles Office to Youanmi (neat arrival
cds) RTS with label on back. Useful group. (9)
1905 4d yellow brown swan perf 11 perfined "OS". Note this stamp was only issued "OS". The ACSC 2004 Ed
"Kangaroos and the Early Federal Period 1901-12" states …"perhaps as many as 10 mint & 20-30 used examples
are known with "OS" puncture". Fine used with a few shortish perfs. A rare survivor! SG 154, Cat. £275
1905 (5th May) Western Mail "Teaming Nor'West Wool to the Coast" b&w postcard with ½d & 1d swans tied by
Yundamindera 3b-b cds's without year plugs. Addressed to Norfolk, England with Perth machine transit cancel. Good
cond with scarce pmks.
1905 (22nd May) 2d QV Printed Env (EN3) with Murrin Murrin 3b (2) cds & beautifully addressed to Kalgoorlie with
Brown Hill 3b transit & Kalgoorlie duplex arrival b/s's. Fine cond.
1905 (4th Dec) "Botanic Gardens, Ballarat, Australia" postcard with Mount Gambia squared circle date stamp.
Complete neighbouring rare oval Yornaning Post Office DEC 28 1905 ORS 1 (1) cancel. Very fine.
1905/07 Registered covers to Hobart from Kalgoorlie with rectangular Registered cachet RRS 1-a, oval "R" &
"Registered Letter Branch Perth WA" RRS 2-a on reverse & another from Laverton with circled "R" h/s & Registered
Perth, WA ORS b/s. VG cond. (2)
1905/12 1d rose-pink swan vert pair with double perforations down right vert side. Fine used & unusual. SG 139var.
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1905/12 2d yellow (couple of small adhesions) (SG 140), 4d bright red brown, (SG 142), 5d pale greenish yellow,
(SG 143b), 9d orange (SG 145) & 10d rose orange (SG 146). All lovely fresh MLH examples. Total Cat. £150+ (5)
1906 "PARLIAMENT HOUSES, PERTH" & "PERTH R. STATION WELLINGTON ST." Perth Scenic Envelope unused
in very good cond. Only one example recorded by Kelly of the Parl House design. (2 items)
1906 (21st Aug) Taxed inwards "Ballarat from the Town Hall Looking East" postcard with ½d Bantum only &
addressed to Kalgoorlie Gold Mine, Boulder City with 1d PD tied by Fimiston 3b in 3 (1-2) & with 3b-b in 1 (1-2) arrival
cds's. very fine.
1906/07 English PPC's with clear Fimiston 3b arrival cds's with indices 1, 2 & 3. Two addressed Kalgoorlie Gold Mine
& the third C/- PO Fimiston. Good cond. (3)
1906/07 Indian picture postcards with clear Fimiston arrival cds's with two addressed to Kalgurli Gold Mine & the other
c/- Fimiston PO. VG cond. (3)
1907 (5th Feb) 1904 1d swan Post Card (PC 13) with variable Ship Mail Room cds & addressed to England. Lightly
creased top left corner, otherwise fine.
1907 (26th April) OHMS long cover with 2d yellow swans x 2 perfined "OS" & tied by Perth cds's. Sent from Railways
Chief Accountant, Perth to Brown Hill with Kalgoorlie transit & Brown Hill 3b in 1 arrival. Good cond with central fold
not affecting stamps or cds's.
1907 (29th Apr) Glamour colour postcard (Miss Dolly Castles) with variable Kurrawang 3b cds (1) tying 1d swan. A
rare cds on cover/card. Good cond.
1907 (18th June) "Lower Stirling Terrace Albany, WA" colour postcard with crisp North Kalgoorlie A28 tying 1d swan.
Addressed to Prospect, S.A. Heavy crease top left. (1-2)
1907 (27th Aug) Coolgardie to Broad Arrow postcard with 1d swan tied by Coolgardie A25T (3) with Broad Arrow
arrival 3b-a (1-2) alongside. Attractive usage in very good cond.
1907-1909 postally used postcards (no WA scenes) used within WA incl Coolgardie to Kurramia, Kambalie to Boulder,
Boulder to Donnybrook & 2 x Fimiston to Perth. All in good cond. (5)
1908 (15th Jan) Postcard with Dumb Obliterator D0-10 (1) tying 1d swan. Message indicating that the postcard was
probably written in Kamballie but there is no confirming town date stamp. Neighbouring South Boulder A25 (1-2)
alongside is a probable transit cancel. Alternatively the obliterator was in use at South Boulder? Good cond.
1908 (18th May) "Hannans Street, Kalgoorlie, WA" (WTP) postcard to Egypt with Suez cds & "Fremantle Harbour"
(Bon Marche stores) addressed to Belgium with 10¢ Belgian tax stamp. (later cost vendor $150). Both in very fine. (2)
1908 (8th Nov) "Nasinu Bridge, Suva Fiji" b&w postcard from Eucla with A26 cds's to Yarloop with "NOT KNOWN BY
LETTER CARRIER" s/l cachet. Rough around the edges but bold, clear Eucla cds's.
1908 (11th Nov) Art Series "Papa, Mama & the Baby" sepia postcard with 1d swan tied by two Hopetoun D27 cds's
side by side. (3) Addressed to Kalgoorlie & in very good cond. Note: not so common on swans.
1909 (5th May) South Boulder to Bamballie colour postcard, 1900 (22nd Dec) Gordon & Gotch commercial cover
Perth to Adelaide & 1910 (22nnd Dec) taxed (no stamp) Boulder to Argyle WA greeting card. All good to fine cond. (3)
1909 ?? 10 bar dumb obliterator (D.O. 10) tying 1d red swan to a Falk coloured postcard showing "The Swan River at
Bicton, W.A.". Sent from Perth to Kanowna. The Perth postal marking - machine cancel missed the stamp entirely
leaving it clean hence the DO applied. Question is where was D.O. 10 applied? There appears to be no record of the
D.O. 10 being supplied to either Perth or Kanowna where card was sent & received. Kanowna 15 JU 09 arrival cds.
One for the specialists!
1910 (4th Nov) Kalgoorlie "Hannans Street Kalgoorlie (Falk) postcard to S.Africa, 1923 (11th June) "Australian Labour
Party" cover to Poland & 1934 (7th Apr) Regd cover to Estonia, the latter 2 ex Kalgoorlie. (3)
1911 (8th July) 1d blue swan Post Card (PC18) PTPO for "Fresh Air League, Boulder" with notice of meeting
completed in m/s. Tied by Boulder A29 cds & addressed to Trafalgar. Good cond.
1912 9d orange, perf. 11, with upright wmk. Good to fine used with neat Bridgetown 24 MAR 13 cds. Some nibbled
perfs top right mentioned for accuracy but this remains a rare stamp with approximately 28 used examples recorded.
Dates range between July 1912 & March 1913 with use recorded at Perth, Lennonville, Mt Barker, Yarloop &
Bridgetown with this F/U example having a neat Bridgetown 24th March 1913 cds. ACSC W52D Cat. $1000 (2004),
SG 157b, Cat. £900
1914 (11th July) OHMS Registered, unclaimed RTS cover from Land Titles Office, Perth to Sandstone with 4d
kangaroo perfined large "OS" tied by Perth Regd cds. Sandstone Post & Telegraph Office ORS 3(1) oval strike in
mauve on reverse with both PMI & PMC dating this ORS as c1919. This cover precedes this date by 5 years. Also has
Sandstone cds D26 on front. Good cond & attractive.
1915 (12th Apr) Censored cover from Coolgardie with boxed "PASSED BY CENSOR" in green ink to Chicago with ½d
green strip of 5 kangaroos & Kalgoorlie Club printed on flap. Also 1940 (18th Oct) Big Bell Mines taxed Censored
cover with 2 boxed censor markings "Passed by Censor 1" & "Passed by Censor 3" in violet ink & 5¢ USA tax stamp.
Good cond. (2)
1917 Trans-Australian Railway b&w unused cards from Rose Series showing "Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie", "Dining
Car", "Lounge Car", "Sleeping Car, Second Class", "Aboriginals" (2) one with brown printing, the other in black, "Type
of Aboriginals Met by Surveyors, 1914", "Aboriginals" (series W21) & "Wild Harry". All very good to very fine cond. (9)
1917 Trans-Australian Railway WA State School Empire Fund cinderella commemorating the opening of the railway
12 Nov 1917. No gum & some light staining plus a photo of "the first train to Norseman loaded with pioneers & visitors
for the occasion 1909" & 1968 newspaper clipping. (2 items)
1922/30 1d red Revenue, perf. 14½x13½, block of 20 with four rows of five stamps from the top of the sheet with
double perforations. The second perforating was hugely misaligned resulting in unintentional "bisects"! Also contains
the "filled in P" variety. A magnificent exhibition piece MLH in selvedge only. This double perforation variety is not
catalogued by Dzelme.
1926 (29th Nov) 4½d violet KGV on "Aerial Mail" h/s cover to Melbourne with Whim Creek D27 cds in framed
"FORWARDED BY AIRMAIL" cachet in mauve. Good cond.
1929 Tourist Bureau block of 4 rouletted cinderellas from promotional booklet showing Table Mountain, Geraldton,
Cattle Grazing, Albany from Mt Melville & Mundaring Weir. Top selvedge (damaged) but cinderellas MUH.
1930's 4½d violet KGV surcharged "FIVE PENCE" on registered covers x 5 plus a front posted from Boulder, Garbin,
Hoffman's Mill, Kojonup & Pinjarra (2) each with black & blue R6 Reg'd labels. All addressed to the National Bank,
Perth & reasonably neatly opened on 3 sides. An attractive lot. (6 items)
1931 (31st June) Airmail cover with ½d orange KGV perfined "OS" sent from Marble Bar to Bamboo Creek then readdressed to Perth. A 6d chestnut kangaroo & 2d red KGV affixed over existing stamps & tied by Bamboo Creek cds
dated 10 JY 31. "Government Actuary's Office Perth" receival ORS applied 21 JULY 1931 also on front. Appears to be
a double taxed cover with markings in m/s & "T" cachet. A rare & interesting item in better than average cond.
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1933 (29th Aug) OHMS Land Titles RTS cover from Perth to Higginsville with Higginsville & Telegraph Office
Kalgoorlie cds's & a 1053 (10th Mar) "Horseshoe Gold Mine Peak Hill, WA" cover to Perth with Horseshoe cds. (2)
1934 (3rd Dec) Airmail cover with full set of Macarthur each tied by a Buckland Hill cds. Addressed to Manchester with
"Transmission by the Karachi London Air Service" in M/S. Soil light soiling. Buckland Hill was re-named Mosman Park
on 12th Oct 1937.
1936-1977 Registered covers with 1936 (27th Oct) RTS OHMS cover from Clerk of Courts Boulder to Kurrawang with
Kurrawang arrival & b/s (opened out), a 1949 similar Clerk of Courts RTS Registered cover from Boulder to Menzies &
re-addressed to Spencers Brook. No b/s but relief "L" possible substitute with other backstamps incl Northam, Reg,
Perth, Boulder, Kalgoorlie & Menzies, 1961 (13th Apr) Wembley Park to North Sydney & Tom Price to Sydney with
bold Tom Price triple ring rubber date stamp. (4)
1937 (3rd Mar) Triton Gold Mines cover with Reedy cds c30 to USA, 1939 (27th Sept) Censored cover to Vic also
from Reedy (type C30) & 1941 (20th Aug) cover to Perth with Reedy Post Office rectangular rubber stamp to Perth on
Triton Gold Mine cover. Good to fine. (3)
1939 (24th Jan) A.R. cards from Clerk Courts Boulder to Lakewood, to Nevoria dated 14 Aug 39 & to Copperfield on
15 Nov 56. Good cond. (3)
1940 (4th Mar) Registered cover with "MIL PO. NORTHAM" provisional Reg label in m/s with neighbouring 1 line
"Mil PO Northam" handstamp in red. Lovely Mil Post Office Northam ORS 2 on reverse. Stamps to the value of
4d are tied by Mil PO Northam cds's. A little staining on front but what a delightful "second class mail" in m/s item.
A rare exhibition piece.
1940 (28th Mar) YMCA env with 1d green KGV tied by Mil P.O. Fort Swanbourne cds with "Fort" intact. Usually
"Fort" is missing or partially removed. Boxed "Department of the Army Concession Postal Rate" cachet in mauve.
A scarce cover.
1940 (17th May) Lake Austin B27 cds tying 2d KGVI to cover with "Mining Registrar Cue 18 May 40." purple boxed
arrival cachet RRS. Good cond.
1940 (5th Sept) Field's Find C29 cds (rated 1-2 ++) on registered OHMS letter from "Clerk of Courts Geraldton" with
violet boxed strike. Mailed Geraldton to Field's Find before being unclaimed & sent to Wubin where presentation was
attempted on 3 dates with Wubin A27 cds's x 2 (rated 3++). Then sent to Marble Bar with 1 OC 40 D27 cds before
Bamboo Creek with 30 OC 40 C27 cds (rated 2++). Finally returned to GPO Perth on 12 No 40 WA", resent to Wubin
on 25 NO before returning to Geraldton on 5 DE 40. Opened out for display. Ex Creaser.
1941 (27th Feb) "Australian Defence Canteens Service Canteen Order" with a value of 3/- with Reedy C30 cds bottom
right. "Wilson J" added in m/s on name line with name & address of donor on reverse. Unusual item very good cond.
1941 (8th May) Mil P.O. Melville cds tying 1d QM to Hobart addressed cover with neighbouring "Department of the
Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve. Geo Adams boxed arrival handstamp in red. VG cond.
1941 (19th May) OHMS advice postcard from the "Warden of the Yilgarn Goldfield" regarding the "failure to have a
Miner's Right in force". "Mining Registrar Southern Cross" cachet in mauve plus "UNCLAIMED" & Dead Letter Office
cds with Westonia cds due to attempted re-presentation. A lovely item with character & rarely seen.
1945 (23rd July) Mil P.O. Hollywood cds HD1 (reported use 11-12-44 to 28-06-45) tying 2½d KGVI with "Department
of the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve. Addressed to Kellerberrin. Good cond.
1947/48 The Hospital Benefits Fund of WA contribution book in very good cond with 40 x 6d green The Metropolitan
Hospitals Benefit Fund Receipt Stamps (Cat. $50ea) plus 6 x 1/- blue also cat. $50ea. Also a 1930 6d brown
Contribution to Perth Hospital Receipt Stamp MLH with fresh appearance (Elsmore Cat. $80) & 1900 £100
receipt from "Dr to The Social Kodak" with 1d IR in good cond plus 1d postally used pair on piece. Total Elsmore
cat. Is $2380 (4 items)
1948 (17th Jan) env from Italy with 33 x 3l blue (SG 708) attached (30 on the back) & addressed to "Signor Coletta
Giuseppe, Camp 2, LAKE WOOD W. Australia". 2 of the 33 stamps missing from the back & tear around stamps on
front. Research on internet does not reveal any background to this camp?
1950 (18th Sept) OHMS to Boulder (RTS), 1951 (12th Apr) OHMS to Lakewood (RTS), 1953 (15th June) 1/0½d KGVI
Regd env to Pt Augusta, 1957 (16th Apr) Airmail to Victoria & 1963 (8th Apr) cover to Melbourne. All Registered from
Kalgoorlie. Good to fine. (5)
1951 1d red Revenue Duty swan corner marginal block of 10 with striking complete offset on gummed side. Odd gum
crease but lovely exhibition item. Fresh MUH.
1955 (26th Oct) Registered RTS OHMS cover from Geraldton with bold complete Protheroe C31 cds (1-2) arrival. A
couple of filing folds but not affecting the various b/s's.
1961-1963 range of Television Viewer's & Broadcast Listener's Licences with St James Park, Carlisle South, GPO
Perth M.O.O., St Georges Tce & Mount Helena cds's. Good cond. (6)
1964 Coolgardie Cycle Express 70th Anniv cinderellas with red "STAMP SHOW 1964 ovpt tied by mauve cachets to
reproduction postcard forms x 100. Useful for re-sale. (100)
1965 "First National Senior Scout Venture Perth" overprinted provisional R6 blue Registration labels. MUH block of 4
numbered 201/202 & 206/207. Most unusual & not seen before.
1986 (21st Nov) "The Last Link in a Sealed Road Around Australia" commem cover with red cachet & pmkd Halls
Creek. Signed by the Member for Kalgoorlie, Graeme Campbell.
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634 Mile T.A.R. A superb strike on 2d red KGV on piece dated 6 JE 37. Some very light tone spots at edges of stamp
but definitely does not detract from this full 100% strike. Previously sold for $625 plus BP in 2012 with Prestige
Auctions (see front cover).
Albany Duplex DxPO 1c (1-2) on "Albany Western Australia Middleton Beach" H. Harden, Bookseller Albany postcard
sent to South Australia 30 DE 05. Good cond.
Albany Duplex DxPO 1c (1-2) on "Albany Western Australia Town Jetty" Harden Bookseller, Albany b&w postcard
sent Albany 23 SP 03 to Collie with Collie 3b-b (2) arrival. Vert crease from top to bottom not affecting pmks or swan.
Albany Duplex DxPO 1c (1-2) on "Church of England Albany" Todds Book Arcade Albany b&w postcard to Perth 19
DE 04. VG cond but stamp damaged.
Albany Savings Bank SBi (1) on "Tea Rooms, King River, Albany WA" colour postcard. Dated 16 JY 06 (PMI dates
26-08-07 to 16-10-07). Rare early usage. Good cond.
Anaconda 3b on 2d yellow swan for 15 NO 03. A 90% variable strike. Rare (1)
Bandee D26 (bullseye), Black Range 3b (3), Boogardie D28 on ½d green KGV strip of 3, Bonnievale 3b-a
(bullseye), Boulder registration branch ORS 2 (70%) & 3 other diff Boulder duplexes on pairs. (10)
Barrambie A25 on 2d yellow swan dated 13 Nov 09. A 90% variable strike. (1)
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Belladonia A25 with four diff strikes incl 3 on stamps from 1920's/30's plus stunning strike for 5 JUL 39 on small
piece of official PO form.
Black Boy Hill Post & Telegraph Office ORS 3 on 1d & 3d kangaroos. Lovely crisp 90% strike in blue ink. (1)
Boorabbin 3b-a on 2d yellow swan in blue ink for 14 AP 99. Crisp 75% strike, very scarce. (1)
Boulder Small group of duplex cancels mostly DxF-a. Six larger pieces showing most of both side of the postmark
plus three single stamps with different indexes. Useful lot. (9)
Broad Arrow 3b-a (2, one with inverted year), Bulla-Bulling 3b (2x bullseye) one on 1d kangaroo, Burtville C28
on 1½d red KGV (superb), Chidlow's Well Savings Bank Sbi, Claymore A27 (1½d KGV red), Collie Burn B27
(pair 2d grey 1st wmk kangaroo), Condon 2b & 3b, Coolgardie Registration Branch ORS 1 (90%) & again with
ORS 3-a x 2 examples. (
Broad Arrow 3b-a with two full strikes with one in black & the other violet plus pair with 3b-b in violet ink. Also
postcard with 3b-a arrival posted from Coolgardie with Duplex DxL2. (1)
Broad Arrow Mining Registrar frank stamp cancelled Ap 6 01 on small piece. Faint but discernible strike of frank
stamp in violet. Rate rare.
Brown Hill 3b in 2 "bullseye" strike on 2d yellow swan (1) plus B27 80% strike on 1d red KGV for 19 OC 15. (1-2)
Bunbury duplex DxL 2 in 1 (2) dated 16 FE 08 on coloured postcard showing steam train. Fine.
Carbine B30 complete but variable strike on 1½d red KGV for 25 JAN ?. A scarce cancel. (1)
Coolgardie - "Western Australian Exhibition Coolgardie 1898 Frank Stamp" clear strike in purple on piece overstruck
by Coolgardie 1899 duplex cancel plus Exhibition souvenir medal struck in silver (20mm diameter). F/F+ (2 items)
Coolgardie 8 different strikes with 3b-f (1/- swan), 3b-g incl indices 3 & 5 & Dx PO indices 1, 3, 5 & 8. (9)
Coolgardie duplexes DxL2 with large D for Index 4 on 1d swan on piece, Index 5 on pair, Index 6 (on 1d strip of 4,
Index 7 on pair & Index 8 on stamp on piece with each rated (1).
Coolgardie Railway Post & Telegraph Office ORS2 (1). A complete strike on 2d grey swan on piece for 2 JAN 96.
PMI records a single part-strike only. A rare exhibition item.
Coonanal(ion) P(ost Office) ORS1. Part strike on 1d red swan. PMI states "No Marking Known". PMC notes "Previ
25 Mile R: Kunanalling c1895". Rare part strike.
Corinthian D26 with 2 different complete strikes on 1d kangaroo for 25 Feb 14 (1-2) & C31 on Post Office stationery
piece dated 11 Au 41 (1). A scarce pair.
Cue Savings Bank Sbii, Day Dawn Savings Bank Sbi on 9d swan, Day Dawn 3b-a & 3b-b, Edjudina x2,
Fimiston 3b in NIL on pair 5d chestnut kangaroos, Field's Find C29 on 2d SJ & 2d Cable, Fimiston 3b in 2
(bullseye) & Cue 3b-a, 3b-d & 3b-e. (16)
Day Dawn Telegraph Office ORS 2 (1) handstamp dated 2 FEB 1897 on Electric telegraph form with message
received from Francis Gill, Warden. Exc cond.
Desdemona D27 on 2d swan with 2 overlapping part strikes for 4 MY 09. (1)
Diorite King 3b in 00. Clear 90% strike on 2d swan for 28 AP 99. A lovely example. (1)
Duketon 3b on 4d chestnut, V/crown wmk, perf II. ACSC Kangaroos & the Early Federal Period 1901-12 catalogue
notes, "This is a rare stamp with only a handful of examples so far recorded". Well centered & fine. A rare strike on
a scarce stamp!
Eastern Goldfields - T.P.O. E.G.F. Four clear strikes on block of four ½d swans on piece dated 19 SP 00. "Bennie
Teare & Co" handstamp in mauve on reverse. A lovely item. (1)
Eulamina A28 40% strike on 1d swan dated 23 OC 190?. A rare part strike. (1)
Eulaminna A28. 70% strike on 2d yellow swan for 13 DE 1907. PMI dates 10-02-08 to 16-11-08. Extremely scarce (1)
Exmouth 1967 (11th Sept) "Commissioning United States Naval Communication Station And Opening Town of
Exmouth" pictorial in mauve on AAT pair with neighbouring clear full cancel on cover addressed to Perth with
typed annotation.
Eyre A25 3 fairly nice strikes with 2 on swans dated 13 MAY 07, 3 SEP 09 & on 1d red KGV for 16 DEC 20.
Note: Earliest date in PMI is 30-9-09. (1-2)
Fortescue 3b in 1 on 1d lilac I.R. stamp for 25 SP 97. Superb "bullseye" strike. (1)
Fremantle Duplex DxPO-d index 10 (1-2) on "A glimpse of the Helena River, WA" Falk postcard addressed locally
on 19 JU 06. Good cond.
Fremantle Duplex DXPO-d index 3 (1-2). Superb strike on "Albany, Western Australia Church of England" postcard
by H. Harden Bookseller, Albany dated 5 NO 04. Good cond.
Fremantle Duplex DxPO-d index 7 (?) on "Rapids above Serpentine Falls, WA" Austral Stores coloured postcard.
Some corner damage incl stamp fault but scarce cancel. (1-2)
Gabanintha A25 (superb 80% strike), Gindalbie A27, Goongarrie 3b-b, Halls Creek 3b, Halls Creek South on 6½d
green KGVI, Hamel 3b 2 x bullseye, one on 1d red KGV & late 1915 date & Hannans 3b with 60% & 70% strikes. (9)
Galena A28 on 2d red KGV for 15 MY 23. Neat 90% strike. (1-2)
Gimlet D27 Superb complete strike on 1d swan on small piece dated 1 JL 12. PMI dates 23-07-12 to 24-9-12. Rarely
seen so fine. (1)
Gnows Nest A26 Complete strike on 1½d red KGV on piece for 24 SE 28. (1)
Golden Ridge B28-b with inverted dates on 3 KGV items incl 1d red KGV for 13 AP 16, 1½d purple-brown 23 AU 19
& on 1½d purple-brown KGV x 3 on piece dated 3 JL 20. Note: PMI dates 10-06-14 to 30-09-14.
Goongarrie (b) D27 on 1½d red KGV dated 7 SE 26. PMI dates 23-11-10 to 24-15-17 & PMC dates c1910-1917.
This strike used at Goongarrie (b) not recorded in PMI or PMC. Fine & rare.
Grass Valley 3b An attractive bullseye strike on pair of 1d swans for 10 MR 14. This is a late date. (1-2)
Greenbushes - "The Registrar Greenbushes Mining District" oval rubber cancel in mauve on 2½d blue swans
selvedge block of 8 on "Transfer of Claim" piece. Exc cond.
Guildford Duplex DxPO in NIL dated 11 SP 09 on "Swan River Guildford, WA" Falk colour postcard. A late date
with PMI recording 13-01-96 to 25-03-08 & PMC c1896-1908. Some staining on reverse.
Gullewa 3b in 1 on 1d swan for 15 AU 04 & on 2d swan plus A26 on 2d dated 31 JA 14, a late date for this cds. (3)
Harris A25, Ida.H A28 (bullseye), Ida.H D28 (bullseye on 1d red KGV), Israelite Bay 3b, Kalgoorlie Regd cds 5 reg
on block 2d 3rd wmk "OS" kangaroos, Kalgoorlie Parcels Office ORS 3 (on strip of 3 1d ref kangaroos 26 Sept 14),
Kalgoorlie Registered ORS 3 with "R" removed from between G+I, Kalgoorlie Registered RRS 1-c & District
Inspector PMG's Dept Kalgoorlie ORS 1 (not listed) dated 27 MAY 1963. (9)
Harris dated 25 MAY 07 clear strike tying 1d swan to CI b&w postcard addressed to "Tambellup Great S Railway".
Some foxing but crisp cancel.
Holleton C30 complete strike on 2d SA Cent for 5 DE 36 (1-2). Very scarce.
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Hollows Find C30 used on 2 receipts dated 28 AU 30 & 4 JY 34, this being 3 & 7 years respectively after being
renamed Holleton on 26-04-27. (2 docs)
Israelite Bay 3b (1-2) on "Albany, WA" colour postcard addressed to Melbourne & dated 12 AP 07. VG cond.
Jourdie Hills 3b 90% strikes x 2 on pair 1d red kangaroos for 9 JU 13. (1-2)
Kalgoorlie - "The Warden Kalgoorlie, W.A." frank stamp in violet on piece cancelled AP 6 1899 on overlapping
duplex. Rated rare & the earliest recorded usage.
Kalgoorlie Post & Telegraph Office ORS1. 2 strikes on block of 6 1d swans dated 8 SEP 99. Superb & rare. (1)
Kalgoorlie Registration Branch RRS 2-a (2 cancels), Railway Station 3b in violet ink on piece from reg envelope
for 29 NO 12 (4 years after recorded dates in PMI & PMC), 3b-a in 5 (no ring on 9d), 3b-a in 7 (worn ring) & 3b-b in
NIL with 2 "bullseye" examples on 10d swan & 5/- QV. Also Govt Savings Bank ORS 3 with 3x 70% strikes & on strip
of 4 1d red kangaroos. (8)
Kalgoorlie Telephone Hire account & receipt forms with oval rubber stamps incl 18 Jan 1904 receipt with Post
&Telegraph Office ORS 2 (not recorded in PMI or PMC), Rental Account dated 12 Sep 1912 with Postmaster ORS 1
(also not recorded in PMI or PMC) & the receipt for this account dated 3 OCT 1912 with Post & Telegraph ORS 1 (2).
Nice trio.
Kanowna 3b-a, 3b-b & 3b-c (2), Kathleen Valley 3b (bullseye), Kurawa 3b-a & 3b-b, Kurrawang 3b, A27 & B30
(1½d red KGV), La Grange 3b with "bullseye" strike on 5d KGV, La Grance Bay C30 with another "bullseye" on 1½d
red KGV & Lake Darlot 3b with 2 diff date configurations & both "bullseyes". (14)
Kojonup 2a (1-2) dated 9 AP 04 on "Granite Boulders, Albany, WA" H. Harden, Albany postcard. Small repaired tear
otherwise good cond.
Kurawa Assistant Inspector of Mines frank stamp with "Assistant" almost completely erased in blue ink. Rated
rare with very few copies known to have survived.
Kurnalpi 3b 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 21 OC 01. Variable strike. (1)
Lakeview Post & Telegraph Office 60% strike on 5d swan for 18 AUG 1904. ORS 3 not recorded in PMI or PMC
which attests to the rarity of this part strike in mauve.
Lakewood straight line rubber stamp tying 2d red KGV (Die III) on piece with indistinct cds. Unlisted in PMI. PMC
rarity rating (1) previously offered in Linke 6 Aug 2001 Auction with description stating "two other examples known".
Laverton Post & Telegraph Office ORS 1 (90%), Larkinville cds 28 (adaptation on 2d red KGV & 2d Kingsford
Smith), Lawlers 3b-a & 3b-b, Lawlers Registered in green ink RRS 2 on piece, Lawlers 3b with light strike on 3d
swans block of 4, Lennonville Savings Bank SBii & 3b in 00. (9)
Maya 6 SP 34 full impression tying 2d KGV to roughly env addressed to Bassendean. Rated 3.
Menzies Duplex DxPO-c index 2 (?) (1) for 9 MR 09 on "The Helena River Near Smith's Mill, WA" Falk colour card.
Light vert crease otherwise good cond.
Menzies DxPO -b in nil. Superb duplex strike on 2d grey swan on piece dated JY 17 1899. (1)
Menzies DxPO-c duplexes Index 1 & 3 on stamps & Index 2 on pair. Also a stunning Index 4 full cancel on stationery
cut-out for NO 4 1903. Each rated (1).
Mount Barker Void grid cancel in blue on 6d violet swan with neighbouring cds completed in m/s for "8/1/9" on small
piece. Nice proving example.
Mt Leonora 3b-a with superb strike, Mt Leonora Post & Telegraph Office ORS 2 (complete) Paid Pdx28 with
"MOUNT" removed (on piece), Loongana (probable per favour strike on piece), Northam Mil PO NM1 on pair 1d AIF
(complete but light), Mt Malcolm Dx PO in 4 & Dx PO in 8, Mt Magnet 3b-a & 3b-b & Mt Morgan 3b with no stops at
base or side. (10)
Mt Leonora Savings Bank SBV. Bullseye strike on 9d orange swan for 4 JY 07 (5 years before PMI & PMC states 1912). A rare quality strike. (1)
Mt Malcolm Savings Bank Sbii 90% on 9d orange swan for 5 JY 07. A scarce fine strike. (1)
Mt Sir Sameul 3b with 90% bullseye strike D27, Marble Bar Post Office ORS2, Menzies Dx PO-b, Dx PO-c in 1,
Muja A26 on 1d green KGV for 7 Jul 26 (early date), Mulline 3b, B29 on 1½d brown KGV, Nannine 3b-a & 3b-b,
North Kalgoorlie A28 & Southern Cross Dx PO in nil plus Old Collie Bridge, probably per favour strike on back of
piece from old telegram form. (13)
Mullalyup A25 (2-3) on "Yachting on the Estuary, Bunbury" b&w postcard from the Peter Williams Series, Bunbury.
Dated 27 MAR 08 & addressed to Boulder. Good cond.
Mundabullangana dated 21 JUL 30 on "Aerial Mail" cover from Carnarvon to Mundabullangana Station, Port
Hedland. Superb b/s strike.
Mundijong 2c (1) on "Osborne Steps, Cottesloe, WA" Austral Stores postcard to Tasmania on 17 DE 07. Good cond.
Newcastle duplex DxL2 (1-2) on "Bunbury, WA" Falk No.2 postcard to Newcastle, NSW. Some light staining & edge
wear but cancel clear.
Northampton proving piece Do-13 & 3b, Northam Immigration Centre UG3 from PO at Northam Army Camp on 1d
Postage Due block of 6, Nullagine 3b with 4 "bullseye" strikes on block of 1/- swans, Nungarra 26T (pair), No 8
Pumping Station (90%) & Paynes Find B29 with 100" strike on 4d orange KGV pair on piece. (6)
Peak Hill Post & Telegraph Office ORS1 on 3 swan stamps on piece. Difficult to find a better example. Rare. (1)
Perth Railway Stateion L28 95% strike on 3d kangaroos pair perfin large "OS", Protheroe A21 on 2d orange KGV,
Red Lake A29 on 2d Vic Cent with 90% strike, Reedy Telegraph Office ORS 2 (misshapen) on 1½d QM, Reedy
Post Office RRS 2 on KGVI defins on piece, Sandstone Savings Bank SBv, Shotts B29-a on 1d kangaroo & B29-b
on 5d KGV plus Siberia B28 on 1d red KGV. (9)
Perth Ship Mail Room duplex DxG-2 index 4 for 12 JA 04 (1-2) on b&w "On the River at Guildford" Austral Stores
postcard. VG cond.
Perth Ship Mail Room duplex DxHT (1-2) dated 10 AU 04 on "Mundaring Reservoir, Goldfields Water Supply
Scheme" postcard. Some water staining but sound.
Perth Ship Mail Room duplex type DXHt Index 12 (not listed) dated 27 JY 04 on "Mundaring Weir, WA" Austral
Stores postcard. VG cond.
Post & Telegraph Office Bassendean oval for 15 SEP 1934. Full impression in mauve on " Congratulatory
Telegram". VG cond. Not recorded in either PMC or PMI.
Spinifex Hill F31 on 5d QEII, Stake Well A25, light & smudgy but 85% strike, Tom Price South G317 on 6¢ QEII,
Trafalgar (a) 3b-a dated 12 Feb 04 prior to renaming, Lakeview 3b-b in 1 with a late date of 31 AUG 04, Trafalgar
3b-c on 10d swan & a D26 on 1d red kangaroos strip of 3 with stamp on left having "break at top of kangaroo paw"
variety (ACSC 2(c)d). (7)
Stake Well with light 85% strike, Star of the East with variable bullseye, Tuckanarra 3b, Turkey Creek 3b, 75%
strike, Walkaway 3b with central 100% strike & Yuin D30 on 1d swan & rare thus. (6)
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Travelling PO postmarks for TPO Great Southern Railway GS 3 in A, GS 4 & GS 5 in 1, Eastern Goldfields
Railway EG 3 in nil, EG 5 in nil, EG 6 x 2 & EG 7 in 1 & TPO Travelling Post Office GPO 1 on 4d chestnut swan
with superb strike. A rarely seen group. (9)
Wandarrie B27 on 3d Kingsford Smith for 18 JE 31 with crisp 95% strike. PMI dates 7-06-29 to 27-06-29 & PMC
dates c1929. This is two years later. (1)
Woolgar 3b 95% strike dated 14 DE 07 on 3d brown swan. Rare almost complete strike. (1)
Yampire Gorge E31 A full strike on piece dated 1 MY 45. This appears to be the example used to illustrate the
cancel in PMI with the same dated recorded in PMI. Scarce.
Yerilla A25 on 1d red KGV for 10 Nov 15. An almost complete but variable strike. (1)
Yundamindera Savings Bank Sbiii Dated 3 AU ? (no year slug) on 2d yellow swan. Extremely rare with an almost
"bullseye" strike. (1)
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"A Stack of Hay (400 tons), near Northam, WA" colour Falk card in very fine unused cond. C1910
"A View in the Darling Ranges Near Smith's Mill, WA" coloured Falk with white border c1910. VG unused cond.
"A Wheat Field at Katanning, WA" Falk c1910 in colour. VG cond.
"Above the Mundaring Weir, W.A. Austral Stores colour. Postally used from Perth to Cottesloe with receival 24 DE
1904 cds on picture side. Corner crease & light staining.
"Agricultural Show Grounds, Claremont, WA" colour Falk with white border. Fine unused.
"Another View of the Golden Mile, WA" Austral Store b&w postally used to England dated 13 Mar 1906. Good cond.
"Australia - Mine Kalgoorlie" b&w from Messageries Maritimes. Fine unused with pencil markings on back.
"Barrack Street, Perth" Austral Stores b&w c1905. Fine unused.
"Bowling Green, Kalgoorlie, WA" Falk colour with some creasing & "Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie, WA" from Mackays
Copyright Series in b&w c1940 & very fine. (2)
"Bridge of Creek and Reservoir Katanning" b&w printed in Saxony with message on back dated 8/11/20 but not
postally used. Good cond.
"Bridge Over Murray River, Pinjarrah, WA" b&w with blue sky from Austral Stores c1905. VG cond.
"Causeway Across Swan, Perth, WA" showing Horse drawn carriage loaded with passengers in b&w. Unknown
publisher. Postally used from Fremantle to S.A. 28 MY 09. Some edge wear but a lovely historic card.
"Christmas Gathering I.O.O.F. Orphans' Home, Cottesloe, W.A." postally used from Boulder to Donnybrook c1910.
Crease but a rarely seen card.
"Convalescent Home, Cottesloe Beach" in b&w & probably published by the Convalescent Home themselves c1910.
Fine unused & scarce.
"Cottesloe Beach" in b&w within a wide green picture frame border by Harding & Billings. Wagin local use with cds
dated 12 JUL 1910. Most attractive.
"Cottesloe Beach, W.A." b&w published by Fremantle News Agent Association & postally used Perth to White Gum
Valley dated 5 OCT 11. Good used.
"Cottesloe, W.A." b&w on buff cards x 2 with diff scenes of beach & crowds. Printed in England c1910. Unused pair in
good cond with a little light staining at sides from album mounting. (2)
"Cue, WA" coloured Falk care showing rare early view of Cue. Postally used Collie to Cottesloe. Very fine.
"E.Western Australia: Orchard at Kalamunda Near Perth" Celesque Series in colour c1910. Unused with minor corner
damage. Attractive old "suburban" scene!
"East Perth, W.A." Falk colour & unused. Minor album line staining on back & corner damage). Not a common card.
"Fallen Soldiers' Memorial, Perth, WA" b&w & blue. Unused in fine cond.
"Feeding Swans on the Swan" b&w early card with undivided back postally used from Cottesloe to Kalgoorlie on 30
OCT 05. Good cond.
"Fremantle-Boalder (sic) Perseverance-Mine, Kalgoorlie". A scarce Mersageries Maritimes card in b&w. Unused &
fine.
"Golden Horseshoe G.M. Boulder, WA" B Stein & Co b&w card postally used Kalgoorlie 29 AU 1910 to Wokalup, WA.
Slightly cracked corner otherwise fine.
"Golden Horseshoe Gold Mine, Boulder City, WA" framed b&w & postally used from Boulder to Clunes, Vic on 3 AP
1909. Small tear at base otherwise good cond.
"Govt Official Testing & Buying Camels at Day Dawn for Rabbit Fencing Contracts". Unaddressed with no message
but has ½d green swan tied to front by Perth machine cancel. This card from the Perfection Series. Fine cond.
"Great Boulder Mine, Kalgoorlie" b&w Western Mail ornate border design type postally used from Boulder to Newport,
Vic. VG cond.
"Great Boulder Perseverance Gold Mine" b&w, white framed A.E.S. & Co Kalgoorlie card in superb unused cond.
"Gt Fingal Mine Day Dawn, WA" in b&w with publisher unknown. Sent from Day Dawn to USA & dated "29/12/11" with
message. Taxed upon arrival with 2 x 1c PD's & "Due 2 Cents h/s. Good cond & attractive usage.
Great Fingal Mine at Day Dawn. Publisher unknown & untitled but revealed on reverse in m/s. Postally used from
Nannine to Broad Arrow dated 17 JU 08. Fine cond & rare.
"Guildford Grammar School Chapel, West Front" fine unused & "St Matthews' Church, Guildford, WA" good used with
message on back but not postally used. Both b&w on buff stock &printed in England. (2)
"Hannan St, Kalgoorlie" Bon Marche cards x 2 with diff views with one sent from Perth to Dardanup 10 DEC 06 &
other to N.Perth c1908. Also "Municipal Markets, Kalgoorlie" Falk colour to West Guildford 11 AU 13 & "Post Office
and Town Hall, Perth" sent Boulder to Kalgoorlie 6 AP 10. VG to fine. (4)
"Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie From Porter Street, 1905" b&w Hocking & Co. posted from Kalgoorlie to Perth 18 AU 05.
VG cond.
"Hon. F.H. Piesses Reservoir, Katanning" b&w photographic card printed in Saxony with message on back but not
postally used. Good cond.
"Hyde Park, North Perth, WA" H.B. Albert & Co, Perth published card & postally used from Brisbane Street Perth with
two 29 NO 01 cds's. VG cond.
"Ivanhoe G.M. Kalgoorlie, WA" Hocking & Co oval colour photo in rectangular frame postally used Kalgoorlie to
Meckering c1910. Slight corner damage.
"Ivanhoe G.M., Boulder, WA" Falk colour postally used from Boulder on 4 NO 06 to Fiji. Exc cond with an unusual
destination.
"Ivanhoe Gold Mine W.A." b&w with blue sky from the Perfection series. Postally used to England c1910. Some corner
creasing otherwise good cond.
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"Ivanhoe" b&w with white border & "Printed in Saxony for Alexander & Co, Drapers, Kalgoorlie" at base. Posted in
France in 1905 to a local address. Superb cond.
"Kangaroo" b&w published by Thos Todd, Albany. Used with Albany duplex Dx PO-1c (1-2) & addressed to London.
Dated 24 AP 1900. Good cond.
"Lake View Consol G.M. Boulder, WA" B Stein & Co photographic card in b&w with message on back. Small stain on
front & some surface cracking but a scarce card.
"Lake View Consols Gold Mine, W.A." Hocking & Co, Kalgoorlie b&w with message on reverse. Fine.
"Lake View Gold Mines" W.C. Simpson b&w postally used from Kalgoorlie to Cottesloe dated 20 JU 06 but with stamp
removed. VG cond.
"Lane Street, Boulder, WA", "A Miners Camp at the Boulder, WA", "State School Kalgoorlie, WA", "Museum and
School of Mines, Kalgoorlie, WA", "Mundaring Weir, Shewing the Overflow, WA" & "Maitana Street, Kalgoorlie"
coloured Faulk cards all in good to vg cond & unused. Also "Ivanhoe G.M. Boulder, WA" postally used Fremantle
Feb 1908 to India with stamp removed otherwise fine cond. An attractive group. (8)
"Lesmurdie Falls in the Ranges, WA" Western Mail. Light staining on reverse & vert fold. Unused.
"Lovers Walk, Yallingup, WA" coloured with white border by Falk. Fine unused.
"Lucky Bay, Swan River, W.A." colour Falk. Fine unused with minor corner wear. Attractive scene.
"Marine Terrace and Esplanade, West End, Geraldton, WA" b&w E. Snell Geraldton, WA card c1910. Unused.
"Mill Point from King's Park, Perth, WA" Austral Stores b&w card with blue sky. Used from Fremantle with duplex
cancel Dx PO-d in 9 (rated 1-2) & addressed to London dated 7 MY 06. VG cond.
"Model Yachting, Kalgoorlie, WA" (Falk), "Hannan St, Kalgoorlie, WA" (Falk) & "Finish of the Kalgoorlie Cup" (Stein &
Co) scarce. Also VSM series embossed card with inset "Baley Street, Coolgardie, WA" & "Kalgurlie G.M. Kalgoorlie,
WA" Hocking & Co card. All in good to VG cond with messages on reverse but not postally used. (5)
"Monger's lake, Leederville, WA", Victoria Park, Kalgoorlie, WA" & "On the Estuary, Mandurah, WA" white bordered
colour Falk unused plus "Perth and Swan River, WA from King's Park" & "Melville Water, Swan River, from Kings
Park, Perth, WA" Austral Stores cards both used 1905/06 (one missing stamp) & a full colour Falk "Post Office
Kalgoorlie, WA", unused. All with odd faults but overall in good cond. (6)
"Mundaring Weir, W.A." b&w Fremantle News Agents Association card superb postally with Cottesloe 10 JA 12 cds.
VG cond.
"Mundaring Weir, W.A." colour "South Australian Post Card" published. Unused but crease lower left corner light
staining on back. Rarely seen.
"Museum & Art Gallery, Perth, WA" Falk colour with white border. C1910. Fine unused.
"Natives of West Australian Goldfields" Messageries Maritimes b& w card in fine unused cond.
"Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, WA" Mayrhofer & Co Perth & Fremantle colour. Superb unlisted card.
"Perseverance Gold Mine." with "Orr's Emporium, Boulder, WA Photo by H.H. Grose" at base. White frame to colour.
Fine unused.
"Point Walter picnicking grounds, WA" Mayrhofer & Co Perth & Fremantle colour c1910. Fine unused.
"Point Walter, Swan River, WA" Fremantle Newsagent Association b&w c1910. Fine unused.
"Point Walter, WA" b&w with wide green picture frame border by Harding & Billings. Postally used Perth to Albany with
11 FE 1910 cancel. Some corner wear otherwise good cond.
"Promenade, Jetty and Esplanade, Geraldton" E.Snell colour posted Geraldton to Perth 24 DE 09. VG cond.
"Pumping Station, Mundaring Weir, WA" Falk colour from Perth to Fremantle with receival cds dated 25 FE 97. Fine.
"Rokeby Road, Subiaco, WA" b&w O & Co c1910 card with title in red. Fine unused, a little toning on the back but a
rarely seen card.
"South Kalgoorlie" as above but postally used from Perth 13 FE 1907 to Makatots, NZ. VG cond.
"South Kalgoorlie" b&w from Perfection Series. Fine unused.
"State School, Subiaco, W.A." Cadman Subiaco published & used postally from Perth to England 22 NO 1913.
Poor cond but a scarce coloured Cadman card.
"Swan River Above Guildford, WA" A.Mayrhofer c1910 fine unused in colour.
"Swan River at Cottesloe, W.A." colour Falk. Fine unused.
"Swan River Guildford, W.A." Robinson's Ltd Bristol card postally used to Scotland but stamps removed. S.M.R.
Perth cds dated 24 SP 02 on front. Some light wear & minor creasing but a difficult card.
"Swan View, Eastern Goldfields Railway, WA" b&w on brown stock & "Scene on the Railway Line Between Menzies
& Jessop's Well" also in b&w. Both c1910, unused & in vg cond.
"The Arms of Western Australia, GUILDFORD Xmas" embossed colour B.B.London card with message on back but
not postally used c1910. A few small spots on front & small tear/fold at base.
"The Beach at Cottesloe, WA" Mayrhofer & Co, Perth in colour & postally used Perth to Fremantle 15 NO 07. Good.
"The Causeway across the Swan River, Perth, WA" colour Falk postally used Perth to West Guildford dated
12 MR 08. Good cond.
"The Overflow at Mundaring" Western Mail b&w card postally used to S.A. with crisp Wiluna cds dated 11 DE 14.
Some pin holes & staining on reverse but remains presentable.
"The Terrace, Wagin, WA" Falk colour with 1d swan tied by Gullewa A26 cds (1-2) & addressed to Cue. A little
staining on address side but picture is fine.
"The Western Aspect at Night", "The Nave Looking West", "Boys Entering for Morning Chapel, "At Morning Service",
"Choir Practice" & "ANZAC Day Service" titled Guildford Grammar School Chapel b&w postcards c1960. All fine. (6)
"View at Collie" sepia & white card printed in Holland c1910. Undated message on back. Not seen by us before. Fine.
"View in Queen's Gardens, Perth, WA, No.1" Austral Stores b&w from Fremantle with railway station duplex DXPO-b
in 5 (1-2) dated 9 JA 05 & addressed to Scotland with Fremantle transit cds. Light staining picture side.
"View of Mines from Boulder City" Hocking & Co colour card postally used from Kalgoorlie to Claremont on
17 NO 1906. VG cond.
"Western Australias Phenomenal Gold Yield" with dates of finds from 1883 to 1907. T.C.K. embossed card in b&w &
gold. Most unusual design. Unused in good cond.
"White Feather Main Reefs Mine, Kanowna, WA" Falk colour. Fine, unused cond.
1903-1911 range with WA scenes x 4 incl 1911 Kalgoorlie to Scotland noting 7 used intrastate with arrival stamps for
Donnybrook, Trafalgar, Fremantle & Boulder. 2 damaged & 1 with stamp removed. (8)
1910c selection with 7 different plus a b&w "MV Kanimbla". 5 postally used, 1 unused & 1 with message on back. All
have faults but incls "Burt Street, Boulder", "Victoria Park, Kalgoorlie" & "Grandstand, Kalgoorlie Racecourse". (8)
Postage stamps of WA bordering central section for message from the VSM series. Colour & unused. Good cond.
Untitled Australian Gold Mine Scenes on 2 b&w cards with divided backs. VG cond. (2)
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1911 Stamp Design Competition. Kihn Brothers entry with a 3d Queen Alexandra composite with hand
painted frame in black & vignette. Partly photographic & hand painted with inner circular surround (67
x80mm) plus an alternative vignette design of sideface King Edward VII & Queen Alexandria attached.
Executed on thick card (152 x 204mm) with two stamp-size photographic reproductions of the two
alternatives affixed below. ACSC E71, Cat. $6000 Note: The background of this competition was that there
was an absence of any satisfactory designs for the uniform stamps as suggested hence, the PostmasterGeneral, Josiah Thomas, announced that a public design competition would be held to obtain suitable
designs. The official announcement, together with the rules of the competition, was made in the
"Commonwealth Gazette" on 21 January 1911. The most important conditions were: 1) the designs should be
submitted under a nom de plume; 2) the designs submitted should not exceed four times the size of the
proposed stamp (1.125" x 0.675") - a stipulation that was frequently ignored & be accompanied by a stampsize photograph reproduction & 3) the designs should contain features characteristic of Australia & include
the words "Australia" & "Postage". As of 31 May, 1911, the closing date of the competition, 1,051 designs had
been received from 533 entrants. A first prize of £100 & two second prizes of £50 were awarded with two of
the prize-winning entries being subsequently lost. Designs not selected were to be returned to entrants. A
relatively small number of these competition entries are recorded in private collectors' hands today.
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½d green inverted wmk. MUH, very light toning. Well centered. ACSC 1a, Cat. $150
½d green broken coil strip of 11 with 2 coil joins. Nos. 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 & 66. Strip broken at Nos.
48 & 54. Incls "Rostage" 2nd state (ACSC 1(2)ea) & "retouch shading over "AU" of Australia" (ACSC 1(2)h) varieties.
MUH but considerable creasing & some staining, never-the-less a rare survivor & an exhibition item as quite
presentable from the front.
½d green JBC monogram strip of 6 with "Jubilee" line at sides & base. Even tone stripe towards base across all units
but fresh looking from front. ACSC 1(2)zg is priced at $1200 for a monogram corner strip of 3, so this strip of 6
warrants a significant premium.
½d green lower right marginal pair MUH (hinged selvedge) & single MUH (slight, even toning) plus "defective ST…"
on left unit of used pair. ACSC variety 1(2)f Total Cat. $100 (5 stamps)
½d green with JBC monogram. MVLH verging on MUH with fine centring. Cat. $350 for MUH
½d & 1d coil strips of 4 with join, the 1d being Die II. MLH on one stamp in each strip. Not priced in ACSC. (8)
½d & 1d combination covers x 3 addressed to GB (single 1d), USA & Switzerland. Also a 1921 3d on cover to USA &
1922 6d ultramarine on long cover to Toowoomba, Melbourne with Ship Mail Room cds. Good to poor cond. (5)
1d red, Die I with sideways wmk (crown pointing to right). Shortish perf top right for accuracy but otherwise fine MLH.
SG 2a, Cat £1600, ACSC 2ab, Cat $2200. (see front cover)
1d red, Die II with "extra islands" varieties x 2. Good used examples with light machine cancels incl one with private
perfin. ACSC 3(E)d, Cat. $800 (2)
1d red, Die II, perfined large OS with "extra islands" (two Tasmania's) variety. Good used with a few shortish perfs at
top & bottom. ACSC 3ba(E)d, Cat. $800
1d red perfined large "OS" with "break in upper right of value circle" variety. MLH. ACSC 2ba(B)j, not priced for large
OS varieties.
1d red, Die II, perfined small OS with "cracked electro" variety in a very early stage of State 1. F/U machine cancel
dated 3 APR 15. Short perfs at left & right but a scarce stamp. ACSC 4(G)1, Cat. $1500 for perf small OS
1d red, Die IIa perfined small "OS" with "break in right frame opposite top of Tasmania" variety. MLH, centered low
left. ACSC 4ba(G)m, Cat. varieties perf OS not priced.
1d red, Die IIa, perfined small "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 4ba, Cat. $175
1d (Die II) to 5d (excl 3d) selection. Latter MUH but centred low right. Lower vals all MLH but 2d has paper adherence
at base. ACSC total cat. $770 with the 5d priced as MLH (6)
2d grey perfined small "OS". MLH & well centered. ACSC 5bc, Cat. $200
2d grey with "scratch off coast at Albany" variety. MUH, centred low. ACSC 5(2)d, Cat. $200 + premium for MUH
2d grey with inverted wmk. MH & centred left. ACSC 5a, Cat. $250
2d grey with inverted wmk. MUH with light even gum toning. ACSC 5a, Cat. $475
2d grey inverted wmk with "vertical hairline from "e" of pence to SA coast" variety. Used & well centered. ACSC 5a(2)e
Cat. value not provided by ACSC.
2d grey CTO example with part Melbourne "DE" cds. Full MUH gum. ACSC 2wb
2d grey, plate 2 (lower) block of 4 with lower left unit showing "scratch under P of Postage" variety. MLH but
redistributed patchy gum ACSC 5(2)g Cat. $200 plus $75 x3 normals
2½d indigo CTO example with part Melbourne "DE" cds. Bottom marginal with full MUH gum. ACSC 9wb, Cat. $80
2½d indigo with "heavy coastline to WA" variety. One short perf at top. MLH with left margin balancing centering.
ACSC 9(2)d, Cat. $250
2½d light bluish-indigo perfined small "OS". MUH, centred high. ACSC 9bb, Cat. $1250
3d olive, Die I CTO example with part Melbourne "DE" cds. Bottom marginal with full MUH gum. ACSC 12wb,
Cat. $50
3d olive, Die I with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. ACSC 12Ca, Cat. $1000
3d olive, Die II with inverted wmk. F/U with fluffy perfs. ACSC 12aa Cat. $750
3d olive, Die II. MLH & well centred. One short perf at base. ACSC 12B Cat. $750
3d olive. Fine MUH with pulled perf at left, but well-centred & fresh. ACSC 12A, Cat. $600
3d olive-green, Die I. MVLH. ACSC 12C Cat. $200
3d pale olive-green Die I & II pair with inverted wmk & Foy Gibson private perfin. Used with neat crisp Parcel cancel.
Short perfs bottom left & pulled corner but an extremely rare used pair. Drury Cert. (2017). ACSC 12E/Fc.a.
3d pale olive-green perfined small OS. MVLH, centred a little high. ACSC 12Ebc, Cat. $550
4d orange MLH, short perf at right & 5d chestnut centred to lower right with hinge remnant.
ACSC 15A Cat. $225 & 16A Cat. $225 (2)
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4d orange MVLH with minute paper inclusion not visible from front. Centred right but strong, rich colour.
ACSC 15A Cat. $225
4d orange with "white scratch from "G" of Postage to map" variety. MLH, centred low right with couple shortish perfs.
variety ACSC 15(1)h, Cat. $600
4d orange x 2 MVLH & 9d MUH (light tone line near top) plus a 2/- brown (DE) CTO. Average centring on 4d's
with others well-centred. (4)
4d orange. MUH, centred low left. Strong colour. ACSC 15A, Cat. $1000
4d orange perfined small "OS". Fresh MUH, centred right. ACSC 15bb, Cat. $2250
4d deep orange MLH with hinge remnant & pale orange shade MLH lightly hinged. The deep shade is well centred,
the pale shade centred to top. ACSC 15C & E Cat. $1325 (2)
5d chestnut CTO with part Melbourne "DE" cds. MVLH with gum. ACSC 16wb, Cat. $100
5d chestnut MLH plus 3d pale olive green MLH but light bends & couple of flat perfs at right.
ACSC 16A, Cat. $225 & ACSC 12E, Cat. $200 (2)
5d chestnut, fine MUH, centred to left. SG 8, ACSC 16, Cat. $650
5d chestnut. A superior MUH example. ACSC 16A, Cat. $650
5d chestnut. MLH/MH, centred left with a couple of shortish perfs as reflected in reserve. ACSC 16A, Cat. $250
5d chestnut perfined large "OS". MLH with good perfs & centering. ACSC 16(A)ba Cat. $475
5d pale chestnut. Fresh MLH, centered low right. ACSC 16A Cat. $225
5d pale chestnut perfined large "OS". Fine MVLH. ACSC 16(B)ba Cat. $475
5d pale chestnut perfined small "OS" with "shading flaw under first "a" of Australia" variety. Unlisted in ACSC. MLH
with very light crease. Well centred example. ACSC 1bAbb, Cat. $750 + premium for variety
6d blue perfined small "OS". MH with small amount of o.g, centred high left. Good colour. ACSC 17Cbc, Cat. $425
6d deep blue. MUH with a couple of nibbled perfs. ACSC 17D, Cat. $1250
6d deep blue perfined small OS. MUH, centred slightly high. Lovely colour. ACSC 17Dbc, Cat. $850 MUH + premium
for shade
6d ultramarine with "retouched "E" variety. Irregular/fluffy perfs. Fine used with Late Fee Vic cds. SG 9a, Cat. £950
6d ultramarine with "retouched second E of Pence" variety. Used example with cancel clear of variety.
ACSC 17(1)h Cat. $1500
6d ultramarine. MLH & centred slightly down. Fresh. ACSC 17A Cat. $275
9d pale violet & another with similar shade. Latter with hinge remnant & mild gum ageing, other MLH & well centred,
excellent perfs. ACSC 24D Cat. $200 (2)
9d violet. A lovely fresh MUH example. ACSC 24A, Cat. $1000
9d violet. MH, centred slightly low with light gum bend but strong colour. SG10, ACSC 24A, Cat. $175
9d violet. One slightly short perf top left corner otherwise MLH & well centred. ACSC 24A Cat. $175
9d violet with "break in left frame opposite "A" & white flaw below "AU"" varieties. Fine used, centered right.
ACSC 24A(1)e, Cat. $175
9d violet with "break in top frame over last "A" of Australia & shading lines below" variety. A couple of shortish perfs.
ACSC 24A(2)g, Cat. $1000 for MUH single + premium for variety
9d violet with "breaks in shading under nine pence" variety. MH, well centered. ACSC 24A(2)j, Cat. $400 for MLH
1/- blue green with "break in coastline of Arnhem Land" variety. MLH, centred low left with 2 light tone spots barely
visible from front. ACSC 30C(2)l, Cat. $850
1/- blue green with wmk inverted. Mint with part disturbed o.g otherwise well centered & fresh.
ACSC 30Ca, Cat. $4000 for MLH
1/- blue green. MVLH, small tone spot. Reasonably centred with excellent perfs. ACSC 30C Cat. $200
1/- pale blue-green perfined "OS". MVLH & well centred. ACSC 30Dba, Cat. $650 + premium for scarce shade.
2/- brown MLH but signs of "sweating"/toning on perfs plus £1 grey CofA wmk ovptd "SPECIMEN" MLH. Both with
reasonable perfs & centring. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 & 54x, Cat. $80
2/- brown. MLH but aged gum. Centred slightly high with good perfs. ACSC 35A Cat. $650
2/- brown. MLH, centred a little left. Fresh ACSC 35a Cat. $650
2/- dark brown with Melbourne "DE" part CTO cds. Full MUH gum with rich colour. ACSC 35b, Cat. $300
2/- dark brown. MLH, shortish perf at top for accuracy. Well centred. ACSC 35b Cat. $1500
5/- deep grey & yellow perfined large "OS" with bold part "Chief Parcel Office" pmk. A couple of nibbles perfs at right
otherwise fine. ACSC 42Aba, Cat. $1000
10/- grey & pink. MLH with hinge remainder but fresh colour & well centered. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000
£1 red-brown & blue with duty plate "Short Spencer's Gulf" variety. MLH with very slight gum aging. Lovely fresh
appearance with good centering. ACSC 51b(D)d Cat. $5500
£1 red-brown & blue with duty plate "break in circle" variety. MLH with stunning colour & very good centering.
Superb. ACSC 51b(D)s, Cat. $6500
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2d grey. Centred slightly left, excellent perfs & fine MUH. ACSC 6A, Cat. $325
2d grey. Fine MUH. SG 24, ACSC 6A, Cat $375
2d grey top selvedge example with "II wmk" in ink m/s on selvedge. Trimmed perfs at left otherwise MUH.
SG24, ACSC 6, Cat. $375
2d grey with "cut throat kangaroo" variety. IL48. Fine used with Drury cert (2017). Variety not listed in ACSC for the
2nd wmk, only 3rd wmk. ACSC 6A(1)j
2d grey with "extra islands around Tas" variety. Centered high otherwise fresh MVLH with selvedge at left.
ACSC 6B(2)I, Cat. $375
9d violet with bottom selvedge. Centred slightly to right but excellent perfs & fresh MVLH. ACSC 25A, Cat. $350
9d violet. MLH with good perfs & centring. SG 25, ACSC 25, Cat. $350
9d violet. Well centered with strong colour. Fine MUH, PO fresh. SG 27, ACSC 25A, Cat. $2500
1/- bright blue green. Fresh MUH centered slightly low. ACSC 31B Cat. $2500
2/- light brown fine used with 2 part cds's. SG 29, ACSC 36A, Cat. $350
2/- light brown x 3 F/U examples. One has light registered oval, others with cds's. ACSC 36 Cat. $350 each (3)
2/- light brown. Centred slightly to left, MUH. SG 29, ACSC 36A, Cat. $8500
5/- deep grey & yellow good to fine used & well with good perfs. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675
5/- deep grey & yellow ovptd "NW Pacific Islands." showing "bottom frame damaged over "ES" variety. CTO with
central upright Rabaul cds. Toned on reverse but frontally fine. ACSC 43(D)m Cat. $1250
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5/- deep grey & yellow perfined "OS" good to fine used with Melbourne cds. Fluffy perfs. ACSC 43b Cat. $700
5/- deep grey & yellow with "broken tail on kangaroo" variety. Good used, heavyish postmark & very small thin on
back-top left. ACSC 43A(V)e, Cat. $900
5/- deep grey & chrome perfined "OS" with wmk inverted. F/U with crisp Telegraph Office GPO Melbourne cds.
Well centered & a lovely example. ACSC indicates that as much of 20% of the total printing have wmk inverted.
ACSC 43a/b Cat. $750
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2d grey horiz top selvedge strip of 3, Die I with middle unit having "grey flaw at base of "U" of Australia" variety.
Unlisted in ACSC. Selvedge creased & some light toning. ACSC 7, Cat. $375 for 3 MUH singles + premium for
variety & strip.
2d grey with "colour flaw at S.E. corner" variety. Used with partial indistinct cds at top. ACSC 7(U)d Cat. $150.
Note that ACSC illustrates this flaw as 7(U)d but reverses the description of 7(U)d & 7(U)e in the text.
2d grey, Die IIA block of 4 with "breaks in shading between Tasmania & value circle" & "inner right frame missing
opposite Cape York" varieties. MUH but small tear top left & some tone spots on the back. Cat. $700 + premium
for MUH block
2d grey, Die IIA, with scarce "substituted cliché" variety. Also has a break in RF above Tasmania. Good used with
faults (crease top left & clipped perfs top frame at left). ACSC 7(l)kb, Cat. $2250
2d bluish-grey, Die IIa part Harrison imprint strip of 3 with "white flaws over Australia" variety. Nice exhibition piece.
ACSC 8Bg, Cat. $675 for 3x MUH singles + premium for variety & part imprint.
2d bluish-grey, Die IIa with "broken "d" in value circle" variety. MLH, centred low. ACSC 8B(f), Cat. $125
2d silver-grey, Die IIa with "break in top of value circle" variety. MUH but light diagonal crease.
ACSC 8Ah, Cat. $225 + premium for variety
2d set of 8 to 1/- incl both Dies of 3d with other vals simplified. 3d & 6d MUH, others MVLH or MLH. Also 2/- brown
used. ACSC Cat. $2100+ as MLH. (9)
2½d blue block of 4. MUH/MVLH, centred left with couple of tone spots but fresh colour. ACSC 11A, Cat. $300
2½d blue with "colour spot over "u" of Australia & State II additional retouch east of Cape York" variety. MLH,
centered right. ACSC 11A(2)pa, Cat. $175
2½d blue with "coloured flaws around "alia" & in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. MLH with even gum toning, centred right.
ACSC 11A(1)p, Cat. $175 for MLH.
2½d blue. Pulled perf at right but MUH & well centred. ACSC 11A Cat. $75
3d olive green, Die I, perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. MUH but toned gum & centred to left. ACSC 13Ka/b, Cat. $175
3d olive green, Die II. Fresh MUH, centred high with a couple of nibbled perfs at top but fresh. SG 37da, ACSC 13L,
Cat. $1600 as fine MUH
3d olive, Die I Harrison imprint pair. Fresh MVLH. ACSC13(1)zc, Cat $2000
3d olive, Die I with "colour flaw in bottom right corner" variety. Unused without gum, centred low & right.
ACSC 13E(u)e
3d olive, Die II used showing "white flaw over "t" of "three"" variety. Lightly used, shortish perfs at left & a couple
also toned. ACSC 13(1)d Cat. $450
3d olive, Die IIB pair with minor kiss print on bottom frame of top stamp & top frame of bottom stamp. Used pair
with indistinct cancel, a few short perfs & lower stamp has surface thin. Unlisted variety with Drury cert (2017).
Most unusual. ACSC 14Avar.
3d pale olive-green, Die I with better than average centring, MUH. ACSC 13I, Cat. $175
3d pale olive-green, Die I with inverted wmk. MLH with average centring. ACSC 13Ia, Cat. $275
6d blue, Die II with "notch on bridge of kangaroo's nose" unlisted variety. MUH with good centering.
ACSC 19B, Cat. $575 for normal MUH stamp + premium for variety
6d blue, Die IIB block of 4. MUH/MLH but toning on reverse reflected in reserve. ACSC 20A, Cat. $1800 as singles
6d blue, Die II perfined "OS". MLH block of 4 but considerable gum disturbance & staining however frontally.
ACSC 19Bba, Cat. $600
6d bright ultramarine perfined "OS", Die IIB, Harrison showing "broken leg" variety. Centred low with light Pt Lincoln
cds. ACSC 20(3)d Cat. $750
6d chestnut block of 4. MUH/MLH, very slightly & evenly toned gum but well-centred block. ACSC 21A, Cat. $280
6d chestnut horiz pair with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety ACSC 21(3)d. Centred a little low with light even gum
toning. Cat. $250 for MLH + premium for MUH pair
6d chestnut MLH & 9d, 1/- & 2/- maroon all perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, the 9d centred to left. ACSC Cat. $2260 (4)
6d chestnut showing "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. MLH with fluffy perfs top & bottom. ACSC 21(3)d Cat. $250
6d chestnut with "break in left frame near top" variety. MUH with good centering. ACSC21(u)h, Cat. $125 + premium
for variety
6d chestnut with "broken coast Arnhem Land & break in 2 shading lines above" & "left frame notch top left corner"
varieties. Unlisted in ACSC. MUH, fine but with fluffy perfs.
6d chestnut with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. MUH with small tone spot, centered low left.
ACSC 21A(3)d, Cat. $250 + premium for MUH
6d chestnut with double perfs at base plus David Jones private perfin. Used with Sydney parcel cancel.
Drury Cert (2017). ACSC 21Ab, Cat. $425
6d chestnut perfined "OS" with "broken leg kangaroo" variety. MUH, centered low left with a couple of shortish perfs.
ACSC 21Aba(3)d, Cat. $250 + premium for MUH
6d deep chestnut with "break left frame 8mm from top left corner" variety. Unlisted in ACSC. Fresh MUH, centred low.
ACSC 21C, Cat. $250 + premium for variety
6d dull grey-blue with "bite out of kangaroos left leg State II" variety. Fine used with West Guildford 25 NO 21 cds.
Scarce shade with Drury Cert (2017). ACSC 19E(2)da, Cat. $2250
6d pale greyish-violet with "bite out of kangaroo's left leg State 1" variety 2L17. Fine used with Mendenup WA cds
for 22 NO 21. Drury cert (2017). ACSC 19a(2)d, Cat. $2250 + premium for very scarce shade
6d ultramarine in 3 shades MLH (gum varies) & 9d violet in Dies II & IIA MLH plus 1/- with wmk sideways & right
margin (centered left) & a £1 "SPECIMEN" type D ovpt MLH & 5/- used. Centring varies but conservative reserve. (8)
6d ultramarine perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. Fine used with 1917 cds. ACSC 19ba/a, Cat. $275
6d ultramarine with "broken leg" variety. Fine used, centered down. SG 38d, Cat. £700
6d ultramarine with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. MLH but redistributed gum reflected in reserve.
ACSC 19(1)d Cat. $375
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6d ultramarine with inverted wmk. Fine used. ACSC 19Aa, Cat. $275
9d pale violet, Die II top left margin example. MUH with a couple of nibbled perfs at base & slightly aged gum.
ACSC 26B, Cat $375
9d pale violet, Die IIB perfined "OS" top left marginal corner example with "broken shading lines below "postage"
variety . MLH in selvedge only, centred low. ACSC 27Bba(4)d, Cat. $500 + premium for MUH stamp.
9d pale violet. MUH, centred high. ACSC 26B, Cat. $375
9d violet with inverted wmk. Fine used with a couple of nibbled perfs at lower left & top near left corner.
ACSC 26Aa Cat. $250
9d violet, Die II perfined "OS". MUH with slight gum bends but frontally fine & well centered. ACSC 26ba, Cat. $475
9d violet, Die IIB perfined "OS" MLH, centred right. ACSC 27ba, Cat. $350
9d violet, Die IIB with inverted wmk. MLH with small ink mark on back. Centered right but rich colour.
ACSC 27Aa Cat. $475
1/- blue green with wmk sideways & "white flaw in lower left corner" variety. MLH, centred down.
ACSC 33aa(3)e Cat. $250 + premium of $100 for wmk variety
1/- blue-green in Mullett imprint gutter block of 4. MUH/MLH/MH with most hinging in gutter. ACSC $1750
1/- blue-green left selvedge block of 4 with light even toning on the back, & a couple of pulled perfs. MUH but toned
gum. Good frontal colour & reasonable centring. ACSC 33Aaa. Cat. $300 for singles + premium for MUH block
1/- blue-green perfined "OS". MUH, centred right. ACSC 32b, Cat. $475
1/- blue-green, Die II with inverted wmk. MH with tone spots, centred low. ACSC 21Aa, Cat. $550
1/- blue-green, Die IIB with "LI of "SHILLING" deformed" variety. MLH with good centering but 3 short perfs at base.
ACSC variety 33(4)h Cat. $300
1/- blue-green, Die IIB with sideways wmk. MLH in right selvedge only but a toned gum shadow from album. Well
centred. ACSC A11, Cat. $200
1/- blue-green, Die IIB with sideways wmk. MUH but toned gum. Centred low left with light diagonal crease.
ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $375 + premium for wmk sideways
1/- blue-green, Die IIB, top selvedge single perfined "OS". MUH but evenly toned gum & light horiz bend
(ACSC 33Aba, Cat. $225 as MUH) plus KGV 4½d SM wmk perf. 13½x12½, perfined "OS". Tiny lower corner
closed tear, F/U with neat part cds. (ACSC 120Ab, Cat. $175)
1/- blue-green, Die IIB perfined "OS" with " value circle broken at base" variety. MH & centered right.
ACSC 33Aba(3)g, Cat. $200
1/- blue-green, Die IIB perfined "OS" with "top frame broken over 1st "a" of Australia" variety. Top left corner example
MLH (slightly toned gum) in selvedge only with short lower left corner plus fluffy perfs along base reflected in reserve.
ACSC 33Aba(4)d , Cat. $250 + premium for MUH.
1/- blue-green, Die IIB perfined "OS". MUH with light, even gum toning. ACSC 33ba, Cat. $375
1/- bright blue green, Die IIB in Mullett imprint pair. MLH in gutter only. ACSC 33zg, Cat. $400
1/- dull blue green perfined "OS" showing "break on northern coast of Tas". MLH ACSC variety 33(3)h, Cat. $250
1/- dull blue-green, Die IIB with "1 for first "L" in shilling" variety. MH, centred low. ACSC 33C(4)1, Cat. $300
1/- grey-green, Die II, MVLH & well centred. Strong colour for this true shade. ACSC 32G, Cat. $500
2/- brown showing "white dog leg flaw through "sh" to value circle" variety. Used with variety clear of cancel.
ACSC 37(2)f Cat. $450
2/- brown. MLH/MH with a of couple shortish perfs. Well centred & frontally fresh. ACSC 37A, Cat. $450
2/- brown. MVLH with good centring. ACSC 37A, Cat. $450
2/- brown. One nibbled perf at base otherwise fine MLH. ACSC 37A, Cat. $450
2/- brown perfined "OS". MUH, centred low left.SG O49, ACSC 37ba, Cat. $3250
2/- brown perfined small "OS". MH with disturbed gum & a little toning but well centered & frontally appealing.
ACSC 87ba, Cat. $1500
2/- maroon showing "nick in left frame opposite top of WA" variety. Fine used, centred to right. ACSC 38(2)e Cat. $150
Note: text incorrectly state "right" frame.
2/- maroon. MLH & well centred with good colour. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300
2/- maroon. MLH with light crease. Good fresh colour. ACSC 38a Cat. $300
2/- maroon perfined "OS" with "flaw in top of "n" of shilling" variety. MLH on right selvedge only but even gum toning.
Fluffy pers, well centered. ACS 38Aba(2)l, Cat. $1300+
2/- maroon perfined "OS". MUH but heavily toned gum & centred low left. ACSC 38ba, Cat. $1250
2/- maroon perfined OS. MH with slightly toned gum, centred low right. ACSC 38ba, Cat. $550
5/- grey & pale yellow with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH. SG 42w, ACSC 44Da, Cat. $2500 as MLH so MUH premium.
5/- grey & pale yellow with inverted wmk. Used example with part Sydney cds's. Well centered. A difficult stamp.
SG 42w, ACSC 44Da, Cat. $2000
5/- grey & pale yellow perf "OS" showing "shading breaks in Bight" var. Used, centered right. ACSC 44(D)n Cat. $450
5/- grey & pale yellow perfined "OS". MLH with 2 minor tone spots near perfin holes but only visible on reverse. Fluffy
perfs but strong colour & fresh frontal appearance. ACSC 44b, Cat. $1250
5/- grey & yellow Harrison imprint gutter pair. Right stamp with “white flaw off NSW coast” variety. Fine MUH.
ACSC 44ze, Cat $3000 as imprint or $3500 as MUH singles.
5/- grey black & chrome showing "ewe-faced kangaroo". Good used with bold part parcel cancel just clear of the
variety. ACSC 44(V)f Cat. $650
5/- grey black & yellow heavily used block of 4 with top left having the "white line adjacent to coast in Bight" variety.
ACSC var 44(D)e Cat. $600 + $225 x 3
5/- grey-black & chrome. MLH with partially "doubly printed frame plate" visible in margins & in white areas of map.
Fresh. ACSC 44Ac, Cat. $10,000 for full double print.
5/- grey-black & pale yellow with "white line adjacent to coast in Bight" variety. MLH & very well centred with good
perfs. A lovely example. ACSC 44D9D)a, Cat. $950
10/- grey & aniline pink Harrison imprint gutter pair. Odd fluffy/irregular perfs at top otherwise fine MVLH with
lovely colour. A scarce item. ACSC 48zd, Cat $15,000 (see front cover)
10/- grey & deep aniline pink with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. Fine used & well centred with good perfs.
ACSC 48(D)I Cat. $850
10/- grey & deep aniline pink. MLH & well centred. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750
10/- grey & intense aniline pink. Fine used with light registered cancel, centred to right. ACSC 48D, Cat. $600
10/- grey & pink with "broken tail on kangaroo" variety. Used, centred to right. Could do with a bath!
ACSC 48(V)e, Cat. $650
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10/- grey & pink perfined "OS". Light overall toning & pulled perf at left otherwise well centred & MLH.
ACSC 48Aba, Cat. $2000
£1 chestnut & blue. MLH with hinge remnant & light evenly toned gum. Centered slightly left. Rich colour & frontally
fine. ACSC 52B, Cat. $4000
£1 chestnut & bright blue fine used with neat Dawson cds dated 3 JL 17 just after the printing of this shade.
Good centering & lovely colour. SG 44a, Cat. £1800
£2 grey-black & crimson used. Used with heavy cds with worn impression. One short perf at base but well centered &
sound. ACSC 56B, Cat. $4000
£2 grey-black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH & well centred with fluffy perfs. ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $600
£2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH with toned gum reflected in reserve. ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $500
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6d chestnut x 2 good to fine used plus ovptd "OS" MUH & CTO/fine used x 2. Vendor indicates ACSC varieties
22(u)h & 22(4)ca which cannot be confirmed. Cat. as normals at $410 (5)
6d chestnut perfined "OS" & ovptd "OS" plus 1/- perf "OS". All MUH. Trivial foxed perf top of 6d ovpt & light toning on
1/- for accuracy. ACSC $650 (3)
6d chestnut perfined "OS" with "break in left frame near top" variety. MUH & well centered. ACSC 22Ab(u)h, Cat. $175
+ premium for MUH.
6d pale chestnut John Ash imprint pair with "N over N". Light gum bend other wise fresh MVLH.
ACSC 22B(3)za, Cat. $100 + premium for imprint pair
6d pale chestnut John Ash imprint pair with "N over N". Fine MUH. ACSC 22B(4)za, Cat. $200 + premium for imprint
6d pale chestnut perfined "OS" block of 4. MUH/MLH, centered low with one pulled perf. ACSC 22Bb, Cat. $370
6d, 1/- & 5/- perfined "OS", the latter with small "fixing" pieces at corners in gum otherwise all MLH.
ACSC 22b, Cat. $60, 34b, Cat. $100 & 45ba, Cat. $1250 (3)
1/- blue-green Ash imprint "N" over "N" block of 4 but does not show variety J "break in northern coast of Tasmania"
on stamp 3R39. MLH with odd short perf at right. Well centred & rich colour. ACSC Cat.34(3)z, Cat, $900
1/- blue-green. Superb MUH top selvedge example. ACSC 34a Cat. $300
2/- maroon showing "white flaw under second "l" of "shillings" variety. MLH with slightly shortish perfs along top.
Well centred. ACSC 39(1)f Cat. $750
2/- maroon with "colour spot off WA coast" variety. MLH, centred slightly to left with a couple shortish perfs at base.
ACSC 39(1)g Cat. $750
2/- maroon with "flaw on "s" on Australia" variety. Fine MUH with very good centering. ACSC 39B(2)j, Cat. $750 +
premium for variety
2/- pale maroon with "white flaw under "li" of shilling" variety. MLH but toned gum &short perf at lower left corner.
ACSC 39C(u)I, Cat. $450
2/- pale maroon in John Ash imprint "N over N" pair. MVLH in selvedge only. Excellent balance & colour.
ACSC 3ac(1)za, Cat. $1000
5/- grey & yellow-orange with bold Late Fee cds dated 4 JE 31. ACSC 45, Cat. $250
5/- grey & yellow-orange. Fine used with partial 20 MAR 33 WA cds at left. Centred slightly high but excellent
perfs & colour. ACSC 45A Cat. $225
5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white flaw at top of kangaroo's arm" vignette variety. MLH/MH with very good centering.
ACSC 45A(v)m, Cat. $950
5/- grey & yellow, John Ash imprint gutter block of 4 with “White flaw off N.S.W. coast” variety. Top stamps MVLH
verging on MUH & lower MUH. Exhibition quality. ACSC 45z, Cat $7500 (see front cover)
5/- grey & yellow-orange perfined "OS" with "white line adjacent to coast in Bight" variety. MLH, a shortish perf &
centered top right but lovely colour. ACSC 45Aba(D)e, Cat. $1900
5/- grey & yellow orange perfined small "OS" with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencer's Gulf" variety. Fine used
with light corner cds. A couple of shortish perfs at right otherwise fine. ACSC variety 45(D)f Cat. $400
10/- grey & pale pink with bold 1933 Cue cds. ACSC 49, Cat. $700
10/- grey & pale pink. Even gum toning but frontally fine with good perfs. MLH. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100
10/- grey & pale pink. MLH with superb colour. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100
£1 grey with "break in coast off S.E. Australia" variety. Fine used & well centred example. ACSC 53ae Cat. $900
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6d chestnut Ash imprint pair ovptd "OS". MUH & hard to find better. ACSC 23A(OS)4za, Cat. $350+MUH premium
6d chestnut ovptd "OS" in vertical gutter strip of 10. Lightly folded down gutter but fresh MUH.
ACSC 23(OS)A, Cat. $1000+
6d chestnut ovptd "OS" in well-centred fresh MUH block of 6. ACSC 23(OS)A, Cat. $100 x 6
6d chestnut ovptd "OS" in singles, pairs, blocks of 4, 6 & 10 plus a strip of 3. Cat. $100 ea x 34
9d purple. Fresh MUH & well centered. ACSC 29C, Cat. $150
9d violet John Ash "N over N" imprint pair. MLH, off centre. Strong colour. ACSC 29A(4)za, Cat. $250
9d violet in John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4, 2nd state with "Die II substitution - top right stamp has coloured
marks outside the left frame near the top & the bottom" variety. MLH with very slight gum toning & small part of centre
selvedge missing at top. Fresh frontal appearance. ACSC 29A(4)zb, Cat. $650
2/- maroon redrawn Die by Authority imprint gutter block of 4 (25mm). An attractive fresh example.
ACSC 41Azd, Cat. $150 + premium for MUH
2/- maroon with "chopped neck kangaroo state II with additional break in coast above kangaroo" variety. MLH in
selvedge hinge only. ACSC 40A(1)da, Cat. $125 + premium for MUH stamp
2/- deep maroon redrawn Die by Authority imprint gutter block of 4 (14mm). ACSC 41Bza, Cat. $150+ MUH premium.
2/- reddish-maroon in bottom left block of 4 with "white flaw under "li" of Australia" variety. MUH.
ACSC 40D(2)k, Cat. $475 + premium for block & MUH variety.
2/- reddish-maroon in vertical strip of 3 with "flaw on "s" of Australia" variety on middle unit. MUH & in scarce shade.
ACSC 40D(2)j, Cat. $75 ea + premium for variety & multiple strip.
5/- grey & yellow-buff with duty plate "broken coast near Sydney" variety. MLH, centred low & left otherwise fine.
ACSC 46c(D)da Cat. $950
5/- grey & yellow-orange with "break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" duty plate variety. MVLH with excellent centering
& colour. ACSC 46A(D)va, Cat. $800
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10/- grey & pink fine used with "muzzled kangaroo" variety. Centered low left. Nice Fimiston WA cds.
ACSC 50A(V)q Cat. $550
10/- grey & pink John Ash imprint gutter pair with the right stamp showing the "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. MLH.
ACSC 50zc, Cat. $2750
10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MVLH, centred right. ACSC 50Axe, Cat. $90
10/- grey & pink with "broken coast at top right of Arnhem Land" variety. Fin used with very light vertical crease at left.
ACSC 50(D)k, Cat. $550
10/- grey & pink x 2 in two shades, one of which one is unnaturally pale. Both are cds examples, well centred with
good perfs. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 (2)
10/- dark grey & aniline pink. Fresh MLH verging on MVLH. Centred slightly high. Very good perfs.
ACSC 50E, Cat. $2750
10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". £2 centred low otherwise MLH. ACSC Cat. $270
£1 grey. Good to fine used with part bold cds. Centred slightly high with good perfs. Light vertical reg crayon line at
left. ACSC 54 Cat. $420
£2 grey-black & rose-crimson pair with stunning full & central "Telegraph Office Kalgoorlie" cancel (C-28-b tel (2))
dated 2 MR 35. Both stamps display the "colour spot on map north of Bight" variety . Some perf damage at top right &
lower left. The stamp at left appears more likely to be ACSC 58B(D)q, Cat. $1300 as a single.
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KING GEORGE V
1914 KGV Perkins Bacon & Co Die Proofs
1291

1292

1293
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State 1 Die Proof of the completed design with a solid field behind the King's head & clean surrounds in
bright red on highly glazed thin card (94 x 125mm). Ex Perkins Bacon archives with only six existing in this
format. ACSC 70DP(11)Cb, Cat. $12,500
Imperforate Plate Proof of 1d carmine rose Plate 2, no monogram block of 12 (6 x 2) from the base of pane III
(49-54/55-60). Enormous sheet margins & a lovely exhibition piece with only one sheet thought to have been
printed in this shade. Ex Arthur Gray. ACSC 70PP(2)C
Plate Proof, 1d carmine red, Die II single line perf on glazed white unwatermarked paper. The ACSC states
that 2 of these were discovered in 1990 & no others exist.SG 21a, the issued 1d single line perforation Die II
stamp is cat. £17000 in SG & $20,000 in the ACSC. However there is some contention as to whether a mint
original gum example of this stamp actually exists as none have been reported for many years now. This is an
excellent opportunity to acquire this rarity complete with Drury Cert. (2015). Ex Arthur Gray. ACSC 70PP(7)
(see front cover)
Plate Proof, 1d block of 4 in black on thin white glazed card. Small single hinge mark on reverse.
ACSC 70PP(2), Cat. $1300 + premium for multiple
Plate Proof, 1d carmine on pink single watermarked paper. This plate proof is perfined "OS". MUH, centered right
with minute tone spot on reverse. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 70PP(5) See page 4/64 for detail.
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½d green monogram lower right corner pair. MLH with perf separation, light even toning & couple of spots reflected in
reserve. ACSC 63(1)zb, Cat. $850
½d green, single line perf 14, good to fine used example. RPSV photo-certificate (1956) signed Purves, Brown &
Holbeach. Couple shortish perfs top left otherwise fine & rare. Cost vendor $890 incl BP from Status Sale 245 in 2008.
ACSC 64, Cat. $900
½d orange left selvedge strip of three with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 66a, Cat. $75+
½d orange with inverted wmk in MLH selvedge block of 4, ½d orange strip of 11 MUH with 3 stamps MLH, 1d green
block of 4 with 2 line Mullet imprint with "ferns" & "RA" join varieties MUH/MLH (light even gum toning) ACSC 77(4)zb
& 1d green block of 4 with 2 varieties MUH/MLH ACSC 77(4)ia & j. Total ACSC Cat. $630 (4 items)
½d orange, electro 6, Harrison imprint block of 4 with no stop after "Printer". MUH/MLH with some perfs separation
at base. ACSC 66(6)z, Cat. $200
½d orange, electro 7, Harrison imprint strip of 4 with no stop after "Printer". MLH on 2 units & some light diagonal
bends. ACSC 66(7)z, Cat. $175
1d brick (pale terracotta) perfined "OS" with "dot before 1" variety. Fine used. Drury Cert (2018).
ACSC 71Qbb(3)m, Cat. $300
1d carmine red Die I & II horiz pair, G10. Fine used, centered right. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71A(1)ia, unpriced
1d carmine red Die I & II horiz pair, G10. F/U, short corner perf at right. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71A(1)ia, unpriced
1d carmine-red, G10 pane 1, positional plate block of 15. Positions 13-17/ 19-23/ 25-29 with 4 having minor plate
varieties on stamps 19, 21, 27 & 29. All unlisted in ACSC but listed in BSAP. A well-centred MLH block with minor
creasing affecting stamps 27, 28 & 29 but remains an attractive item.
1d reddish pink, G15 on cover (front only), G21 on cover Duntroon to Melbourne dated 17 DE 17 & a G30 on cover
with neat Enogga Camp Qld cds & addressed to Melbourne. All better than average cond. (3)
1d reddish-pink aniline Die I & II/I & II in block of 4. Fine used. Drury Cert (2018). ACSC 71F(1)ia x2, unpriced
1d dull red, Die II, G16 horiz pair. Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71E(1)I x 2, Cat. $80+
1d dull red, Die II, G16 vertical pair. Used with Drury Cert (2018). ACSC 71E(1)I x 2, Cat. $80
1d scarlet G17 with "CNE" variety. Fine used with Maitland South Aust 4 AU 1916 cds. Centred right with minute
tear at right & small this near hinge but frontally neither apparent however reflected in reserve. Drury cert. (2017).
ACSC 71G(4)q, Cat. $1500
1d scarlet pre-substitute cliché Iv.34, "rusted cliché". Fine used, light crease & blue pencil stamp on front from
registered marking. ACSC 71I(2)j, Cat. $750
1d deep scarlet pre-substitute cliché IV.35, "rusted cliché". Fine used with light 19 FE 17 WA cds. Centered low right.
ACSC 71J(2)k, Cat. $750
1d scarlet red (G17) with "CNE" variety. F/U Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 71G(4)q Cat $1500
1d scarlet with "rusted cliché" variety from position IV-35. Fine used. Drury Cert (2011). ACSC 71(2)k, Cat. $750
1d scarlet with "rusted cliché". Fine used with Drury Cert (2007). ACSC 71(2)j, Cat. $750
1d scarlet aniline, G18 per-substitute cliché fine used on piece. Centred right & low with small tear left frame
resulting in low reserve. ACSC 71(2)k, Cat. $750
1d scarlet aniline, G18 pre-substitute cliché. Fine to good used with 1917 cds. ACSC 71i(2)k Cat. $750
1d scarlet aniline, G18 pre-substitute clichés. Fine used, centred right. ACSC 71i(2)j Cat. $750
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1d scarlet aniline, Die II & II, G18 fine used pair. Centered high. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71(1)I x2, Cat. $80+
1d salmon, G26, perfined "T" for Tasmania. Mint with redistributed gum. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 71R.bb "T"
1d Salmon G26 perfined "OS" with "damaged lower right frame" variety. Good used with variety partly concealed
by postmark. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71Rbb(3)g, Cat. $250 for OS plus significant premium for variety.
1d salmon Eosin, G27. F/U by "NEW ANGLEDOOL" cds for MR 8 1918. A few clipped perfs top left reflected in
conservative reserve. This is the second recorded example. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 71S Cat. $2500
1d salmon Eosin, G27 fine used with 13 JA 18 cds. Centered left with a few fluffy perfs but strong vibrant colour.
Drury Cert. (2013) ACSC 71S, Cat. $2500
1d pale pink salmon Eosin, G27A. A stunning fine used example of this scarce shade with Drury Cert. (2013)
ACSC 71SA, Cat. $2250 (see front cover)
1d pink, G28 with "ferns" variety. Superb fine used example. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 71T(4)ia, Cat. $200
1d pink, G28 with variety "ferns" variety. Good used with machine cancel. Drury Cert (2018)
ACSC 71T(4)ia, Cat. $200
1d carmine pink, G29, with "RA" joined" variety. Fine used with Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 71U(4)j, Cat. $250
1d carmine rose, G30 in left hand selvedge vertical pair from booklet B12. MUH/MLH. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 71V
1d carmine rose with "break in left frame 3.5mm from top" variety. MUH but "streaky" gum disturbance.
ACSC 74A(93)h, Cat. $325
1d deep carmine rose positional plate block of 4. Pane V: 23, 24/29, 30 with damaged lower right frame. 3x stamps
MLH, stamp 30 MUH. ACSC 74B(3)g, Cat. $445
1d deep carmine rose with bottom selvedge. MUH, short perf top right corner. Cat. $70
1d carmine red G31 plate 4 positional block of 6 pane VIII: 31 & 32/37 & 38/43 & 44 with "white scratch behind
kangaroo" variety. An attractive well centred block with 2 MLH & bottom 4 MUH. Cat. $215 as singles
1d carmine red G31 with "N-Y joined" variety. MLH & well centred, MLH. ACSC 71y(4)o, Cat. $600
1d carmine red with inverted wmk & significant "Tin Shed" flawing. Fine used, centred left. ACSC 71Aa
1d carmine red, Die II, G31. Fine used pair, centered right. Drury Cert (2108)
ACSC 71Y(1)i+I, Cat. $40 + premium for pair
1d carmine aniline G33 bottom selvedge strip of 4, pane VII: 55-58. MUH, centred left. Cat. $240
1d carmine aniline G33 horiz positional selvedge strip of 6 pane 5: 1-6 with "cut in left frame opposite emu's neck"
variety. MUH, some creasing, heavier on stamp 5. BW 71z(3)d, Cat. $400 as singles
1d carmine aniline G33 with "N-Y joined" variety. MLH, centred right with rough perfs at right. BW 71z(4)o, Cat. $600
1d carmine aniline G33 x 5 singles with (i) MUH, couple shortish perfs; (ii) MLH, couple shortish perfs; (iii) pane VI.45
damaged crown top MLH; (iv) pane VII.31 "wattle line" MUH, off centre & (v) pane VII.60 "RA join" MLH, off centre.
Total ACSC cat. $320 (5)
1d deep carmine positional plate block of 4 pane VIII: 49, 50/55, 56 "kangaroo's tongue out". MLH & well centred.
An attractive block. BW 74B(4)u, Cat. $445
1d deep carmine single with secret mark variety. MLH with fluffy perfs. 74B(4)d, Cat. $325
1d deep carmine with "run N" variety. MUH, centred right. ACSC 74B(4)vb, Cat. $325
1d deep scarlet aniline rough paper G60 perfined "OS" in corner selvedge block of 4 Pane VII: 5 & 6/ 11 & 12. MUH,
centered top left. Brilliant colour. Cat. $600 as singles
1d deep scarlet aniline rough paper G60 plate 4 positional block of 4. Pane VIII: 13 & 14/ 19 & 20. MUH/MLH, centred
right. Creasing on one unit but brilliant colour. Cat. $280 as singles.
1d deep scarlet rough paper G60 inverted wmk MUH (off centre, small gum disturbance) & 1d carmine on rough
paper, G62 also with inverted wmk MLH. Cat. $180 (2)
1d carmine rough paper G62 bottom right corner selvedge single 8.60 "run N" state 3. Superb MUH. Cat. $90++
1d carmine rough paper G62 left selvedge block of 4. Possibly pane V: 13 & 14/ 19 & 20 (view to assess). MUH with
fluffy perfs at top. Cat. $200 as unplated singles
1d carmine rough paper G62 plate 4 pane VII: 53 & 54 "ferns"/ 59 & 60 "RA joined". 3 MUH with 54 MLH. Centred left
with shortish perfs at top & left. Cat. $330
1d carmine rough paper G62 positional plate 4 block of 4 pane VIII: 4 & 5/ 10 & 11. MUH/MLH, centred high
but vibrant colour. Cat. $160 as unplated singles
1d carmine rough paper G62 positional plate block of 4 pane VII: 19 & 20/25 & 26. MUH/MLH, centred left. Cat. $160
as unplated singles
1d carmine rough paper G62. Fine MUH vertical pair. Cat. $75 ea
1d carmine rough paper with line watermark only. Lightly used with Melbourne cancel. Drury Cert. (2014).
ACSC No 72Cac
1d rose red G63 positional plate 4 block of 4 pane VII: 31 (wattle line) & 32 (notch left frame)/ 37 (neck flaw) & 38.
MUH/MLH, centred left. Cat. $345 as singles
1d rose pink, G67 on rough paper perfined "OS". MLH & well centered. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 72Hbb Cat. $700
1d rose pink, G67 on rough paper. Used example with Drury Cert. (2017). ACSC 72H, Cat. $175
1d rose pink, G67, perfined "OS". Fine used with Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72Hbb, Cat. $250
1d rose pink, G67, perfined "OS". Machine cancel used. ACSC 72Hbb, Cat. $250
1d rosine G68 on rough paper, pane 1, vertical marginal strip of 3 with "CA" monogram. MLH/MH with some perf
reinforcing. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 72I(l)z Cat. $6000
1d rosine, Die II, G68. Good to F/U with single vert machine cancel line. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72I(1), Cat. 325
1d rosine, Die II, G68. Good to fine used. Drury Cert (2018). ACSC 72I(1)I, Cat. $325
1d rosine, G68, Fine used with corner cancel, slightly heavy. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 71I, F/used, Cat. $150
1d rosine, G68, with light cds, centered low right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72I, Cat. $150
1d rosine, G69, perfined "OS". Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100
1d rosine, G69, perfined "OS". Good used with light machine cancel. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100
1d deep rosine, G70 on rough paper perfined "OS". MUH, centered right. "Deep Red Rosine" in brackets on Drury
Cert. (2017) ACSC 72Jbb Cat. $800
1d deep rosine, Die II, G70. Neat machine cancel. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72Jii, Cat. $500
1d deep rosine, G70, perfined "OS". Fine used, centered a little low but superb in all other aspects. Drury Cert (2108)
ACSC 72Jbb, Cat. $275
1d deep rosine, G70, perfined "OS". Good to fine used pair with three part cancels. Centred right but scarce in a pair.
Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72Jbb, Cat. $550
1d deep rosine, G70, with "rusted top right corner" variety. Centred left with machine cancel but a scarce left plate
flaw. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72J(2)c, Cat. $500
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1d deep rosine, G70. Fine used & attractive with compartment line. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72J, Cat. $175
1d deep rosine, G70. Fine used, centered high right. ACSC 72J, very F/used, poorly centred. Cat. $175
1d lilac rose, G70½ on rough paper. MLH, two pulled perf at left. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 72KA Cat. $1250
1d lilac rose, G70½. Fine used, centered low left. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72KA, Cat. $350
1d lilac rose, G70½. Fine used. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72KA, Cat. $350
1d damson, G70½. Good to fine used with heavyish cds. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200
1d damson, G70½. Light machine cancel & centered left. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200
1d damson, Die II, G70½ & perfined "OS". Fine used & well centered. Drury Cert (2108)
ACSC 72K(1)ib, Cat. $750 + premium for "OS".
1d damson, Die II, G70½. Fine used with neat cds. Centered right. A scarce die II shade. Drury Cert (2108)
ACSC 72K(1), Cat. $750
1d damson, Die II, G70½. Machine cancel used & centered right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72K(1), Cat. $750
1d plum, G71 perfined "OS". Fine used, centred left. A scarce "OS" shade. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72Lbb, Cat. $600
1d plum, G71. Fine used with double cds cancels. Centered top right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72L, Cat. $300
1d plum, G71. Fine used with slightly smudged cds. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72L, Cat. $300
1d carmine red on rough paper, perfined "OS", G73 positional plate 1 block of 6 pane I: 13 & 14/19 & 20/25 & 26.
MUH & MLH with 4 units of latter. Centred left but remains an attractive block. Cat. $900 as unplated "OS" singles
1d carmine rose, G74 Die I on rough paper with substitute cliché. MLH, centered high right. Drury Cert. (2017)
ACSC 72Q(2)ka Cat. $1500
1d carmine rose on rough paper G74 left side selvedge single from pane I 25 (maybe). Fine MUH. View to assess.
1d carmine rose on rough paper perfined "OS NSW". G74 positional plate 2 block of 4 pane IV: 40 "thin g", 41
"dot on Y of penny", 46 "flaw outside R frame near emu's neck" & 47. Superb MUH, centred right. Cat. $800 for
stamps without perfin
1d carmine rose on rough paper. G74 perfined "OS" in vertical positional plate 2 pair pane III: 23 "Penavy flaw" & 29
"rust flaws top right corner". MUH/MLH, centred left. Cat. $500 as singles
1d brownish red G75 MUH pair. Stamps have outer frame lines on top & right frames. MUH, centred left. Excellent
colour. Cat. $250
1d brownish red G75 on rough paper, plate 2 positional block of 9 pane III: 34-36/ 40-42 "white flaw under rut"/ 46-48.
Superb MUH with minor perf separation. A lovely exhibition piece. Cat. $1350+ as singles
1d brownish red, G75 with 2 strips of 4 stated by vendor to be from the same sheet. Strip 1 stamps 2-5 with top
selvedge, strip 2 stamps 6/ 12/ 18/ 24 with top & side selvedges. All stamps MUH, centred left. A fine group.
Cat. $1000 as MUH unplated singles (8)
1d crimson vert pair perfined OS with dry ink positions & "thin One Penny" variety from Pane 8.14/8.20. Fine used
with Perth 26 OC 18 cds. Lower stamp has 2 small pinholes. An unusual combination.
1d maroon, G77 on rough paper with compartment lines on 3 sides. Starling Cert. (2015) ACSC 72R Cat. $150
1d maroon Die II, G77. Good to fine used on piece with machine cancel. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72R(1)i, Cat. $300
1d maroon, Die II, G77 perfined "OS". Fine used, centered right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72R(1)ib, Cat. $300 +
premium for "OS"
1d red, Die I, substitute cliché in a range of shades with 2 on smooth & 2 on rough with one perfined "OS".
Good to lightly used. (4)
1d red, Die II substitute clichés Die II, both on rough paper. Used examples (2)
1d reds on smooth paper all with "tin shed" flaws effecting up to 30% of the stamp. Good to fine used examples. (8)
1d reds x 2 with "ferns" & "RA join" varieties. Both fine used. ACSC 74(4)ia & j, Cat. $200 (2)
1d reds x 2, one with "neck flaw" & other "thin One Penny" varieties. Fine used pair. ACSC 74(4)h & l, Cat. $200 (2)
1d violet on coarse mesh paper in block of 4. MUH/MVLH & well centred, small ink mark on reverse with very slightly
toned gum but frontally fine. Seldom seen. ACSC 76aa, Cat. $700
1d violet positional block of 4 perfined "OS" for pane V: 25 + 26/ 31 + 32 with "break in left frame 3-5mm from top"
variety. MVLH with even light gum toning. ACSC 76(3)h, Cat. $690 as singles
1d violet with five blocks of 4 with various varieties incl (i) ACSC 76(3)m & n MUH/MLH, (ii) selvedge block with ACSC
76(4)d & e stamps MUH, (iii) ACSC 76(4)f, g & h MUH.MLH & (iv) ACSC 76(4)h MUH/MLH plus (v) ACSC 76(4)ia & j
M/MUH. Generally each block is well centred with varying degrees of even gum toning. Total Cat. $700+ (5 blocks)
1d green Harrison 2 line imprint "N" over "M" block of 8 with "Notched NE corner" & "white flaw in right frame"
varieties. MUH/MLH ACSC 77(3)2a k/r, Cat. $265 + premium for block of 8
1d green with six block of 4 all with varieties incl (i) ACSC 77(3)d & e MUH/MVLH (poor centring), (ii) ACSC 77(3)m
MUH/MLH & well centred, (iii) ACSC 77(4)f, g & h MUH/MLH but off-centre, (iv) ACSC 77(4)ia & j MUH, centred left &
(v) ACSC 77(4)s &vh. Two different blocks - the second showing run "N" correction (almost looks like the VC variety &
not VH). Both MUH/MLH with the first centred left. All 6 blocks have light even gum toning. Total Cat. $920
1½d red & 1½d brown with 1½d red in 4 blocks of 4 with ACSC 89(16)d & e, 89(22)I & j, 89(24)m & n, 89(22)sb, t, u &
v varieties. 1½d brown in block of 8 with positions 25, 26, 27, 128/ 31, 32, 33 & 34 with variety. ACSC 85(12)p. All
blocks are MUH/MLH with varied centring & light even gum toning. Total Cat. $650
1½d red in two blocks of 4 with no imprint selvedge block MUH/MLH (some perf separation as base) ACSC 89(23)za
& Mullett 2 line imprint block with variety "g" ACSC (27)z. MLH selvedge only with a little creasing at base & light even
gum toning. Total Cat. $875
1½d red with "cracked plate" variety. MLH with slightly toned gum & couple shortish perfs at base but a lovely clear
example. ACSC 79(18)r, Cat. $600
2d red pair with 2 varieties ACSC 96(12)I & j MLH & 2d red brown pair with variety ACSC 97(16)f MUH. Light even
gum toning but strong clear colour. Total Cat. $565
2d orange MUH horizontal strip of 6, 3d blue block of 4 MUH/MLH, centred to left & 4½d violet MUH pair with two
varieties, ACSC 118d & 118o. Total Cat. $700+ (3 items)
3d pale dull violet blue upper marginal block of 4. Centered high & slightly right but fresh MUH. ACSC 104B, Cat. $300
+ premium for marginal block
4d orange with inverted wmk & "white flaw behind emu's leg…" variety. Light horiz ironed out crease but a scarce
postally used example. ACSC 110a(1)q
4d blue MUH pair (light gum toning), 4d blue MUH single, 4d violet MLH, 4 olive MLH & 1/4d turquoise MLH with light
even gum toning. Total ACSC Cat. $615 (6)
4d blue, Die III from Cooke printing with "Fourpence retouch late state" variety. MUH, centred low right with right
selvedge but separated from stamp. ACSC 112(2)rb Cat. $1000
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4d milky blue, 4d olive green & 1/4d turquoise all perfined "OS". The 1/4d with shallow thin at left & 4d milky blue with
blind perfs at left of top & bottom horizontal rows. Centring varies with 1/4d showing perfs nearly touching design at
right. All fine MLH. ACSC 112D, Cat. $375, 114B, Cat. $100 & 128ba, Cat. $175 (3)
4d ultramarine pair with "white flaw projecting from kangaroo's head" & "thin Four Pence retouch" varieties. MUH with
even gum toning but a scarce multiple. ACSC 112(2)q & ra, Cat. $975+ premium for MUH pair.
4d ultramarine with inverted wmk & "flaw on 4th bloom in left wattles" variety. MLH with gum toning & fluffy perfs.
ACSC 113Baa(3)j, Cat. $480
4d dull ultramarine with inverted wmk from Harrison printing (4.52) State I. The first state of this flaw is not listed in
ACSC but is listed in "George V Four Penny" (BSAP). Good to fine used with heavyish pmk. A couple of toned perfs.
ACSC 113Baa, Cat. for used inverted wmk is $1000 + premium for variety.
1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH with very light toning at top. Well centred. ACSC 128A Cat. $300
1/4d turquoise-blue pair with left stamp 1 R56 (MUH) & right stamp 1R57 with "thick 1 at right" variety. MLH with even
gum toning & centred left reflected in reserve. ACSC 128An. Total Cat. as singes $1125
1/4d pale turquoise blue Mullett imprint pair with light fold through gutter & base of margin shaved off but just clear of
imprint. MVLH ACSC 128Aza (part imprint), Cat. $3500 as fine block
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1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark Perf.14
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½d yellowish green block of 4 with "thin fraction at right" variety. MLH. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 65E(5)s, Cat.$200+
½d green, electro 6, CA monogram lower selvedge block of 8. The block is MUH but has creases & considerable perf
separation however the MUH monogram strip of 3 appears to have escaped serious damage while the monogram
single is in fine MUH cond. ACSC 65(5), Cat. $400 & 65(5)za, Cat. $250
½d green block 4 with variety ACSC 65(5)s MUH/MLH & centred right with evenly toned gum. Also a top right
selvedge block of 10 MLH on selvedge only with gum toning & 3x 1d red singles with a MUH, MLH & MH examples
with "RA joined" variety. (couple short perfs). Total Cat. $820 (5 items)
1d carmine pink (G101) from 1918 Cooke printing. Light crease at top left otherwise fresh MUH. Drury Cert. (2017)
ACSC 73A Cat. $1250
1d red bottom selvedge with part Harrison imprint single with "RA joined" variety. MLH, centered left with light diagonal
bend. ACSC 74(4)j, Cat. $325
1d red with "N-Y joined" variety. Fine used & well centred. ACSC 74(4)o, Cat. $100
1d red top selvedge strip of 10 (5x2) broken into two blocks (6+4) with "secret mark" & run "pearl in crown" varieties.
MLH in selvedge only otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 74(4)d + e, Cat. $1250 as singles
1½d brown Harrison 2 line imprint block of 8 with "diagonal scratch over T of postage" variety. MUH/MLH, centered
low right. ACSC 86(4)z/h, Cat. $1000
1½d purple-brown perfined "OS" block of 4. MUH/MLH with some perf separation. ACSC 86Bba, Cat. $550 as singles
+ premium for block plus 1½d brown positional block of 4 with variety ACSC 86(3)k. MH. Total cat. value $690+
1d green vertical pair with bottom selvedge & 2 singles all perfined "OS" with "neck flaw" (ACSC 78(4)h) "ferns" in the
pair with "RA join" (ACSC 78(4)j) MUH/MLH & "corner dot" (ACSC 78(4)q) varieties. ACSC 78(4)h Cat. $360
1d green vertical pair with left selvedge for VII.31 & VII.37 perfined "OS". "Wattle line" & "neck flaw" varieties. Well
centred, MVLH. ACSC 78b(4)f & h, Cat. $180
1d green with 2 blocks of 4 incorporating the varieties ACSC 78(4)d & e & ACSC 78(4)ia & j. Both blocks MUH/MLH
but poor centering & perf imperfections. Total Cat. $400+
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1924 No Watermark
1433
1434
1435

1436

1437

1d green pair with 2 varieties ACSC 78(4)f & h & a block 4 with 2 varieties ACSC 78(4)ia & j. MUH/MLH with light
gum creasing. Total Cat. $325
1d green pane 5 positional block of 4 for 19, 20/25, 26. MUH Cat. $80
1d green pane 7 MUH block of 12 (Selvedge 3 sides + part Harrison imprint) units 49-54/ 55-60. Whilst this block
complements the block of 48 described previously they are not from the same sheet, major varieties incl "ferns" &
"RA join". Light creasing. ACSC79(4)ia,j, Cat. $290 as singles
1d green pane 7 positional block of 15 from the lower left corner with positions 43-47/ 49-53/ 55-59. No major
varieties. Centered right with light creasing & a few tone spots on back but a useful & attractive MUH multiple.
ACSC Cat. $300 as singles
1½d red 2 line Harrison imprint block of 8. MUH/MLH with 2 units creased. Very good colour.ACSC 90(18)z, Cat. $625
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1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½x12½
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1d green in 3 blocks of 4 plus a block of 6 with varieties. Incls varieties ACSC 81(4)ia & ja MUH/MLH, ACSC 81(4)s &
vc MUH/MH, ACSC 81(4)fb, g & ha MUH/MLH & block of 6 with ACSC 81(4)h, l & o. All blocks are MUH/MLH with
light even gum toning on a couple but all well centred. Total Cat. value $700 + premium for blocks
1d green in 5 blocks of 4 with ACSC 8(4)f, g & h varieties with a total cat. value $1950 + premium for multiples.
All MUH/MLH but with minor imperfections so viewing advised & 2 blocks with "corner dots" & "run N" varieties.
ACSC 81(4)s & vc with one MUH (centred left) & the other MUH/MLH with light toning. Total Cat value $2150
1d green in John Ash "N over A" imprint blocks x 2. Also a 1½d red Mullett 2 line imprint block of 4. All MLH in centre
selvedges only. Mixed centring. (3 blocks)
1d green, Die II positional plate block of 12. Positions 2.8 to 2.10/ 2.14 to 2.16/ 2.20 to 2.22/ 2.26 to 2.28 incl 5 x Die
I/II pairs & 5 Die II singles. MUH but even gum toning. Damaged corner perf on 2.9 otherwise well centred. Cat. $1250
+ premium for block
1d green in two different blocks of 4 showing differences in the "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. ACSC 81(4)ia in the
"intermediate state" as described in "The Penny Red" BSAP publication showing break in lower frame under "e" of
PENNY & ACSC 81(4)j MUH/MLH & ACSC 81(4)ia & ja (RA retouch) MUH (off centre & light creasing). A rare &
interesting pair. Cat. $1000+
1d green John Ash 2 line "N over N" imprint blocks x 2 with different varieties. ACSC 81(4)zb shows "ferns" & ACSC
81(4)zb "ferns" make-ready retouch (but not variety ib). The differences to the top shading lines & the Crown tops
in the "RA join" retouches are also interesting. MUH, MLH in selvedges. Some minor perf sep & toning. Cat. $1500
1d green positional plate block of 6 with Die II Positions 2.44 + 45/ 2.50 + 57/ 2.56 + 2.57. MUH with even toning.
Cat. $600 + premium for block
1½d red, Die II on "translucent paper" block of 4. MUH/MLH with vibrant colour. ACSC 91Aaa, Cat. $450+
2d scarlet horiz bottom marginal strip of 3 with double perfs through the selvedge. MUH/MLH with hinge reinforcing on
vert selvedge. A striking multiple. ACSC 100b
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1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14
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½d orange Mullett imprint gutter block of 4 ACSC 67(9)z MLH in selvedge only with light creasing & a two line Ash
imprint block of 4 with "N over N" ACSC 80(4)za plus 2 further blocks of 4 with 2 varieties ACSC 80(3)m & n & other
with 3 varieties ACSC 80(4)f, g & ha All MUH/MLH with latter MUH. Each affected by degrees of light even gum
toning. Total Cat. $1000+
½d orange Mullett imprint horiz gutter strip of 4 showing multiple official repairs with various additional perfs into
selvedge. MLH with hinging used to reinforce. A striking item. (Please handle with care)
1½d red Mullett horiz imprint gutter strip of 4 with 5th correction of the void corner variety (vertical dash in selvedge
below). MLH selvedge only. Cat. $370 + premium for imprint
1½d red Mullett plate 4 imprint block of 12 with (4)f, h & na (note 4j is not present on L60) varieties. Useful positional
block but with considerable toning reflected in nominal reserve.
1d green annotated MUH/MLH varieties incl vertical pair V.7 & 13 (MH), horiz pair VI.1 & 2 (MUH), VI.21 (MUH), VII.1
(MLH), VII.54 (MLH), VIII.13 (MUH), VIII.14 (MH), VIII.25 x2 (MH) & VIII.54 (MUH). ACSC 80(4), Cat. $390 (12)
1d green pane VII left margin positional block of 4. VII 31 & 32/ 37 & 38 with "wattle line state II", "nick top left frame"
& "neck flaw" state III varieties. MUH, centred left. ACSC 80(4)fa, g & hb, Cat. $365+ as singles.
1d green as above block of 4 with the same varieties & positioning. MUH, centred low right. ACSC 80(4)fa, g & hb,
Cat. $365+ as singles.
1d green in 2 blocks of 4 with 2 varieties in each showing both states of the "RA join". MUH/MLH.
ACSC 80(4)ia & j/ja, Cat $400+
1d green with MUH/MLH annotated varieties incl vert pair V.7 & 13 (MUH/MLH), V.30 (MH), VII.1 (MH), VII.31
(MH), vertical pair VII.37 & 38 (MLH), VIII.25 (MUH) + (MH) (2), VIII.54 (MH x2) & horizontal pair VIII. 56 &57 (MLH).
ACSC Cat. $485 (13)
1d green in 6 blocks of 4 incl (i) imprint block of 4 ACSC 80(4)za hinged selvedge only, (ii) ACSC 80(3)3m MUH/MLH
block of 4, well-centred, (iii) ACSC 80(4)d & e MUH/MLH, tone spots & 3 blocks with "wattle line", "nick top left frame"
& "neck flaw" varieties. ACSC 80(4)e, f, g & h plus block with f, g & ha (state II retouch). Latter MUH/MLH.
Total Cat. $1600+
1d green, pane 8 selvedge block of 6, VII 13 & 14/ 19 & 20/ 25 & 26, with inverted wmk & "distorted one penny",
"thin one penny (retouch)" & "NY joined" varieties. MLH with hinge remainders on 4. ACSC 80(4)k, l & o, Cat. $180
for inverted wmk + premium for 3 varieties.
1d green inverted wmk pane 7 complete but displayed in 7 separate pieces. One has a part Ash imprint whilst another
shows the first state of the wattle line & state II of the neck flaw. On the whole each of the pieces presents reasonably
well. They are of a rich attractive shade & well-centred with good perfs (odd minor fault) with more than half of the
stamps MUH but others are effected by hingeing or reinforcing. Also some minor to moderate creasing. Having said
all this, it is a rare survivor & would enhance most related exhibits. ACSC 80(4)f, ha, ia, ja etc.
1d green top right corner selvedge single with misplaced & double perfs. MLH. Variety not listed in ACSC with only
double perfs listed. ACSC 80b var.
1d green, pane 8 lower selvedge block of 8, positions 51-54/ 57-60, with "corner dot" & "run N third state" varieties.
ACSC 80(4)s & vb, Cat. $350 as singles.
1d green VII positional plate block of 18 with side selvedges. Units 31-36/ 37-42/ 43-48 incl 3 listed varieties for "wattle
line" state 1, "nick in frame at top" & "neck flaw" state 1. MUH but extensive light toning in places. Stamps look fine
from front but selvedge off colour. ACSC 80(4)f, g & h.
1d green bottom right corner single with "run N third state". Fine MUH. ACSC 80(4)vb, Cat. $200 + premium for MUH
1d green with inverted wmk in MUH block of 6. Centered left. ACSC 80a, Cat. $300+
1d green, plate 3 in top left corner block of 4 with "secret mark" & "break in top frame…." varieties. MUH/MLH hinged
in selvedge only. ACSC 80(4)d & e, Cat. $160
1d green, plate 4 John Ash imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. MUH/MH but toning on reverse is
reflected in reserve. ACSC 80(4)z, Cat. $750
1d green, plate 4 complete sheet with full selvedge & John Ash two line imprint (N over N). All varieties
present & inverted wmk. Note: Pane 7 complete with all varieties sold for a hammer price of $2000 in Ace
Auction No.21 in 2017. This complete sheet with panes 7 & 8 incl ACSC 80(4)d, e, f, g, h, ia, ja, h, l, m, n, o, p,
s, u, vo & z. MUH with light even gum toning & a number of tone spots of which only a few are lightly visible
from the front. (vertical 1.5cm split in the selvedge under stamps 7.58/9) Possibly a unique sheet & an
excellent exhibition item.
3d blue selvedge block of 4 with part Mullett imprint & 2 vertical A B pairs plus "white flaw over ia of Australia" variety.
MUH/MLH. ACSC 106(4)j, Cat $600 + premium for variety
3d dull blue in type A/B marginal pair with right selvedge. MUH. ACSC 107c, Cat. $575
4d greenish-olive block of 4. MVLH/MLH centred left. A few short perfs at base of lower 2 stamps but lovely bright
colour. ACSC 115, Cat. $1050 + premium for block
1/4d turquoise blue fine used on small piece with Melbourne cds. Fine perfs with better than average centering.
ACSC 129B, Cat. $150
1/4d turquoise blue. Superb MUH with excellent centering. ACSC 129B, Cat. $1250
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1d green used pair with "wattle line fifth state" & "nick near top pf L.F. retouched" varieties. Also single with "white
scratch from beard to S.W. corner" variety, also used. ACSC 82(4)fd, ga & r Cat. $50
1d green in John Ash imprint blocks of 4 for plates 1 & 2. Pl. 1 MLH in centre selvedge only & minute stain on front,
pl.2 fine MUH. ACSC 82(1)z, Cat. $60 & 82(2)z Cat. $60 + premium for MUH
3d ultramarine block of 4 ovptd "OS" showing "hollow S" variety. MUH/MLH. ACSC 109(OS)Ao
5d orange-brown ovptd "OS" F/U block of 4 with light cds. Centered left but rich colour. ACSC 127(OS)A, Cat. $200
1/4d greenish blue Ash imprint pair. MUH with left unit centred to right. ACSC 131z Cat. $1000 as block of 4
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1913 4d orange kangaroo, Die II, long Registered Letter envelope. Unused with some minor soiling/staining, torn flap
& surface "scuffing" all reflected in conservative reserve. ACSC RE2 Cat. $1000
1913 (6th Nov) Jericho, Qld to Brisbane to USA cover with 1d kangaroo with neighbouring two line "US Charge To
Collect 6" h/s & bearing USA 1¢ PD's x 5 on reverse which also shows Brisbane machine cancel. Correct rate to USA
was 2½d so deficiency of 1½d left 3d to collect in US currency. Good cond.
1914 6d engraved kookaburra. MUH with very light tone area at right. Better than average centering & perfs. SG 19,
retails at $220 if fine MUH.
1914 6d engraved kookaburra. Fresh MUH, centred high right with good perfs & colour. SG 19, ACSC 60, Cat. $250
1914 (11th June) ½d Victoria wrapper uprated with ½d kangaroo tied by Melbourne cds & addressed to USA plus
1917 censored cover also to USA with correct 2½d franking tied by Adelaide 19 NOV 17 machine cancel. Minor
staining on latter & wrapper is part only. (2 items)
1914 (24th Oct) Censored cover with strip of 3 KGV 1d reds sent from Victoria to USA. Purple "PASSED" cachet on
front". Good cond.
1914 (21st Dec) 1d bright red aniline, single wmk, G11 on cover tied by crisp Petersham NSW cds & addressed to
Melbourne. Attractive usage. ACSC Cat. $350 on cover
1915 (24th Feb) Hobart to New York long cover franked with 2½d blue, 1st wmk kangaroo paying correct overseas
rate tied by Hobart machine cancel with "OPENED BY C ENSOR" tape & crown circular handstamped "Passed by
Censor". Also 1923 Regd BHP Ltd cover Melbourne to Sydney with sealing wax by flap. Smudgy cancel, but clear
backstamps. Usual faults associated with long covers. (2 items)
1915 (3rd Aug) Victoria 1d QV OHMS Education Department, Melbourne long env PSE with simulates perf "OS".
Uprated with ½d green KGV tied by Inglewood Vic cds. Some light staining but a scarce combination usage.
1915 (8th Nov) Brisbane to England cover with 1d deep red (G13) with "dot right of crown top" variety, 1916 (28th
Feb) 1d carmine-red (G10) with "thin one penny" variety on Brisbane to England mourning env, 1918 (7th Feb) "The
breakwater & ramp, Granite Island, Victor Harbour SA" postcard with 1d rose-carmine (G22) with "Run N" variety &
1918 (13th Mar) 1d rose-red aniline (G63) on rough paper on coloured "Sydney Harbour showing Cremorne" (Star
Photo Co) Sydney postcard addressed to USA with "secret mark". A lovely, useful group. (4)
1916 1d carmine KGV Military Envelope with "AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE" setting I in both typeset formes of
the double lines. Fine mint cond. ACSC ME1, Cat. $600 (2)
1916 1d carmine KGV Military Envelope with "A.I.F., ABROAD" setting II with 27mm lines on wove paper. Fine mint
cond. ACSC ME4B, Cat. $300
1916 1d carmine KGV Military Envelope with "AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE, ABROAD" setting I with top of stamp
level with letters & on laid paper. Fine mint. ACSC ME5A, Cat. $300
1916 1d carmine KGV Military Envelope as above but on wove paper. Fine mint. ACSC ME5B, Cat. $300
1917 (19th June) OHMS cover with two, one marginal, 2d kangaroos perfined small "OS". One with " cut throat
kangaroo" variety. Addressed to Nangeenan but unclaimed & returned to Office of Titles with oval receiving
stamp & boxed DLO register number. Stain spots & tears to top of cover but stamps & red reg label unaffected.
ACSC var 7U(d) Cat. $250+
1918 (4th Apr) Melbourne to Philadelphia cover with "Passed" h/s bearing correct 2½d franking. Small red adhesive
"arrowcator" remain at left showing "white scratch extending from Cape Leeuwin" variety. ACSC 9(2)e Cat. $90 for
variety with a basic cover val of $150 & basic 1st wmk adhesive at $40, so at least $200 for variety on cover!
1918 (21st Apr) Wm Ackland printed env with 1d rose red, G63, neatly tied by Melbourne machine cancel before
being Taxed 30c upon arrival in New York with "T30c" h/s & "This letter was posted insuffiently........" cachet in mauve.
Also has bold "PASSED" censor mark. Exc cond.
1918 (20th June) 2½d & 3½d kangaroos correctly prepaying surface registered rate to USA. Registered Elizabeth
Street (Melbourne) with red R6 label. Darkening of top part of cover incl adhesives, otherwise fine.
1918 (13th July) "The Pier Sandgate, Q" colour postcard with ½d green KGV pair tied by Brisbane cds. Shows an
interesting & busy beach scene & to France. The "White" series of cards printed in Japan is rarely seen. Good cond.
1919 (24th Jan) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV pmkd
Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Peter McGregor, "Gardener", aged "19", of "53 Richmond Tce,
Richmond", with Influenza. Doctor signed. Attractive usage.
1919 (23rd April) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1d carmine, Die III tied by
Hawthorn cds. Oval "T" mark beneath stamp. Completed in ink manuscript for Alexander Cahill, aged 17, of 34
Neptune Street, Richmond, with Influenza. Notes incl "Savage Attack". Doctor signed. Attractive usage.
1919 (8th Oct & 4th Nov) covers both with mixed State & Aust frankings with a Geelong to Richmond, Vic with ½d
green KGV & Tasmania "ONE PENNY" surcharge on 2d violet Tasmanian pictorial & a Melbourne to Richmond, Vic
with ½d green KGV & WA "ONE PENNY" surcharge on 2d yellow swan. Also a 1926 (9th Dec) "Use Esperanto The
International Language" env with 1½d KGV pair tied by Melbourne cancel & addressed to Hungary. The flap of the
envelope is sealed with an "IRU Antamen Australio" cinderella showing map of Australia. Attractive trio. (3)
1922/24 1d violet KGV "embossed star" PTPO envelope for British Australian Wool Realisation Association Ltd.
Very fine unused with slight trace of centre fold. ACSC ES41, Cat. $400+
1922c COA Parcels Post label with 2/- kangaroo & vert pair 1d KGV green tied by large illegible oval cancel. Name &
Address details not complete. Slightly grubby but these becoming increasingly collectable.
1927 1½d Parl House bottom left corner block with neat crisp 9 MY 27 Canberra FDI cds plus "OS" perfined with
central FDI cds. Most attractive.
1927 1½d Parl House block of 24 CTO on FDI with Summer Hill, NSW cds for 9 MY 27. ACSC 132w, Cat. $120
1927 1½d Parl House in 2 top left & bottom left blocks of 6 CTO on FDI with Subiaco, WA cds's for 9 MY 27.
ACSC 132w, Cat. $60
1927 1½d Parl House horiz marginal pair with left unit having "fall in top of first "A" of Australia" variety. Fresh MUH.
ACSC 132g, Cat. $70
1927 1½d Parliament House sheet of 80 & part sheet of 64. MUH with some wear on selvedges. No obvious varieties.
ACSC132 (144)
1927 1½d Parliament House showing "flag at half mast" & "Broken A in Australia" flaws in positional blocks of 4 & 8
respectively. MUH with pencil annotations in selvedges. ACSC132f & g, Cat. $140+
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1927 (5th Aug) "Stallman & Company" commercial cover to USA with 2 x 1½d red KGV, one with "white dot before "t"
of three" variety. Tied by "Packet Boat" cachet in purple & Honolulu machine cancel. VG cond & a nice combination
cover. ACSC 89(27)e
1927/30 "OS" perfined commems for 3d Air type A MLH, 3d kookaburra & Sturt pair MUH & 1½d Canberra
(horiz bend) & Swan also MUH. ACSC Cat. $270 (6)
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet pmkd International Philatelic Exhibition Melbourne in red. Some
wrinkling, perf repair & minor faults reflected in reserve but frontally fine. SG 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fine used by 1938 "AUSTRALIA'S 150th ANNIVERSARY PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION" hexagonal cancel. Fine, attractive & unusual. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fine used with central cds from central position in sheet. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. MUH with slight gum toning & corner selvedge crease. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Thinned in top selvedge & small tone spot on right selvedge otherwise
fresh MUH. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fine & fresh MLH in lower left selvedge only, stamps all MUH.
SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet in horiz strip of 3 from centre of sheet. Left M/S with a couple of corner
selvedge faults otherwise all MUH with good centering & frontally striking. SG MS 106a
1929 1½d WA Cent block with top left unit showing "re-entry "T" & swan's neck double" variety. MUH/MLH with variety
MUH. ACSC 138e Cat. $100+
1929 1½d WA Cent set of 1-12 corner plate blocks complete. Hinged in top selvedge only with stamps MUH.
Unfortunately 3 with small thins from hinge removal. Fresh frontal appearance. ACSC 138z/zk, Cat. $240 as MLH
1929 3d green Airmail, type A, Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH ACSC 134z Cat. $90
1929 3d green Airmail, type A top left plate blocks 1 to 4. MUH/MLH, plate 4 with tone mark in selvedge otherwise all
fresh & fine. ACSC 134za/zd, Cat. $360
1929 3d green Airmail, type B top left plate 4 block. MUH/MLH only MLH in selvedge. Fresh. ACSC 135zd, Cat. $200
1930 1½d Sturt in Plate 1 to 8 corner blocks of 4 (pl. 3 rh margin cut down slightly & pl. 7 MLH otherwise all fresh
MUH) & 3d in Plate 1 & 2 blocks of 4 with pl. 1 having no right selvedge & odd gum crease. All fresh. ACSC 139z/zg &
140 z/za Cat $300 as MUH (10 blocks)
1931 2d Kingsford Smith Plate 1 to 8 matching corner blocks of 4. MLH in top selvedge only otherwise fresh MUH.
ACSC 141z/zg Cat. $160+
1931 3d Kingsford Smith horiz marginal pair with "Plane dropping Mailbag" variety. Variety MUH but some small black
fibres from s/card. ACSC142d Cat $150 MUH
1931 3d Kingsford Smith in Plate 1, 2 & 3 corner blocks of 4 with first 2 MUH & third MLH in selvedge. ACSC
142z/za/zb. Also 2d in plates 1, 2 & 7 MUH/MLH. Total cat. $200 (6 blocks)
1931 Kingsford Smith set of 3 in John Ash imprint blocks of 4. Fine MUH. ACSC 141/43zh/z, Cat. $200
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". 2d with short perf at right & the 3d toned at top. A "budget" pair & sold
"as is". SG O123/24
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". 3d with Plate 3 top right corner selvedge, which is thinned but stamp is
fine. They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct characteristics however are sold "as is". SG O123/24
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". They appear to be genuine ovpts however again these are sold "as is".
2d MLH with 3d MUH. SG O123/24
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS" ditto. Both vals MLH. Again, sold "as is". SG O123/24
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". They appear to be genuine again displaying the correct characteristics but
are sold "as is". Both vals are MUH but 3d has toned gum. SG O123/24
1931 3d blue Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". MLH with very slightly toned gum. Accompanied by APTA 2006
photo/warranty signed by Brian Jeffries. SG O124 Purchased for $250 from KJB Stamps.
1931 6d Kingsford Smith John Ash imprint block of 8 with "Re-entry to "T" of "AUSTRALIA", "FO" & "LD" varieties. Top
2 units & bottom selvedge MLH incl var, others MUH. ACSC 143za Cat. $175
1931 6d Kingsford Smith positional corner block of 6 with "extra islands" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 143e, Cat. $150+
1931 6d Kingsford Smith Air Mail ovptd "OS" in John Ash part imprint block of 4. Fine MUH/MLH. ACSC 144(OS)zd,
Cat. $300 as block of 6
1931 (16th May) Imperial Airways second outward "All The Way" Australia to England ANA cover. Vert fold creasing
one of a strip of 5 x 2/- maroon kangaroo, one with damaged "N" in "SHILLINGS" variety (ACSC 39(2)l Cat. $125).
Total 11/- franking (incl 1/- kangaroo) pays for 6-6½oz plus 1d late fee. 6 small wax seals on reverse. Nice usage
with the variety.
1932 2d & 3d Sydney harbour Bridge ovptd "OS" (grease spot on 3d) & 1934 3d Vic Cent perf. 10½ all in MLH Ash
imprint blocks plus 1937 3d NSW Sesqui block of 8 with 6 MUH & 9d in Ash imprint blocks x 2 (1 MUH) & pair. (4)
1932 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge Plate 2 corner block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 147za, Cat. $75
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with indistinct slogan cancel. Hinge this & minor wrinkle.
Useful space filler. SG 143
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge CTO without gum & fluffy perfs. SG 143
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum. SG 143, ACSC 146w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge MUH but even light gum toning. Well centered & frontally fine. SG 143,
ACSC 146, Cat. $1500
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with full John Ash imprint on three selvedge segments at base. MUH but with
light horiz gum crease. SG 143
1933 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge Typo in John Ash gutter block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 149zd, Cat. $50
1933 (19th Sept) OHMS "Department of Railways NSW Darling Harbour Station" window faced cover with 2 x 1d
green KGV ovptd "OS" tied by Sydney machine cancel. VG cond.
1933(24th May) Late usage of 1d, 2d & 2½d kangaroos on Registered cover to England bearing red R6 "Public
Offices Victoria" Reg label. Staines, UK b/s. Light staining to top of cover not affecting stamps & otherwise fine.
1934 Victoria Cent set of 3, perf. 10½ in John Ash gutter blocks of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 151/53z, Cat. $500
1934 Macarthur set of 4 in Ash imprint blocks. All fresh MUH, 9d has small paper inclusion for accuracy.
ACSC 157/60 Cat. $1075
1934 2d & 3d Cable in Ash imprint blocks of 4 plus 2d plates 1-4 blocks with all but pl. 4 MUH. 3d has 2 units creased.
ACSC 169z, ze, zj, zm/170ze, Cat. $225
1934/49 1/6d Hermes McCracken & Ash imprint blocks of 4 for no wmk & both thick (with "recut to three lines of
shading" variety) & thin papers wmkd. An attractive trio all fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 161z, 162zd & 163z, Cat. $535
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1935 (17th May) 1d red, Die II, 2d brown KGV & 2d scarlet Silver Jubilee tied by Darwin, N.T. cds's with neighbouring
"UNCLAIMED CLONCURRY" & matching cds. Exc cond & most attractive.
1935 (25th July) 3d Airmail & 2d SJ (damaged) tied by Charleville cds's on "AE Jolly & Co. Merchants Darwin NT"
company env with Melbourne b/s & 1935 (7th Oct) Wangaratta pmkd Airmail env with 1/6d Hermes & 3d SJ, 4d short
of correct rate as Airmail to UK & then ship mail to Sweden address. Two nice examples of these frankings. (2)
1935 2d Anzac in Plate 1-3 corner blocks of 4 in all 4 positions. MUH/MLH. ACSC 164z-zk, Cat. $240.(12 blocks)
1935 1/- Anzac Plate 2 block of 4. MLH in top selvedge & one stamp only otherwise MUH. Nibbled perfs at base for
accuracy but does not detract from this fresh plate block. ACSC 165zb, Cat. $425
1935 1/- Anzac right marginal example perforated 13½ x 12½ unwatermarked plate proof. Fresh MUH with RPSV
Cert. (1999). Wonderful opportunity to add this elusive stamp to your collection. ACSC 165PP(1), Cat. $2750
1935 2d Silver Jubilee horiz pair with "vertical coloured flaw over "I" of "Australia" var. MLH (ACSC 166(3)d Cat. $150
1935 2d Silver Jubilee in the bright copper-red trial ink in plate 1 upper right block. MLH with a little edge toning & hint
of diagonal bend. Incls 2d scarlet plate 2 in lower right block MUH. ACSC 166za Cat. $80 + $40.
1935 3d Silver Jubilee John Ash imprint block of 14 (7x2). Fresh MUH. ACSC 167zd, Cat. $195
1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 in MUH/MLH imprint pairs. Fresh. ACSC $700 for imprint blocks MUH.
1936 3d Cable in Plate 1 blocks of 4 for lower left & right corners. Fine MUH/MLH. ACSC170zb/zc Cat. $180
1936 S.A. Cent set of 3 in imprint gutter blocks of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 171/73z, Cat. $200+
1938/41 1d green QM coil pair with join showing uniformly large holes. MLH on top stamp. ACSC 182 bh Cat. $150
1938/41 1d green QM, die I marginal block of 6 showing ink stripping over 4 units. Upper right stamp MLH otherwise
fine MUH. Spectacular & unlisted in ACSC. SG 165var.
1941/42 1½d green KGVI Authority imprint block to right of gutter, showing cracked imprint second state. MLH in
selvedges only. ACSC 186zh, Cat. $525
1938/41 2d red KGVI in Plate No. 4 top marginal block of 8. Mint without gum reflected in reserve. A scarce item.
ACSC 188zc, Cat. $2500 as MUH.
1937/49 2d red KGVI upper left corner block of 4 with rectangular portion devoid of colour/design on top left stamp
as a result of foreign matter adhering during the printing. MUH. Most striking. SG 184var.
1937/49 KGVI red coil tester pair with selvedge. MUH, trimmed vertical perfs & same colour as for 2d (SG 184a).
Much scarcer than the green.
1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI, die II block of 4 with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH. ACSC 188a
1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI, die II upper right corner block of 4 with vertical red stripe affecting 2 stamps. MLH in
selvedge only otherwise MUH. ACSC 188var.
1937/49 3d blue KGVI Die Ia "white wattles". Superb MUH. SG 168a, ACSC 190, Cat. $400
1941 3d brown KGVI bottom centre plate 14 gutter block of 8. Fresh MUH. ACSC 196zc, Cat. $600 + premium for
MUH
1938/57 4d koala horiz strip of 8 showing excessive inking on the 4 stamps at right. Fine MUH. Attractive multiple
showing the progression of this variety. ACSC 197var.
1937/59 1/- Lyrebird block of 15 with Post Office repair resulting in spectacular paper flap/fold leaving 3 stamps
missing the design. Only one sheet known to exist of this variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 209var.
1937/48 5/- & 10/- Robes in By Authority imprint corner blocks of 4 with 5/- on thin tinted paper & 10/- on thick paper.
Both fresh MUH. ACSC 213z & 214za, Cat. $275
1937/48 £1 Robes in John Ash imprint block of 4 on thick paper. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 216z Cat. $750
1937/48 £1 slate-blue Robes ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH with "slightly tropicalized original gum" as stated by
Ceremuga Cert. (2008) SG 178s Cat. £800
1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper set with extra 5/- & 10/- plus £1 on thick paper perfectly centred. All MUH with 4
of the 6 marginal. SG 176a/78a & 178, Retail $400 (6)
1937 2d NSW Sesqui block of with lower left having "Pantaloon" flaw on officer at left" variety. Fine used block. ACSC
175f, Cat. $200
1937 2d NSW Sesqui with "Pantaloon" flaw on officer at left" variety. Fine used & unusually for this variety "G NSW"
perfined. ACSC 175f, Cat. $200+
1937 NSW Sesqui set of 3 in Ash imprint gutter blocks of 4 with both formats of 2d & 9d in corner block. MUH/MLH.
ACSC 175zf/zh/b77za, Cat. $130 (4 blocks)
1937 NSW Sesqui set of 3 in John Ash imprint blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 175zf/zb/za, Cat. $460
1940 (22nd May) Australian Forces in Palestine with 3d bright blue KGVI tied by RAILHEAD P.O. R.M. 1" cds & rare
"731 T.P.O 2 A.I.F. provisional R44 regd label completed in m/s. Addressed to Sydney with "Passed by Censor No.
566" cachet in red. Railhead PO, GPO Sydney & Chatwood b/s's. Good cond & scarce Registered usage.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 20 on original "Commonwealth of Australia War Savings Stamps" PO folder.
"Don't be an Onlooker - Be in the fight..." emblazoned at base & "Sixpence a Day Keeps Invaders Away" on back.
Stamps in mixed cond but majority sound. Rarely seen on original card. Highly collectable.
1941 2½d KGVI surcharge, right marginal block of 8 with three units showing clear "dry ink" variety. MUH SG 200var.
1941 1/- & £1 Australia Tax Instalment revenue pairs x 15 of each in blocks of 5 & 10. Some crease/wrinkles affecting
about half but all MUH. Elsmore Cat. $300
1942 ANZAC Club cinderellas strip of 3 & vertical pair. Show men from all 3 Armed Forces & the address of club &
logo. MUH with light adhesion on a couple. (5)
1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI block of 4 with a stunning freak flaw caused by paper tear before printing resulting in
missing part design & minor misperf. MUH & most unusual. ACSC 230var.
1942/50 2½d scarlet KGV vert marginal strip of 3 with a major misperforation & misaligned perf faults resulting in
multiple perf lines down selvedge & double perfs horiz between designs. MUH. Striking appearance. SG 206 var.
1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI bottom marginal vertical imperforate pair MUH. Stolen from the Commonwealth Note
Printing Branch in the 1940's. Similar sold for $300+BP in Ace Auctions Sale No. 19. ACSC 230b Cat. $450
1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI top marginal imperforate block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 230b x 2, Cat. $900+
1943 (3rd Feb) Australia to USA Censored Cover addressed to Crocker First National Bank of San Francisco with
"Supposed to Contain Matter Subject to the Provisions of Executive Order 8389 as Amended" h/s. The executive
order placed restrictions on the movement of funds being transferred to German-occupied countries. 3½d KGVI
surcharge tied by GPO Perth R.S. cds. VG cond.
1943 PMG Dept. "Card for the Payment of Broadcast Listener's Licence Fee by Postage Stamps" card containing
5 x 1/- Lyrebird stamps unfranked. Good cond & unusual.
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1945 WWII Prisoner of War Postcard with "MURCHISON P.W. GROUP" & "Written in Italian" cachets in mauve with
"PASSED BY CENSOR 55" stamp & addressed to Siena, Italy. Melbourne 5 JUN 1945 machine cancel. VG cond.
Cost vendor $120.
1946 2½d Mitchell block of 4 showing a void affecting 3 stamps as a result of a pre-printing fold. MUH/MLH. SG
216var.
1946/49 ½d kangaroo ovptd "BCOF" in complete left pane of 80 & right half pane of 40. No apparent listed varieties
but some others pencilled in margins plus 2 imprints. Fresh MUH & useful for further study. ACSCJ1z, Min cat. $1000
(120)
1946 "BCOF" ovpts postally used 1d, 6d in block of 3, 2/- & 5/- Robes on thin paper. Odd shortish perf but nice
genuine usage & 5/- fine & well centered. (5 units)
1946 1/- "BCOF" top right marginal example showing "narrow "N" in JAPAN" variety. Fresh MUH. SG J5c Cat. £350
1946 5/- "BCOF" 5/- thick paper MLH with short perf near base at right plus marginal MUH on thin paper (hinge mark
on selvedge front). ACSC J7/J8, Cat. $260 (2)
1946/48 "BCOF" ovptd set of 6 from ½d to 2/-. MUH. SG J1/6 Cat. £100 (6)
1946/48 "BCOF" ovptd set of 7 from ½d to 5/- on thin paper. All MUH with reasonable centering. SG J1/7a,
Retail $275
1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- on thin paper in By Authority/John Ash/McCracken imprint blocks of 4. MLH on selvedges
only with stamps MUH & well centered. ACSC J1z/J8za, Cat. $1900 (7 blocks)
1946 5/10d blue Myer Food Parcel Label on reinforced front showing England typed addressed & Myer Emporium
Melbourne logo at top. All tied by Melbourne roller cancel. Seldom seen so complete & accompanied by folder
detailing the purpose & history of the label.
1947 2½d Newcastle imperforate marginal pair. MUH with a very minor gum disturbance & light corner crease but all
in selvedge part of pair. Frontally very fresh & fine. ACSC 242b, Cat. $1500
1948/59 2/- Aboriginal Art right marginal block of 4 without wmk showing plate "9". Only 10 examples of this have
survived. Fresh MUH. ACSC264zc, Cat. $2500+
1949/50 £1 Arms in corner Authority imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 270z, Cat $325
1949/50 £2 Arms imprint corner block of 4 with both left hand stamps showing the roller flaw. Superb MUH.
ACSC 271zb, Cat. $1250
1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety in positional corner. Fine MUH. ACSC 271da, Cat. $550
1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. £1 MVLH with others MUH. SG 224a/d, ACSC 268/71, Cat. $300
1947/50 Arms MUH set of 4 plus 5/- on thin paper. All fine MUH. SG 224a/d & 224ab, Retail $380+ (5)
1949 ½d kangaroo, no wmk, separated blocks of 16 & 10 with major pre-printing paper fold progressing through the
blocks affecting 8 stamps. Striking 2mm separation at widest point. An additional block of 10 with smaller multiple
creasing prior to printing & Authority imprint block of 4 with corner paper fold resulting in perforated selvedge. All
MUH. ACSC 180vars. (4 items)
1951 3d scarlet KGVI complete sheet of booklet panes containing 3 blocks of 48 with small gutters in between.
Exc MUH cond. ACSC 251ca x 8 Cat. $360+
1952 6½d brown KGVI right marginal horiz strip of 4 imperforate between end stamp & margin due to jumped perfs.
Fresh MUH. ACSC 255b, Cat. $1500
1952/65 2/6d aboriginal with wmk sideways inverted (top of crown facing to the left as seen from behind). Fine used
with indistinct cds. Small 4mm tear at base not visible from the front. Remains a scarce stamp. SG 253aw Cat. £5000
1953/56 3d green QEII corner block of 4 with misplaced perforations resulting in 2mm of colour in right selvedge. One
stamp with slight hinge trace otherwise MUH. Unusual without off-set, refer ACSC 295c.
1954 (14th Oct) 3d & 4½d KGVI defins tied by clear "Garden Island NSW Aust" cds to USA addressed cover plus
1952 (26th Sept) cover to Brisbane from PNG with Port Moresby cds's tying 4½d KGVI. (2 covers)
1954 3½d WA Stamp Cent black die proof on white wove paper mounted in sunken frame. Eight die proofs
were produced for presentation purposes. This is numbered "12" and was presented to Sir G. Chippendall,
Director- General of the P.M.G.'s Department. Absent from the Arthur Gray collection. Also a popular
thematic. Exc cond. ACSC 313DP(1), Cat. $3500.
1954 3½d Australian Antarctic Research Expeditions black die proof on white wove paper, mounted in sunken
frame. Eight die proofs were produced for presentation purposes. This is numbered "25" and was presented
to Sir D. Lindsay of the Stamp Advisory Committee. ACSC 315DP(1), Cat. $4000
1955 (21st Sept) 3½d Nursing pair on First Day Card & hand addressed to "Miss V Bullwinkle, Ward 6, R.G. Hospital,
Heidelberg West N22". Neat "Philatelic Bureau Melbourne" cds. Vivian Bullwinkle was a WWII Australian nurse & the
only survivor from the Japanese massacre when 22 other nurses were bayonetted & machine gunned on Radji Beach
on Banka Island in Sumatra in 1942. This being a very topical card for her to receive.
1955 3½d Rotary red die proof on white wove paper mounted in sunken frame with "C.B.A. NOTE PRINTING
BRANCH" cachet & numbered on reverse. Fine cond & a popular thematic. ACSC 318DP(1), Cat $4000
1956 3½d orange PTPO Postcard uprated by ½d kangaroo & 1d QEII for later 5d rate. Printed "Goldsborough,
Mort & Coy. Limited PT Adelaide, Wallaroo, Pt Lincoln......". Superb fresh mint & extremely rare with only 2 mint
known for this business. ACSC PS33, Cat. $1500
1956 7½d Olympic Games blue die proof on white wove paper mounted in sunken frame. Light contemporary gum
stain at right & at foot. Eight die proofs were produced for presentation purposes. This one is numbered "20" & was
presented to Sir D. Lindsay of the Stamp Advisory Committee. ACSC 333DP(1), Cat. $4000
1959/64 5/- cattle in both cream & white papers. MUH, the latter with selvedge at base. SG 327/a, retail $180 (2)
1961 1/- Colombo Plan red-brown die proof on white wove paper mounted in sunken frame. Ten die proofs were
produced for presentation purposes with this one numbered "18". It was presented to J.R.W. Purves of the Stamp
Advisory Committee. ACSC 382DP(1), Cat. $3000
1962 (17th Oct) 5d Christmas tied to National Gallery of Victoria Christmas Card showing artwork as in the stamp
design. Kogarah, NSW cds. Odd staining but unusual & not seen by us before.
1962 (26th Oct) Thursday Island Qld cds on 10d aerogramme front with "PAQUEBOT" cachet in mauve & addressed
to Canterbury, Vic. Roughly opened but cancels not affected.
1962 5d Commonwealth Games vertical strip of 8 showing missing red on top stamp & partially missing on
next. Fresh MUH. ACSC 390c, Cat. $8,000
1963 5d Royal Visit block of 4 with 8mm shift of perfs down & 3.5mm to right. Fine MUH. ACSC 392bb Cat. $400
1963 5d Royal Visit top marginal example with massively misplaced perfs resulting in "5d" & "Royal Visit" appearing
in selvedge. Fine MUH & most striking. ACSC 392bb
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1963/65 5d green QEII booklet stamp showing rare "plate cracks along top" variety. Fine used. Only "several" used
examples of these cracks known. ACSC 400m Cat. $750
1963/65 10/- Flinders lower right corner selvedge blocks of 4 in cream & white papers. MUH & well centred. SG 358/a
Retail $280+ (2 blocks)
1963/65 £1 Bass top left corner block of 4 on cream paper. MUH & well centred. SG 359 Retail $240+
1964 £1 Bass on cream paper irregular corner block of 5 & £2 King block of 7 all MUH. SG 359/60, retail $900+ (12)
1963/64 Navigators set of 6 MUH with £1 & £2 both centred to left. SG 355/60
1963/64 Navigators set of 8 in both papers. All MUH & well centred. SG 355/60, Retail $290
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1966 1c brown QEII vertical pair with strong offset on 1 & a half stamps. MUH. ACSC 436c, Cat. $60+
1967 5c deep blue QEII right selvedge example with superb strong "double" offset. Fine MUH. ACSC444a Cat. $75+
1966 5c deep blue QEII in imperforate horiz strip of 3 fine used with indistinct cds's. Scarce. ACSC 444bb,
SG 386cs, Cat. £3000 as MUH.
1970 6c orange QEII block of 7 with complete offset on 1 unit and diagonal on 4 others. MUH, striking in the
diagonal format. ACSC 446c, Cat. $100++
1971 7c purple QEII imperforate at left block of 4 with 7mm margin suggesting from jumped perforation sheet. MUH.
See ACSC 447bh notes.
1966 1c to 7c QEII set in complete sheets of 100. Fresh MUH. Rarely seen these days. Not checked for varieties but
4c has plate 20 imprint at top. SG 382/88a, retail $250+ (7 sheets of 100)
1966 7c Humbug Fish, 8c Coral Fish, 9c Hermit Crab & 10c Anemone Fish sheets of 100, the latter with the 4 listed
varieties incl retouch & 9c with the two. All MUH folded down gutter with sheet numbers, the first in red & latter 3 in
black. ACSC Cat. $500+ (4 sheets)
1966 50c Dampier in Plate 1 & 2 pip left marginal blocks of 4 MUH. ACSC 461z/za, Cat. $550 (2 blocks)
1966 $1 Flinders singles & multiples plus a complete Plate No. 3 sheet B of 100 with "broken left corner" variety at
L8/4 (ACSC 463g, Cat. $45) & "spot of colour" on R2/2 (Cat. $40). Useful for research/varieties. Noted additional
Plate No. 3 bottom centre block of 4 x 3 (ACSC 463zb, Cat. $40ea), gutter block of 8 & definite shades. All MUH (174)
1966 Navigators sets of 4 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH & well centered. SG 400/03s Retail at $95 per set.
1966 APO folder with QEII defin set & Navigators (4 vals) ovptd "SPECIMEN". Lower vals CTO. Not often seen in
original packaging.
1966 4c Hartog in 2 consecutively numbered complete sheets of 48, one with "shot hole" variety plus 1967 4c
Banking, 4c YWCA & 4c Gynaecology in sheets of 100. Odd light gum wrinkle but all fresh MUH. (5 sheets)
1967 4c Bible & 4c Lions sheets of 100 both with the 4 listed respective varieties plus 1968 5c Building Societies with
sheet numbers in red at 5/7 & 1969 Flight sheet of 100 with the 4 listed varieties incl retouch. Also 1970 Grasslands
sheet with "white spot on root" variety. Some very light gum bends & Lions with corner crease otherwise fresh MUH &
folded lightly down gutters. Total ACSC Cat. $260+ (5 sheets)
1969 5c Christmas vertical strip of 5 with bottom 2 units having magenta completely omitted. Fresh MUH.
ACSC 507c, SG 444a
1969 Christmas pair in sheets of 100 with 25c having both retouch varieties. Folded down gutters, fresh & fine MUH.
ACSC Cat. $300+ (2 sheets)
1970 (14th Aug) Cook M/S ovptd "TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF MELBOURNE AIRPORT AT
TULLAMARINE 1st JULY 1970" in blue tied to large illust commem cover by Melbourne Airport cds's with additional
provisional Reg label with "MELBOURNE AIRPORT 3045" h/s. Exc cond.
1970 6c Dairy, 6c UN, 6c Parl Conf, 6c Christmas, 1971 6c RSPCA, 1971 6c ANA, 6c Rotary, 6c Stock Exchange,
1972 7c Accountancy, 7c Telegraph, 1973 7c WHO (2 panes of 50) & 7c ABC all in sheets of 100. Fresh MUH &
lightly folded down gutters. Some contain ACSC listed varieties. (12 sheets)
1970 Capt. Cook set of 12 M/S's each Cancelled at Cook's Landing Points down the East coast of Australia for the
Bicentenary. One with a repaired tear otherwise fine cond. Retail at $100+
1970 Cook Presentation Pack (PO P5J) with Japanese text. Sealed in original packaging. Increasingly scarce.
Retails $400
1970 Definitives Presentation Pack (PO 7) opened in original env without plastic wrapper. Exc cond with stamps
neatly in position. Sealed in original packaging retails at $650.
1971 Christmas pane of 25 fine used with multiple Gladesville, NSW cds's dated 28 JA 72. Hard to find fine used &
not FDI.
1971 Christmas panes of 25 on cream paper x 12, 5 blocks of 7 & 2 single sets all on cream plus a pane of 25 & block
of 7 on white paper. All fine MUH. Useful for re-sale. SG 498a/ab Retail $1300+
1971 Christmas complete sheet of 100 on cream paper with very light fold down gutter. Fresh MUH. SG 498ab,
retails $340+
1971 Christmas sheets of 100 in both cream & white papers with black & red sheet numbers respectively. Fresh MUH
& very lightly folded down gutter. Rarely seen. SG 498/504/a, Retail $800+ (2 sheets)
1972 Primary Industries "Beef" set of 4 in half sheets of 50 with sheet numbers in gutters. Fine MUH. SG 510/13,
Retail $500+
1972 7c Christmas horiz right hand marginal pair with skipped perfs resulting in large 42mm stamp at right. Only one
sheet recorded. Fresh MUH. ACSC 620ba, Cat. $300
1973 1c Shrimp vertical corner marginal block of 16 with misplaced black. Fine MUH ACSC 635ce, Cat. $1200
1974 10c Christmas vertical strip of 4 with pre-printing paper crease down entire length resulting in an irregular
white strip on the yellow buff. ACSC 680var.
1974 10c Christmas in plate number pip blocks of 4 for Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 in both left & right blocks plus an No. 8
left. All fresh MUH. ACSC 680z & zd-zn, Cat. $380 (13 blocks)
1974 35c Christmas in plate number pip blocks of 4 for No. 2 left & No. 3 both left & right. All fresh MUH.
ACSC 681z & zb/c, Cat. $210 (3 blocks)
1975/76 "Tax Stamps Sheet" page with 5c x 2, 10c, 20c, 40c, 70c, 80c x 3, $1, $3 x 2, $6, $7, $9 x 2, $10 x 4 & $20 x
2 Tax Instalments revenues attached & tied by "HEDLAND TAXIS" cachets in mauve. Good cond with a nice range.
1977 18c Parl House right colour bar selvedge block of 4 with shift of bluish grey resulting in blurred windows &
"shadow effect". Another block with small black dot on one unit. Both MUH. ACSC 773cd & 773f, Cat. $400+
1977 18c ACTU complete sheet of 100 with missing perf pin resulting in 4 vertical rows with missing perf & 4 rows
with double perf holes all at left of respective stamps. Very clear in sheet format. MUH ACTU 774 var.
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1978 18c Hinkler block of 4 with perforations totally misplaced resulting in no left white border & adjoining blue to right.
MUH SG 659 var.
1978 18c Ulm horiz strip of 5 with gutter below showing progressive dry ink which has "smeared off" into gutter. MUH
with some light toning spotting on reverse as sourced & stored in Karratha. Unusual.
1978 18c Ulm in marginal block of 4 with massively misplaced vertical perforations. Fresh MUH. A new discovery &
unlisted in ACSC.
1979 20c National Parks horiz strip of 4 with right pair imperforate at both top, bottom & sides incl between design &
selvedge. ACSC 843b, Cat. $2500
1980 22c Aircraft in a mis-guillotined horiz strip of 5 with Gretag traffic light strip appearing in fifth unit at right. MUH
with normal for comparison. ACSC 883 noted & cat. $250
1981 35c Fungi gutter pair with misperforation resulting in "Coprinus comatus" appearing within top perfs instead of
base of design as intended. ACSC 913var.
1982 27c Tree Frog horiz pair with massive misperforation resulting in "AUSTRALIA" & "27c" appearing in the centre
of each stamp. MUH. ACSC 938b, Cat. $1000 for vert strip of 5.
1982 27c Tree Frog top marginal block of 4 with perf shift leaving no design border at base & cutting into
"AUSTRALIA" & value. MUH. ACSC 938var.
1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH
ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250
1982 24c QEII Birthday bottom marginal example. This issue was unrecorded before 2002 when a block of 4 &
2 singles appeared on the market. It appears that an initial printing was made with the 24c denomination but
following the letter rate increase to 27c on 21st April 1982, new plates had to be prepared showing the revised
27c value. MUH with Ceremuga Cert. Rarely seen & a wonderful exhibition item. ACSC 949E(1), Cat. $5000
1983 30c Forrest from Explorers set in a left marginal block of 15 with upwards stepped perf variety resulting from
defective perf machine. Examples recorded in the ACSC of 30c Strzelecki value with irregular perfs but not in this
design. MUH. ACSC 1017var.
1984 4c Butterfly vertical pair WAPEX '84 Philatelic Exhibition sheetlets with W.A.S.P.C logo x 10, one still with lhs
perfs that should have been trimmed off as these were produced from complete sheets & then the surrounding stamp
design was obliterated by the ink overprint. Incls another 2 cancelled by Exhib cachet in green. All MUH (12)
1985 33c Sea-dragon top left corner block of 4 with both vertical & horiz misaligned perfs resulting in no border to
design & part neighbouring design at right. MUH with normal for comparison.
1987 37c Bionic Ear from Technology set with massive misperforation resulting in "AUSTRALIA" appearing at base.
Fine MUH. ACSC 1224b, Cat $275
1988 Olympics issue. Photographic Proofs largely in colour with 27 different items. 6 in close to issued design (aside
from the denomination showing as 37c on all). The others are unadopted designs from 5 other artists plus Sue
Passmore, the successful designer. Most appealing to an Olympic collector as this material is rarely offered on the
open market. Most attractive. (27)
1988 Bicentenary Leather boxed set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver & 24 carat gold plated,
this collection cost from Aust Post $2465! The collection is complete & in the wooden/green felt box with key. No 3729
of 10,000. Similar sold in Ace Auction No. 15 for $700
1991 43¢ Queen's Birthday imperforate proof pair. MUH. ACSC states "although frequently offered as an imperforate
error, the paper used for these proofs is quite unlike that used for the issued stamps". The status of this pair seems to
be confirmed by a thin white line at base beyond the range of the background colour. ACSC 1513 PP (1) Cat. $500
1992 $2.25 Threatened Species S/A hanging sheetlet of 5 with vertical broad phosphor bands & "WORLD
COLUMBIAN STAMP EXPO '92 CHICAGO" gold ovpt. Totally imperforate & rarely seen. Exc cond. ACSC 1567cb
Cat. $500
1992 (1st-7th Sept) Sprintpak Ayres Rock S/A on covers tied by "This self adhesive was auto-affixed during Kuala
Lumpur '92 using Sprintpak Technology" cachets x 2. Exc cond & first ones we have seen of this cinderella cancelled.
(2)
1992 (1st-7th Sept) Sprintpak Ayres Rock as above but a sheet stamp which is larger than S/A tied by same cachet
but with "Gummed Perforated" replacing the S/A wording.
1994 $9 ATM Kangaroo S/A sheetlet ovptd Adelaide Stampex 2003 with dates & logos in colour. MUH
1995 $1 & $2 National Trust perforated plate proofs in green with selvedges. Derived from the side panels of the
composite plates. These single colour prints were stated to have been issued "to keep up the pressure across the
printed sheet". Both on album page with photo of sheet. ACSC 1841PP(1)/42PP(1) & undercatalogued at $400 ea. (2)
1995 $50 Howard Florey banknote & stamp sheetlet of 10 numbered in red (000742) matching banknote serial
number in commem portfolio. Limited to 2500. Exc cond. Cost $199 with a retail of $350.
1995 45c Koala Joint China M/S with "The Koala Preservation Society of N.S.W. Inc. PO Box 236 Port Macquarie
2444 Thanks for your Support" overprint in red & numbered 1088 & 1090. MUH.
1995 Koala/Panda Joint issue M/S's ovptd "2nd Birthday of the China Philatelic Society of Australia 2004 06 08
Melbourne" in gold with each numbered 160. MUH (2)
1996 30 Years of Decimal Currency 45c QE b'day stamp & $5 Macfarlane/Evans Polymer banknote pres folder.
No. 2881 of 3000 with black ovpt. Exc condition. Retails $120
1997 45c Wetlands birds S/A strip of 4 totally imperforate with SNP Cambec imprint on reverse. Unlisted in ACSC.
1997 Creatures of the Night self adhesive imperforate pair with "SNP CAMBEC" imprint on reverse. Unlisted in
ACSC. Fine MUH cond.
1997 Emergency Services folder with $20 polymer note numbered "EMERGENCY SERVICES ES 97002968" &
similarly numbered $1.20 Ambulance Gutter block of 10 additional inscribed "EMERGENCY SERVICES ES 97
001674" in black. No. 2968 of only 2000. Exc cond. Retails $160
1997 Emergency Services folder with $20 polymer note & stamp sheet as above but numbered in red. No. 0197
of only 1000 done in the red. Exc cond. Retails $260
1999 Navigators Australia '99 Perfined A99 from Melbourne Exhibition plus the perf & imperf pairs. MUH & CTO
for each. Retail at $150 (12)
1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the original
dies in black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival
Paper. Pristine cond. Cost $125 & retails at $375.
2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $225
2000 Aust Paralympic Team personalised sheet with A4 colour print test sheet included. MUH
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2000 Olympic Gold Medallists digital sheets still in rouletted A4 format for the Men's Swimming Team & Ian Thorpe.
Both with WA swan printers logo. MUH & unusual.
2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs struck
from the original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms. Incls AAT 1961 5d Mawson. Limited
Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375
2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320
2002 $3.30 Cape York International Post mis-guillotined part sheet showing complete top row of sheet without design
but with part sheet total with normal selvedge above that & the row of single koalas indicating re-print down left side in
an extra wide margin. Copy of $1.10 Int Post sheet for comparison to illustrate the correct format. Most unusual for
such a modern issue to have such a major error & even more so for it to be in the open market. A couple light minor
gum bends & a minute stain on selvedge otherwise fine & fresh MUH. SG 2222var.
2003 Bugs & Butterflies M/S ovptd "ANDA & APTA Coin, Banknote & Stamp Show No 21st-23rd 2003 Sydney" in red
with logo. There is a suggestion this was not released as the month was missing from the overprint? MUH
2003 Farewell Frama issue in Postcode Button set of 15 in pres packs x 2 plus additional MUH set. Retail at $210+
2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Fine. SG MS2607/2623 Retails $180
2008 $1 Empire Flying Boat Prestige booklet pane ovptd "SunStamp 2008" in gold with show logo. Numbered "205".
MUH & first we have seen.
2008 Megafauna / Dinosaur Imperforate Miniature Sheet. Certificate of authenticity from Australia Post included.
Numbered 48 of only 500. Fine MUH. Scarce modern issue rarely seen.
2010 Kokoda M/S ovptd "Z Force Special Unit Reunion Maryborough - August 13,14, 15 2010" in gold. No. "060/100"
MUH & not seen before.
2010 (27th Oct) Animals in War - Our Forgotten Heros Medallion set of 5 covers in pres case. Each with gold FDI
Canberra pmk. No 10 of 1000. Cost $159.95 from AP. Exc cond.
2010 (2nd Nov) 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup 50c PNC with gold Flemington pictorial pmk. No. 1723 of only 1861 plus
the 60c silver FDC. No. 1936 of 5000. Exc cond. Retails at $300+ for pair.
2011 "Lest We Forget" Aust Post stamp/medallion folder. Exc cond still in original packaging unopened. Cost $30
2011 $5 Colonial Heritage M/S ovptd "Metalfoil Magic Congratulates The Philatelic Society of Australia For 100
Years 1911-2011" with "No. /100" showing no number added. Possibly a trial ovpt as gum adhesion on reverse &
poor quality? MUH.
2012 20c Pineapples blocks of 10 x 3 from bottom of sheet with "$10.00" imprint on selvedge showing the "misaligned
printing" error on all 5 bottom stamps with normal above plus 5 single pairs. All fine MUH. SG 3743var. Selling at $40
a pair retail i.e. $800+ (20 pairs)
2012 Inland Explorers Special Edition Miniature Sheet Pack with imperforate & numbered M/S's printed on wood &
rock derived papers. No 138 of 500. Exc cond. Retail $100+
2012 Ricky Ponting & 2013 Black Caviar SES sheetlet pres packs. Exc cond. FV $27, retail $75 (2)
2013 55c Christmas S/A with massive shift of gold resulting in "AUSTRALIA" & value missing & star below embossing
on tree. Unused without gum with normal for comparison. No others yet recorded.
2014 The Urn Returns Ashes M/S ovptd "Australia Celebrating 40 Years Membership of FIAP PhilaKorea 2014"
in silver & numbered "015". MUH
2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook x 10 with 5 MUH & 5 CTO. Retail $300 (10)
2015 $4 Colonial Heritage imperf M/S ovptd "APF April 13-14 2015 Judges Refresher Course Educating Judges for
the Future" in black & numbered "094". MUH
2015 $5 Colonial Heritage imperf M/S ovptd " Australia to participate in PHILACANAKKALE……..100th Anniversary
of Gallipoli" in red & numbered "082". MUH.
2015 (14th-19th Aug) Parliament House joint issue with Singapore & NZ uncut but perforated M/S showing printers
colour bars & 2 sides with cut guidelines. Issued by NZ Post at the Singapore WSE. MUH & Exhib pmkd example. (2)
2015 Parliament Houses joint issue Miniature Sheets ovpt "Singapore 2015" in gold for the Exhibition. Set of 6
different with each day indicated with the daily Exhibition postmark. The cancelled set was only available from the
show. Retail is $250+ (6)
2016 "Adelaide 2016" imprinted Counter Printed Stamps set of 6 kangaroo & koala design from the Adelaide
machine used to cover the short supply in 30c stamps after the postage rate increase from 70c to $1 on 4th
January 2016. These were distributed only to some suburban post offices in Adelaide & were on issue for
only a few days, pending the arrival of regular 30c crocodile issue. No publicity for or notification of the issue
was given & no examples were provided to the Philatelic Bureau standing order customers hence their
scarcity. Required to complete Seven Seas Hingeless Pages & now listed by SG. Renniks cat. $4500
2016 "Adelaide 2016" imprinted Counter Printed Stamps as above but 30¢ Koala CPS in combination with 70¢ flower
on piece tied by Adelaide machine cancel for 12 JAN 2016. Scarce.
2016 "Adelaide 2016" imprinted Counter Printed Stamps as above but 30¢ Kangaroos with 70¢ flower also on piece
tied by Adelaide machine cancel dated 24 FEB 2016. These were selling on Ebay ay $500+.
2016 $10 50th Anniv of Decimal Currency Sheetlet of 10 ovptd "CANBERRA STAMP SHOW 18th-20th March 2016"
in gold with logo. No. 178 of 250 plus Animals in War M/S also ovptd in gold & no. 222 of 250. MUH (3)
2016 Butterflies M/S set of 8 days with New York ovpts & diff design features. This is one of the CTO with
exhibition postmarks sets limited to only 250 per day. Ebay sold 2 sets at $1000 each & Ace Stamp Auction
No. 20 sold a set at $700. Low reserve.
2016 Jewel Beetles concertina colour separation stamp pack plus as four imperforate stamps. Another sheetlet is
numbered & shows changes as each colour/varnish is added. Exc cond.
2016 Jewel Beetles set of Day 1 to 5 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International Exhibition with each
postmarked on the respective day. Incls the $1 Koala Exhib M/S with the 2-6 December pmk. Less than 50 complete
sets reported with them reaching $1700 on Ebay & a set selling on Stampboards for $1000. Exc cond. (6)
2016 $4 Mandurah Stamp Fair M/S's pmkd on each day of the event plus a MUH example. (4)
2016 Battle of Fromelles medallion covers x 3 postmarked on each day of the "Mandurah 2016" stamp exhibition &
limited to just 100 sets. Numbered 15, 162 & 244. Exc cond. Sets were selling on Ebay at $400.
2016 $1 Koala China Int Stamp Exhib Miniature Sheets x 2. Both postmarked at the event with 2-6 December pictorial
cancel. Scarce. Retail at $75ea (2)
2016 Yearbook Sheetlets for the Gold Medallists ($1 x 8) plus the $1 Jared Tallent later gold, the $1 Dylan Alcott
Paralympian gold & "Love to Celebrate ($1 x 9 & $2 x1). Only available in the yearbook. One MUH & CTO of each.
(8 sheetlets)
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2017 "Rare Beauties" Gemstone embellished set of 4 M/S's each postmarked Melbourne International Stamp
Exhibition. Limited to 250 sets & each individually numbered, these being 080, 156, 006 & 046 respectively. Still
in original AP wrapping. Retail at $375/set
2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 384. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc cond.
Retail at $120+
2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones Medallion & M/S set of 4 pmkd each day of the Melbourne Int
Stamp Exhib. Limited to just 250 sets, these numbered 199, 101, 149 & 122 respectively. Exc cond. Cost $180 from
the exhibition & retail at $450. (4)
2017 Henry Lawson Limited Edition pres folder with 2 exclusive M/S's incl one imperforate. No. 169 of only 200.
Cost $89.95 from AP. Exc cond.
2017 Street Art - Artists Behind the Stamps pres folder with 4 numbered offset printed blocks of 4 M/S's & single M/S
with set. No. 137 of 200. Cost $89.95 from AP. Exc cond.
2017 Trans-Australian Railway 100th Anniv AP pres folder with commem M/S (only available in this format), 2 covers
& a medallion cover all numbered 137 of only 200. Exc cond.
2017 Trans-Australian Railway panoramic M/S & 3 commem copper tokens in pres folder. Numbered 76 of 200.
Cost $89.95 from AP. Exc cond.
2017 (8th-11th Sept) Dragonflies set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International
Collection Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered 183, 049, 062 & 236 of only 250 for each
day. Less than 50 complete sets reported with them reaching $1500 on Ebay. Exc cond. (4)
2017 (8th-11th Sept) $2 Koala set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International
Collection Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered 027, 358, 515 & 753 of only 1000 for each
day. Very few sets reported as they were only available at the show & limited to one per person per day. Exc cond. (4)
2017 Heard Island M/S ovptd "APF Supports New Zealand 2020 in gold & numbered "80 of 100". MUH
2017 Succulents embellished numbered M/S set of 4 with matching gutter blocks of 4. Numbered 198 of only 259.
Cost $89.95 from AP. Exc cond.
2017 "War in the Air - Rise of the Australian Flying Corps" limited edition sheetlet pres pack showing b&w photos of
AFC aircraft tabbed to 24 x $1 "War in the Air". Exc cond.
2018 Banksias imperforate M/S ovptd "Canberra's 20th Stampshow" with coat of arms logo in silver & numbered 078
of only 150. MUH.
2018 Lest We Forget War Memorials imperforate M/S's ovptd pair in both silver & gold with "100th Anniversary
Newcastle Philatelic Society" with logo & numbered 60 & 160 of 250 respectively. MUH (2)
2018 (25th-27th May) Newcastle Stamp and Coin Expo M/S's set of 3 each pmkd on day of show & numbered 75
(green), 123 (black) & 220 (red) of the 300 sets produced. Sold out each day & selling on Ebay at $150+. MUH (3)
2018 (27th-31st May) "Australian Eucalyptus Israel's Favourite Tree" M/S's x 5 each pmkd at the exhib on each day
with green opening & red closing day cancels. Limited to 100 sets. Still in original AP wrapping & numbered 064, 161,
287, 333 & 424. Scarce set reaching $700+ on Ebay.
2018 Silos Miniature Sheet set of 3 with Perth Stamp & Coin Show overprint & each pmkd on the 3 respective days of
the show in green, black & red. Limited to 100 sets. Fine CTO. (3)
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1913 (17th Jan) 2/- kangaroo complete with 1d x 18 & ½d x 12 1st wmk. Inside covers with red on blue-green with the
bold headings sans serif typeface. Some light toning on first pane otherwise in good cond & rarely seen complete with
staple & interleaving. SG SB1 Cat. £2250
1957 4/- QEII booklet with red stitching. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B60Aya, Cat. $60
1959/60 4/- red QEII booklets x 2 with pink stitching. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum B61, Cat. $60ea (2)
1960 5/- QEII blue with "1/1960" editions with diff ad page inserts & 1962 5/- with "3/1962" edition. Exc cond. Pfeffer &
Crum B62Ad & Ae & B66Be, Cat. $270 (3)
1960/62 5/- blue QEII booklets x 5 from the "3/1960" editions each with diff ad pages. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum Nos.
B63Ad, B63Af, B63Ai B63Al & B63Ao, Cat. $600 (5)
1960/62 5/- blue QEII booklet "3/1961 NSW" edition. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B65Ag, Cat. $130
1964/65 5/- green QEII booklets x 3 each with diff editions. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum Nos. B67Ee, B67Nd, B67Oe &
B67Rd, Cat. $500+ (4)
1966 60c 4c QEII Edition DG8 with miscut advertisement "Rates of Postage/Commonwealth Bank" insert page. Exc
cond & unusual. Pfeffer & Crum B76Bg, Cat. $150
1967 50c Defence Forces booklets with 5c QEII affixed to the right hand side. VG cond. Pfeffer B129b, Cat. $85
1969 $1 Prime Ministers booklet with each pane cancelled "DISTRIBUTOR OF STAMPS GPO PERTH WA" by an
oval cachet in mauve dated 25th May 1970 plus a block of 4 9c Hermit Crab also with a full impression. Most unusual.
1989 $3.90 Fishing booklet miscut resulting in "AUSTRALIA 39c" appearing twice on some & others without. A most
impressive variety. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum B157Bv
1989 $4.10 Cycling booklet with AUSTAMP 90 ovpt & 3 koala reprint logos with part perf at left. Exc cond. A scarce
booklet. Pfeffer & Crum B158Cb(1), Cat. $250
1989 $3.60 Christmas booklet overprinted World Stamp Expo '89 with Washington logo. Pfeffer B161(2). Retails $175
1989 $3.60 Christmas booklet as above.
1990 $2 Heidelberg & Heritage with an over excess of blue ink on front cover. Normal for comparison. This will be
listed in next edition of Pfeffer & Crum cat. as B165x.
1996 $4.50 booklet with Christmas Island 6798 Australia 28 OCT 1996 pmk on cover. Only 400 of these booklets
were produced & made available on 26 June 1996 containing 10 of the 45¢ Fish defin. They were cancelled on the
cover as sold over the counter, hence different dates can be found. Retail $250+
1997 $4.50 Wetlands Birds S/A booklets x 3 with original printing & 1 koala reprint versions x 2 with koala logos both
at top of pane & middle. Pfeffer & Crum B209/A/Aa (3)
1998 45c Champagne Roses S/A block of 4 from the booklet totally imperforate. Some minor wrinkling probably as a
result of being salvaged from printers waste. ACSC 2085b, Cat. $750 for whole booklet.
2003 $5 Coronation booklet pair with both Philatelic & General barcodes ovptd "APTA National Convention Albury
August 13th-17th 2003" in red & numbered 451. Complete with original pres folder. Pfeffer & Crum B254(3)/a Cat. $60
2010 $1 Fishes of the Reef booklets ovptd "23rd Australian Scout Jamboree AJ2013 Jan 2-12 Maryborough, QLD" in
silver & numbered "023" & "The Philatelic Society of Australia For 100 Years Service" in gold & no "085/100". (2)
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2012 Floral Festivals Prestige Booklet ovptd overprinted "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 2012"
with map outline. Numbered 100. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum PB197(4), Cat. $40
2013 $6 Surfing S/A ovptd "Overprint Booklets Collectors Club Stamp Fair 2013 Punchbowl Stamp & Coin Fair" in
gold with matching M/S numbered 141 & 57 respectively. (2 items)
2015 Aust Legends Victoria Cross S/A booklet pres pack. Exc cond. Cost $37
2016 "Span" A Tour of World Bridges Prestige Booklet with one pane printed on aluminium metal foil. Limited to 500.
2018 Newcastle Philatelic Society Centenary booklet set of 3. Each numbered 51 of only 150. Incls original 1947
set tied by NPS cachet & the Personalised stamp pmkd at Newcastle exhibition. These will be listed in Pfeffer &
Crum supplement. (3)
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1927 (9th May) 1½d Parliament House example on Beecham Stamp Importer, Perth FDC pmkd Perth 10.45AM Post
Early Each Day slogan. Printed address & exc cond.
1932 (14th Mar) 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge Typo plain hand addressed FDC with Perth "Post Early Each Day" slogan.
Some toning around perfs but a difficult FDC. Cat. $100
1937 (2nd Aug) 3d KGVI Die I on plain typed addressed cover pmkd Cowley's Creek, Vic. Small tear at right but not
detracting from what is otherwise a very fine cover. Retails at $250+
1937 (2nd Aug) 3d KGVI Die I, 6d kookaburra & 1/- lyrebird on plain hand addressed cover pmkd Fremantle. Toned
top perfs of Lyrebird & very tips of perfs on others. Remains a difficult FDC with all 3 vals.
1946 (1st Sept) Victory set of 3 in imprint blocks on separate registered Cairns FDC's designed by Qld Philatelic
Society. Typewritten addresses which were partially covered by the blocks necessitating rewritten addressed in m/s
below. Some staining but unusual. (3 covers)
1953 (25th May) Coronation set of 3 on Cover Craft illust cover with typed address & Foy & Gibson (WA) insert card.
1954 (2nd Feb) Royal Visit set of 3 on Boans illust cover with typed address & neighbouring GPO Perth cds to the set
plus addition 7½ on single Boans covers x 2 & a 3½d block of 4 on another. All in vg cond. (4)
1956 (30th Nov) 2/- Olympic Games green on illust First Day Card & hand addressed to "Miss V Bullwinkle, R.G.
Hospital, Heidelberg". Neat "Philatelic Bureau Melbourne" cds. Vivian Bullwinkle was a WWII Australian nurse & the
only survivor from the Japanese massacre when 22 other nurses were bayonetted & machine gunned on Radji Beach
on Banka Island in Sumatra in 1942. Good cond.
1985 (17th July) 33c Ginger Meggs hand illustrated cover by James Kemsley, the Australian cartoonist who produced
Ginger Meggs which now appears in over 120 newspapers in over 30 countries. The cover shows Ginger with his
hands open in pen & ink signed boldly "Kempsley". The stamp (slightly faded) is pmkd with the pictorial cancel for the
issue from Hornsby. This is a most attractive cover & only the second we have seen.
1993 (8th Mar) Albany Western Australia "WHALE POST" set of 4 rouletted cinderella FDC with pictorial whale
cancel. Each with "5W" denomination for five whales. Something a little different!
2002 (20th & 22nd Feb) 45c Bradbury & 45c Camplin Winter Olympics Gold Medallists covers x 2 of each with GPO
Brisbane & Melbourne cds's respectively. Difficult FDC's to find. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail. $25ea (4)
2008 (4th March) World Youth Day / Pope Gold Stamp First Day Cover. Gold postmark from Sydney. No. 230 of
limited 500. Australia's first 9ct gold stamp. Comes in wooden presentation box. Small mark under postcode box
otherwise fine. One of these sold in Ace Stamp Auctions Sale No. 6 at $720!
2010 (25th Feb & 3rd Mar) 55c Bright & 55c Lassila Winter Olympics Gold Medallists covers x 2 of each with Aust
Philatelic Bureau, Melbourne cds's. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail. $20ea (4)
2010 (1st Nov) 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup gold stamp on FDC Pmkd in gold Flemington, Victoria in wooden
presentation box. Ltd No. 159 of 500 Exc cond. Retail is $475
2011 (27th Jan) Queensland Premiers Flood Relief Appeal S/A FDC on AP cover tied by GPO Brisbane pictorial
cancel. Most unusual with a retail of $50 to prove it!
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AUSTRALIA - PNC COVERS
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806

1807
1808

1997 (11th April) QEII Golden Wedding Anniv 50c coin & 45c QEII b'day issue pmkd Queens Park, WA. Issued by
Mercury Covers in Watford, UK & rarely seen as part of a larger PNC omnibus collection. Exc cond.
2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110
2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $225
2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports - Aquatics & Athletics PNC Coin FDC. Contains two $5 coins. Retails $185
2001 (15th Feb) Army PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover. Exc. cond. Retails $120
2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Covers x 3. Exc cond. Retail $320ea (3)
2008 (11th November) 90th Anniv WWI Remembrance PNC Coin First Day Cover with the limited edition Diggers
Rest Victoria postmark in gold. No. 713 of 1111. Exc condition. Last sold in Ace Auctions for $130 + BP.
2010 (2nd Nov) 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup 50c PNC with gold Flemington pictorial pmk. No. 631 of only 1861. Exc
cond. Retails at $275 & one of the difficult to find PNC's.
2011 (9th Feb) Burke & Wills set of 5 $1 coin & 60c pmkd Parkville" Downies PNC's showing the scenes "Leaving
Royal Park", "Camp at Cooper's Creek", "Crossing Stoney Desert", "Return to Cooper's Creek" & "Death of Burke". (5)
2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW
2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 204 of only 250. Exc. cond.
2016 (9th Feb) Decimal Currency Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western Australia 12th
& 13th August 2016" & signed by Melinda Coombes, the stamp & cover designer. No. 16 of 100. Exc cond.
2016 (15th Oct) QEII 90th B'day set of 3 Machin Portrait 20c x 2 & 50c covers pmkd Sydney. All overprinted "The
Sydney Money Expo October 15-16 2016" in gold with ANDA logo. No. 385 of 750. Exc cond & most attractive. (3)
2016 (2nd Nov) QEII 90th B'day 20c x 2 & 50c PNC with $1 M/S pmkd at Elizabeth, SA in green. A very low number
being 0038 of 1926. Limited to one per collector & in pres folder.
2016 Battle of Fromelles medallion covers x 3 postmarked on each day of the "Mandurah 2016" stamp exhibition &
limited to just 100 sets. Numbered 21, 103 & 245. Exc cond. Sets were selling on Ebay at $400. Opening at less than
the $45 per cover cost price. (3)
2017 (10th Jan) Christmas Is $4 Year of the Rooster $1 PNC First Day Cover ovptd "Overprint Booklets Collectors
Club Stamp Fair 2017" in gold with Club logo. No. 24. Exc cond.
2017 (7th Mar) AAT Emperor Penguins PNC $1 coloured coin FDC ovptd "2017 Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show" in
silver with show logo. Numbered 63 of 150. Exc cond.
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1809

1810

1811
1812

1813

2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 452. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc cond.
Similar cover sold in Ace Auction No. 21 at $80 + BP.
2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) Holden 160 Years 50c coloured coin & tabbed stamp set of 4 pmkd each day of the
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to 1000 sets, these numbered 0574, 0528, 0329 & 0867 respectively. Exc cond &
opening at less than cost! (4)
2018 (8th Jan) Christmas Is $4 Year of the Dog $1 PNC First Day Cover ovptd "Overprint Booklets Collectors Club
2018 10th Anniversary" in gold with Club logo. No. 24. Exc cond.
2018 (25th-27th May) Newcastle Stamp and Coin Expo set of 3 War Memorial PNC's with $1 Lest We Forget coins
pmkd on each day of show & numbered 36 (green), 131 (black) & 219 (red) of the 300 sets produced. Sold out each
day & selling on Ebay at $300+ (3)
2018 (6th July) QEII 65th Coronation Anniv PNC pmkd Perth Stamp & Coin Show with cover signed by the coin
designer, Neil Vance from Perth Mint. Numbered 100.

$50

$150
$35

$140
$50

AUSTRALIAN STATES
New South Wales
1814

1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822

1863 (20th April) 6d perfd "diadem" on cover to England tied by Sydney duplex with Ipswich receival cds on reverse &
1864 similar franking on Newcastle-Hobart Town with boxed "Ship Letter Inwards Free" front & back plus Sydney
transit cds's & 1905 postcard to Scotland taxed 2d cover plus a range of other interesting cards & covers used (12) &
unused (14, mixed cond). Noted 1942 Sydney-Adelaide cover with NSW ½d & 1937 Sesqui 2d tied by machine cancel
"Posted in Interstate Box". Well worth a look. (30)
1879/85 "NINE PENCE" on 10d brown QV ovptd "OS". Superb CTO & fresh. SG 11, Cat. £900
1880 10d lilac QV, perf 10, ovptd "OS". CTO. Pulled perf at left otherwise well centred & fresh.
SG 018ac, Cat. £425 MLH, unpriced used.
1891/97 20/- Postage Due, perf 10. Pulled perf at right otherwise a fresh & fault-free CTO example.
SG D10, Cat. £100
1897 Jubilee & Consumptive Homes Charity pair. Superb CTO without gum & neat corner cancels.
SG 280/81, Cat. £275
1897 Jubilee & Consumptive Homes Charity pair. Usual gum cracking with 1d (1/-) MVLH with a few thinned perfs
at base & 2½d (2/6d) sound MLH with hinge remnant. SG 280/81 Cat. £300
1897 Jubilee & Consumptive Homes Charity pair. MVLH/MLH. SG 280/81 Cat. £300
1897 2/6d Consumptive Home charity issue. CTO with oval "NSW" & original gum. SG 281, Cat. £225
1911 (20th June) 1d shield with part marginal inscription with Cundurmble dated cancel in manuscript. Rarely seen.
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Queensland
1823
1824
1825

1826

1871/72 10/- brown postal fiscal unused without gum. Centred high with several clogged perfs. Sold "as is".
SG F23, Cat. £1000 mint
1882/95 £1 deep green, wmk sideways on thin paper. MLH, centered high. SG 165, Cat. £375
1887 12/9d Beer Duty Revenue in brown for "ONE HOGSHEAD" with "CANCELLED" cox cachet in mauve &
"4/10/87" in m/s. Contemporary repair after being torn in half. Worn cond but not unusual as removed from the
kegs of the day. Elsmore Cat. $250
1900 1d (6d) claret & 2d (1/-) violet Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund pair. Mint with large part o.g. Some gum
irregularities, odd tone spot on 2d with crease but frontally fresh. SG 263/64, Cat. £500
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$80

$40
$250

South Australia
1827

1828
1829

1876/85 6d bright ultramarine, perf. 10x11½-12½, ovptd "O.S." with double ovpt, one inverted. Good to fine used.
RPSV Cert (undated) states "that the inverted OS has been applied subsequent to postal use". Sold with certificate
"as is". SG 019c
1913 (25th June) "Siberia Consols Gold Mining Company" share certificate in very good cond. Highly collectable.
1924 (20th Oct) Bugle Ranges C3T postmark on 1½d red KGV. Very presentable with near complete strike. Rated 4R.

$50
$25
$75

Tasmania
1830

1831
1832

1833
1834

1835
1836
1837

1840 Hobart to London pre-stamp entire with crowned "General Post Office Hobart Town 11 JA 1840" in black.
Manuscript "inland postage paid" at top of letter. 14th MY 1849 receival in red. Remarkable cond & a rare survivor
from early colonial days.
1845 Hobart-London pre-stamp entire with a good example of crowned "General Post Office Hobart Town" date stamp
in red & receival mark of 31 JA 1845 on reverse. Addressed to a clergyman in Pall Mall, London. Attractive usage.
1858 (12th Sept) cover to Bedford, England with light crowned handstamp of Hobart-Town in pale red with 6d lilac
imperf tied by BN "62". Crisp "B Bedford No 13 58" cds in blue on reverse indicating two month journey to destination.
"Per Mail Steamer via Southampton" in m/s at top. VG cond.
1892/99 £1 green & yellow with crisp Hobart 1892 cds overstruck with dumb obliterator. Green is slightly faded.
SG 225, Cat. £500
1894 (10th Dec) POSO postcard with "International Exhibition" h/s in blue with neighbouring Hobart cds advising of
the times for the "Tasmanian International Exhibition Choir". Small 2cm tear at left does not detract from a lovely item.
Great music thematic! Karman T160.1
1899/1900 Pictorials MLH set of 8 with the 3d being Crown over A wmk perf. 11 (SG 246a, Cat. £32). Also 1912
"One Penny" surcharge MUH. Total Cat. £160+ (9)
1900 2d Platypus with "Tas" wmk diagonally & perf 12 ovptd "REVENUE" showing double printed "TWO PENCE"
variety. Craig Cat. 53bd
1900 2d Platypus with "Tas" wmk diagonally & perf 12 ovptd "REVENUE" showing double printed "TWO
PENOE" variety. A stunning variety believed unique as double print. Unused with RPSV Cert. (2011) Craig Cat.
53bdvar., unpriced (see front cover)
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1838

1839
1840
1841

1900 3d Platypus, perf 14, DLR printing ovptd "REVENUE" & subsequently surcharged "1d.". Upper pane block of 36
showing "thin 1" at 1-6 & 4-6, "misshapen full stop" at 1-5 & 4-5, "small full stop" at 2-6 & 5-6 varieties. Half the block
(18) have square top to "1", the rest with 45º angled tip with forme having been applied off-square resulting in
progression from above centre to below centre across block from left to right. A couple of tone spots & one horiz strip
with light crease otherwise MUH & a lovely study piece.
1910 (22nd Feb) "The Cataract Gorge and King's Bridge, Launceston" colour Wynchromo postcard with 1½d on 5d
QV surcharge tied by 22.2.10 Hobart machine cancel. Addressed to Toulon, France with 11/27/10 arrival. VG cond.
1911 (26th Jan) ½d QV x 4 on taxed cover addressed to Spain showing circled "T 10CTS" & "0.10" handstamps in
black. Stamps tied by Adelaide machine cancel. Spanish 27 Feb & 1 Mar 1911 b/s's. Good cond & attractive.
1912 (18th Sept) "Silver Tree Falls, Fern Tree Bower, Hobart, Tasmania" postcard with 1½d on 5d QV surcharge tied
by Hobart machine cancel & addressed to Switzerland. Exc cond.

$800
$30
$100
$30

Victoria
1842
1843
1844

1845
1846

1847

1848

1849
1850

1850/53 3d blue "half-length" 3rd state of die. Part original gum but "aged" & brown. Clear margins, close at base
but small cut at top however useful space filler at this reserve. SG 11 Cat. £2500
1853 (14th Oct) Cover to Ireland bearing 2d Queen on Throne & 3d "halflength" imperfs with light oval cancels.
Summerhill 28 JA 1854 b/s with transit mark the day before at Kilcock. Light soiling, but remarkable for its age.
1853 (24th Dec) stampless cover to England with "P Ship Brilliant" in m/s & Geelong oval handstamp on reverse
together with orange circular PM 31 MR 1854 receival mark. Addressed to a solicitor in Maidstone Kent. Sealing
wax & torn flap, front with "3" indicating payment collected. Nice early usage.
1867/69 6d blue used accum/range on leaves & in glassine. Approx. 150 stamps with various wmks, perfs, shades &
postmark interest plus 1872 cover to QLD with same issue. Mixed cond. Minimum Cat. £5.50 each.
1871 (May, July x2, Aug & Sept) covers all to Melbourne showing "BALLAARAT" spelling as part of BN"5" duplex. All
to same addressee & are in exc cond with 3 using 2d pale lilac & the other 1d green "laureate" x 2. Backstamps are of
Melbourne with 4 covers having additional Collingwood h/s's on same day. (5 covers)
1872 (25th & 29th May & 28th Aug) covers bearing 2d dull mauve tied by "BALLAARAT" spelling as part of BN "5"
duplex. Two are addressed to Melbourne, the other to Daylesford. All have appropriate b/s's. Some flap damage
repair on May 29 cover. (3 covers)
1874-1876 group of 6 similar covers as above from Ballarat to Fitzroy showing the changed spelling of today in duplex
cancel tying 2d. Minor staining on 1876 cover. Others are 1874 (Feb, Sept, Oct) & 1875 (Aug, Oct). All except the
1876 covers are additionally b/s at Collingwood. (6 covers)
1900 Empire Patriotic Fund pair. MLH with the 1d (1/-) with paper hinge remnant & 2d (2/-) with dry patch around
hinge otherwise clean & fault-free. SG 374/75, Cat. £425
1901 3d chestnut block of 10. Fresh & fine MUH with strong colour. SG 389a, Cat. £190+
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AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
See lot 1616 for 1954 3½d Australian Antarctic Research Expeditions black die proof.
1851

1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858

1859
1860
1861
1862

1863

1930/31 BANZ Antarctic Research Expedition cover franked with 4½d violet KGV pair tied by "1930-31" pictorial
cachet with penguin. Hobart 25 MR 1931 b/s. The British Australian (and) New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition
(BANZARE) was a research expedition into Antarctica between 1929 & 1931 involving two voyages over consecutive
Austral summers. It was a British Commonwealth initiative driven more by geopolitics than science. Good cond &
highly thematic.
1954 (15th Feb) Antarctic 1954 Expedition illust Postcard with 7½d Coronation & 1d QEII tied by Mawson ANARE cds
with 4 neighbouring Expedition cinderellas in different colours showing various scenes. Most attractive.
1957 2/- blue right marginal block of 8 showing Plate No. 2 at right. Fine MUH & scarce with only 2 or 3
examples recorded. ACSC AAT1z, Cat. $3000
1966 Definitives set of 12 to $1 Mock Sun in marginal blocks of 4 fresh MUH, MLH on front of selvedge only. 6 vals
with sheet no. in red. SG 8/18 Retail $300
1973 Definitives set of 12 to $1 in blocks of 4 (1c x 8) on 12 individual FDC's postmarked at the Macquarie Island
base. Unaddressed cond & rarely seen in blocks. (12)
1983 $4 Regional Wildlife/HMS Erebus booklet. Numbered 294. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum AT-U1, Cat. $45
1984 1c AAT ship sheetlets with 3 different Wapex '84/National Stamp Week slogans produced by WASPC (West
Australian Stamp Promotion Council) with swan logo. MUH x 3 of each plus the pair in sheetlet format. SG 37var. (10)
1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's overprinted "SYDNEY CENTREPOINT 95 STAMPSHOW" in black showing the
Centrepoint Tower. Both tied to matching covers with one tied by 19th Oct Sydney Aquarium Darling Harbour Sydney
pictorial pmk & the other by Stamp Show Exhib cancel in red dated 22 Oct 1995. These are scarce covers & with the
Exhib cover retailing at $110, the Aquarium example is unrecorded. (2)
2001 $4.25 Australians in the Antarctic sheetlets of 20 x 17. MUH FV $72+, retail $400+ (17)
2014 "Antarctic Expedition" commem sheetlet pack with individual sets plus the 2 x $15.60 sheetlets, one with metallic
finish. Attractive presentation. Retails $90+
2014 Antarctic Expedition Homeward Bound M/S ovptd "Canberra Stampshow 2014" in gold with the ADF logo. No.
236 of 250. MUH
2016 Ice Flowers M/S with 4mm shift of the "embellishment" to the right resulting in gold foil ovpt & embossing missing
the original colour print & extending into M/S border. Most unusual on a modern issue. MUH though some gum
disturbance at edges. Normal for comparison.
2017 East Antarctic Deep Sea Creatures M/S ovptd "APF Melbourne 2017 in silver with logo & numbered 145/200.
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CHRISTMAS ISLAND
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

1958 (20th & 28th Sept) British Forces Air Mail covers addressed to UK with 3d franking (2½d + ½d on the 2nd cover)
tied by "B.F.P.O. Christmas Island" cds's clearly struck. Roughly opened on reverse but seldom seen pre-1960. (2)
1977/78 Famous Visitors set of 16 to $2 in complete MUH upper part sheets of 30. SG 67/82 Retail $200+ (30 sets)
1998 $4.25 Marine Life sheetlets of 20 x 45. MUH FV $190+, retail $675 (45)
2010 Lunar New Year circular Zodiac S/A sheetlets x 30. Retail at $50ea as missed by most collectors. MUH. FV
$132, retail $1500 (30)
2012 Year of the Dragon sheetlets x 65. MUH. FV $312, retail $20ea ($1300) (65)
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$30
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COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS
1869

1875
1876

1954 (5th April) 10c Coronation Malaya Singapore issue on 1953/54 Royal Visit Cocos Is illust. First Day cover with
crisp COCOS ISLAND cds. Addressed to RN Sneddon, Cocos Islands. Good cond & rarely seen.
1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation MUH left marginal block of 4. SG 230. Retails $340+
1990 10c "MAINLAND POSTAGE PAID" & 1991 30c "LOCAL POSTAGE PAID" in corner blocks of 4 MUH plus 70c
NZ 1990 ovpt also MUH. SG 234/35 & 228 Total retail $220
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd set of 5 (no 10c second print) MUH plus the "OFFICIAL PAID
MAINLAND" CTO as issued. Also the $5 on 65c Constellation MUH. Total retail $275 (6)
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd set of 6 in MUH blocks of 4. Unfortunately 80c val has 2 units
with fine crease but difficult to see & reflected in reserve. Rarely seen in multiples. Retail $800+ if fine. (6 blocks)
1991 (43c) on 90c Coconut Official overprinted "OFFICIAL PAID MAINLAND" in top selvedge block of 4 with
central Cocos (Keeling) Islands Indian Ocean undated cds. These were only issued CTO but scarce in multiples.
SG 01 Cat. £90 ea.
1999 $4.25 Living Mosaic sheetlets of 20 x 55. MUH. FV $230+, retail $770 (55)
2006 $5.50 Marine Life sheetlets of 20 x 75. MUH. FV $410+, retail $15ea ($1125) (75)

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

1925/27 Huts set to £1 with the vals to 2d MLH & higher vals appear with minimal gum. SG 125/36, Cat. £400
1925/32 "OS" ovptd complete set MLH except Huts are without gum except 1½d. Total cat. £575 (33)
1931 Dated birds set of 14 to £1 ovptd "Airmail" Fine MLH. SG 163/76, Cat. £300 (14)
1931 Dated Birds to 1/0 ovpt "OS". MLH. SG O31/39, Cat. £100+
1932 Undated Birds to £1 complete fine used incl some CTO. SG 177/89, Cat. £300 (15)
1932 Undated birds ovptd "Airmail" set of 14 to £1 fine used. SG 190/203, Cat. £275
1932 Undated Birds to 2/- (excl 9d) ovptd "OS". Fine used, 2/- stained at left. SG O42/50 & O52/3, Cat. £280 (11)
1939 Bulolo Airs set of 14 to £1. Fine used. SG 212/25, Cat. £850

1885

1915/16 1d pale carmine-red, Die II in vertical "a.b.c" strip of 3. MUH, centred right. SG 67c, Cat. £330 + premium
for type b & MUH
1915/16 2d grey horiz strip of 5 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types "a,c,c,c,b" se-tenant. MLH on outer units
with inner 3 MUH. SG 73, Cat. £110 + premium for MUH & se-tenant format
1915/16 2d grey kangaroo pair perfined "OS" with left stamp showing "scratch under "P" of Postage" variety. Fine
used. SG 06, Cat. £80 x 2 normals plus premium for variety.
1915/16 2d grey kangaroo plate 2 block of 25 for R31-59 with 5th row showing a,c,c,c,b transfer error & 2R43 with
"extra islands around Tasmania" variety. Fresh MUH & a lovely positional piece. SG 73
1915/16 2½d blue plate 2 block of 30 for pos numbers 1-30 with "islands east of Cape York" variety at 2L11
(ACSC 9(z)d). Bottom row shows transfer error yielding types a,c,c,c,b,c. MLH on corner stamps & centre pair
of bottom row only. Rarely seen in such a large positional piece. SG 74
1915/16 2½d indigo 1st wmk horizontal strip of 5, lightly hinged on outer units (3 MUH) showing transfer error resulting
in ovpt types "a,c,c,c,b" se-tenant. Well centred strip with good perfs. SG 74
1915/16 3d yellow-olive, Die I horiz strip of 3 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types "c,b,c" se-tenant.
MUH/MLH with minor perf variations. SG 76, Cat. £70 + premium for MUH (2 stamps) & transfer error
1915/16 4d orange plate 2 left pane block of 30 for numbers 31-60 showing "dot on left 4" variety. MUH/MLH with
hinge reinforcements of lowest two rows. SG 70
1915/16 5d brown KGV horiz strip of 6 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types a,c,c,c,b,c se-tenant. MLH.
SG 72 var
1915/16 6d ultramarine type "a". A couple of shortish perfs at top & slightly toned MLH. SG 78
1915/16 6d ultramarine with transfer error resulting in ovpt types "a" & "c" se-tenant. MLH with hinge remainder.
SG 78, Cat. £220+
1915/16 9d violet Die II in horiz strip of 3 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types c, b, c se-tenant. Centre
stamp MLH, others MUH. SG 79 var, Cat. £180 for normals + premium for se-tenants with transfer error
1915/16 9d violet, Die II block of 4 showing types "c,c" (top) & "a,c" (bottom). MLH on top pair but light even toning
stripe on gum of lower MUH pair. SG 79, Cat. £220 + premium for MUH & se-tenant types
1915/16 1/- green with "N.W.P.I. ovpt in MLH block of 4. SG 81, Cat. £240
1915/16 10/- grey & pink with "N.W.P.I." ovpt. MLH with lovely colour. SG 84, Cat. £150
1915/16 £1 brown & light blue with "N.W.P.I." type "a" ovpt. Fine MUH, centered upper right. SG 85 Cat. £500 as MLH
1915/16 £1 brown & light blue as above with " type "c" ovpt. MUH, centered slightly right. SG 85a, Cat. £500 as MLH
1915/16 5/- grey & yellow strip of 3 with "a", "b" & "c" ovpts. Fine MUH/MLH & well centered. SG 92abc
1915/16 2/- brown aniline "c", "c" in joined horiz pair with barest trace of a hinge mark. SG 97, Cat. £35 x2 + premium
for aniline ink
1915/16 2/- brown, 3rd wmk kangaroos with "a, b, c" singles. MLH with good centering. SG 97, Cat. £115 (3)
1915/16 £1 chocolate & dull blue with "N.W.P.I. ovpt. MLH & well centered. SG 99, Cat. £350
1918 "One Penny" on 5d brown KGV. Fine used with upright Rabaul cds. Centered left. SG 100, Cat. £80
1918 "One Penny" on 1/- green. Fine used with neat Rabaul cds. Centered left. SG 101, Cat. £80
1918 "One Penny" surcharge on 1/- kangaroo type b of triplet ovpts. Fine used with part Rabaul cds. Holcombe
Cert. (1989) SG 101b Cat. £80 + 25% for "b" type
1918/22 1d carmine-red KGV plate 2, pane 4 for numbers 31-60 in block of 30. 5th setting, early state with
substituted clichés plus deformed upper limb of "N" at 14 & black ink flaw at 23. Also "thin "G" of "Postage"
(IV/40), "small white dot on "Y" of "Penny" (IV/41) & "colour flaw outside right frame opposite emu's neck"
(IV/46) varieties. A wonderful exhibition piece. SG 103
1918/22 1d carmine red Die II/I se-tenant pair. MLH. SG 103/b, Cat. £110 + premium for joined II/I pair
1918/22 4d orange KGV in 4 shades plus 2 extras of deep orange plus block of 4 in buff orange & ditto vertical strip of
5 & deep orange vertical strip of 3. All MUH or MLH. (SG 104) Also 5dbrown in 4 shades plus 3 extras of brown & 2
other all MLH plus an aniline used with "break in lower frame" used & another block of 4 MUH/MLH with "break in right
frame". (SG 105) Useful group in good to fine cond. (33)
1918/23 2½d indigo, fifth setting, strip of 3 with middle unit having "1" of "½" omitted" variety. Fresh MUH &
well centered with RPS Cert. (1968). A rare opportunity to secure an exhibition item. SG 107c, Cat. £14,000
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NEW GUINEA - NWPI
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1913
1914
1915
1916

1918/22 3d kangaroo block of 4 fine used with central, crisp Rabaul 23 JE 24 cds. Blunt lower left corner & minor tone
spot at top. Remains a fine looking example. SG 109, Cat. £104 + premium for block
1918/22 10/- grey & bright pink plus shades in deep aniline pink (centred to left) & bright pink. All MLH/MVLH with
lighter bright pink with disturbed/stained gum. A useful trio. SG 117/var. Cat. £170 ea (3)
1918/22 ½d green KGV large multiple wmk inverted. MUH. SG 119a, Cat. £130 + premium for MUH
1918/22 1d violet KGV in 7 shades MLH, 2d orange x 5 MLH incl one without ovpt plus used pair & single. Also 2d
rose-scarlet x 3 used, 3 MLH & 4 blocks MUH/MLH with some showing "whitefoot on emu" variety & the on scarletpink with "retouched Roman nose". Cat. c£240 + varieties. (19 singles, pair, 4 blocks)
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NAURU
1917
1918
1919

1934/47 S.S. Century set to 10/- in mixed papers excl 4d but extra shade in 3d. MUH but gum staining on 1d & 5d to
5/- with 10/- fine. Min SG Cat. £200 (14)
1937/48 ships to 10/- on shiny paper (missing ½d perf. 14). Fine used with fresh colours. SG 26B/39B, Cat. £225 (14)
1937/48 ships to 10/- MLH with small hinge remnant on each otherwise fresh & attractive. SG 26B/39B, Cat. £200 (14)
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NORFOLK ISLAND
1920
1921

1947 (10th June) ½d to 2/- Ball Bay set of 12 on FDC (dated cachet in purple) with crisp bold cds's & "NORFOLK
ISLAND" provisional Reg label in mauve. Neat typed address. Vg cond. SG 1/12
2000 (7th Apr) $2.50 Norfolk Post labels with same imprint dates on FDC's x 2 plus 2001 (4th Sept) $1.40 on cover
celebrating last day. Exc cond & rarely seen. (3)
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PAPUA
1922

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

1907 ½d "BNG" Lakatoi with upright wmk on thin paper with comb perf. MUH/MLH complete sheet of 30. Odd
minor fault incl small "W504" pen annotation in margin at base but none that detract from this striking format.
SG 9a, Cat. £28 x 30 + premium for MUH sheet.
1901/05 "British New Guinea" set of 7 to 1/- with vertical wmk vertical. MLH but gum varies with minor adherences
on 2½d & 4d. Frontally attractive & fine. SG 9/15, Cat. £260 (7)
1907/10 ½d "Papua" perf. 11, wmk upright in complete sheet of 30. Reinforcing hinges affecting 6 stamps otherwise
MUH. Light even toning. SG 47
1931 5d on 1/- Ash printing in complete sheet of 40. Stain spot top left & "K24" in pen m/s bottom right otherwise all
fine MUH. Scarce in full sheets. SG 125
1931 Pictorials to 10/-. All MLH & well centred. SG 130/44, Cat. £275 (15)
1932 Pictorials complete to £1. MVLH, 10/- with vert crease & two short perfs at top & 3d has two missing perfs.
Clean set. SG 130/45, Cat. £550
1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 in MUH/MLH Ash imprint blocks of 16 in 2 rows showing "accent flaw" on 1d, 3d & 5d at
position 4 in the bottom rows. A few units of each val have rust spots but all of fresh frontal appearance.SG 150/53
Cat. £15 x 16 sets + £210 for flaws + premium for MUH units.
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
1929
1930

1931
1932

1933
1934

1935
1936

1952 £1 Fisherman block of 4 fine used with central cds. SG 15, Cat. £60
1962 5/- Patrol in top right corner block of 4. MUH with one unit very slightly creased. This was the first Australian
printed multicoloured stamp prepared for release in 1962 but withdrawn before public issue because of the design
showing rifles being carried with this being one of only 2 positional pieces for this corner recorded. A single in Ace
Stamp Auctions Sale No. 22 sale sold for $400 +BP. Retail is $3000+
1965 (26th Oct) Mount Hagen Show set of 4 commem covers each with diff bird defins on them up to 10/- & pmkd
Mount Hagen. Unaddressed. Not seen before. (4)
1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued stamps
are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps were printed
by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the
"t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+
1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps as above but in MUH blocks of 4, 3 bottom marginal & again with a normal
set for comparison also in blocks. Retail at $2000+
1993 Research & Conservation Foundation "Parrots" gutter strip of 4 in complete sheets of 20 sets. These attractive
thematics, which have no postal validity despite showing a face value of K1.50 per stamp (i.e. K120 per sheet),
fetched A$180-$200 per sheet around time of issue. This lot is of five complete unfolded sheets in fine fresh MUH
cond. (100 sets in 5 sheets)
1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 MUH. SG 730/40 Cost vendor $300, retails $425. (11)
2007 "PNG's First Personalised Stamps" with the Orchids issue. Full sheets of 20 with tabs each with a different tab
design with vals to K5.35. Tabs incl Seasons Greetings from PNG Stamp Bureau staff, Woodlark Island Cuscus,
Endangered Species- leatherback Turtle, Fly islands & Milne Bay Province. MUH & retail at $450+ (20 sheets of 20)
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GREAT BRITAIN
1937

1938
1939
1940
1941

1942
1943

1839 Treasury Competition Essay. This Charles Whiting essay number 10 is in black & red with "NOT TO EXCEED
HALF OUNCE 1 PENNY" in design. Close to touching margins & small burn mark at left? Ref SG GB Spec Vol. 1
page 6. Cat. from £1600+
1840 (6th Oct) Mulready envelope with Salisbury cds in red, front & back with black sealing wax intact & red Maltese
Cross at top centre. Good cond with usual minor faults but an attractive example. SG ME2, Cat. £550
1840 1d intense black with indistinct red Maltese Cross cancel. Good to large margins just touching at base to right.
Lettered "KB". SG 1, Cat. £525
1840 1d intense black, plate 8 with neat corner red Maltese Cross cancel. Noted "state II "O" flaw. Large to close
margins & lettered "DB". SG 2 Cat. £525+
1840 1d black fined used with crisp Maltese Cross cancel in black lettered "BH" with nearly 4 margins, just touching at
top left. Also a 2d blue with rich colour & red MC neatly struck. 3½ margins touching at left with shallow hinge thin but
an attractive stamp. SG 2 & 5. (2)
1840 1d black with bold, slightly smudged, Maltese Cross in black. Close to large margins with slight corner wear.
Lettered "AK". SG 2, Cat. £375
1840 1d black with crisp red Maltese Cross cancel. 3 good to clear margins just touching at right. Lettered "BC".
SG 2, Cat. £425 with red MC
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1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

1951

1952
1953

1954

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1971
1972
1973

1974
1975
1976

1977

1840 1d black with neat part red Maltese Cross. 3½ clear even margins with right side slightly cut into at top.
Lettered "CB". SG 2, Cat. Cat. £425
1840 1d black with part bold red Maltese Cross pmk. Close margins touching/cut into at right. Lettered "KE".
SG 2, Cat. Cat. £425
1840 1d black with red Maltese Cross. Light vert crease & minimal margins but a frontally attractive "spacefiller"
example. Lettered "GF". SG 2, Cat. Cat. £425
1840 1d black, plate 5 with "E partly doubled in lower arm" variety. Almost complete clear red Maltese Cross cancel
resulting in a superb looking stamp. Large to clear even margins. Lettered "EB". SG 2 Cat. £375+
1840 1d grey black, plate 1a with the characteristic "10/5 o'clock ray" flaws. Fine used by neat 90% strike of light red
Maltese Cross cancel. 4 clear even margins. Lettered "EH". SG 3 Cat. £750 with variety
1840 2d deep full blue. Superb used with an almost complete Maltese Cross in black. Close to huge margins, just
touching at base. Lettered "AE". A lovely stamp with rich colour. SG 4, Cat. £1150
1841 1d red imperfs x 5 used examples showing variations in shade & blueing of paper. Two have black Maltese
Cross cancels, others with barred numerals. All are 3 to 4 margin examples. Min Cat. £175 for cheapest shade +
premium for MC strikes. (5)
1845 (21st Nov) 1d orange-brown tied to entire by BN "378" with neighbouring "Horncastle". "Hull" in blue & "Beverley
No 22 1845" in blue b/s's. Adhesive with large to touching margins but fine used. SG 12 Cat. £275 + premium for
cover.
1847/54 6d dull lilac embossed cut square good used with obliterator hiding QV face & two vertical cuts (3mm & 4mm)
at base. This reserve makes this a useful spacefiller. SG 59, Cat. £1000
1854 (20th Dec) 6d purple QV embossed (cut to shape) tied by barred numeral cancel on mourning env addressed to
Gisborne, Victoria with crowned receival mark dated MAY 27 1855. B/s's incl Ship Letter GPO Victoria Free in red, red
Paid dated 22 DE 1854 & Ballycastle 20 DEC 1854. An attractive example of early incoming mail from Ireland to
Victoria with embossed usage. SG cat. £1900
1856 London to Amsterdam 4d carmine on slightly blued paper horiz pair double rate franking on entire addressed to
Amsterdam. Fine used with BN cancels & a full crisp Lombard Street Maltese Cross cancel on reverse with
Amsterdam receiver in red. A lovely example of the 4d usage. SG 62a Cat. £780
1858 (22nd Mar) 1d rose red, perf 16, watermark large crown on cover tied by Brighton duplex. Some spotting.
SG 36 Cat. £160 on cover
1858 1d red with the scarce plate 225. Full perfs, centred to top left. Good to fine used by neat "92" barred numeral.
SG 43 (225), Cat. £800
1858/79 1d red plate 117 fine used plus a plate 203 MLH. Cat. £50+ (2)
1858/79 1d rose-red QV plate 225. Good to fine used by light duplex cancel. Centered right with good perfs & clear
plate number. SG 43 Pl. 225 Cat. £800
1864 (25th Jan) London to Victoria "via Marseilles" in m/s with 4d bright red (SG 79) & 6d lilac with left wing margin
(SG 84) tied b y London N18 duplex cancels. Neat Geelong MA 12 64 receival in red. Interesting correspondence
referring to removing "Coffee House" from the writers address as they are now frowned upon - how things change!
Good cond. Cat. £500+ on cover
1868 (15th Dec) cover to Amsterdam with 3d rose Plate 5 pair beautifully cancelled by London EC 74 duplex cancels.
"EE Wendt London" company cachet. Amsterdam receival cds in red. Stunning. SG 103 Cat. £200++
1867 9d pale straw, plate 4 fine used with neat & light Edinburgh duplex. Well centred & lovely colour.
SG 111 Cat. £525 with premium
1867 10d deep red brown QV, plate 1. Fine used & well centred. Rich colour. A difficult stamp to find so fine.
SG 114, Cat. £1000+ with premium
1873 6d grey Pl. 12 fine used with stunning bold, crisp "625" oval numeral cancel. Enhanced by being a wing margin
example. Fresh colour. SG 125 Cat. £300
1878 £1 brown-lilac QV, Plate 1, Maltese Cross wmk. Superb used with crisp upright GLASGOW MY 4 82 cds.
Lettered CB. Fine & well centered with strong colour & exc perfs. Stunning! SG 129 Cat. £7800+ with premium
(see front cover)
1876 8d orange, plate 1. Centered left but superb used with crisp Kilmarnock DE 22 80 cds. Strong colour, never seen
better! SG 156, Cat. £350++
1880 2½d blue QV plate 20. Fine used with neat "C" (Constantinople) cancel. Perfectly centered with good colour &
perfs. SG 142 Cat. £575+
1884 £1 brown lilac, three Imperial Crowns wmk with bold London duplex cancel. One pulled perf at base otherwise a
sound example, well centered with strong original colour. SG 185, Cat. £2800
1884 1½d dull lilac with watermark inverted. MLH with large part o.g. Corner crease but a scarce stamp. Well centred
with fine perfs & colour. SG 188wi Cat. £3000
1883 6d dull green with good colour as still partially on piece. Part Leamington Spa cds. SG 194 Cat. £240+
1890 Penny Postage Jubilee card & envelope unused (minor soiling on face of envelope) plus another used in
Dec 1944 with KGVI 2½d "uprate" tied by 6 DE 44 Burnham on Sea cancel. Handwritten note on enclosed card.
Addressed to S.A. Unusual late usage. (3 items)
1902 2/6d lilac KEVII, DLR printing. Superb used with full bold Central Telegraph Office MY 12 02 cds. Still on original
paper hence rich original colour. Most attractive. SG 260 Cat. £150+
1902/10 5/- bright carmine KEVII fine used by squared-circle date-proving 1903 cancel. Well centred with good perfs.
SG 263, Cat. £220
1918 (12th Nov) WWI Censor cover with original correspondence dated a day after the Armistice. YMCA env with red
crown censor mark addressed to NZ with FPO Q 1 cds. Letter titled "Somewhere in France" & detailing "another
smack at old Jerry" but highlighting how lucky he was as "a lot of the boys went west" & it was their "last stint" at the
front. A lovely piece of social history.
1924 British Empire Exhibition pair on cover with Exhib pmks for 5 JU 1924. Unfortunately roughly opened but with
enclosure mentioning the MUH pair enclosed which also accompany this cover. SG 430/31
1929 £1 PUC. Fine used example with neat part cds & good centering. SG 438, Cat. £550
1935 (17th May) regd (London) airmail long cover to NZ, bearing full Silver Jubilee set x3 ea. & extra (defective)
1½d on reverse correctly prepaying 1/3d air & 3d registration. Cover is vertically folded clear of stamps. Minor
creasing at right top & bottom corners, "TPO 2 South" & "Sydney" transit marks of 30 & 31 May.
1935 (1st Oct) Airmail cover from Kirkwall, Scotland to New Zealand with Sydney machine transit mark of 18th Oct
on reverse. Correct rate of 1/3d prepaid with 6 diff adhesives incl 2½d Silver Jubilee. Handwritten 24 Oct receival
on front. Minor creases & tear at top but still presentable.
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1980

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993

1935 (25th May) Mourning airmail cover to Brisbane with 1/- KGV & ½d & 2½d Silver Jubilee correctly prepaying 1/3d
airmail fee. Brisbane machine receival of 6th June with slogan "Convey Congratulations By Telegraph On Specially
Designed Forms". Roughly opened at right but stamps fine.
1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee FDC with ½d, 1½d, 2½d x 4 of each & a single 1d on Registered cover from Broughty
Ferry, Scotland & airmailed to Australia. TPO 1 South & TPO 2 South b/s's plus receival of Mereweather (NSW) on
24th Oct. SG Cat. £650 for FDC
1937 (20th Nov & 24th Dec) Bank of New South Wales long pre-printed covers addressed to Perth bearing 2/6d & 5/re-engraved Seahorses & 2/6d Seahorse with additional 3d & 1/- KGV respectively. All tied by worn London Air Mail
strikes. Some wear as usual but both with Bank of NSW London wax seals on reverse & latter with Perth b/s dated 3
JA 38. Nice genuine usage. (2)
1939/48 KGVI high vals set of 6 to £1. Fine MUH/MLH with 10/- dark blue MVLH. SG 476/78c, Cat. £425 as MUH
1951 Festival high vals set of 4 to £1. Fresh MUH. SG 509/12, Cat. £100
1957 (1st Aug) Scout Jamboree set of 3 on Registered FDC to Essex tied by St James Square cds's. Attractive. SG
557/59 Cat. £28
1959/68 2/6d Castle BW printing in complete sheet of 40 with Plate 9A inscription. MUH & striking in sheet. SG 595a
1974 London to Perth Airmail envelope with 4½p & 5½p Churchill commems addressed to Lesmurdie with
"DELAYED EN ROUTE - AIRCRAFT HI-JACK" cachet in mauve on front above address. This hijack took place
on the 22nd November 1974 in Dubai when 4 terrorists took over a British Airways plane demanding the
release of thirteen imprisoned terrorists in Egypt and two in the Netherlands. The Egyptian authorities
claimed they were releasing the prisoners however once the Palestinians realised this was not happening
they executed one of the hostages, a German banker. Has ½p & 9p Machins with "Remember to Use the
Postcode slogan cancel. Some edge wear & small tears not affecting stamps or cachet. These are rarely seen
& the last one we had sold for $210+BP in Ace Auctions sale No. 19.
1980 12p Jane Eyre gutter block of 12 with missing "P" in value variety. Nice MUH positional piece. SG 1125Ea
1988 £1.90 First Class Questa booklets x 2 both with a pane of 10 blank perforated & gummed labels. These were
produced as test booklets for Royal Mail engineers & rarely survive. Printed cover as per SG GP4. Exc cond. (2)
1992 £1 Carrickfergus Castle with massive upward perforation shift resulting in stamp value & QEII head in centre of
stamp at right. A striking variety with a conservative reserve. SG 1611var.
1993 40p turquoise-blue Machin imperforate pair. Fine MUH. SG Y1711a, Cat. £850
1999 26p Royal Wedding vertical imperforate pair. MUH & scarce with only 16 pairs recorded. SG 2096a, Cat. £2800
2000 19p Barn Owl (Millennium Projects) imperforate horiz pair with lower selvedge & "SALE DATE 18-JAN-2000"
imprint with gold Queens head as distinct from the issued silver. Normal for comparison in same positional piece.
Fresh MUH SG 2125a Cat. £1800
2002 "The Complete Elvis Movie Collection" 1st Class "LOVE" tabbed personalised (Royal Mail Smilers) set of 4
sheets. MUH & Rarely seen as only 2500 sets issued.
2002 1st Class Gold NVI S/A booklet forgery with 2 phosphor bands applied in varnish! See SG footnote. Normal
for comparison. SG 2295 forgery.
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Great Britain Channel Islands
1994
1995

1996

Guernsey 2000 (15th Sept) 60th Anniv Battle of Britain FDC's incorporating reproduction medals with BOB clasp in
the covers x 2. Exc cond & most attractive. (2)
2016 Bailiwick Wildlife & Guernsey Flag Post & Go collectors strips from the World Stamp Show New York machine
incl the accompanying Guernsey Post machine receipt. The wildlife set is in the full set of 36 labels in 6 strips.
Excellent cond. (7 strips, 42 labels)
Jersey 1993 57p Tornado F3 from RAF Anniv set in totally imperforate block of 4 from the centre of neighbouring
sheets complete with "The House of Questa" imprint & "Royal Air Force JERSEY" title in top selvedge plus colour
logos. Central vert fold & some wrinkling from the removal from secured waste!! SG 623var.
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COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN
1997
1998

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

2009
2010
2011

Ascension 1938/53 ½d to 10/- KGVI pictorials perf. 13½ (13 vals) & again in perf. 13 (13 vals, no 1½d black &
carmine) plus 1d to 2d (5 vals) in perf. 14 incl 1½d shade. All fresh MLH. SG 38/47b, Cat. £620+ as MUH. (31)
Austria 1858-1963 Fine used group comprising 1858 (1k05) lilac newspaper stamp plus 1863 dull lilac shade both
with broad margins, c1860 Franz Joseph 2kr-15kr (Mi Cat. €90), 1863 Arms perf. 14 set 2kr-15kr (Mi Cat. €300) &
1863/64 Arms perf. 9½ set 2kr-15kr, 10kr toned perf. (Mi. Cat. €45). Total cat. €850+ ($1350+) (17)
1945 Hitler heads ovptd vertically to 5RM with mark vals having 18.5mm ovpt. MVLH/MLH incl both 6pf shades.
SG 830/52, min Cat. £1000+ (24)
1950 (13th June) cover to England bearing all 27 costumes defins issued by that date (7 were issued later). Incls 3
on back & 2 on flap with just enough room for the handwritten address! Attractive.
1950/53 Birds Airmails complete fine used set of 7. SG 1215/21, Cat. £400
1956 Schubert imperf die proof essay in grey on card signed by artist G. Wimmer showing profile of Franz Schubert.
A rare item & an exhibition item for a thematic Music collection.
1956 as above but showing the profile of Mozart & in olive, blue, black & claret die proofs also on cards each signed
by G. Wimmer. Minor stain at base of black & blue cards but not detracting. Prepared for the Bicentenary of Mozart's
birth but design not adopted. A scarce group & another ideal thematic lot.
Bechuanaland 1932 KGV pictorials set to 10/. MLH, 5/- with hinge remnant. Fresh & attractive. SG 99/110, Cat. £500
Belgium 1915/22 5f deep blue inscribed "Franken" below "5". Superb used & well centred. SG 193, Cat. £190
1952 13th UPU Congress with top value of set MUH. SG 1409, Cat. £180
1984 Parrots in se-tenant block of 8 totally imperforate with "Format International Security Printers Ltd" imprint in
bottom selvedge. MUH & an attractive thematic bird item. SG 806/09var.
Bermuda 1940 & 1941 Censored covers, the former to USA & taxed 4¢ bearing KGVI 1½d with mark applied in New
York, reverse with 4 line misdirection handstamp of 7 Oct & machine cancel of Worcester Massachusetts May 10
1940. The latter airmailed to same address bearing 1/- x2 to cover airmail fee plus 5½d postage with censor tape
"Opened...Examiner 625" in blue. Very fine with Bermuda Red Cross vignette on reverse. (2
1953/62 set to £1 incl both dies of 3d, 1/3d & shades of ½d. Some lower vals MUH but generally fine MLH. SG
135/50, Cat. £130 as MUH (21)
British Antarctic Territory 1963/69 QEII Defins set to £1 HMS Endurance (No £1 map) in fine MUH blocks of 4.
SG 1/15a (excl 15), Cat. £230 x 4
1963/69 QEII Defins set to £1 HMS Endurance (No £1 map). Fresh MUH. SG 1/15a (excl 15), Cat. £230 (16)
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1971 QEII Decimal currency surcharges complete set of 14 in MUH blocks of 4. SG 24/37, Cat. £400
1971 QEII Decimal currency surcharges complete set of 14. Fresh MUH. SG 24/37 Cat. £140 (14)
British Guiana 1888/89 $4 green with "Inland Revenue 4 Dollars" in black. Fine used with good colour. A rare stamp.
SG 188a (larger figure "4"), Cat. £2750
British Indian Ocean Territory 1966 Marine Life original set of 15 vals. i.e. no "n" numbers. All MUH in marginal
blocks of 4. SG 16/30, Cat. £200+
Canada 1911/25 1c green KGV booklet pane of 6. Fresh MUH/MLH. SG 197b, Cat. £50
1912/21 2c carmine KGV imperf x perf. 8 coil pair. Fine MLH, Cat. £50
1930/31 1c green, 2c green & 2c brown KGV coil strips of 4. MUH/MLH. SG 305/06 & 308, Cat. £80 (3)
1942/46 3¢ purple KGVI vertical strip of 4 & single with correctly positioned horizontal perfs but vertical perfs grossly
misplaced resulting in one row skewed from centre of top stamp to lower right of bottom stamp. Single stamp shows
one vertical perf row. All with gum disturbance & a crease but visually spectacular.
2006 Yearbook complete with all MUH issues. Exc cond. SG Cat. £80+
Ceylon 1888/90 4¢ rose QV with grossly misplaced "TWO" surcharge resulting in it appearing twice shaved off at
both top & bottom of stamp. MLH. Probably as scarce as the double surcharge listed as SG 204a, Cat. £130
China 1897 3¢ revenue surcharged "one cent" & Chinese characters type A. MH & paler than the "deep red"
described in SG otherwise a sound example. SG 88, Cat. £775
1963 Huangshan Landscapes set of 16 mounted on album page in mixed MLH or MNG cond but all fine.
SG 2124/39, Cat. £700 as MUH
1963 Hwangshan Landscapes complete set of 16 to 50f in China Philatelic Company fold-out presentation card.
All hinged/stuck in place. Card in worn cond but stamps appear fine. SG 2124/39 Cat. £800
1965 Chingkiang Mountains set of 8. Fresh MUH SG 2251/58, Cat. £300
1978 5y Galloping Horses Miniature Sheet. MUH but with light creases & bends most noticeably on reverse.
Reserve reflects cond. But remains a scarce M/S. SG MS2781 Cat. £500
1978 Galloping Horses set of 10, 1981 Jinling Beauties (4f, 8f x 2, 30f & 80f vals), 1981/82 Ancient Coins, 1983
Musical Instruments, Poets set of 4 with sheet numbers on selvedges & Emperor Tomb sets. MLH/MH on pages with
those removed having hinge remnants. Frontally fine & fresh. Cat. £200+ as MUH
1985 Panda set of 4 on pair FDC's with encapsulated Panda medals, one gold plated, the other silver in pres folder.
Produced by China National Stamp Corp. Exc cond. (2)
Cook Islands-Aitutaki 1972 ½c to $1 ovpts on Cook Is in both the first provisionals to $1 with lower case ovpt issued
9/8/72 (SG 33/42) & the second in block capitals ovpt to $2 issued 11/12/72 (SG 49-58). All MUH. (21)
Curacao 1889 Numerals set of 5, MLH with 5¢ thinned & 2¢ no gum but frontally fresh. SG 37/41 & 1892/96 Queen
set of 5 with gum but 15¢ thinned. Total cat. (excl faulty items) is £260 (10)
1903/08 Queen Wilhelmina defins to 50¢. MUH/MLH. Also 1906 1½g mint without gum as issued. SG 54/68 Cat.
£500 (15)
1946/47 Queen Wilhelmina high vals to 10g. CTO group of 4 with dubious cancels hence low reserve.
SG 258/61 Cat. £700+
Denmark 1854 4RBS shades of the third Thicle printing. Reproduced from a plate prepared from a repaired original
cliché & extracted as page from an unidentified specialist book. 10 reproductions are attached to the page showing
annotated shades. Unusual.
Egypt 1935 Cairo to Frankfurt Airmail cover bearing 46 mils in adhesives (1, 2, 7, 8 x2, 20m Airs) all tied by
Shepheard's Hotel cds incl 20m on reverse. Also Cairo roller cancel of 10 AP 36 on reverse clear of adhesive. The
hotel was built in 1845 & of interest is a 1914 4m "Pyramids" with socked on the nose "Shepheard's Hotel/Cairo" cds
with those details above the central date slug whereas all the strikes on this cover show the detail below the dateslug in the cds. The current Shepheard's Hotel is near the side of the original which was burnt down in 1952.
1935 Silver Jubilee horizontal pair. Superb fresh MUH. SG A10, Cat. £600 as MLH with at least double for MUH.
1935 Silver Jubilee block of 4. Fresh & fine MUH. Extremely scarce in such multiples SG A10, Cat. £2400 as
MLH. (see front cover)
Falkland Islands 1968 Flowers set of 14 to £1 in MUH blocks of 4. SG 232/45, Cat. £260
1971 Flowers Decimal surcharges set of 13 to 25p on 5/- in MUH blocks of 4. SG 263/75, Cat. £100
Falkland Island Deps 1944/45 KGVI Pictorials with Graham Land, South Orkneys, South Georgia & South Shetlands
ovpts complete for each of the four Dependencies with both 6d shades. All fine MUH. Cat. £160+ (36)
Falkland Is Deps-South Georgia 1963/69 QEII Defins to £1 Penguin (off centre) with no £1 whale. All in MUH blocks
of 4. SG 1/16 (excl 15), Cat. £440
1971 QEII Decimal surcharges set of 14 with original upright wmk all in MUH blocks of 4. SG Cat. £240
France 1853 1f carmine Napoleon imperf with four even margins. Lightly used but a couple of small thins.
An opportunity to pick up a presentable example of a rare issue. Mi 17a, Cat. €4200 ($6500)
1869 5f Napoleon. Used with "2240" numeral cancel. A couple of short perfs at left but well centered with good
colour. Mi. 32 type III, Cat. €1000
1925 5f carmine Paris Exhibition single. Fresh MLH. SG 412, Cat. £170
1927 2f & 5f "Poste "Aerienne" ovpts fine MLH. Better centred than usual. SG 455/56, Cat. £550
1931 1f50 green Sinking Fund. Fine & fresh MLH. SG 493, Cat. £180
1937 National Museums Fund pair. Fine MLH. SG 586/87, Cat. £200
1960 "New Franc" Airmails to 10f in MUH blocks of 4 with the 2f "Mystere" type only. SG 1457b/60, Cat. £100
French Somali Coast-Djibouti 1894/1902 30¢ grey brown & rose bisect on piece tied by 11/Jul/01 cds. Scott #14a,
Cat. US$600 on cover. SG 97a, Cat. £650
French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1975 40¢ Antarctic Tern, 50¢ Antarctic Petrel & 1f20 Kerguelen
cormorant imperforate colour trial strips with three strips of each value in two diff colour combinations plus 1981 3f50
Saint Marcout, 3f85 Arcad III satellite strips & 55¢ helicopter in 3 strips. Rarely seen & excellent for thematic exhibits.
(14 strips)
German Colonies-Marshall Islands 1889 "Marschall Inseln" ovptd set on Germany with the 3pf on piece & others all
fine used with Jaluit cds of 1900. Fine & scarce. (6)
Germany-Schleswig & Holstein 1850 1s Prussian blue & 2s rose, latter in 2 shades all without gum. 1s is 2½
margins, the others 4 margins except one touching top left. Genuine examples with vertical blue security thread. (3)
German Colonies-S.W. Africa German Colonies-S.W. Africa 1907 (27th Sept) "On the mole at Swakopmund" hand
tinted postcard showing crowd of people disembarking with 10pf "Yacht" tied by "Windhuk" cds. Addressed to Mrs
F.H. Young, Perth WA. VG cond.
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German Pacific Islands 1914 "yacht" type with "GRI" ovpt on German New Guinea 1d on 5pf & 1d "OS" on 3pf, 2d
on 20pf Marshall Is (blunt top left corner), Samoa with GRI ½d on 5pf, 2½d on 20pf, no "GRI" on 3pf (SG 101N) &
10pf x2 (SG 103N) & 20pf. All Samoa are used with others MLH/MH. Cond varies with the 3pf "OS" having small
surface thin at top left & one Samoa 10pf with missing corner reflected in reserve. Cat. £200+ (8)
Germany 1922 set of 6 (2mk faulty), Charity pair, 1924 Charity (4) & 1926 Arms plus 1932 Charity & 1939 set of 9.
All MLH. Mi Cat. €180 (30)
1924 buildings (4), 1936 Winter Relief set of 9, 1937 ditto & 1943 Wehrmacht recess set of 12 all good to fine used
plus 1912 Rhein an Haia Airs MLH (3). Total Mi Cat. €170+ (37)
1927 IAA sweated mint, 1934 Colonisers (6pf pulled perf as base) & 1935 Saar MLH plus railways & 1939 Auto
Exhibition good to fine used. Mi €120+ (20)
1928/31 Zeppelins MLH (Mi Cat. €122), 1931 Polar Flight set of 3 but tone spots (Mi Cat. €900 if fine) & 1933 4m
Chicago Exhibition ovpt MLH (Cat. €90). (7)
1928/31 Zeppelins set of 3 good to fine used (Mi Cat. €155) plus another 4M with "socked on the nose" Luftschiff Graf
Zeppelin 3.8.1929" cds. Total Cat. €200+ (4)
1935 Ostropa M/S without gum. Top left & bottom right corners missing. Mi Cat. €180 for stamps alone without gum.
1935 Ostropa set of 4 F/U singles from M/S. Mi Cat. €200
1936 (6th April) Interior of the Hall of Honour Hamburg colour postcard showing photos & paintings of Hitler & other
Third Reich officials on the walls. A scarce card in vg cond. Used with Munich slogan cancel.
1936 Brown Ribbon M/S MUH (Cat. €32) & 1937 ovptd in red with FDI cancel. Light stain. Mi B1.10, Cat. €130
1936 Olympics M/S pair. MUH with odd tweezer dent for accuracy & one with odd surface tone spots. Mi Cat. €200
1936/40 WWII Third Reich group of 7 diff postcards all bar one with stamps & commem pmks with majority in black &
white. Incls Tannenberg Memorial, Unter den Linden boulevard & Hitler's b'day (colour). PTSA at $200+ (7)
1937 Hitler's 48th birthday M/S MLH with odd mark/stain on reverse & Nuremberg M/S (Mi B19, Cat. €60) with special
FDI cancels. (2)
1937 Winter Relief & 1939 Postal Employees Fund sets MLH (Cat. €32) plus Berlin "Bells" sets with centre clapper
used & left & right MLH. Total Cat. €170+ (36)
1944 Wehrmacht set of 13 MLH & 1945 SS/SA pair F/U, the SA soldier with legible FDI cancel. No certificates so
sold "as is".
Germany-Berlin 1949 "BERLIN" ovpts in red set of 14. MLH/MH. Mi 21/34, Cat. €600 for hinged.
1949 Charity set of 3 with 20pf + 5pf value in pale shade plus UPU set. MLH. Mi €380 for hinged (10)
1949 UPU set of 7. 12pf off-centre & odd minor tweezer dent or bend for accuracy, otherwise fine MUH. SG B54/B60,
Cat. £950
1950 Orchestra pair & 1952 Olympics F/U (10pf thin corner at lower right) plus 1953 Uprising MLH. Mi €190 (7)
1950 Philharmonic Orchestra pair, the 30pf centred to left. MUH SG B72/3
1949 Relief Fund set of 4 MUH & 1955 set MLH (40pf + 10 val pulled perf at top). Mi 117/20 (Cat. €130) & Mi 222/5
(Cat. €45 as MUH)
1949 Stamp Cent plus 1951 & 1957 Relief Fund sets all MLH. 1952 10pf creased & 20pf minor thin.
Cat. Mi €160 for MLH (11)
1949 UPU (SG 1038, cat. £55), 1950 Bach (faults), 1952 Otto (toned), 1953 Liebig, Rontgen, 1952 Schurz & 1955
Relief Fund set of 4 plus 4 others all good to fine used. Cat. £130 with only fine counted. (15)
1949-1957 selected used & MLH better issues on Hagners with the used incl 1949 20pf Opening of Bundestag, 30pf
UPU & Relief Fund set plus 1951 Bach & 20pf St Mary's Church (+ 10pf MUH). MLH incl 1949 & 1955 Relief Fund
sets & 1953 Transport set amongst other sets, part sets & singles. (36 MUH/MLH, 21 F/U)
1951 Posthorns set of 16. Fine MLH. Mi Cat. €700
1953 Relief Fund used with wrong 10pf, excluded from cat. value & Transport Exhibition set of 4 plus Inselpost ovpt of
1944 (Mi 10A) on Military Field Post Parcel stamp but dubious ovpt & cancel (1941!). Cat. €135+ (9)
Gold Coast 1939-1941 censored covers with Passed by Censor handstamp of numbers 5 & 7 with 2 of each & 11.
One to Cape Town, one to Birmingham by surface mail & another airmailed plus two to USA by surface mail. VG (5)
1940-1952 KGVI covers comprising 1940 Reg'd Kumasi to California bearing 6d tied by oval reg "Kumasi Gold
Camp", 1952 Axim to USA with 2/- castle x 2 (double rate airmail), 1948 Takoradi- to England with 2 strikes plus
Senondi to left of adhesives surface mail (2½d) & 1946 internal Konongo to Kumasi with sheet 0269 corner block of
4 x 9d tied by 16 AU 46 cds of Konongo sent by surface mail. (4 covers)
Greenland 1945 Pictorials set of 9 to 5k. MLH SG 8/16, Cat. £300
Hong Kong 1936 5c green, 8c brown & 20c grey KGVI Postal Stationary imprinted envs all overprinted "SPECIMEN"
in same colours. Exc cond. (3)
Iceland 1930 Millenary set of 16. Fresh MLH with odd small hinge remnant. SG 158/73, Cat. £350
India c1920 Forces Mail covers x 13 to same addressee in South Wales all franked 1½a or 2a & tied by Fort Dufferin
cds's. Better than average cond for covers of this period. (13)
1920/30's ½a "Their Majesties Silver Jubilee Fund to Relieve Distress & Suffering in India" perforated cinderella in
purple. Mint without gum. Unusual.
1924 (6th Aug) Mount Everest Expedition led by General CG Bruce. A pictorial postcard showing Mt Everest from the
base camp in the Rongbuk Valley, Tibet with "Dispatched by Postal Runner to India" printed above message.
Addressed to SD in Liverpool, it is signed "Best Wishes JBL Noel Captain Mt Everest Expedition" who was the
photographer & movie camera operator for the accent. The postcard has the blue mountain cinderella cancelled by
Rongbuk Glacier Base Camp cachet in red with India NINE PIES on 1/- surcharge pair of KGV stamps pmkd
Darjeeling 2 SEP 24. Central fold otherwise fine. It was an ill-fated attempt with the two man team of Mallory & Irvine
disappearing into the mist only a couple of hundred feet short of the summit. The body of Mallory was found in 1999
but Irvine is yet to be were found. Even today there is debate as to whether they were the first to reach the summit.
A scarce item full of history with a personal touch by Noel who filmed the tragedy.
Italy 1910 National Plebiscite of Southern States. Fine used pair with the 5¢ well centred (light tone at lower left) &
15¢ off-centre to lower right reflected in low reserve. SG 83/84, Cat. £430
1935 Bellini Airs set of 4. Fine used. SG 468/72, Cat. £360
Italian Colonies-Br. Occ of Former-Cyrenaica 1950 Warrior set of 13. Fresh MLH. SG 136/43, Cat. £170 as MUH
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 1938 1¢ KGVI sheet of 100 MUH incl R3/6 "A" of "CA" missing from wmk.
SG 131ab, Cat. £225 + 99 normals
Latvia 1830 official document in Gothic script written in German & dated at Riga 24 March 1830. Postal marking
in Cyrillic with wax seal.
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Malaysia - Sungei Ujong 1883/84 2¢ pale rose with ovpt setting 16 + 21 & 2¢ brown with ovpt setting 12 + 20.
Both without gum. SG 30 & 31, Cat. £200+ as MLH
Malaya-Perak 1938-1941 defins fine used set with a mixture of Gula Malaya & Kuala Kurau postal cds's, some
with odd envelope adherence remaining but facially excellent. Missing 1941 2¢ orange & 8¢ scarlet. Remainder of
set Cat. £600+ (17 plus extra 50¢ on piece & 4¢ used strip of 3)
Morocco Agencies 1949 KGVI set of 17 to 5/-. Fresh MUH with 2/6d marginal. SG 77/93 Cat. £80
Natal 1882/95 ½d to 2½d QV MLH/ used odds plus KEVII vals to 6d MLH. Useful group. Cat. £40+ (13)
Netherlands 1852 5¢, 10¢ & 15¢ King William imperfs. Just touching to large margins. Fine used examples with
5¢ & 15¢ having cds cancels & the 10¢ with boxed "Franco". SG 1/3 Cat. £320
1867 King William simplified set of 6 with boxed Franco or dotted numeral cancels. Better than average set.
SG 11/16 Cat. £490
1867/69 5¢ King William type II (no gum, rough perfs, SG £170 as MLH), 15¢ type I perf. 12½x12 mint (SG 13,
Cat. £900), 20¢ ditto (SG 14, Cat. £900) & 50¢ ditto (SG 16, Cat. £3750). The gum is fresh, possibly regummed.
Centring varies but all (except 5¢) with sound perfs on all sides. A useful group at a "budget" reserve sold "as is".
Total SG cat. is £5720 (NVPH 2015/16 Cat. €5525)
1877/1903 Telegram hexagonal issue in pale lilac & black set to 60¢ (excl 5¢ & 25¢) but with extra 15¢ mint (one 15¢
gum fault) to 20¢, 30¢ & 60¢ with punched holes & 50¢ unused no gum. Mi €972 to 20¢ with higher vals €55 as used.
A useful group. (9)
1891 50¢, 1g & 2g50 Queen Wilhelmina bicolours, perf. 11½x11. MLH with natural inclusion at lower right of 2g50 & a
slightly flat perf at top. SG 159/61 Cat. £1200
1891 50¢, 1g, 2g50 & 5¢ Queen Wilhelmina bicolours. Fine used & well centred with good perfs. Ink figures on back of
1g. SG 162/65 Cat. £1350 (4)
1896 5g red brown & bronze green Wilhelmina fine used by thick cds. Mi. 48c, Cat. €480, SG 165, Cat. £650
1913 10g Centenary with neat central Rotterdam cds. Mi. 92b, Cat. €950, SG 225, Cat. £1100
1923 2½g black Accession. Fresh MLH. SG 268, Cat. £325
1923 2½g black Accession fine used. Mi. 132, Cat. €350, SG 268,Cat. £350
1923 5g blue Accession fine used. Mi. 133, Cat. €280, SG 269, Cat. £300
1942 1942 Legion M/S's pair. Two minor tone spots on 7½¢ & small thin in margin otherwise MUH & scarce thus.
SG MS569a/b Cat. £340+
1951 15g & 25g Airs fine used pair. SG 742/3, Cat. £400
1951 25g seagull fine used. SG 743, Cat. £170
2013 "Orange in Silver" complete collection of 24 issues reproduced in silver stamp ingots on pres cards in 2 vols.
Cost to vendor was €19.95 plus P&P x 24 = €480 (A$750). Exc cond & most attractive.
Netherlands Indies 1864 10¢ carmine imperf with Palembang cds. Clear to large margins. SG 1 Cat. £170
1868 10¢ carmine, perf. 12½ x 12. MUH, centred to right with excellent perfs. SG 2 Cat. £2000 + premium MUH
1902/09 10¢ to 2½g Queen Wilhelmina. MUH. SG 128/39 Cat. £480 + premium
1941 Queen Wilhelmina complete set of 16 to 25g. MVLH with 15¢ & 17½¢ MUH. A fresh set. SG 429/44 Cat. £1500
New Zealand 1864/71 1/- yellow green Chalon. MLH with average hinge remnant. Centred slightly right.
SG 125, Cat. £325
1908 1d rose-carmine with "King Edward VII Land" ovpt. Fine used, centred low. SG A1, Cat. £45
1913/25 2/-, 5/- & £1 Stamp Duty postal fiscals ovptd "OFFICIAL". All good to fine used, the 2/- with parcel cancel &
the 5/- with cds & £1 with Wellington s/l cancel. SG O82/04 Cat. £650
1931/40 12/6d deep plum postally used with part Christchurch cds (date indistinct). SG F156 Cat. £170
1947 (1st Sept) Bank of NSW Wellington NZ Register Cert with 7/- Arms duty attached & tied by Stamp Duty Office
Napier cds. Good cond & nice genuine revenue usage.
1971 (20th Jan) 20c Maori Tattoo stamp & 20c kiwi PNC & 1975 (1st Oct) Christmas $1 stamp & coin PNC. Both
pmkd & Registered at Christchurch. VG cond & rarely seen as quantities issued were less than 100. (2)
1973 10c Arms with silver (arms) omitted. Upper marginal example. Fine MUH. A spectacular error. SG 1017a, Cat.
£200
1986 30c Music imperforate horizontal pair. Fresh MUH. SG 1407a, Cat. £275
1988 $1 RPSNZ Miniature Sheet on FDC signed by both Marcel Stanley & Maurice Conley, the sheet designers.
Complete with info card. Exc cond.
1996 Health Miniature Sheet with the Teddy Bear error appearing twice in the sheet. This has been
overprinted with the CAPEX '96 logo thus missing the "SC 439" number at top. This miniature sheet was
immediately withdrawn as the design caused an outcry because the baby should have been facing the rear of
the car to comply with safety regulations. Only a few have been recorded on the open market & these were
linked back to the printers, Enschede, in Holland who gave them to visiting VIP's. Fresh MUH with normal for
comparison. Michel catalogues it at €12,000 & Len Jury at NZ$25,000.
2003 $1.50 Lord of the Rings - Gandalf with top sheetlet selvedge massively mis-perforated with part perfs through
centre & base of stamp at slight angle. MUH & a rare NZ Post error. SG 2656
2010 (20th Oct) 60c & $1.90 All Blacks Rugby team with $1 matching coin PNC. Most attractive & highly collectable.
North Borneo 1894 $1 scarlet Arms in imperforate printers trial sheet of 50 on unwatermarked wove paper. Fresh
unused. SG 83b as imperf pairs, Cat. £1200+
Pakistan 1935 Quetta Earthquake with "Earthquake Stamps not available" in m/s & same indelible pencil as
address to London. 4 JUN 35 light Quetta RMS Screwhead cancel above address. This is rare as only used from 4th
to 7th June. Light wear & odd stain at right. A useful addition a disaster mail exhibit.
Pitcairn Is Posts & Telegraphs Department Pitcairn Island Administration "Exchange of Correspondence - Mails
Delivery Bill" for mails transferred from the Island to Sydney on board vessel "Prospector II". Document is signed by
Dennis Christian, descendant of "Bounty" fame. Document is damaged, which is usual for hand carried delivery bills
but cds remains clear top right.
Poland 1938 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition perforated M/S. MUH & rarely seen as thus. SG 335a Cat. £110 as MLH
Sarawak 1934 1c to $10 defins complete F/U. Incls all the shades. SG 106/25 + "a" numbers, Cat. £350 (26)
1948 RSW pair MUH & 1950 defins to $5 plus the later 1952 10¢. All MUH & much fresher than generally seen for
stamps of this period. Cat. £170 (18)
Solomon Is 1914/23 KGV defins to £1 with MCA wmk. 10/- & £1 are F/U with others MLH/MH with odd perf stain. SG
22/38 (excl 31), Cat. £300 (13)
South Africa 1927/28 2d to 10/- bi-lingual pairs handstamped "SPECIMEN", the 5/- a single only. 3d is fine MLH, 2d
unit creased & 4d, 1/- & 10/- with tone spots. 2/6d has one unit seriously stained. Low reserve. SG 34s/39s Cat. £1100
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South Africa-Boar War 1901 Prisoner of War cover with "V.R.I. 1d" ovptd on 1d mauve tied by Wingburg FE 19 01
O.R.C." cds. Neighbouring triangular "Passed Press Censor" in violet with initial & 9 2 01 penned & "PR OF WAR" h/s
in green. Addressed to Gracepoint Camp. Torn at top & part front glued to backing.
South Africa-Cape of Good 1900 Mafeking Siege ovpts selection fine used & all appearing to be used during the
siege period from 23rd March to 17th May. SG 1, 2 (on piece), 3, 9, 12 & 13, Cat. £900+ (6)
Straits Settlements 1925 (24th Aug) Singapore addressed postcard with GB 1d KGV tied by Eastbourne cancel. Two
Strait Setts 8c Postage Dues attached & cancelled by Kandang Kerbau & Singapore cds's as re-addressed. Additional
"T10 258" cachet at base. Some corner wear but attractive SS PD use.
Suriname 1892/93 Queen Wilhelmina defins to 30¢. 20¢ with gum, others unused. SG 63/68 Cat. £170
1900 Queen Wilhelmina "SURINAME" surcharges. Mint with no gum. SG 77/79 Cat. £125
1950 Cancer Research Fund set of 4. Fresh MLH. SG 379/82 Cat. £100 as MUH
Switzerland 1850/52 Rayon I, II & III good to fine used each with 3 or 4 margins. All presentable with rich original
colours. SG 10,13 &24, Cat. £500+ (3)
1919/20 Airs ovptd pair. MLH, the 30¢ very lightly hinged while the 50¢ has hinge remnant. SG 302/03, Cat. £230
1936 Defence Fund, 1943 10c Cantonal & 1945 Lifeboat M/S's. Fine MUH. SG MS367, 430a & 446a, Cat. £300+
Tanganyika 1922/24 £1 black & orange giraffe with wmk sideways. Fine used with neat corner cds. A couple of
shortish perfs. SG 88, Cat. £750
Trinidad 1905/06 2d Postage Due with inverted wmk. This example has gum & a small black surface at top right.
SG D11w, Cat. £350 used & unpriced MLH
1885 Postage Dues set of 9 to 1/-. Staining on 5d & 8d. F/U with nice genuine usage. SG D1/9 Cat. £70
Tristan Da Cunha 1965 6d HMS Cilicia overprinted "NATIONAL SAVINGS" in red with 2½p surcharge in mauve plate
1a corner block of 4 plus 3 singles, one with misplaced ovpt all MUH & a CTO vert pair. Also single without surcharge
but NS ovpt MUH. MUH & CTO. SG F1 var. (10)
Turks Islands 1867 1d dull rose showing "throat flaw". Good to fine used clear of variety. SG 1a, Cat. £250
USA 1851/98 Used selection on stockcard comprising 1851 3¢ (#11A, cut close), 1861 10¢, 12¢ quite well central,
1857 12¢ (faults) & 1870 24¢ violet (cork obliterator) plus 1898 50¢ Columbian Expo well centred & lightly used.
Cat. US$730 (ignoring faulty 12¢) (6)
1869 2¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢, 12¢ & 15¢ with cork cancels & mixed centring. All with grilles. Sound used reserved accordingly.
Scott 113/19, Cat. US$885
1898 5¢, 8¢, 10¢ & 50¢ Trans-Mississippi plus 1901 5¢, 8¢ & 10¢ all used. Much better than spacefillers but 8¢ (1901)
has cut off perfs at top. Useful at this reserve. SG Cat. £460 (7)
1929 10c-10c "Kans." & "Nabr" overprints. Fresh MLH & rarely seen so fine. SG 655/76, Cat. £700+ (22)
1930 Graf Zeppelin set of 3 to $2.60. Fresh MVLH with just a few gum skips on 65¢. Well centred 7 close to MUH
hence worth a premium. SG A687/89, Cat. £1600
1945 (20th Oct) V …- Mail env with 2c US Philippine Islands "VICTORY Common-wealth" ovpt. & "Postal Service DDay" pictorial cachet. Incls 2 clippings regarding WWII V-Mail. Exc cond.
1990's "U.S. MAIL" cloth badges as per the USPS uniforms. Rarely offered for sale. (2)
Vatican City 1929 Papal Tiara & Pope Pius defins & Express complete set of 15, 1931 PD's & 1949 UPU pair all fine
used. Mi 1/15, P1/6, 161/2, Cat. €245 (23)
1933 Pope Pius defin set of 18 incl Express (Mi. 21/38) all MLH plus 1949 Basilicas, 1951 Pius X, Chalcedon Anniv
(60l minor stain) & 1949 Holy Year all MUH On Hagner PTSA $330+. (47)
1935 Juridical Congress set of 6. Fine MUH. Mi. 145/50, Cat. €800, SG 41/46, Cat. £300
Zululand 1894/96 ½d to 2/6d QV. 2/6d with corner crease & aged gum & a couple of toned perfs on 1/- otherwise
MLH. Frontally fine & a low reserve. SG 20/25 Cat. £200 (7)
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